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Preface.

The rapid development of radio electronics and a deep

penetration of it virtually into all areas of science and technology

stipulated the need for the creation of amplifiers with the

functional amplitude characteristic in the broad dynamic band of a

change in the signal. The fields of application of functional

amplifiers are very diverse: radar, ground-based and space radio

communication, technique of measurement, automated control systems,

.. :....
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computers, etc. Without the functional amplifiers not at all -.-.

conceived the execution of the device/equipment, which simulates

living organism. I

To questions of the expansion of the dynamic range of

amplifiers, in particular, to the automatic gain control (ARU) are

devoted many works. For example, in the latter/last five years to

* questions of ARU only in the transistorized amplifiers are devoted

more than 200 Soviet and foreign works. However, in the majority of

* the cases the use/application of ARtI provides for volume compression
of output effect without taking into account the form of amplitude

characteristic only.

At present in the technical literature from the functional

amplifiers logarithmic amplifiers [7, 8] are sufficiently widely

described. However, until now, are not presented

general/common/total theory and design.procedure of amplifiers with

FAKh of any type in the broad dynamic band both on the tubes and on

the transistors.

Page 6.

In this book is made the attempt to complete this gap/spacing

and to give general/common/total approach to the design of functional

~. .. . .
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amplifiers independent of the type of amplifier instrument. -i

-% S.

The material, published in the book, is the result of the

10-year work of the authoreatype o a considerable 
extent original.

Observations and wish about the book we request to direct to

address: Kiev, 4, Puskinskaya, 28, publishing house.

6T-

-4

. . . .
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* Page 7.

. Chapter 1.

METHODS OF OBTAINING THE FUNCTIONAL AMPLITUDE CHARACTERISTICS IN

AMPLIFIERS.

Sl. Criteria of evaluation of amplifiers with broad dynamic band.

- The creation of functional amplifiers with the broad dynamic

band (ShDD) on the input effect z is at present urgent problem.

* FOOTNOTE '. By input effect v and output effect e for the electronic

*; amplifiers should be understood one of three values: voltage/stress,

current or power in the dependence on the designation/purpose of

functional amplifier. ENDFOOTNOTE.

This problem even more is complicated in the case of applying as the

amplifier instruments the transistors, which have a small dynamic

range on the input effect. !n spite of that even number amplifiers

with the broad dynamic band already extensively are used, up to now

there is no general/common/total criterion, by using which it would

be possible to consider different amplifiers with ShDD. By the "

• ::.L

* 4*. .. * .. ~.'.-> -*..* : ,'
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dynamic range of the input effect of amplifier, or dynamic range of

amplifier, is understood the ratio of the maximum level of input

effect vuum to minimum level #wm (Fig. 1):

a.
-+ , d-- am VI--R-

Value vua. corresponds to the level, on which the amplifier

loses its amplifier properties. Value - is determined by the level,

" on which output effect mu- is sufficient for the normal work of the

device/equipment, connected at the output of amplifier. Usually i.=

is determined by the inherent noise level of amplifier, i~e.,.-..

Usual one- and multistage linear amplifiers will be considered.

Let us assume that linear amplifier stage has amplitude

characteristic, depicted in Fig. 1 (curve 1), and its dynamic range

is determined by expression (1-1).

Page 8.
-i-1

Transmission factor of cascade/stage K.

Then for n-cascade amplifier the maximum input effect

the minimum input effect

-.a. 7 Vm.
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With K:0 it is possible to take

then the dynamic ranqe of n-cascade amplifier

f.1

i.e. KO-1 once is less than the dynamic range of cascade/stage.

Let us assume that for amplifier stage, carried out on the tube,

vmn-5 V, ,n--1V, K=0. Then according to equation (1-1) d=100 dB.

We accept a number of cascades/stages n=5. Then according to

expression (1-2) D,=20 dB.

From the given examples it is evident that it is difficult to

j judge, what amplifier is better from the point of view of its dynamic

and amplifier properties. For the quantitative estimation of the

amplifier and dynamic properties of amplifiers, assembled on this

type of amplifier instruments, it is expedient to introduce the

concept of the dynamic quality:

* for the cascade/stage
:-, -'-"-;

for n-cascade amplifier

Q V .I . (1-4)

dJ
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life

--. ' 4 ,i

Fig. 1. Amplitude characteristics of linear and nonlinear amplifiers.

Page 9.

Substituting in formulas (1-3), (1-4) values d and D, we obtain

i.e., with the linear amplification the quality one- and multistage

' amplifiers is identical. Now it is possible to claim that that linear

amplifier is better, whose dynamic quality is more.

However, this confirmation it is insufficient for the functional

(nonlinear) amplifiers. Let us show this based on the example of

single-stage amplifier. Let us assume that functional amplifier stage

consists of linear amplifier stage (U) and functional unit (FE),

which can be connected in series on the diagram in Fig. 2a or Fig.

2b. Let us consider several simplest versions of the functional

amplifiers:

1. Linear amplifier stage has following data: K', d', qj'n Kd"

a . . . . . . . . . . . . a .*- a . . - -
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(curve 1 in Fig. 1). The functional unit, which forms amplitude

characteristic, is connected at the output of amplifier (Fig. 2a). In

this case the effect vu.. remained as before, since it is

determined by amplifier, it is more accurate, by amplifier instrument

(curve 3 in Fig. 1). For the functional amplifier we have:

K6y-K'; dy-d'; q~oY--q,Adynamic range and dynamic quality was not

changed in comparison with the linear amplifier.

2. Functional unit is connected at input of amplifier (Fig. 2b).

In this case maximum value ,,>,u (curve 2 in Fig. 1).

L.et us assume that ,.-mv,. 1m. Then with the equality of initial

transmission factors K we have: nq 1q! -- ys ;.e. qjvL> ql.

3. Amplifier has data: K" =K'/m; , vus,, q -q4cujvv.4 in Fig. 1).

Functional amplifier is assembled on the block diagram Fig. 2b. It

has following data: K-mr' vv;m-v-mvv'-" qpYmq j° ey"

As can be seen from the given examples, dynamic quality of FU,

assembled on the identical amplifier instruments, depends on the

structure of construction of FU, and with the identical structure of

construction of FU its dynamic quality depends on the quality of

linear amplifier stage.

r J. . . . . . . • . -
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Fig. 2. Possible versions of the construction of the schematics of

functional amplifiers.

- Page 10.

With the linear load the quality of amplifier stage can be replaced

with the quality of amplifier instrument.

For a comparative evaluation of dynamic qualities of FU of

identical structure it is expedient to introduce the concept of the

standardized/normalized quality

H -- y~n -(1.5)
a

which does not depend on the quality of amplifier instrument (linear

cascade/stage). Then for the linear amplifier

Thus, by amplifier with the broad dynamic band should be

understood amplifiers with the standardized/normalized dynamic

quality of more than one, i.e., for them is satisfied the condition

H>. (1)

In the determination of amplifier accepted with ShDD is not
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considered the form of amplitude characteristic (AKh), since the

expansion of dynamic range on the input effect only ensures the

amplification of all possible levels of effect without the observance

of specific ratios between the output effect and the input effect. By

form of AKh with this input dynamic range is determined dynamic range

on the output effect, which depending on type of FAKh can be less or

- more than dynamic range on the input effect.• "[ I
According to the structure multistage FU can be consecutive or

parallel types. Consecutive type functional amplifiers have high

dynamic quality and therefore more greatly they are spread.

S2. Classification of functional amplifiers.

The functional amplitude characteristic of amplifier in general

form can be registered as certain function e=f(v) output effect of e

from the input effect Y.

Page 11.

On the base of the achievements of contempory radio electronics in

the amplifiers it is possible to realize the broad class of

functional dependences. From a mathematical point of view the

functional dependences, which can be realized in the electronic

S.7
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amplifiers, are divided into three classes: algebraic, transcendental

and periodic.

By period should be understood the cycle of a change in the

output effect e with a change (increase) in the input effect v in the

dynamic range. In each period the function e=f( P) can be described

by algebraic or transcendental function.

Physical essence of FU is most fully reflected by this parameter

as slope/transconductance FAKh, or, which is the same, by the

differential transmission factor of amplifier, by the numerically

equal to the ratio infinitesimal increment in the output effect of

amplifier to infinitesimal increment in the input effect:

(t-7)

According to the character of coefficient b it is possible to

judge the possible methods of realization of FAKh. Therefore it is

expedient to additionally class FU on the base of differential

transmission factor. Outcome from this principle, entire variety of

FU can be divided into the following fundamental types:

1. Amplifiers with the constant differential transmission factor

over the dynamic range

b Pu const. (t4).

2. Amplifiers with variable/alternating/variable and reduced b

h - ,a(4). (1-9)

:. ..,.. . ,, ,, . ., . .-;-..,, , -.... ..... . . . . .. . . ..: .- .. ;': . . : . . . .. : :. ... .
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- over dynamic s-band increase in input effect &-

3. Amplifiers with variable/alternating/variable and increasing

*: b with increase/growth v

6 - v(t). -(-tO)

Mathematically differential transmission factor of FU over the

dynamic range can be described by algebraic or transcendental

function. In periodic FAKh one of conditions (1-8), (1-9) or (1-10)

is realized.

The first type of FU includes the amplifiers with the linear j
amplitude characteristic (Lin AKh)

!(V) =,Ea,(ii) .

Page 12.

To the second type of FU can be attributed the following special

cases:

a) logarithmic amplifiers (LAKh)

() - a In IV; (1-12)

b) amplifiers with the exponential amplitude characteristic

(SAKh) with 3<l (SAKh)

I(,) M,,, (1-3)

and so forth.

•- .'.-.... .-. ........- * . .* + • • • ........... . ... . 1
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The third type of FU includes:

a) amplifiers with the exponential (exponential) amplitude

characteristic (PAKh, EAKh)

"1 MP" or ( a'; (14)

b) amplifiers with the exponential amplitude characteristic with L

13>1 (SAKH2 ) and so forth.

Any real FU under the sufficiently small input influence works

in the linear conditions, and then with some fully specific level of

input effect ,- passes into the nonlinear operating mode. If level

vnexceeds the level of its own input noises, then FU has

linearly-functional amplitude characteristic.

Some special cases of FAKh of real amplifiers are shown in Fig.

3a, and 3b a change in the differential transmission factors

different FU with a change in the input effect is shown.

Transition from the linear section of characteristic to the

nonlinear occurs monotonically or with the fracture (at angle)

K•

. . . oo
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depending on value and character of a change in the differential

transmission factor with the work of FU in the nonlinear

mode/conditions. The most pronounced fractures (angles) must have

characteristics of the amplifier-limiters (Fig. 3a), for which must

?; be implemented equalities b.-cons&, bbm =0 and multilevel (two-,

* three- and n-level) amplifiers with linearly stepped characteristic

(Fig. 4).

4..

.4".

o o
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Key: (1). Lin. (2). Limit.

Page 13.

For periodic FAKh mutual conductance periodically is changed (it

grows or decreases) according to the specific law with an increase in

the input effect Y. Transition from one law of change bmvar(t) to the

next bmvaw(.j) or b-const can occur smoothly (case of monotone

characteristics), with the fracture it is abrupt (with the disruption

in the characteristic). In practice discontinuous FAKh more

Ke : ( ) *i. (2):s.Li ............-. *" .. .
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frequently are applied, when coefficient b, being changed according

to the specific law in some assigned range of a change in the input

effect Y, after achieving determined of value [b. when b-var(t) or

* b.whenb. ar(4')|, abruptly it is changed, being returned to its

initial value, or some new value accepts, it is more or less than the

initial (Fig. 5).

Let us agree to call the characteristics, which are a special

case of a broader class of periodic FAKh, functional-discontinuous.
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If the depth of the adjustment of coefficient of b

* bwel i b
pt = , or (1-17)

.. the change in coefficient of b for the amplifier with the periodic

- (by discontinuous FAKh) analytically it is possible to write:

with b(,)-vua(t)

b (1-18-,,

with b(v)-var(4)

be )- b 1, PitIi

where .. lIgZ-1., 2. .... m - whole number; a - coefficient ;f

standardization. In the particular case with d=l0 the coefficient

a=l;

with b(v)=const coefficient b can be changed according to the

* law (1-18) or (1-19), i.e., abruptly be reduced or increase.

If the coefficients of adjustment P' are equal to each other,

i.e.

.o.

. . . . . . . .

. . . . . . .
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then expressions (1-18) and (1-19) take the form
b (v)

b.( + ) =- b (')p.

Let us find the general/common/total expression for FAKh of real

amplifier under the assigned law of a change in coefficient of b( Y)

in the dynamic range. With v4 vu FU works in the linear conditions

with the initial transmission factor K,. In this case b(v)--K, and

amplitude characteristic is described by the expression

1 (,) M ,K.• (-20)1 0 4. <V .C Va..

With v-v. FU passes into the functional operating mode.

Page 15.

So that the amplitude characteristic of amplifier would have the

smooth transition (',ithout the sharp fractures), at any transition

point of it of two adjacent sections must be implemented the

following conditions:

a) the equality of the ordinates of the adjacent sections
+ A(-2

b) the equality of first-order derivatives., or the equality of

the differential transmission factors infinitesimal adjacent sections

of a). of(# + AV). (t.22

c) the identical signs of first-order derivatives.

-.-...... .. .. ..... . ,.... .. . . ,. . ,' .,, . . .. . ..
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With the work of amplifier in the functional mode/conditions of

AKh it is written/recorded in the form

IV) b(,)dv + C -() + C. (1-2)

After finding constant of integration C, on the basis of initial

conditions (1-21) and (1-22) when ,-',, finally we obtain

( (VU1 + A (01,(-24

where

40(V) "0 (V) -0 (OR), 0 (V) -- b (v) dv. '

Expression (1-24) is general/common/total and it is useful for

finding the mathematical expression of FAKh of real amplifier

according to the assigned function of a change in the differential

transmission factor of FU.

Page 16.

§3. Qualitative indices of functional amplifiers.
-S

Fundamental qualitative indices of FU are: dynamic range of FAKh

on the input effect
va (1-25)

where v, and 's- input effects, with which it begins and is finished

by FAKh of the amplifier:

- . .. . . . .
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dynamic range of FAKh on the output effect

d, z (2-") '"(t-26)

- where , and .- value of output effect respectively at the values of

* input effect vu and v.;

contraction coefficient C when b- var(U) or expansion P when
b =va(t)

,. slope/transconductance of FAKh or differential transmission

*" factor FU

slope/transconductance of FAKh in the converted coordinates

, (1-28)

where a (e) and a (v] value of e and v in the converted coordinates.

FOOTNOTE '. Let us agree to designate the dynamic range of FAKh of

multistage amplifier through D.

2. Examples of transformation of coordinates will be given in

examination of concrete/specific/actual types FAKh. ENDFOOTNOTE.

In practice linear coordinates e and v are converted in such a

-, -.i . + . .- . . . . . . - . - . , ,- + . , . . " . . - + , . ' , . . -- -, . . , , - . " . . ... . . . .+
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I

, way that the condition a=const with the change would be satisfied; .

!" the accuracy of realization of FAKh:

* a) in the absolute divergence of objective parameter Ip(v) from

precise /,(

AS At 4() =/ (0 - to (M); (t-29)

b) according to the relative deflection
=A (1-29a)

c) according to the absolute divergence of

slope/transconductance of FAKh

AG (J -'4 N 49 VJ;(1-296)

d) according to the relative deflection of the

slope/transconductance

, ( ._ _ (1-29s)

the initial transmission factor of amplifier with the work in

linear conditions K,;

resonance frequency f0 and the passband [I of selective

amplifiers, upper /nowi and lower funs cut-off frequencies for the

aperiodic amplifiers in linear mode/conditions;

dynamic quality factor and the standardized/normalized dynamic

quality, determined respectively by expressions (1-3)-(1-5);

,- . .-* ** ,-* -.-'+. *- . * * ..+ .' . . . • . * .
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stability and the recurrence of FAKh, which characterizes the

possibility of serial production of FU with the identical parameters.

Page 17.

After using formulas (1-24)-(1-29), let us find expressions and

qualitative indices for the most widely used types of FAKh. For

obtaining the generalized results let us introduce the standardized

values of the input effect x and the. output effect z:

3-I (1-"30) ii.

a o

s-- -- (1481

Expressions for the differential transmission factor b(v), the

usual and standardized/normalized amplitude characteristici &r, given

in Table 1.

Linear amplifier.

For the linear amplifier is implemented the equality

Oh,, -- D,1-"32,) ."

The lower level of input effect in the linear amplifier is

limited to internally-produced noise. Therefore in the case of FU of

voltage/stress for minimum input effect 'u they accept the

-M !r .. ..-. ,....-. ,... .......................................................................... . . .
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* voltage/stress of internally-produced noise, converted to the input

- of amplifier, i.e.

.- Usn.. - UM ,.

The upper level of input effect 1- is limited to the linear

section of the passage characteristic of amplifier instrument.

The dynamic range of linear amplifier can be widened due to a

.  decrease of initial 'u and an increase in final v, of input effects

..°- with a simultaneous increase in final output effect s,, since

*" condition (1-32) is satisfied.
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Pages 18-19.

Table 1.

VU. (r,)1 Inn -
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(16). linear-discontinuous. (17). logarithm-discontinuous.

Page 20.

Therefore for expanding the range D of linear amplifier it is

necessary: to apply the low-noise amplifier instruments (UP); to

apply UP with the'large linear section of passage characteristic; to

compensate the nonlinearity of passage characteristic of UP; to apply

the negative feedback, which linearizes passage characteristic of UP;

*. to repeatedly use a linear section of passage characteristic of UP.

The logarithmic amplifier

During the logarithmic operation of signal with the Naperian

base e the differential amplifier gain is changed according to the

law

and amplitude characteristic according to equation (1-19) is

described by the expression
I(,,) ana = I (',,) + do4 M"

- K.v (Ia x + ). (1-34)

In this case the standardized/normalized characteristic

S- laz + t. (1-35)

If we along the axis of abscissas plot values v (or x) on the

logarithmic scale, and along the axis of ordinates - value e (or z)
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on the graphic scale, then the curves, described by expressions

(1-34) and (1-35), will be depicted in the form of straight lines ]
(segment AB in Fig. 6). Let us agree to call this converted scale 1st

type semilogarithmic scale. Logarithmic amplitude characteristic on

- the semilogarithmic scale has constant slope/transconductance a. If

we straight/direct AV continue to the side of smaller

. voltages/stresses, then it will intersect the axis of abscissas at

point v.. Y. physically corresponds to the input effect, under which

at the output of ideal logarithmic amplifier output effect is equal

to zero. It is easy to find value ',, if the right side of expression

(1-34) is made equal to zero:

'GE (1-3I8)

E.
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---- -- 3

Fig. 6. The logarithmic characteristics of real amplifier on 1st type

semilogarithmic scale: 1, 3, 5 - precise; 2, 3, 4 -real; 1 -N<e

* (a>l); 3 - e (a=l); 5 - N>e (a<l).

Page 21.

Slope/transconductance a of the logarithmic characteristic,

* de~icted on semilogarithmic scale,

(137

In the case of FUJ voltage after substitution

A

* Slope/transconductance a can be calculated also in volts to decibels

* (V/dBJ. There is a following dependence between the values of

slope/transconductance, expressed in different units,

(I)
tiW
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Key: (1). (V/dB]. (2). (V/neper].

The logarithmic amplitude characteristic of amplifier is ideally

precise, if in entire dynamic range D condition a=const is satisfied.

From the given analysis it is evident that in the case of

logarithmic operation according to the law of natural logarithm with

*. foundation N=e=2.72 the slope/transconductance of LAKh on the

semilogarithmic scale is numerically equal to output effect a., with

which it begins with LAKh. Consequently, changing value ,,. it is

possible to vary slope/transconductance of LAKh. Since is implemented

the equality
0-- Ka,, i 4,"

then at given values ao and K. LAKh of amplifier must begin at the

completely specific value of the input effect

-- <

and vice versa, at given values , and ,, the amplifier gain with the

work in the linear conditions must be the completely specific value

The characteristics of logarithmic amplifier in the

.semilogarithmic scale for three values of slope/transconductance a at

constant value ,s and the different values of factor of amplification

K. are given in Fig. 7a; at the constant value of coefficient K, and

different values ,i - in Fig. 7b.
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From the graphs it is evident that in all cases the linear section of

characteristic smoothly passes into the logarithmic. Dynamic range in

the output effect

D. -i- D + 1; (140)

contraction coefficient of the signal having taken the logarithm of

C. *i " -l-"= ("-41)

From expressions (1-40) and (1-41) we see that for the given

value of dynamic range on the input effect D values D.-.. and C, for

. the characteristics with the different value of

slope/transconductance and foundation e are constant values. This is

a deficiency/lack in the characteristic, since in many instances it

is necessary at the given value of D to have different values D.,.

The characteristic, with which input signal in the amplifier takes

the logarithm of with any logarithm to the base N, possesses this

property.

[4.

Vo.
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Fig. 7. Logarithmic characteristics of amplifier at the different

values of the slope/transconductance: a) ..-a,.x,-ar b) C Inot;, ar,'

Page 23.

Mathematically this characteristic can be registered as follows:

c = as + al- - , (a In x + i), (142)

where a,-.a. - slope/transconductance of LAKh with any foundation N;

a=l/ln N - conversion factor from foundation e of natural logarithm

to any foundation.

With N=e coefficient a=l.

Let us agree this characteristic to call, the generalized

logarithmic amplitude characteristic, also, near the designations of

the parameters of amplifier to place index N.

'-,' i' ,","-'+". "" . """"-"" "" "" "" '-"----. ....-"""--"--"---. . .. ..""-"-"""--""•---------... ."' _ .

.
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Standardized/normalized generalized LAKh

s a In X+ . (1-43)

Dynamic range in output effect DN.I and the contraction

coefficient of signal

D,.. a O+i; 144)
* DM =a(1-45)" H--a IlnD+1".

Thus, changing the value of the logarithm to the base N of

characteristic, it is possible to change value of D and C. With

increase in N (decrease a) DN is reduced, and tN increases. This is

- clearly illustrated by Fig. 6, on which are depicted three

characteristics: with N<e (1), N=2 (2) and N>e (3).

It is necessary to note that wit" N.N e(a,# ) the

characteristic has a fracture at the point of the joint (Fig. 6,

point A) of linear and logarithmic sections (curves 1 and 5 in Fig.

6). This is explained by the fact that with Noe at the point of joint

condition (1-22) is not satisfied. Theoretically this characteristic

can be constructed. In practice characteristic with the sharp

fracture in the real amplifier cannot be obtained, since the real

nonlinear elements/cells can only smoothly change amplification

* factor. As a result this of nonlinear characteristic originates the

~~..- ..,.... .. .. ...... ...... ..,,. ..... .. .. . . ,. . ,. ,,,.,.,. .,_ . , .-. ,.,.._.,..
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law, different from the logarithmic, but the ensuring smooth

transition from the linear to the logarithmic (transition sections AD

on curved 2 and AC in curved 4, Fig. 6).

In the presence of transition section working section of LAKh is

shortened and is shifted/sheared into the region of large input

" effects. The extent of transition section can be different and is

determined by the properties of the nonlinear elements/cells, used in

the amplifier. With this type of nonlinear elements/cells the extent

* of transition section is more at the larger value of N.

Page 24.

This must be had in mind during the development of logarithmic

amplifiers and applied such nonlinear elements/cells, with which it

is possible to obtain the smallest transition section of

characteristic. It is obvious that the sharpest fracture in the

amplitude characteristic can be obtained, applying nonlinear

elements/cells with the large slope/transconductance of the initial

section of volt-ampere characteristic (with small voltages/stresses

on the nonlinear element/cell).

If at the disposal of designer is a logarithmic amplifier with

the specific parameters, which do not satisfy technical
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specifications, then some parameters can be changed, if to

include/connect at input and output of logarithmic amplifier linear

devices/equipment with the transmission factor of more than one

(amplifiers) or less than one (attenuators). Upon the start of linear

device/equipment at the output of logarithmic device/equipment with

the transmission factor K'0 the slope/transconductance of LAKh with J
* the retention/preservation/maintaining of dynamic range on output

effect D,,. is changed.In this case the slope/transconductance of

'*L LAKh and output effects , and ,, of total amplifier circuit are

equal to

Working section of LAKh it is possible to move over the range of

input effect without a change in values D, D,,, and a, including

before the logarithmic amplifier linear device/equipment with the

- transmission factor K" . In this case the changed parameters of LAKh

of the total amplifier circuit

va TSI; v3ia R

. Amplifier with the exponential amplitude characteristic (PAKh and

EAKh).

Expressions for the exponential amplitude characteristic and its

parameters are given in able 1. Let us consider one of them:

-"- -- . . . .l .• -- --.
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If we on the axis of abscissas plot graphic scale, and on the -

axis of ordinates - logarithmic, then dependence (1-46) when '>.

will be depicted in the form of straight line (Fig. 8).

Page 25.

Let us agree this coordinate system to call 2nd type

linear-logarithmic, and scale by 2nd type linear-logarithmic, or

semilogarithmic scale.

Dependences (1.46) for different values of M and / are given in

Fig. 8, from which it is evident that with M>e (curve 2) and M<e

(curve 4) between the the linear OA and by the nonlinear sections

(CC' and DD') are transition nonlinear sections AC and AD with the

law, different from the exponential. Nonlinear sections with the

linear ones are smoothly joined by these sections. The same is

observed with M=e and .-- or < 2. Transition sections shorten

the extent of the working section of exponential characteristic.

Of this deficiency/lack is deprived exponential dependence with

M=e and g- (curve 3 in Fig. 8)

K.eap(+A). (1-47) 74
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* If segment AB of dependence (1-47) is continued into the region

of smaller input effects, then with v=0 it will intersect the axis of

ordinates at point .-.---. Slope/transconductance of EAKh,

- depicted in the converted coordinates,In D. . (148

with =U

Thus, with foundation e slope/transconductance of EAKh can be

changed, varying the value of input effect v., at which it begins.

.
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A

":-- 0 v, .

Fig. 8. The exponential characteristics of real amplifier in scale

2nd type semilogarithmic: 1 - M=e; a>l; 2 - M>e, *, 3 - M=e,

p.. a=l; 4 - M<e, 0 5 - M=e, a<1.
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Since au-K. a,, it is possible to consider two cases a change in

the slope/transconductance a:

s= coast. For increase a, it is necessary to reduce value , and

to simultaneously increase the transmission factor of amplifier K..

with the work in the linear conditions.

K- const." For increase it is also necessary to reduce v, In

this case #.. is reduced

This deficiency/lack does not have EAKh with any logarithm to

the base N, described by the following expression:

........... .. ..........
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$ Im,,p , (t 49)"-.''

where (149)
-Inv.

In this case slope/transconductance EAKh

I InN
'em

When U -.
InN r[,e.l

The characteristics, described by expression (1-49), with Noe

have a fracture at the point of joint A of linear and nonlinear

sections (curves 1 and 5 in Fig. 8). It is natural that real EAKh

will have certain transition section and differ somewhat from the

calculated ones. However, selecting the appropriate nonlinear

elements/cells, it is possible to considerably shorten transition

section and objective parameter to drive on sufficiently closely to

calculated EAKh.

Amplifiers with EAKh, described by expression (1-49), most

extensively are used, since in them it is possible to obtain, the

different value of slope/transconductance of EAKh at given values

K., , .and D. This fact, in turn, facilitates in practice the

- - -**** ~* .°
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necessary mating of amplifiers with LAKh and EAKh for obtaining the

-* required parameters of electronic device as a whole (receivers RLS,

which orient systems).

Page 27.

.. Amplifiers with the exponential amplitude characteristic.

Ideal exponential amplitude characteristic is described by the

expression z (14.)

which with a=l, p>,0 and x>0 is represented as the graphs, given in

Fig. 9a. If we'switch over to logarithmic coordinates n=lg z, t=lg x,

we will obtain the dependence

-.. (i-52L..

To the basis of expression (1-52) and Fig. 9b it is possible to

introduce the following concept of the slope/transconductance of

SAKh, depicted in the logarithmic system of coordinates

1 9 , 1 9 2 , I g D a
= -,.. ,.. 0.(t-5)

Expressions for the differential coefficient AKh are given in

Table 1.

---?
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With 3<1 one should speak about the contraction coefficient of

the reinforced signal C, while with A>l - about the coefficient of

expansion P.

Amplifier-limiter.

The amplitude characteristic of ideal amplifier-limiter (U0) is

depicted in Fig. 1 and it is mathematically described as follows:

* Key: (1). with.

where ° - input effect, under which the limitation begins.
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Fig. 9. Power characteristics at the different values of index 13: a)

, graphic scale; b) logarithmic scale.
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The differential transmission factor of ideal amplifier-limiter

must be equal to amplification factor with the work of amplifier in

the mode/conditions of limitation, i.e.,

K. - const up < %; (1-55)
7 0 - const UPS p ,>-.'

Key: (1). with.

In real UO differential transmission factor b0 with the work of

UO in the mode/conditions of limitation differs from zero and can be

the value of positive and negative.

In this case amplitude characteristic of UO takes the form,
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shown by prime in Fig. 1, and is described by the expression

K,v up V < Vo;(' )K vo + 60 (v, --,o) upl v..

Key: (1). with. ..

Expressions for the standardized/normalized amplitude

characteristic of real UO are given inTable 1.

Dynamic range of UO on the output effect

-.- N oU. bo(D-. ' (147)
"L57"

where D Z . - dynamic range of limitation on the input effect.

If according to the technical specifications are assigned

Do, jrjand Do..., then differential coefficient with the work of UO

in the mode/conditions of limitation must not exceed the value

. , (H-58)

In the real amplitude characteristic of UO between the linear

section and the section of limitation is a nonlinear section of the

smooth transition -(section AB in Fig. 1), which moves aside the

threshold of limitation to the side of large input effects v and

reduces the dynamic range of limitation on input effect D,.

.'-" ° .° o" - .. .. .
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During the development of UO it is necessary to attempt to

decrease the extent of transient section and to satisfy the condition

6.-;o -

Page 29.

Amplifiers with periodic (discontinuous) FAKh.

On the basis of expressions (1-16) and (1-17) it is possible to

do the conclusion that for obtaining the analytical expression for

any discontinuous FAKh and its parameters it is necessary in the

expressions, which describe FAKh and their parameters, value v and x

to divide into product where i=a Ig x=l, 2, ... , m.

With the gap count FU (adjustments of amplifier) m working

section of FU is used m+l times (Fig. 5). In this case the dynamic

ranges Pr FAKh on the input effect and the output effect are

respectively equal to .
D d04+1 -- 4, '

or
Da -( +1)21gd; (1-59)

DO um d m , 1 t.60)

where d and du - dynamic ranges on input effect and output effect,

that fall for one adjustment of amplifier (between two disruptions of

. ._ ..
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characteristic).

Contraction coefficient of the reinforced signal

For linear-discontinuous characteristic d.. d. Then

C- - d-. (1-62)

Expressions for the linear and logarithm-discontinuous

characteristics are given in-able 1. Expressions for the remaining

characteristics-can be obtained by method indicated above.

To realize FAKh in the broad dynamic band of a change of the

input effect is possible only in the case of multistage amplifiers.

There is a large number of circuit solutions of the realization of

FAKh, which can be joined into the following three methods Table 2):

a change of the transmission factor; the addition of output effects;

the repeated use of a functional unit (element/cell).

Latter/last method also can be realized on the base of the first

two methods.
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Table 2.
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Key: (1). methods of obtaining FAKh of electronic amplifiers in the

broad dynamic band. (2). Method of changing transmission factor. (3).
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Method of repeated use of functional unit. (4). Method of adding

output effects. (5). Change in mode/conditions of work of amplifier

instrument. (6). Change in equivalent load. (7). Change in

. transmission factor in input and output circuits. (8). Series

. connection of amplifier stages. (9). Parallel connection of amplifier

stages. (10). on direct current. (11). on alternating current. (12).

Use by nonlinear of elements/cells. (13). Diagrams with detection.

(14). Diagrams without detection. (15). Change in current of emitter,

collector/receptacle, base. (16). Change in voltage/stress of grid

(cont. screen pentode), collector/receptacle, emitter-base. (17).

active. (18). reactive/jet. (19). with separate detectors. (20).

cathode, anodic, emitter, collector. (21)..grid, base. (22). under

effect of voltage of signal. (23). under effect of controlling

voltage/stress. (24). in circuit OSS. (25). in load circuit. (26). in

input circuit. (27). without untying cascades/stages. (28). with

untying cascades/stages. (29). Use of nonlinearity of characteristics

of amplifier instrument. (30). Change in negative feedback (OOS).

(31). Controlled and unguided attenuators. (32). with delay line. _J

(33). without delay line. (34). by grid base. (35). by anodic

collector. (36). on voltage/stress. (37). on current. (38). Change in

positive feedback. (39). stepped. (40). with attenuator. (41).

smooth. (42). by cathode emitter. (43). diode (TD varicap). (44).

combined. (45). parallel. (46). consecutive. (47). with repeaters.

....... . . ....... - .. .. . . i.
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S4. Method of changing the transmission factor.

Functional amplifier in the general case is nonlinear amplifier

with the variable amplification factor. Therefore FAKh in the

electronic amplifier it is possible to obtain by an automatic change

,. of its amplification factor with the increase of input effect. The

- possible circuit solutions of the automatic gain control (ARU) are

enumerated inrable 2.

It is necessary to note that FAKh in the broad dynamic band

80-100 dB in one nonlinear cascade/stage in practice is impossible to

obtain. However, it is possible to obtain it in the amplifier, which

consists of n nonlinear cascades/stages (Fig. 10). In this case the

. transmission factors in the nonlinear cascades/stages must be changed

* according to the completely specific laws.

Work [104] examines a special case of obtaining FAKh and it is

shown that it is possible to obtain approximately/exemplarily LAKh of

n- cascade ajnplifier in ShDD, if each of the cascades/stages has the

amplitude characteristic, which consists of two linear sections,

described by equations (1-56), in which coefficient ba-1.

General/common/total AKh of amplifier consists of the individual

* .
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sections, whose ends/leads lie/rest on the logarithmic curve.

However, the isolated points of objective parameter considerably

differ from logarithmic curve. For an increase in the accuracy of

LAKh it is necessary to reduce the factors of amplification of

cascades/stages and to increase a number of cascades/stages, which

economically and is structurally/constructurally disadvantageous.

i . 4

Consequently, for obtaining precise FAKh amplifier stages of

multistage FU must be nonlinear with the completely specific J
amplitude characteristics, whose character is determined by the mode

of operation o--cascades/stages. Are possible the following modes of "1

operation of the nonlinear cascades/stages: the strictly successive

work of nonlinear cascades/stages in the functional modes/conditions;

the simultaneous work of two or several cascades/stages (pairs, sets

of three, etc.) in nonlinear, but nonfunctional modes/conditions

(combined method of obtaining FAKh).

The mode of operation of cascades/stages is determined by

character of FAKh and diagram of gain control.
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Fig. 10. Block diagram of n-cascade FU with the nonlinear

cascades/stages.

Page 33.

Analysis of the successive work of nonlinear cascades/stages.jj

• iJ

Let us consider the work of nonlinear cascades/stages on the

block diagram ot n-cascade amplifier (Fig. 10) and let us determine 1
the requirements, by which we must satisfy nonlinear cascades/stages

for obtaining precise FAKh in ShDD. Since these requirements do not

depend on the method of adjustment and form of the load of

cascade/stage (aperiodic or selective load), analysis can be carried

out, not taking into account the concrete/specific/actual circuit

* solution.

We accept the following designations:

F(E) b FAKh of n-cascade amplifier, which must be realized;

- amplitude b-haracteristic of the i nonlinear cascade/stage;
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E and h- effect respectively at the input of amplifier and i

nonlinear cascade/stage;.2

E, , - output effects of amplifier and i cascade/stage.

The amplitude characteristic of amplifier, on one hand,

according to expression (1-24), can be registered so:

9- F (E) -F (E.) +'A& (1); (1-83)

.: on the other hand as the characteristic, formed/shaped with n by the

series-connected nonlinear cascades/stages,

F (E) A /, (, (1-64)

where

3, / ('); (1"5

,= I (V);
- J

or in the convoluted form

,F (E ) A I .[(- 1 , . , I (E )lI , (1-66 )

Amplitude characteristic of each cascade/stage according to

expression (1-19)

I (,) - h (V.) + A0 (). (1.67)

,, ,:: ~~~~~~~~~~~~............ ..: ,, -, . .,- ..... . .................... .. .,,....,.,- .,:: :.: -.
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Nonlinear cascades/stages can be identical and different.

Page 34.

Successive operation of identical nonlinear cascodes. In this I
case the equalities

K., .... ,- K. , Ku,. a K.; (1-18)
Va= V V.._.. , (INU)d --d, -... d,,. -.d. -d; (1-70) -

dO (V J 4( --40 (I).) - 60(E), 11-71) V

are implemented where d - dynamic range of the functional

section of the i cascade/stage.

Under some input influence;E< E all cascades/stages work in

the linear conditions and effect at the output of the amplifier

F (E) -/,'(,.) - K v - KOE, (1-72)

where K.=K7 - transmission factor of n-cascade amplifier with the

work in the linear conditions.

Let us assume that when E;-E' the effect at the input of the n

* cascade/stage is equal to '.'.n and latter/last n cascade/stage

entered the functional mode/conditions. Since all previous

cascades/stages work in the linear conditions,

.

: - " . ' . '; ? . i . 2 "2 5 .' " - '. -.. . . -' . -' i. . .- . . . . .' " • " ". . .
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and - F - (1-73)Sand .

F (Eg) --, (',) KoE,. (174)

With change v.from ,, to v,'Nd. which corresponds to change E

from ,I'I=E,, to Ef=Ed, lattar/last cascade/stage works in the

functional mode/conditions in the amplitude characteristic of

amplifier it is formed/shaped with this cascade/stage, i.e.,

F (E) - I,, (v,.) . (v) + A0 (,.) _ (E,) + A 0 (E)$ (1-75)
. ~~Ej< E <E, xv. <v. v ,.<v%<vx EI <E 4 E,

since they are implemented equality (1-71) and (1-74).

Thus, at the output of amplifier is reproduced the assigned

functional dependence. Since all previous cascades/stages work in the

linear conditions, they introduce no distortions into F(E).

Page 35.

When v,-., which corresponds E,, latter/last cascade/stage

leaves from the functional mode/conditions. So that the

general/common/total characteristic F(E) would not be distorted,

next-to-last (n-l) stage at this moment must enter the functional

mode/conditions, whose input effect

-t

.U
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, must be equally to vu. This is implemented under the condition

Ka d.

In this case

F (E,) A/, (v.1 - O (N,) + 6 .u 1v, -O (N,) + 1 (E,).

With change v_- from v, to v,, which corresponds to change E from

E, to Es,-E d', next-to-last cascade/stage works in the functional

mode/conditions and

. ~~~ (E) On. ,) A I.I- h,. , -4 . (V.) + AO._, N,._01 =

.. I. (l,) + b. (v, - ,1s) - / . (v,) + .(v._), (1-77)

- where b.- differential transmission factor of latter/last

* cascade/stage after its output from the functional operating mode.

Precise FAKh when E,< R<Es is described by the expression

F (2) - A (".) + 40 (E). (1-78)
E, < E < E, 9, < E £,

Equating expressions (1-77) and (1-78), we obtain the following

condition of the realization of precise FAKh with the work in

functional mode/conditions of (n-l) cascade/stage:

A0) (E) - 6 0., 1n _ )

B, <E~ sV 1 . _ 1 I
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Whence

Since, according to expression (1-71),(v.,. dAlE),

b.(',,, - 1, (1-80)

i.e. the differential transmission factor of latter/last

cascade/stage after output from the functional operating mode must be

equal to one.

Page 36.

Let us agree to call this mode of operation of cascade/stage
quasi-linear, since the running transmission factor K-1= in the

implementation of many types of FAKh is changed and approaches one

when > >u.

Amplitude characteristic of cascade/stage with the work in the

quasi-linear mode/conditions can be written thus:

+ 0 () + b ( I (I ) + 0 (0.) + ( 4 0 )

Thus, the amplitude characteristic of nonlinear cascade/stage

with the successive work must consist of three sections: linear,

functional and quasi-linear (Fig. 11).

....... V
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When EEd'

F (Ea) = a1 ('v) + 2Ag ( .) - F (E,) + 2A9 (5 ,.-

since are implemented equalities (I-71) and (1-74).

Analogously it is possible to show that in the case of identical

nonlinear cascades/stages the effect at the output of amplifier is

,2. equal to:

when E4 -E ,d"

F (E4) f (EK) + 3AO 1vu);

when Es Ed"

F (E.) - F(EN) + (n- 1) 40 (,);

when E,+,=E.du, when the first cascade/stage leaves from the

functional mode/conditions,

F- (E.+ ) == F (EA) + nAO (v) - F (En) + 0 (E.+,), (142)

i.e. at the output of amplifier always is reproduced the assigned

* functional dependence (Fig. 12).

Thus, for obtaining precise FAKh of n-cascade amplifier with the

strictly next work of identical cascades/stages each of the

* cascades/stages must satisfy the following requirements:

.

,.. . . .. . . . . . . . . .
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a) the amplitude characteristic of cascade/stage must consist of

*" three sections: linear, functional and quasi-linear;

-' b) the dynamic range of FAKh of cascade/stage in the input

effect must be equal to the initial transmission factor of

cascade/stage (condition 1-76);

c) the differential transmission factor of nonlinear

*2 cascade/stage with the work in the quasi-linear mode/conditions must

be equal to one.

Page 37.

Greatest extent of the quasi-linear section of characteristic in

latter/last cascade/stage. In the case of n of cascades/stages

maximum effect at the output of latter/last cascade/stage toward the

end of FAKh is determined by expression (1-82). In this case the

maximum input effect, which still must be transmitted to the output

with the differential coefficient of b=l,

. s - In._, (e.-0.) - I~.-, ('.) + (n - 1) 6 (,). (1-83)

Dynamic range of FAKh of n-cascade amplifier in the case of the

, " . . . . ..- , -. . ..... ' 'm ~ ' - ,- . - " " " : 2 ," " : - . . ..
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identical cascades/stages

,ff~d%(1-84)
O --- ,Id n -K:--O.14)-...-

Analyzing expressions for the differential transmission factor

b(v), given in Table 1, it is possible to do the following

conclusions:

1) with the successive work of the series-connected nonlinear

cascades/stages it is possible to realize only FAKh with b-var()-;

2) with the successive work of identical nonlinear

cascades/stages it is possible to realize in the multistage amplifier

only of LAKh with the foundation of logarithmic operation N=e(a=l).

I-I >-::.
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I - I

2g. , i ' I I I i I "

... oN., ,.".

0Fig. 1. Fig. 12.

Fig. 11. Characteristics of nonlinear cascade/stage: 1 - e=f(v),

z=f(x); 2 - K=W(v); 3 - b-0(v). -

Fig. 12. Functional amplitude characteristic (LAKh) of multistage

amplifier on semilogarithmic scale.

Page 38.

If signal takes the logarithm of with the logarithm to the base

N, different from e, then the differential transmission factor of

cascade/stage at the end of the range of LAKh when K=.=,.- K., as

can be seen from Table 1, is equal to coefficient b.-a-¢- and

condition (1-80) virtually cannot be satisfied with the high

accuracy, as a result of which general/common/total LAKh of n-cascade

amplifier is distorted. For satisfaction of condition (1-80) it is

necessary that the characteristic of cascade/stage at the point of

* S* * . . .- .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
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* transition from the logarithmic section to the quasi-linear would

have sharp fracture, what in practice cannot be carried out. In the

objective parameter there will always be the smooth transition

section, whose extent is greater, the more the foundation N differs

- from foundation e. But any divergence of the real amplitude

characteristic of nonlinear cascade/stage distorts LAKh of amplifier.

With asl according to (1-24) we have

F (E) = F (E.) + aAO. (E) F (E.) + AON (E). (I -8)

If latter/last cascade/stage is supplied in the mode/conditions

of logarithmic operation with foundation N(asl), and all previous

cascades/stages - into the mode/conditions of logarithmic operation

-* with the Naperian base e, we will have:

(v ), - (nu) + aAo... (v.);
a< V, < VU

/h Mv.) = O1 (") + A,. ('0). (1-86)

For the realization of dependence (1-85) according to expression

(1-79) the differential coefficient of the transmission of

latter/last cascade/stage with the work in the quasi-linear

mode/conditions it must be equal to

= A o. (n) a, (1.87)

since AAO.( ) A(E).

! J
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Then function F(E) when E

F E) = O, Cne) + (1 -1 ) aA. (vit) = F (E.) + (1 -1 ) A0,Y (001, (1-8)

E = -

i.e., at the output of amplifier is reproduced the assigned

dependence.

The standardized/normalized characteristics of nonlinear

cascade/stage at the different values of coefficient of a (unbroken

* curves) are shown in Fig. 13.

Page 39.

Thus, for obtaining precise LAKh of n-cascade amplifier with any

foundation of logarithmic operation N it is necessary latter/last

nonlinear cascade/stage to supply in the mode/conditions of

logarithmic operation with the logarithm to the base N, and all

remaining cascades/stages - into the mode/conditions of logarithmic

operation with the Naperian base e.

Expressions for the amplitude characteristics and increment

a6(I,) in the nonlinear cascade/stage with the work in the

quasi-linear mode/conditions are given in Table 3. Using these
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expressions, and also formula (1-26), (1-27) and (1-85), we find the

values of the dynamic range of n-cas,-ade amplifier through the input

effect and the contraction coefficient

F (E,) ma1nd+t
n la ud + 1; (1-89)

C d
n

,n lad"+ i

* .- The successive work of nonidentical nonlinear stages is caused -

by the fact that for some types of FU two conditions b(v,)=i and

K.-d. are not satisfied simultaneously. Thus, for instance, for the

amplifiers with power characteristic s-av, condition b(v)=l is

satisfied when d>K..

*' For fulfilling the successive work of different nonlinear

cascades/stages with different values K, or , but identical

functional dependence ao(vj) it is necessary that are fulfilled

condition (1-80) and equality

It-i (", -I)" , (1-91)

or° . - 1-- )

L . . . . . . .
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2 --

* 1-

,U,
Fig. 13. Standardized/normalized amplitude characteristics of

nonlinear cascade/stage on the semilogarithmic scale.

Page 40.

On the basis of these conditions and with the fulfillment of

equality (1-71), it is possible to carry out a successive work of two

types of the different cascades/stages:

1. All nonlinear cascades/stages have identical initial

transmission factor with the work in the linear conditions and

different dynamic ranges of the functional section of the

characteristic

9,1 K, 1 -K.. (1-92)

4 di

Then --

* ~ *...

*. . . .. °
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i.e. nonlinear cascades/stages must be distinguished by the level of

initial input effect ,, on which it begins with FAKh of

cascade/stage.

2. Nonlinear cascades/stages have identical values v. and

different values d,

-,i •U 'M ]~ s s

"" Then K,"-i d4, (1--94)
YE.. - - - --. - d- (1-93) -

i.e. the initial transmission factor of the previous cascade/stage

with the work in the linear conditions must be equal to the 'iiamic

range of FAKh of the subsequent cascaJe/stage.

.1

. . . . . . .. .]
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Table 3.

6 vs X11 XX

JIAXr/
IN.[ In fid +

([a d + 1)(+ K)-10-In +

CAX KNB( )X+

+ 
%-

Key: (1). Characteristic. (2). Complete recording. (3).

* Standardized/normalized characteristic.

Page 41.

For n-cascade amplifier initial transmission factor and dynamic

range is respectively equal to

:'"K ai ((1- La5" -

The particular example to the realization of precise FAKh with

the successive work of nonlinear cascades/stages can be realizationI
of SAKh with V1. As can be seen from•.able 1, equality b(')=l is

". K y**) h r ct r s i . (2 . Com le e ec rd ng (3 . .-.--- .
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implemented under standardized/normalized input influence zu, equal to ?e

dynamic range of SAKh of cascade/stage, i.e.

. On the basis of expressions (1-19), (1-31), (1-81) and (1-97) it

is easy to obtain expression for the quasi-linear section of the

characteristic of nonlinear cascade/stage and increment & (E4), which

are given in Table 3.

Let us determine the parameters of n-cascade FU with the power

characteristic at satisfaction of conditions (1-92) and (1-93).

Condition (1-92) is satisfied. If the initial transmission

factor of latter/last i cascade/stage and the input effect, under

* which it begins with its FAKh, is respectively equal to Ka and ,

then input effect ,-t (i-l) cascade/stage, with which it begins

with its FAKh, according to (1-93) and (1-97),

dvat.- (1"98)

For (i-m) cascade/stage

The dynamic range of FAKh of cascade/stage on input effect is

determined by expression (1-97), and on the output effect
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- zn. s K~ n.+ 1.(1w00)

Page 42.

Initial transmission factor and the dynamic range of FAX of

i-cascade amplifier

K, KU; (1-101)

D-d'=K7(14102)

Condition (1-93) is satisfied. In this case the initial

transmission factor of the i cascade/stage is equal to K.,.

Then according to expressions (1-94), (1-97, (i-1ao) for the I

cascade/stage we have

d - aI

for (i-i) cascade/stage

dw nKvt.i - n + 1; (t-105)

for (i-n) .cascade/stage
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. -.. 
1  d 0

for the 1st cascade/stage

K. d, Ku- dl ; de.u,, =4 K,,-n + 1. (1-107)

Qualitative indices of i-cascade amplifier

Kom IKo = KDi; (1-iO)
A

= z ', (1-itO) -'

'J where [+ T o.- M -)1

Page 43.

successive work of pairs, sets of three and so forth of nonlinear

L •cascades/stages.

With the successive work of pairs or sets of three of

cascades/stages each pair (sets of three) must have the amplitude

characteristic, which satisfies the requirements of successive work

in the functional mode/conditions. Consequently, AKh of pair (set of

three) must also consist of three sections: linear, functional and

2- .
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quasi-linear.

Let us agree on subsequently two (three) nonlinear of

* cascade/stage, which are component element FU, to in abbreviated form

call pair (set Of three), and all values, which relate to them, to

accompany by indices "p" or "t".

With the work of pair (set of three) in the functional

mode/conditions the cascades/stages of pair work in the nonlinear,

but not functional mode/conditions.

It is analogous, as with the successive work of cascades/stages,

pairs (set of three) can be identical and different. On the identical

pairs (sets of three) can be carried out only the amplifier with LAKh

with the foundation of logarithmic operation e, while on the

different ones - any FU with b-var(4).

Amplifier stages in the pairs (sets of three) can be connected

in series (Fig. 14a, b) or in parallel (Fig. 14c, d).

Upon the parallel connection of cascades/stages in the pair it

is possible to realize the quasi-linear section of the amplitude

characteristic of the pair of considerable range, and consequently,

to realize precise FAKh in the broad dynamic band.

- ... * U * *. . . . . . . . . . . .

S . .
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The amplitude characteristic of consecutive pair can be

* registered /.. - ('eu) -- /, 1/i (,,)1 -/ Is (,().)j, (i-Ill) !

where f,(v,) and l,()- amplitude characteristics of the second .

and first cascades/stages.

Changing to the standardized values, can be registered

a. - I ("a) - K..i. .z,_ .~. (1-112) "'+

10fll 2 1-2 M1(1

Fig. 14. Block diagrams of pairs and sets of three with the

connection of the cascades/stages: a), b)- consecutive; c), d) - .1
" parallel. 1

*

. . . . . .

.. .. ..... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Running transmission factor of the pair

K, '! KH, a (1413)

where z 0 = and u-.

L..",

* Let us consider consecutive and parallel pair briefly..-

Consecutive pair can consist:

1) of two nonlinear amplifier stages with the identical initial

transmission factors

KuaiK2am/ (1-414)

T .'v a; V.2 'niKx1  vu. na a (1-115)

Running transmission factor of each cascade/stage of the pair

0 1(1-116)

/-': ~~ ~ K - K, a- x" 0K. " (ii3 "

2) from the nonlinear attenuator from K.- and nonlinear j
amplifier stage. , = ,..; .,. ,, ,.E ,, -,,. .. . (t-iiS
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Upon the inclusion/connection of the attenuator before amplifier

stage the latter works in the lightened mode/conditions over the

* dynamic range of input signal.

In this case:

""K. t-S "-

Running transmission factors of the cascades/stages

K, un ' KvKi/. a110
iK.

Upon the inclusion/connection of attenuator after amplifier

- stage are implemented the equalities

K, - Kg. a; KEa - i; vi -v ,. a; 2 - $"I I t. a.(1.120)

Running transmission factors of the cascades/stages

KL iK. aV KV i (1-121)

Page 45.

The amplitude characteristics of cascades/stages can be

* calculated by the formula

.. 4

- *;i...~ .. . *
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Consecutive set of three can consist of different combinations

of amplifier stages and attenuators. Consecutive set of three in " "

practice is applied very rarely due to the complexity of

tuning/adjusting.

Parallel pair (sets of three) just as consecutive pair can

consist of different combinations of nonlinear amplifier stages and

attenuators. However, pair (7], proposed by the author and which

consists of nonlinear amplifier stage (UK) and linear repeater (P)

(Fig. 14c) with the transmission factor, equal to one with a change

of the input effect in ShDD-, is great spread.

In general form AKh of parallel pair can be registered - -

Ia (VO) A /. (V J , (".) + (Vu) -
- j, (V) + vu, (1-22)

where Ih(vu)- the amplitude characteristic o nonlinear amplifier

stage (curve 3 in Fig. 15);

IA(v)-v- the amplitude characteristic of repeater (straight line 2

in Fig. 15).

Hence, the required characteristic of UK

I ('i) - I. ('S) - 'a. (1-23)

Characteristic h.() is described by expressions (1-24) and

'- ' °* .+ + I o ,' ' * . q .- ,, *. " ' . " " . " " 9J." + " ' " -
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i,- (1-81). S

If we into expression (1-123) substitute value I0(,0) according

to (1-81), we will have

IL (V) - / (,.) + AO (V,,) - , - coast, (1-24)
V. > t-

i.e. with the work of pairs in the quasi-linear mode/conditions of

the output effect UK must be constant. In this case quasi-linear

section is formed/shaped with repeater with the differential

transmission factor b.=l.

" ------

p -"

Fig. 15. The calibrated by FAKh parallel pairs on the graphic scale:

1 - pair; 2 - repeater; 3 - nonlinear amplifier stage.
~. -.

I.
I.I
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Table 4.

(. Penuau nap.m

Too 0.41

flmaxn o iU 4 .() osnauc 'I.) paxTCefCTE.. z-/(x)

C-7

suE4m nIa 6.~I

+ Ka

flosipa- v
fez b v

Key: (1). Type FAKh. (2). mode/conditions of pair. (3). Functional

mode/conditions. (4). Quasi-linear mode/conditions. (5). Complete

* recording. (6). Standardized/normalized characteristic. (7).

Amplifier. (8). Repeater.

Page .47.

14
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As can be seen from the given analysis, it is expedient to apply

the parallel pair (set of three), when are used amplifier instruments

with a small dynamic range on the input effect, in particular,

transistors. Connecting in parallel to nonlinear UK one, two

repeaters, it is possible to obtain the quasi-linear section of the .

amplitude characteristic of the pair (set of three) of considerable

range, and consequently, to carry out a successive work of a large

number of nonlinear cascades/stages and to realize FAKh in ShDD. ]

At the given value of the initial transmission factor of pair

Km.. the initial transmission factor of amplifier stageKw Ks -K a.aI
Expressions for amplitude characteristics on the voltage/stress

of amplifier stage and repeater in the case of realization of LAKh

with a-l(N=e) and SAKh with A<l are given in Table 4. For the

realization of LAKh with N>e it is necessary latter/last pair to

supply in the mode/conditions of guarantee N>e, and all previous

" r pairs -into the mode/conditions of guarantee N-e.

Simultaneous work of n nonlinear cascades/stages.

. . . . .- A-- ;'.-.-'.2 .i.'~ v -'2 .- ' : ''-. . . .- .. '. ,I . " .- .. - " .' . . : - -- " "
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In this case all n cascades/stages work in the nonlinear, but

not functional mode/conditions. During this mode/conditions of

cascades/stages it is possible to realize any FAKh, including with

b=var(T).

Let us consider the most real case, when all cascades/stages

with the work in the linear conditions have identical initial

transmission factor, i.e.

K, - K2 - ... - o - K. (1-i2._

Running transmission factor of the amplifier

where K,1C. K.

Running transmission factor of cascade/stage with the work in

the nonlinear mode/conditions L"

K, - Ks ... m K.- V -K. it 1-28 -- '2

Page 48. L-.

Amplitude characteristic of the i cascade/stage

at= VK, (1-129)

where vi- the running voltage on the input of the i cascade/stage

v= EKI t EK' -' (I-30)
L_

, -. .- ° o . .. "
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TaKing into account equalities (1-188) and (1-130) expression (1-189)

can be registered in the form

i= EK. (131)

In this case normalized AKh of the i nonlinear cascade/stage

=.L' =Z - X ", (1-132)

where~~~~ -'i= , (E) 9
whee ; .K.;=--- normalized input effect and the

output effect of amplifier.

S5. Method of adding the output effects.

Functional amplifier consists of n consecutively/serially (Fig.

16a) or in parallel (Fig. 16b) of connected amplifier stages (1, 2,

n), whose outputs are connected to the summator of effects. With

the increase of the input effect FU amplifier stages, beginning from

the latter, alternately leave from the linear conditions and enter

into the saturation mode (limitation). The effects, which enter the

summator from the value and do not depend on the level of the input

effect of FU. Depending on type of UK and diagrams of their

inclusion/connection the effect, removed from the output of summator

r and equal to the sum of the output effects of all amplifier stages,

- is found in one or the other functional dependence on the input

I. effect of amplifier 3=F(E).

V.

i " ' ° '° ° ' ° " ' ' ° '- .' . ' °S "*- . . . • ..
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Amplifier stages can be linear (up to the saturation) (Fig. 16e)

or nonlinear, identical or different. Naturally, if amplifier stage

linear, precise FAKh cannot be obtained.

Page 49.

" For increasing the accuracy of FAKh in the diagram are connected the

further corrective elements/cells (1, 2, ..., n in Fig. 16e), as

*. which can be used the detectors (in the case of amplifying the radio

signals), which untie cascades/stages, etc. If it is necessary to

obtain very high accuracy of FAKh, such further elements/cells can be -'

connected, also, with nonlinear UK.

Let us agree the set linear or nonlinear UK and the further

corrective element/cell to call the nonlinear amplifier nucleus (I,

II, ... N in Fig. 16e).

p.
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ID "..
2p

1 2 b)

C IQ

I Cvm amop 1.---

II g

II I I 1l, r''g 2' r,

n C 1W AO "a Cuwam- /13
I 2

h')

Fig. 16. Versions of block diagrams of FU, based on the methodology

of consecutive addition voltage/stress.

Key: (1). Summator. (2). Attenuator.

Page 50.

The circuit solution of summator can be most varied. in

principle as the sunimator it is possible to use an active linear

e,

....... *
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resistor/resistance; delay line (LZ); separating cascades/stages with

the linear amplitude characteristic in ShDD together with LZ (Fig.

16c) or without it; the repeater stages (1', 2", ..., n' in Fig.

.* 16g), included in parallel with UK, together with the separating

cascades/stages (1", 2" .. ., n") or without them. In the absence of

separating cascades/stages of UK together with the repeaters are

*: parallel pairs (S4)'

Upon the parallel connection of UK at the input of amplifier

stepped or smooth attenuator (divider) can be connected. Stepped

attenuator can consist of the series-connected active linear

resistors/resistances (Fig. 16d), amplifier linear cascades/stages or

amplifier-limiters; from the in parallel connected amplifier-limiters

(Fig. 16h) with identical or different transmission factors with the

work in the linear conditions.

As smooth attenuator LZ (Fig. 16f) can be used.

Let us agree FU upon the series connection of UK to call

consecutive type FU, and upon the parallel connection of

cascades/stcges - parallel type FU. High dynamic quality is an

advantage of FU of the consecutive type; deficiency/lack - change of

phase-frequency response in the dynamic range. In parallel type FU,

which have a comparatively small dynamic quality, it is possible to

...
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obtain more stable phase-frequency response.

For determining the requirements, presented to UK and

coordinating elements/cells, we analyze FU of both types. p

*" Analysis of FU of the consecutive type.

Let us consider FU for different types of amplifier stages on

the block diagram, depicted in Fig. 16,. j
FU with the identical linear cascades/stages. Let us assume that

all cascades/stages are identical, they work in the mode/conditions

of linear amplification-limitation and have AKh, depicted in Fig.

17a; the transmission factor of cascade/stage with the work in the

linear conditions is equal to K; the coordinating elements/cells work

in the linear conditions and have a transmission factor k,.

* Page 51.

As a result of analysis it is necessary to determine the value

of transmission factors A4 for the realization of assigned FAKh.

Let us follow the work of amplifier with the gradual increase of

the level of its input effect. On the small level E all

44

."..

- 4 . - . . .
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cascades/stages work in the linear conditions and effect at the

output of the amplifier

9 F (E) - E (Kk, +
+ K-k, + + K'k,+ j

Let us assume that under the input influence E=E, the

" latter/last n cascade/stage is saturated and from its output is taken

the effect

Effect at the output of the summator

.91 -E, + E, W jr*-M'.- f, (vlg) ks [I:

Mn-1

With increase of E to E, from E,=KE, function F(E) varies at

output of summator linearly according to the law
*-I%

F (E) -E ,X-k, + E - - (I-,5)-
E, < E< 8,

The section of the general/common/total AKh of amplifier,

described by expression (1-135), in Fig. 18a is designated by numbers

1-2. Index (n-i) indicates that the section of 1-2 characteristics of

amplifier is formed/shaped (n-i) with cascade/stage.

.4+
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a.w

[ -,T
.4N 4 IN

- Fig. 17. Amplitude characteristics of UK: a) linear with the

" limitation; b) nonlinear.

Page 52.

Under the input influence E,=KE, is saturated next-to-last (n-l)

-* cascade/stage and

.9, E, IN" (rn +-,,I) + Y"-,,-.]

" (vu") (k, + k._,) + - (,- v 1) k,. (I-t6) -

* since

With E,=EK 2 is saturated (n-2) cascade/stage and

I 8, E, (K"I k._ + 'K"- -+' k.-.) --.

rn

By analogy it is possible to register that when E,+,,EKIt . when

is saturated (n-i) cascade/stage, effect at the output of the

summator

.1

"4, . . J '".""" "2 "' "." . ,".".'.". ', . -. " ."
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9j+ 1 El (V kI'-P+ Ks 3 '+'k m

P- X+

"E'J(AH) v + f...u(v) k,...m. (14138)

* The fi.rst cascade/stage is saturated when E,- EKn-t. In this

case

P-0-
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i 3aF(J ,F(,

.- - t I,

SIa. I |I I
, iF ' a, . .

, 7 ,L . 11.

E, 4E , E s, 4t-- E, E4 44 4 E

a) b)

Fig. 18. Functional amplitude characteristics of amplifiers with the

. addition of the output effects: a) consecutive type amplifiers; b)

- parallel type.
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For the realization of the linear function F(E) must be

satisfied the condition

, "," " "I" " .£(1-140)

Condition (1-140) cannot be carried out in the case in question.

However, it is possible to satisfy it, if to the corrective

elements/cells we feed cutoff voltages.

For obtaining the logarithmic dependence F(E) all points 1, 2,

S. .-...-. :u *-.. - .... . -*. •*.--. . . . . ..° -
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3, .... n at the semilogarithmic scale must lie/rest on the straight

line. This will be in such a case, when is satisfied the condition of

the equality of the slope/transconductance of the individual sections

* of characteristic (n-1, n-2, .,)on the semilogarithmic scale, i.e.

sw::.:::-m: ia .(.1.-

According to expression (1-37)

wh e re AS, As .1, 91 3g - 31.9, &9** ,Bm9-3,...-,;d4 - t he working dynamic

range of the i cascade/stage. In this case di K.

Condition (1-42) can be rewritten

A -c aIn d..A.

Solving system of equations (1-142) relatively A4 taking into

account expressions (1-139), (1-138), (1-137) and so forth, we obtain

- n a I nd Ind (1-143)

Thus, for obtaining LAKh the transmission factors of all

coordinating elements/cells, except the connected at the output first

cascade/stage, must be equal. to each other and are determined by

expression (1-144). Since i (Kn2 .9.9.- the output effect, with which

it begins with LAKh, taking into account expression (1-144) can be

registered: Z - a - 1

.-'~~~a M -. (-) ..-....

11 "LI.~-
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Page 54.

Thus, slope/transconductance LAKh depends on the transmission

factors of cascades/stages and corrective elements/cells. With K=e

and k=l the amplifier takes the logarithm of signal according to the

law of natural logarithm.

For the realization of PAKh must be implemented, according to

expression (1-46), the following condition:

.°

Taking into account that (E,.+.-.)EiE(dt) Corsdit%*ov%1-146) it is

possible to rewrite

pinIn 391) = ( ,, '1-147'

hM -- lu ,,. , d. 4 - t) • r .d - -01-

Condition (1.147) in the case in question cannot be realized,

but it is possible to realize it during the supplying of cutoff

* voltages on the corrective elements/cells and in parallel type

amplifier.

* For the realization of SAKh according to. expression (1-53) must

be satisfied the condition
In d u, " _4 1 448)

'I

! .* --
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For the present instance this condition can be registered thus:

s,. ( [t+,)P.- KO. (1-149)

For finding n the transmission factors of the corrective

elements/cells it is necessary to solve n equations with n unknowns.

With the sufficiently high transmission factor, when the condition

K > 1, (1-150)

is satisfied it is possible to consider the reaction only of the

previous cascade/stage. In this case an error in the calculation is

approximately/exemplarily equal to 1/K2 .

Page 55.

With the adopted assumption the transmission factors of the

corrective elements/cells can be consecutively/serially calculated

from the formula

t¢_ P-I

beginning with k,-, at the given value 3 and k.,.

Let us find the value of the transmission factors of the

corrective elements/cells, when on them cutoff voltages U, are given.

- '-'~~~~~~~~~.'...'.... .-. '.......'% ,, .. ,,..-....... " "."2 """............
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* It is obvious that for the exception/elimination of effect of (i-1)

cascade/stage on the form of the characteristic of amplifier with the

* formation of characteristic by the i cascade/stage the cutoff

* voltages must be equal to

U0 v- (1-152)

FOOTNOTE'. By v - it is necessary to understand the voltage of

signal on the input of the i cascade/stage. ENDFOOTNOTE.

If cascades/stages all identical, voltage/stress U, are equal

to each other. On the latter/last corrective element/cell 1
voltage/stress U, is not supplied. In this case it-,is possible to

register:

with E<E,.

F (E) - EK"k, - I, (vJ k,; (1-153)

* with E=E"

at- EE"k. = 1. () k.; (W54)

* : with E.-KE,

(v,, ks tn ~ vs(1-155)
"E I K-k, + (K - 1)A"-kJ;

with E,=EK=E,K
2

3~n,(v") k,, + v,,~(i) A;,-, - vu + A,~ 0wc) v -

- El [ K( K , + (K - 1K"-k,,,-, + (K - 1) K" -k...,; (-56)
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S' with E,=ELK 3

I"-'. 8 -- -(VU) ku.. - 3,V -- ".

= EK"- [Ik, + (Kc: - 1) .n- ; (1-157)

with EI+.-RK'

IV

E1K'
- ' IKk. + (K - i) k,..n. (-5)

Page 56.

Taking into account expression (1-140) and solving

(1-154)-(1-158) relatively k,, we obtain formulas for calculation kic

according to the given value of K and k. in the implementation of the

linear function F(E)

kKIc,7-
A6_2 kK + k_, C,_K - 1); (1-159)

k,.. kK + (K -1)X ,.

Substituting consecutively/serially ki_, in Kj, we obtain the

simpler general/common/total expression for the transmission factor

of (n-m) corrective element/cell

k f - kK. ( 1-10

Multistage linear amplifier can be realized, if to assign value

k, <1.
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Taking into account expression (1-142) and solving

(1-154)-(1-158) relatively k,, we obtain the following condition of

* realization of LAKh:

/C..., =k._ - ... =k = = E anK, ~~E,(,K-I) tA:- ''" (-11

Whence slope/transconductance of LAKh at the given values of K and k

.. = kEj (K - 1) K"-' (In K)-', (1-02)

-" i.e. is obtained somewhat smaller in comparison with the

- slope/transconductance of LAKh in the absence of cutoff voltages

. (1-145). Taking into account condition (1-147), (1-148), we

- obtain recursion formulas for calculati0R- k, in the implementation of

the exponential and exponential functions

- Kki( - )

1", IKk, +" ()r - tj k,,._1 (0 - 1).

J-. (1-163)
. . . ........... .

i : "[ K k , , + ( K -- , 1) (', .. .1 0 - t )

L-1

' where .MO K- - in the case of realization of PAKh; 8-K- in the

case of realization of SAKh.

r Page 57.

If stages are identical, dynamic range of FAKh

D - K" - . (1"M64?

*
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It is necessary to note that in practice it is very difficult to

perform amplifier from the identical cascades/stages in view of the

* scatter of the parameters of amplifier instruments. Therefore the

case, when FU is made from different cascades/stages, is of practical

"" interest.

FU with different linear cascades/stages. Let us assume that the

* cascades/stages have the amplitude characteristics, depicted in Fig.

17a, different transmission factors with the work in linear

conditions K, and different levels of input effect ,, with which

they enter into the mode/conditions of limitation.

1. To corrective elements/cells are given cutoff voltages, which

according to expression (1-152) must be equal to

UO. -1 = U, .. a = 'n.--., • .. , UVM--$ 8 . t.

With input effect E-t , the saturation of latter/last n

cascade/stage will occur. Effect at the output of the amplifier

S- B (mt,) " ER l (-16 5)

effect at input of (n-l) cascade/stage

"" (1-161)""

Next-to-last (n-l),cascade/stage will enter the mode/conditions

of limitation when -. , i.e. with the increase of input effect d_

....... . -,
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tCimes

gun~ A (1-167>

where the coefficient of a difference in the input

effects, under which two series-connected cascades/stages enter into

* the mode/conditions of limitation.

Page 58.

Let us agree value d 1 to call working dynamic range of (n-i)

cascade/stage. Analogously for (n-rn) cascade/stage

-%f ~- K__- TO_.mK flO.i

Under the input influence of amplifier EguuEId..1 is saturated

(n-i) cascade/stage and

when E,=Ed,...,=Ed,_1d__, is saturated (n-2) cascade/stage and

.9 =31 + Bid.-, (d.4 -1t) k,......fK,;

withE 4 =Ed*Edidda

394 -. 9g + E~.I.- (4_s. -1t) k,.*g Ki.

Taking into account condition (1-1,40), we obtain the following

recursion formulas for calculation k, in the implementation of the
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linear function F(E)

-kkKKn... + (n-I -1) kq.... 11u.

A K ,x1 .4 + (da... 1) ku... 1  KAt..i +

+ du...I (da.. 3  1)- ... . +

rn-I

Page 59.

Substituting consecutively/serially k4-, in k,, we obtain the

simpler general/common/total expression for determining transmission

factor (n-rn-i), which corrects element/cell at given values K, and k,,

-(18)

Taking into account condition (1-142) for the realization of

LAKh we obtain
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rd- - 0- Aj

*o .-

*,,..,- (4.. -1) 4  !:.:,

Ind .,.
Bls_, (dn-4 --t) Q., Ii(1-70) L "-

Taking into account conditions (1-147) and (1-148) for the

realization of PAKh and SAKh we obtain

--

k.n-B

"0

R4-.4- -(d..4 -0) [1
. w . t a.s of r z of .h ....

91n .. (%- -- 0 tE . ":.

where .- M'~ U-nthe case of realization of PAKh; 0._--do..-T

in the case of realization of SAKh.

Page 60.

2. Corrective elements/cells work without cutoff voltages. In

this case the slope/transconductance of formed/shaped FAKh is raised.

-, -. - -- V. ..- -
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* Let us register expressions for the output effect of ampolifier

31,3~ **.9,~ on the levels of the input effect E,, E, and so forth,

the corresponding to the moments/torques of saturation n,(n-l) and so

forth cascades/stages

The first cascade/stage is saturated under input influence

E. E PiB,_. In this case

.9 gorn4+-IIk- +K

+ .. + 1Ck 1 B~-
Taking into account condition (1-142), we obtain the following

recursion formulas for calculation kc. in the implementation of the

logarithmic dependence F(E):

In : k1  
4,( -lfls

...................................................

Ic,,- k,,... ~ + . + kIC1 dm(dww...iI) Ini d",

m~~~~d --0 [ adLldin.

If into condition (1-148) to substitute complete

. .. . . . . . . . . *S~ . .-
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- expanded/scanned values d.,, will be obtained by n of equations

- with n by unknowns. As in the case of uniform cascades/stages,

problem it is simplified, taking into account the output effect only

of previo,,s ti-l) cascade/stage upon the saturation of the i

cascade/stage. Are obtained the following recursion formulas for

calculation /4 in the implementation of SAKh with /3<-

S+

............................ .-,.- . . .. ._,._ . ,-, ..+
n-,

i+ u['"-i B-2tI

. Overall dynamic range of FAKh on the input effect in the case of n

:" different cascades/stages

D .. d_ . (1-1741 "

In the implementation of FAKh in the amplifier, which consists

of the linear cascades/stages, the objective parameter coincides with

precise only by the isolated points, which correspond to the

moments/torques of saturating the cascades/stages (point 1, 2, 3,

in Fig. 18a). The intermediate points of objective parameter

considerably differ from precise FAKh. This divergence depending on

the value of the transmission factor K and working dynamic range d of

cascade/stage.

I? . ,: -. . . -. .. - : ? : : b -. ,- . . . ? _ - , , : , .i .. . : ; . . . . :, ) - : .:i - ;:: ,., : : - . .i
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Let us consider the section of 1-2 characteristics and it is

defined, as accuracy FAKh depends on K and d. Let us assume that all

cascades/stages are identical, without the corrective elements/cells

and the summator linearly summarizes output effects e from the

transmission factors k=l.

Initial section 1-2 of FAKh on the graphic scale is depicted in

Fig. 19. The maximum divergence of real FAKh F,(E) from precise

F,(E) is observed between points 1-2, while the maximum divergence of

differential transmission factor b (slope/transconductance) and the

converted slope/transconductance a- at points 1 and 2. For precise

and real FAKh according to expression (1-24) and Fig. 19

3, - F,(E) - F(E1 ) + A (E); (1-175)

. - F, (E) - F (EJ) + (E - E) tg , (1-175&)

where F(E,)-Eltga,--EK; go-t-.- the initial transmission factor of

amplifier.

Page 62.

The slope/transconductance of precise FAKh at points 1 and 2 is

.respectively equal to

.................................
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OF,~.---- (1-176) 60(E +L

a, =lao1 (H' - '1E)I a8 [AO (8,d - (1-i8~i

Slope/transconductance of real FAKh at points 1 and 2

M- (L"C, +A a ORP (E 4,B)
= - Z-O tg. (1-177)

The maximum divergence of real FAKh from precise A3,M= ,-Op and

input effect E., with which is observed this divergence, it is

possible to find from the condition

b,(E.) 6bp(Em. o r WbM I-~~ a"tg. (1-178)

As a special case, let us find the divergences of the objective

parameter of the logarithmic amplifier, made on the identical

cascades/stages with the transmission factors K. Using expressions

(1-136)-(1-138) and (1-175) and Fig. 19a, for precise and real L.AKh

it is possible to register

F, (E) - F (E1) + In-10

Fe (E) *= IC'E + ELt,(18)

* where

F (Ei) f0
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2 22

F(E) F(E)

I 
It

0 , E, Ey E E2 E

* Fig. 19. Initial section of FAKh of multistage amplifier on the

graphic scale: a) b-var (4); b) b-var (); - real; ---

precise.

* Page 63.

On the basis of condition (1-178) we find that the maximum

divergence

F9 in(E)-J (1n(A lad) +11

is observed under the input influence

KR
14 ud'

where

Maximum relative deflection

AD d+(1-(IndKFi(Ing)-' -8?
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According to expressions (1-176), (1-179) and (1-180) we find

the values of the slope/transconductance of precise and real FAKh at

": points 1 and 2:

z:, -;(1-182)

b~ = 4K 3 '.'(i-i83•

Then relative error on the slope/transconductance

Bb= 1 EAn (1-184).

Slope/transconductance of LAKh in the converted coordinates is

determined by expression (1-145). Let us find the expression for the

slope/transconductance of objective parameter (1-180),

examined/considered also in the semilogarithmic scale. For this let

us introduce new variable a=InE. Then expression (1-180) in the new

coordinate system can be registered thus:

ap - 1, (B) - e, + e K'

Page 64.

Slope/transconductance-of the objective parameter

Passing to variable E, we obtain

a 4 -. .. . . .
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S /. "- " A "-'E" (-185)

Relative error on the slope/transconductance with k=1

0j Lq-A Ind

The obtained expression coincides with formula (1-184), i.e.,

relative'error on the slope/transconductance of LAKh in the usual and

converted coordinates coincides.
L'.-

For point of inflection 1 with E=E, we have

A Ind'o,- T'('1-180) ::'

for point of inflection 2 with E=E zE~d

dA hId
a, = I - . (1-186a)

Curves 6o,, 6o, and &9,=I(), calculated by formulas (1-181) and

(1-186) for case of K=d, are given in Fig. 20. During the calculation

in coefficient of A were considered five members. From the curves it

is evident that the slope/transconductance of objective parameter at

point 1 is less, and at point 2 it is more than the

slope/transconductance of precise LAKh at any value of transmission

factor K. An error in the objective parameter increases with an

increase in the transmission factor K and dynamic range d. Errors

vanish with d-l and K-1. However, with K-1 amplifier loses amplifier
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properties.

Amplitude characteristic of real UK consists of the linear and

nonlinear sections (Fig. 17b). With the transistorization nonlinear

section can occupy significant part the characteristic of

cascade/stage.
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16..

2

3
20 20 20

0 I to 
.

Fig. 20. The curves of the dependence of an error in real LAKh on the

" value of the transmission factor of cascade/stage K: 1 - Sa,; 2 -

'M, 3 - 60,.

Page 65. If the character of the nonlinear characteristic of

cascade/stage coincides with the character of formulated FAKh, then

accuracy of FAKh can be considerably increased.

For obtaining FAKh of high accuracy nonlinear cascades/stages

must have completely specific amplitude characteristics. Let us

consider FU with the nonlinear cascades/stages.

Functional amplifiers with the identical nonlinear cascades/stages.

For obtaining precise FAKh of n-cascade amplifier it is

necessary that combined AKh of each amplifier nonlinear cascade/stage

and linear summator would satisfy the requirements of the successive
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.*. work of parallel pairs. .

However, in this case there is a difference, consist in the fact

* that instead of the repeater in parallel to nonlinear cascade/stage

" is connected the summator, from which the summed up output effects of

i the previous cascades/stages do not enter the inputs of subsequent

amplifier stages. This unidirectionalism is ensured by the corrective

• . elements/cells (detectors or the untying cascades/stages).

On one hand, the total characteristic of nonlinear cascade/stage

and summator, which let us designate i,(vi), it must be described by

expressions (1-20), (1-24) and (1-81) and to satisfy conditions

(1-76), (1-80), on the other hand, real total characteristic can be

registered

fup4 ('Vi) k4ht (V4) + Arki-m/,i.us ('V4-.m). (W487)

For obtaining precise FAKh must be implemented the equality

%Ia i - I . (1-88)

Then the amplitude characteristic of the i nonlinear

cascade/stage must be described by the expression

.t . . . . .[/a ,(vi --.. ... . ... (.-t81
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Page 66.

Taking into account that =v and the initial

transmission factors of all cascades/stages are equal, we can

register

2..'.i. ... . -'. -' " " '- .'. -. -i - . .. .- .- ." . " " " , ." -k. ....• - .... ' . . . ')

-a.A

For simplification in the construction/design of amplifier we

accept k4-/s i..k, 1. Then expression (1-189) is simplified

Wita the work in the linear conditions of i cascade/stage

vs~v*t and expression (1-190) can be rewritten

• .I-'

where K- initial transmission factor of function /(~

From expression (1-191) we obtain equation for determining the

initial transmission factor of the i nonlinear cascade/stage

K - K, -''-- ('19)

rn-i
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where m - number of the previous cascade/stage, whose output effect

is considered during calculation K. To count off m necessarily from

the i cascade/stage to the input of amplifier. With m=l we obtain

expression (1.125). With m=2 we obtain the equation of the second

power

K'-K(Kx-) + t -0.

- Whence

. ? .I ; - "

K;E='iL + VK1-1 . (1-193)

An error in the calculation according to formula (1-192) can be

" approximately considered according to formula &K-I. Therefore

with KZ55 K do not exceed 4%.

With m=l the amplitude characteristics of nonlinear

*o• cascade/stage are described by the expressions, given in Table 4. At

the arbitrary value of m of expression for AKh the cascades/stages

will be analogous.

*" Page 67.

The results, obtained in the previous paragraph during the

analysis of the successive work of nonlinear cascades/stages, are

suitable and in this case.

I.
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- With the equality of the transmission factors of corrective

elements/cells /4 expression (1-186) can be registered

/a (on) + AO (V) - k , ( I) + 4411 MI.

According to expression (147) (')m., we can register

a - ap. (-194)

Thus, changing the transmission factor k of the corrective

elements/cells, it is possible to change the slope/transconductance

of total FAKh. However, with a change of value k in the equal measure

output effects F(E) are changed and F(E.) dynamic range on the output

effect of amplifier remains constant.

At constant value of k=l this can be realized by

inclusion/connection to the output FU of linear device/equipment with

the transmission factor, equal to

In many instances it is necessary simultaneously with the

decrease of slope/transconductance of FAKh to decrease range D.".

This can be realized as follows: latter/last cascade/stage together

with the summator is placed in the mode/conditions of the guarantee

of FAKh of the assigned slope/transconductance. Total characteristic

is described by expressions (1-20), (1-24) and (1-81). The

transmission factor of the latter/last corrective element/cell is

taken by the equal to one, i.e.,k,--t.

' 'l , % " ' * "" " ; . . . . . ... ';': $ -- - • ¢ : : i..; -' ~ :- -. -. 2-z.i.t. ,t. " . --..
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All remaining cascades/stages are placed in the most real

mode/conditions with slope/transconductance c, which more easily in

all is ensured, and transmission factors /A of the corrective

elements/cells, connected at the outputs of these cascades/stages,

are calculated from formula (1-195).

Then all-results, obtained earlier, are valid for the

cascades/stages, which precede the latter, for which initial

transmission factor must be determined from the equation

g o. = t F- K , (1-t96)..

where K initipl transmission factors of cascades/stages; k - is

determined according to formula (1-195).

Page 68.

With m-l

9, Ka - k --K,--- (1-197)
gp

and AKh of the last cascade/stage must be described by the expression

.p

As an example, it is possible to consider obtaining LAKh with

the foundation of logarithmic operation N(a *.). In this case

...
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latter/last cascade/stage is placed in the mode/conditions of

provision of LAKh with foundation N and is taken k, =1. All previous

cascades/stages are placed in the mode/conditions of the guarantee of ".

LAKh with foundation e(a=l) and the transmission factors of detectors

they are taken by the following: kia=UN---

Then for the latter/last cascade/stage according to expressions

(1-197) and (1-198)

K.= K,-a;

zu. a In + -; ZL ainK,+i-l

High accuracy of FAKh can be realized in the method of adding

the output effects, if we on the outputs of cascades/stages supply

the corrective elements/cells, the transmission factors of which are

changed according to the law

k'- "1 P A (I..1 =a) (1- ) +1A.'ps V,. > t (Vi.a) = ",,4-1,

Key: (1). with.

where ,.- input effect of the i corrective element/cell.

In this case general/common/total FAKh of amplifier F(E) with

the strictly successive work of nonlinear cascades/stages is

formed/shaped without the effect of the output effects of the

previous cascades/stages. Then AKh of cascades/stages when vi<via

...............
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they must be described by expressions (1-20), (1-24), and whenvt>v,

1 (t) - I S 1",,) + A4 100-) can ,. (1-200)"

Furthermore, must be satisfied condition (1-76). If in the

objective parameter it is most easy to realize slope/transconductance

%, then value k is calculated from formula (1-195).

Law (1-199) can be realized during the supplying to the

corrective elements of the cutoff voltages, whose value is determined

by expression (1-152).

Page 69.

. However, to obtain the objective parameter of transmission with the

sharp fracture is very difficult and it will have some section of

smooth transition from k.-O and k,,, which will introduce further

error in FAKh. This section can be obtained quite small with small

input voltage (for example, emitter detector) [8].

The supply of cutoff voltages on the corrective elements/cells

considerably facilitates the adjustment of amplifier from the point

of view of obtaining the assigned slope/transconductance of FAKh.

• . However, in this case are their negative sides.

4
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In the implementation of dependence (1-200) when ,<v. must be

observed sharp fracture in AKh the cascade/stage, which to carry out

is virtually very difficult. The presence of transition section

* causes the divergence of the slope/transconductance of real FAKh from

the slope/transconductance of precise FAKh at points E,, which

correspond , . The mode/conditions examined it is expedient to apply

in transistor FU, since the transistors more sharply pass into the

saturation mode in comparison with vacuum lamps.

It is necessary to note that in the transistor amplifier it is

very difficult to fulfill identical nonlinear cascades/stages.

FU with the different nonlinear cascades/stages.

Let us assume that FU consists of the nonlinear cascades/stages,

which have different ones 's(N,. ,,vat, vat(vat) and h(J.O (Fig. 17a). In

this case

vat (1-201)

Under the made assumptions the mechanism of the formation of

FAKh of multistage amplifier considerably is complicated. Let us

consider the process of formation of FAKh on the block diagram in

Fig. 16c. For simplification in the analysis upon the saturation of

the i cascade/stage on the formation of FAKh we will consider the
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output effect only of one of previous (i-1) cascade/stage. 0

Let us assume that with E, the latter/last (n-th) cascade/stage
I

is saturated. Then
-, F (Es) /, (im) km + )u.. ("a D... • k 5  "

* Page 70.

In this case there can be two cases:

1. The inequality

< "(1-202)

is fulfilled. In this case (n-l) cascade/stage works in the

* linear conditions and its output effect can be expressed through its

* initial transmission factor K.._,. _-

2. Inequality

3 >.- (1-203)

is fulfilled. *In this case (n-l) cascade/stage works in the

nonlinear mode/conditions, and, if analytical writing I,-. ( a-), is

unknown then it cannot be expressed /.-,(v) through K._.-

Since /*-(W-i-

. - k.,(J + k ,. 5..

%-

.- * - - * -. *,* * *.** **
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* -Analogously it is possible to register that when Elm Eld,_1

-kj. (v.m) + k~. 1 g '~..)+ E,1-jk....;

when Es El= Id-

when E-E 1 .4, -is saturated the first cascade/stage and

*Taking into account conditions (1-142) and (1-148), we obtain

* expression for the transmission factors ki.

With the implementation of LAKh

*Ind, a k, In d, - kvl
(VKJI,)) - x 5

.Ind 1 (1-204)

Page 71.

If to the corrective elements/cells cutoff voltages are given,

then in the numerators of expressions (1-204) it is necessary to

leave only one first term.

- . Inthe implementation of SAKh (taking into account only first
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two terms 3)

~~~k% 1% (vM) (I*-,- 1)

- - (1t-205)

In the case in question the objective parameter of amplifier

will coincide with the point of FAKh only at the isolated points as

with the linear cascades/stages. However, intermediate points will

deviate in the smaller measure.

For obtaining precise FAKh of amplifier nonlinear

cascades/stages must have completely specific characteristics, whose

form can be determined from the working conditions for the successive

of identical and different parallel pairs.

* Analysis FU of the parallel type.

The requirements, presented to amplifier stages and corrective

- elements/cells, in parallel type FU depend on the circuit solution of

supplying the effect on inputs of cascades/stages. Effect can enter

directly the inputs of all cascades/stages (Fig. 16b); through the

divider (Fig. 16d and f), also, through the corrective elements/cells

(Fig. 16h).

r- /
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, FU without the corrective elements/cells (Fig. 16). Diagram in

Fig. 1-b is a special case of diagram in Fig. l6h, when to the

cascades/stages are not given cutoff voltages and k-1.

Amplitude characteristic of n-cascade FU is described by the

express ion

Initial transmission factor of amplifier with the work in the

linear conditions

K. K a . (1-207)
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For obtaining precise FAKh the cascades/stages must be

identical, nonlinear and have AKh, described by the expression

h ') =0 t (E) , (1-208)

where F(E) is described by expressions (1-15) and (1-19).

The slope/transconductance of FAKh of the amplifier

(1-209)

where N- slope/transconductance of FAKh of the i cascade/stage. -

S--
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If cascades/stages are identical, the slope/transconductance of

FAKh of amplifier is n times more than the slope/transconductance of
I

FAKh of cascade/stage, which is the advantage of diagram.

In the diagram in question the dynamic range of FAKh of

amplifier is equal to the dynamic range of the nonlinear section of

* the characteristic of amplifier, i.e., D=d, what is a deficiency/lack

* in this diagram.

Diagrams with the divider and the corrective elements/cells, in

which it is possible to carry out a successive work of amplifier

stages, possess considerably greater possibilities.

FU with the different linear cascades/stages, which work in the

.* mode/conditions of amplification-limitation and without the cutoff

voltages. It is obvious that parallel type FU with the different

cascades/stages it is possible to fulfill on one of the diagrams

*. (Fig. 16d, f, h).

Analyzing diagram with the divider at the input (Fig. 16d), we

assume that the cascades/stages have the amplitude characteristics,

depicted in Fig. 17a, and different values kg, and v.. Let us agree

- .** .
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to designate the coefficients of the divisions of divider through k.

Coefficient of the division of input effect for the i cascade/stage

with k,=l according to Fig. 16d

rn

k4 (1-210)

M~-5I

Let us consider the work of amplifier. Let us assume that when

E,--,,a the 1st cascade/stage (Fig. l8b) is saturated. Then effect at

the output of the amplifier .

3, - E, (k1,K, + kI zK, + + K.gk,).
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In this case effect at the input of the 2nd cascade/stage

v v~,k,.

With E,=E, is saturated the 2nd cascade/stage and

9, E I [kKt + d, (kjkK, + kjkkqK, + .. K" 4 1 , (1-211

where d_ - V_- working dynamic range of 2nd cascade/stage,where~ L~ V', -- - ik, "-'

which in Fig. 18b is designated by numeral 2;

with E.3=Edd, is saturated the 3rd cascade/stage and

9, - E, [/cK + djkIkKj, + did, (kjkzkjK + .. + K, c*)

~I

[ % * - -... . - 4. .. ~ t k ~ ,
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where

when E-,a1d is saturated (n-1) cascade/stage and then

9n.-1 - E,(kKt + klkl,Ks + + 9, fd4 fk4); (1-212)

*when 9. =E 1 ftdi is saturated the n cascade/stage and

-. E, (k1KI +1 /kkdvKi + . + K, f d4 [I Ic), (1-213)

* where

d. (1-214)

St dI~i fki

Taking into account reaction only of one subsequent in parallel

connected cascade/stage, and also condition (1-142), we find

expression for the coefficients of division in the implementation of

LAKh:

In d a Ind,

. ..t . . . In rnI(t.215)
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If objective parameters of UK are known, then the coefficients

* of division can be calculated from the formula
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and it is possible to determine slope/transconductance of LAKh from

the parameters of the characteristics of amplifier stages

d( I- 1 ; (- , -___ )__ _- (1-217)

Equations (1-217) are transcendenta'l and can be solved

graphically or by the method of iterations.

If condition d> t. is satisfied then slope/transconductance

tentatively can be calculated from the approximation formulas

I* • -.- ' (1-218)

Expressions (1-217) and (1-218) can be used for the check

calculations of finished diagrams. L" .

Analogously it is possible to show that for the diagram in Fig.

16h when E1 -va and k=l is correct the expression for the L

transmission factor of the i corrective element/cell, connected at

the input
"" (1-219)

and also expression (1-217) and (1-218).
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For the realization of SAKh in the diagram in Fig. 16h taking

into account (1-148) and reacting only the saturated cascades/stages
I

we obtain
K, aI (8, - - 0Lk, n , ) kn ' 0 *K d k,kK. )

(O - 1) (ktR +d,, + .. 1 + + ,w k (d-420)
.= k, ji
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Analogously for the diagram in Fig. 16h taking into account only

the reaction of the saturated cascades/stages, we obtain

k , (0 9 - -t ) (k ̂ m + ,- ,,Z ,).

(In -1) (k11, + dk 1Rt + dh*,Rg + + k"Ra d1

k..,1 + d,,k., + d,ekJ + + ,;_,,. di

On the basis of analysis it is possible to do the conclusion

that upon the parallel connection of the different cascades/stages,

which work in the mode/conditions of linear amplification-limitation

and without the cutoff voltages, cannot be realized FAKh with

b- ve(t) in ShDD with the successive work of cascades/stages.

Vt : i • , . . i , - -. .. .
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However, FAKh with b-var(f) it is possible to realize with the

successive work of cascades/stages in the amplifier with the

corrective elements/cells, connected at inputs or outputs of

cascades/stages (1, 2, ... in Fig. 16h). Cascades/stages alternately

enter into the operational conditions during the supplying of the

corresponding cutoff voltages on the corrective elements/Tells.

The in principle cutoff voltages can be supplied to amplifier

stages. However, in the latter case further difficulties in the

formation of FAKh appear, since the differential transmission factor

of cascade/stage on leaving from the cutoff mode/conditions vanishes.

FAKh in the amplifier, assembled on the diagram in Fig. 16h, can

be formed with the work of amplifier stages in the linear conditions

in entire dynamic range of FAKh of amplifier; in the mode/conditions

of linear amplification-limitation; in the nonlinear mode/conditions.

The second and third modes/conditions of cascades/stages are

suitable for formation of FAKh in the amplifier, assembled on any

diagram in Fig. 16.

FU with the different cascades/stages and the corrective

elements/cells (Fig. 16h).

.1 . * *"I * *.* - -- II .". *-I "
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1. Cascades/stages work in linear conditions.

* Page 76.

For guaranteeing the successive work of cascades/stages on the

input corrective (untying) elements/cells the cutoff voltages
n-I?

U 1 0=; U.z=EL; U.E, Ed,. ..... Us, = E._I - E f d'

(1-222)

are given. qf1f cutoff voltages are supplied to the output untying

(corrective) elements/cells, then their values are calculated from

the formula

-@' Kte 9C4A, [d.. (1 -223)

,,-'

Let us consider work of FU. With E:E, the output of amplifier

the effect enters only from the output of the first cascade/stage and

the transmission factor of amplifier is equal to the transmission

factor of the first amplifier element/cell

K0 - _krkr., K , (1-224)

where k',, k', and Kn. - respectively the transmission factors of

the input and output corrective elements/cells and amplifier stage;

9 -kikKK. 1- transmission factor of the first amplifier

element/cell, which consists of series-connected UK and corrective

elements/cells.
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With E,3,=KE,;

with EaE, together with the first cascade/stage works the

second; then (Fig. 21)

3 =F(E) =E(K, + K2)- E1Kj;

where E,2 E~d,

32 = El Id-j (K, + K1,) - K2]; (t-225)

with E.-E~d,=E~d~d3

-9 Et [dld 2 (K1 + Ks + Ks) - Ks - d2K31;

* when E,1-E,,-d, El V1di

31 E [ It N_'K - ,-dK&-ddj4-K dit-

1-2 1-1~d~addK 4 i41~
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* Fig. 21. FAKh with b-var(t) of the amplifier, assembled on the block

diagram Fig. 16h.
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Dynamic ranges of FAKh on the input effect and output effect

respectively are equal to:

D - f~di; (1-226)

D~s- [dunl. (1-227)

Using conditions (1-142), (1-147) and (1-148), we find formulas

for determining the transmission factors of amplifier elements/cells

in the implementation of LAKh:

r'-4-1 K 1  -4-_(C +,K,);

Kain a~n4(1-228)

ft . ft ft ..

*~8 .d t)'t. .
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in the implementation of SAKh and PAKh:

K, Kg

sId (R+ KS) -K,) -, (Ma+,Kg) , ,

,o.,,~~~~~~ .. .,. . .,. ... , , .''-'- - '°~ 5 -i ._-. •/ . . . .-t h. . ." .- - . - - - .

(1-2

- di

K- . 1 K1 +- 2
(d nfld

where A K+ dKI+ d2;WX4 + +X .,Rdi; o.4 i n the

implementation of SAKh; an -in the implementation of

5, -- ,--"" ?'

* PAKh.

* The advantage of the mode of operation of cascades/stages

examined is the fact that FAKh with 6- var(f) can be formed with the

transmission factors of the amplifier elements/cells, equal to one,

i.e., with satisfaction of the condition

K • K Kuu. , •1. (1-230)

Page 78.

However, this mode/conditions has the deficiency that FAKh can

be formed in a comparatively small dynamic range of the first

cascade/stage.

From the deficiency/lack indicated isfree the mode/conditions

of linear amplification-limitation.

oil. - -
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2. Amplifier elements/cells work in mode/conditions of linear

amplification-limitation.

The mode/conditions of the limitation of amplifier element/cell

* can be realized directly in amplifier stage either in the untying

element/cell, connected to input or output of amplifier stage (Fig.

16h). If it is necessary to sharply bound signal level, from limiting

'i element/cell should be included at the output of amplifier stage,

since with large levels of signal an effect of limitation to carry

out more easily.

In each special case the connection point of limiting

element/cell is determined by the circuit solution, the type of

amplifier element/cell and by form of FAKh.

Let us consider the strictly successive work of amplifier

elements/cells in the mode/conditions of amplification-limitation on

- the assumption that the limiting elements/cells are connected to the

*] inputs of amplifier stages and on them are given the cutoff voltages,

whose values are selected from condition (1-222).

The output effect of amplifier with the work of the i
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*. cascade/stage in the linear conditions is changed according to the

law

9' I~(vx) + (E, - E,.-,.) K1. (1-231)

The output effects of amplifier, which correspond to levels ELI

Es, E,..., ER, with which they enter into the mode/conditions of

limitation 1, 2, .. ,the n cascade/stage, are equal to

3s - E,(K + K, (d - 1) 3t~ + EIK (d,- )
9, - El jK, + K, (ds -1t) + KAd (dg - 1)J 91 + E1 , J (d. - 1);

Page 79.

Taking into account conditions (1-140), (1-142), (1-147) and

(1-148), we obtain, that for the realization of linear characteristic

the transmission factors of all amplifier elements/cells must be

equal, i.e.

Jr, K,..4n;(-T

for the realization of LAKh:

_~& O Iun4 *)

-3k-

for the realization of SAKh and PAKh:
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No ~~~~~~~ ~ -, (_1 - )°eI,+f (,-11( )

d, - I d, (.o-- 1

(,K, + o (d, - ) + Re, (do, -- )+ , - t) Rf.d (. -t)

• " (1-234)

In the case in question in the implementation of FAKh with

bm v.t(t is implemented inequality

K, < K9 < K, < .. < K. (t-.2,34

in the implementation of FAKh with b--ax(j) is implemented the

inequality

K, > A > ... > X ,> X',(1-234

which can be realized at the given values of transmission factors UK

with the help of the selection of the transmission factors of the

corrective elements/cells.

By the advantage of the method examined is the possibility of

". obtaining FAKh in the broad dynamic band with the input effect;
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. deficiency/lack - smaller slope/transconductance of FAKh, than with

the work of cascades/stages in the linear conditions with the same

transmission factors.-

" According to the obtained recurrent formulas (1-228), (1-229),
(1-232), and (1-233), we can calculate the required transmission
factors of cascades/stages, if are assigned slope/transconductance

* of FAKh (or its law), the input effect El, under which it must
begin, and the working dynamic ranges of the cascades/stages on
the input effect, whose value is determined by the assigned
accuracy of realization of FAKh.

Page 80.

In practice can arise the inverse pt-blem, when the transmission

factors of amplifier elements/cells are known and it is necessary to

determine the working dynamic ranges of cascades/stages di, on the

basis of the assigned to accuracy of realization of FAKh. In the case

of amplifier with LAKh for determination di from the assigned

accuracy of the realization of characteristic it is possible to use

(1-177), (1-182) and (1-183).

For the remaining types of FAKh it is possible to obtain

analogous formulas. After determination d4 from formulas (1-222) or

(1-223) the cutoff voltages, supplied are designed for the corrective

elements/cells.

Parallel type of FU with the nonlinear cascades/stages.

I.

• " j- • . . . - *. " . *. * " " ." .
'

. " . . .m ~ ,. ~ -.- - . . .
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It is obvious that during the use of linear cascades/stages only

the isolated points of objective parameter coincide with precise

FAKh. The points of the coincidence of characteristics are greater,

-" the more the cascades/stages participates in the formation of FAKh.

.. However, it can seem that the assigned accuracy of FAKh can be

. obtained with an inadmissibly large number of cascades/stages. In

. this case for the formation of FAKh it is necessary to apply

* nonlinear cascades/stages.

For the formation of more precise FAKh should be taken the

nonlinear cascades/stages, which have the same character of a change

in the differential transmission factor (increase, decrease).

In the most general case, when AKh cascades/stages cannot be

S- described mathematically, the transmiss1..n factors of nonlinear

cascades/stages it is necessary to calculate from formulas (1-204),

(1-205), (1-228), (1-229), (1-233) and (1-234) for the levels of

input effect, which correspond to the moments/torques of the entrance

of cascades/stages into the mode/conditions of limitation

(saturation). For the n cascade/stage during the supplying of cutoff

voltages on the corrective elements/cells this level

n-1

- = -- -1 E, (d. - i) d . (1-237)

" 2J -
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For obtaining FAKh of the high accuracy AKh of cascades/stages

must be completely specific. The required form of the characteristic

of nonlinear cascade/stage can be determined, on the basis of the

• principle of the successive operation of the parallel pair of

cascades/stages. In this case the i nonlinear cascade/stage taking

into account output effects (i+l), (i+2), ... cascades/stages must

form/shape AKh, suitable for the successive work of cascades/stages

and nonlinear mode/conditions.

Page 81.

If nonlinear cascades/stages are identical and work without the

cutoff voltages, AKh cascades/stages with the strictly successive

work just as in consecutive type FU, they must be described by

equations (1-190) and (1-191), in which it is necessary to substitute

F(E) for I, and K. instead of Kg. The initial transmission factor of

cascade/stage is determined from expression (1-192).

For the realization of FAKh in the diagrams in Fig. 16d, f must

be implemented the equality

k- 7  (1-238)

where for the amplifier with LAKh d-K.. for the amplifier with SAKh.

II ~ ~ . . . . ' . .. . . + I " + " "[ • - ' " ... "
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when b--ar(+)-d-X. T

Then the initial transmission factor of the amplifier, made on

the diagram in Fig. 164,

K, kX&, + k1kgK, + k, ikkK + + K. iki. (I-239)

Usually k,=l. The values of the resistors/resistances of divider

are calculated, on the basis of formulas (1-210) and (1-238).

For the realization of LAKh in the diagram in Fig. 16h the

equalities

K. , i -(1.240) -

.Jr

must be implemented since

d.d,m ...- d,-4. (1-241)

In this case

General/common/total initial transmission factor of the

amplifier

,+K,

In the implementation of. SAKh in the diagram in Fig. 16h must be

satisfied the condition

IK-
d4".
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i K1 ; K&I K 1-24...

v, - ',ud, vs w.o.. , ,,,.-, 'Vn- dV. (1-244)

If to output corrective elements/cells in the diagram in Fig.

[ 16h cutoff voltages are given, then the amplitude characteristics of

the nonlinear cascades/stages, which strictly alternately work in the --

functional modes/conditions, must be 'described by expressions (1-20),

(1-24) and (1-200). Furthermore, must be satisfied condition (1-76).

Cutoff voltages must be equal to:

U,4 - A (V,4). (1-245)

For the fulfillment of equality (1-200) it is necessary in each

cascade/stage to bound output effect at the level /i(v.), using for

this the output corrective elements/cells.

In any event in the implementation of FAKh on the diagram in

Fig. 16h it is necessary to satisfy the following condition: the
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initial differential transmission factor of n cascade/stage ban must

be equal to final differential transmission factor k.i previous

(n-i) cascade/stage, i.e.

= b,,,_.-. (1-24,8)

Condition (I-246) is satisfied, if the equality

Kan- bn-1, (i-247)

. is satisfied since

b...mK.."

Thus, with the successive work of nonlinear cascades/stages in

the diagram in Fig. 16h initial transmission factor of the n

cascade/stage must be equal to differential transmission factor of

(n-1) cascade/stage with its work t the end of the functional

. mode/conditions.

The value of coefficients can be calculated from the formulas

-*'" for b, given inTable 1, when z d, where d4- rynamic range of

' FAKh of the i cascade/stage.

Page 83.

S6. Method of the repeated use of a functional amplifier

- element/cell.

Realization of FAKh in ShDD on one functional amplifier

UP: i
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element/cell (FUE) is limited to the dynamic range of the functional

section either of the passage characteristic of amplifier instrument,

if the function of amplification and formation of FAKh perform the I
nonlinear amplifier instrument (UP), or the nonlinear element/cell,

. which forms FAKh. FAKh it is possible to obtain in ShDD according to

the method of repeated use of one FUE.

Let us consider essence and possible methods of the application

of this method. Let us assume that FAKh of amplifier element/cell

begins and is finished under input influences ,. and *u Then

Let us assume that the effect at the input of FUE achieved value L2.&

,,. For a second time and, consequently, also it is repeated, it is

possible to use FUE, if when , it is abrupt: 1) to widen the

dynamic of the amplifier element/cell; 2) to change the level of

effect at the input of FUE; 3) to decrease the differential

transmission factor of amplifier element/cell.

Some possible block diagrams of the application of the method of

obtaining FAKh in question are given on Fig. 22. As we see, signals

can enter the input of FUE directly (Fig. 22a) or through the

adjustable cascades/stages (RK, Fig. 22b). In both cases in parallel

FUE and RK are connected the adjusters (RU), which on the specific

levels of input effect develop controlling voltages/stresses Upt, p.
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* which enter on FUE or on RK,. 0

*i The mechanism of obtaining FAKh let us consider on the block

diagram of the amplifier Fig. 22b, which has a series/row of

, advantages and is more spread. With a change in the effect at the

- input of FU from E,--E, to E,=E~d the effect at the input of FUE

varies from '. to i, and FUE works in the functional mode/conditions.

Page 84.

On the level of effect E, adjuster PY. operates/wears and develops

controlling voltage/stress U,;, which enters adjustable cascade/stage

" PK,'. The transmission factor of cascade/stage PK C is reduced in m of

times. If m=d, then effect at the input of FEU is equal to ,.

With further increase of the input effect of the amplifier from

E , to E-E~d1 FEU works in functional mode/conditions. With E, effect

at the input of FEU reaches I.. At this moment py,-, operates/wears

transmission factors PK.-& is reduced m times.

Each time, when the input effect of the amplifier reaches value

E;--E0, with which the level of effect at the input of FEU is

equal to I., operates/wears PY and is reduced transmission factor

PH, to m of times.

S . .. . ...... ... . . . . . . . . . ..
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If there are n adjustable cascades/stages, then FEU is used n+l

times. As a result discontinuous FAKh is obtained. With the depth of
. I

the adjustment of each cascade/stage m=d the dynamic range of

discontinuous FAKh'is determined by expression (1-59).

!I

L.

I,
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Fig. 22. Block diagrams of amplifiers with discontinuous FAKh.
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Gain control in P14 is equivalent to an abrupt change of the

differential transmission factor FU as a whole (Fig. 22a).

In the case of the block diagram Fig. 22a controlling

voltage/stress must change either differential transmission factor of

UP or dynamic range of the nonlinear section of passage

characteristic UP (in the absence of the nonlinear element/cell (NE),

which forms FAKh). The dynamic range of passage characteristic can be

'" ~~~ ~~~~~~~~.. ". .'-.." ... " .-. . ... .."... .,.. '. -. . .... .... ... ... . , . .. .... . ... •
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- expanded by an increase, in the depth of negative feedback [56]. As

can be seen from Fig. 22 FU can be made with the adjustment forward

(Fig. 22c, d) and back/ago (Fig. 22e) upon the inclusion/connection

RU in parallel (Fig. 22c) and consecutively/serially (Fig. 22e).
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* Chapter 2.
1p

FUNCTIONAL AMPLIFIERS WITH NONLINEAR ELEMENTS.

:,* § 1. Functional amplifers as a nonlinear quadrupole.

Amplifier stage can be the simplest functional amplifier, basic

component elements of which are amplifier instrument, load and power

- supply. The form of the amplitude characteristic of amplifier is

. determined by the parameters of each of the elements/cells. During

. the appropriate selection of power supply the effect of the latter on

"* the form of FAKh it is possible not to consider. Then FAKh in

amplifier stage can be realized due to the nonlinear properties of UP

*- or the load or due to nonlinearity of both elements/cells.

Vacuum tubes and transistors are basic amplifier instruments in

the electronic amplifiers. If electron tube with the sufficiently low

voltage inputs with some assumptions can be considered linear

" instrument, then transistor according to the character of the

'" dependence of currents on the stresses/voltages is in principle

- nonlinear device. With a strict approach electron tube also should be

*" considered nonlinear device even with the low signals.

.. . . . . * .."
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For the formation of FAKh as the nonlinear elements/cells are

applied vacuum and semiconductor diodes, transistors, and also their

different combinations with the linear resistance.

In the general case of one-stage FU it is possible to represent

in the form of the nonlinear quadrupole (Fig. 23), the characteristic

parameters and load of which depend on the level of voltage input U,.

We analyze amplifier and determine how loads must change and the

parameters UP for the realization of required FAKh.

Page 87.

Since as UP in essence vacuum tubes and transistors are applied, for

the analysis we select the system of Y-parameters (22, 871, which

makes it possible to utilize the detailed theory and procedure of

calculation of vacuum-tube circuits for the transistor amplifiers, as

a result possible to obtain the overall dependences, suitable both

for the electron-tube and transistor functional amplifiers; the

recording of fundamental principles for different amplifiers in this

system of the parameters simplest; all parameters are measured

comparatively easily and sufficiently simply; the parameters clearly

depend on those factors, which substantially affect the qualitative

indices of amplifier; in the transistor amplifiers Y-parameter system

relates to the basic most widely used connection of transistor - with

.. '.
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the general/common/total emitter. 0

In Y-parameter system for independent variables the

stresses/voltages accept and the equation of network are

written/recorded in the form

1 " Y1101 + Y 2 1 ; (
is - Y, 1,1 + Y,,&. (2-1)

Being based on works [22, 56], let us examine Y-parameters of

.* tube and transistor and will set between them interconnection and

" analogy.

The equivalent schematics of tube and high-frequency diffusion

*" transistor [223 are given in Fig. 24. With some assumptions [22] the

diagram in Fig. 24b is suitable for the drift transistors.

-. Subsequently we will use only one term "high-frequency" transistors,

implying diffusion and drift transistors.

Diagram in Fig. 24b is one of the known versions of equivalent

diagrams, but it has a number of the deficiencies/lacks, basic from

which is nonconformity not to one diagram, which escape/ensues from

the theory of quadrupoles. The entering it values do not yield to

direct measurement, but the controlled current is expressed as the

unknown stress/voltage on the emitter junction.

For eliminating the deficiencies/lacks the diagram must be
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converted into the equivalent schematic of quadrupole in Y-parameter

system. This conversion is carried out in work [221. In this case the

digital indexing of Y-parameters is replaced to the designations,

which open the physical sense of Y-parameters,.

. . .
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Y.".

Fig. 23. Functional amplifier as nonlinear quadrupole.

Page 88.

After the replacement of the designations of the equation of currents

(2-1) for the transistor they take the following form:

- - }(2-2)
l, - Sd. + YtU.(

where Y=Y, - input admitt-&nce of transistor; Yo, Yi, - conductivity

of feedback; S=Y,, - slope/trans-onductance of the passage

* characteristic of transistor; Yi-Ya; - the internal conductance of

equivalent generator.

In the range of the frequencies the conductivities have complex

character and are determined from the formulas, given in appendix 1.

At the lowest frequencies all conductivities active, do not depend on

*i frequency. Them can be expressed as the usual differential

:' parameters:
-No -

'2" ' ~~066_ P•U -,,o€, -- own&; Y%.0 91" (2-3)

U-shaped equivalent circuit for the tube and the transistor in

Y-parameter system are given in Fig. 25.
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- :. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -"1 " "

- Fig. 24. Equivalent diagrams: a) vacuum tube; b) high-frequency

transistor.

"* Key: (1). Grid. (2). Anode. (3). Base. (4). Collector/receptacle.

(5). Cathode. (6). Emitter.

Page 89.

Comparing the equivalent systems of amplifier instruments, and also

equation (2-2) with the equations of the grid and anode currents of

tube (56]

+ (YA + YL 4) fU,. (2-4)

it is easy to set the analogy between the transistors and the tubes:

common cathode - general/common/total emitter; common grid -

general/common/total base; the general/common/total anode - common

collector/receptacle (Fig. 26).

. . . . . .° . .- *° ,. . ..
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. II

Fig. 25. U-shaped equivalent circuits and Y-parameter system: a) for

the tube; b) for the transistor.

Key: (1). Grid. (2). Anode. (3). Base. (4). Collector/receptacle.

(5). Cathode. (6). Emitter.

a
' , .

e. F ,..

Fig. 26. Connections of tube and transistor of type n-p-n with

* general/common/total ones: a) by cathode; b) by grid; c) by anode; d)

by emitter; e) by base; f) by collector/recept-acle.

* Page 89.

According to the theory of quadrupoles for the diagram with the

* common cathode we find;
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the factor of amplification of cascade/stage in the

stress/voltage

.o d.

input admittance of the cascade/stage

Yfh - Y-+(I-k)Ya.;

the output admittance of the cascade/stage

r". - .. + 1.. + V Y. (2-7)

where Y load admittance; Y. - the internal conductance of the

source of signal (or the previous cascade/stage).

Replacing for the conductivity of tube Y, ad/ Sag in

expressions (2.5), (2.6), (2.7) respectively by values

su Yc , SY 0 iYgnal( t we obtain expressions for determining the

parameters of common-emitter connection

s (2-8)

Ya" +-KYof; (2-9)jo Y + Sy.

YXX .(2-10)

Analogously it is possible to obtain expressions for the

parameters of cascade/stage at the inclusion/connection of UP on the

diagram with the general/common/total ones by grid and the base, the

anode and collector/receptacle [22, 56]. The given formulas are
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suitable for calculating the parameters of amplifier circuits at

strengthening of low signals. However, it is possible to utilize them

for calculating the diagrams during amplification of large signals,

-" if we consider conductivity changes, which occur in the real

amplifier instruments with a change of the input signal in ShDD.

For the formation of FAKh the conductivities must change

. according to the completely specific law. Utilizing expressions (2-5)

and (2-8) for the voltage amplification factors of the most widely

used diagrams (with the common cathode and emitter), let us find the

required law of conductivity change in the load circui-t-Y=/(U,, S)in

the dynamic s-band the account a change in slope/transconductance S

and, on the contrary, the law of a change in slope/transconductance

S= (U.,Y) with the account a change in conductivity Y.

Page 91.

For the vacuum-tube amplifiers the effec of stray capacitances on

" the medium frequencies can be disregarded/neglected and in formula

(2-5) accepted Y*-O.. Then expressions (2-5) and (2-8) can be

written in general form

where Y (fo ) if

r where y,,,$; Y-Y.+Ym, - for the vacuum-tube amplifiers;

€.
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r- Y +Y w, for the transistor amplifiers.

Amplitude characteristic of FU is described by the expression

,,- - U, -. (2-12)

Differentiating equation (2-12), we obtain

r ... (2-13)

where

Utilizing expressions for the differential factor of p

amplifications b, given in table 1, and equation (2-13), we find

required dependences YI(U,, .,,) and Yu-?(Us,, Y) for the

realization of different forms of FAKh.

Since the course and the general solution during finding of the

required dependences are identical in the implementation of any form .

of FAKh, let us examine the course of solution of assigned mission

based on the example to realization of LAKh.

L._

Substituting the value differential gear ratio/transmission

factor for the amplifier with LAKh to equation (2.13) and

disregarding a change in the phase of output stress/voltage on 1800,

i.e., omitting minus sign in expression (2-12), we obtain the

following differential equation

Y, + YY'Y-' + Y,,u, - MYU -0 . (2-14) 3-

/
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We find dependence Y-I(U.., Yu). For this equation (2-14) we

copy/rewrite in the following form:

Y" + YP (U") + Y'Q (UM) -0, (2451)

where P,(USX) Q-'. O(US.)-- " :.

Page 92.

Equation (2-15) is the Bernoulli equation, which is reduced to

the linear equation during the introduction to new variable =Y-I.

The general solution of equation (2-15) is written/recorded in the

" following form:

Y je P U.) .K. Q (U. 3)

Xe, ( P (USX) dU. )dU. + Cl-. (2-16)

On the basis of initial conditions Y-Ye, Y,1 -Y3 1, when

U. mUs.,,we find integration constant C-Y'. After manufacturing

• integration in the limits from U.. to Un, we obtain the resultant

expression J
Y Y M " (2W)

where Y. and Y2tm - initial values of conductivities Y and Y,, with

the work of amplifier in the linear conditions.

Solving expression (2-17) relative to Y, we find

YS
Y, - Y .r. (248)

°, .

.. .

.

* . . . . . . *. .
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and
Laws (2-17)A(2-18) general/common/total and are valid for the

realization as functional, so to quasi-linear of the modes/conditions

of the work of amplifier with any FAKh with the substitution of the

corresponding expressions for the standardized/normalized

stresses/voltages x and z.

Conductivity Y,, is slope/transconductance S of the passage

characteristic of amplifier instrument and changes under the effect

of voltage input, while conductivity Y - under the effect of output

stress/voltage.

Page 93.

Therefore it is expedient to examine the dependences

Y (S) - Y. 0 (S) (z); (2-19)
Yn (z) - S (Z) - S30 (Y) (z). (2-20)

where O(S)="Y - function, which characterizes a change in the
Y

slope/transconductance in the dynamic range; O(Y),=r - function,

which characterizes a change in the load admittance in the dynamic

range; o(z)=x(z)/z - ratio x/z, expressed in the

standardized/normalized units z; p(x)=z(x)/x - ratio z/x, expressed

in the standardized/normalized units x. The functions o(z) and *(x),

which ensure the realization of different types of FAKh, are given in

Table 5.
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With the constants to slope/transconductance 'S= S.-cont and

load T- Ys.-coast is sat isf ied the condi tion F (S) =1 and F (Y) =1.

Dependences of form (2-19) can be utilized for calculating the

amplifiers, in which FAKh is realized due to the nonlinear properties

of load taking into account nonlinearity of UP.

Dependences of form (2-20) can be utilized for calculating the

amplifiers, in which FAKh realize due to the nonlinear properties of

amplifier or due to the intentional change in conductivity Y.,

(slope/transconductance S) taking into account the nonlinearity of

load (or the nonlinearity of input admittance of the following

cascade/stage). s..... ,. .. . . . . . . .
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"Ible 5.

Tarn OAX (XI)
(3) OUunoua.h~I4

a 2

Dwcuoeu- t + Her 7) Hew

t l + m +)f+ 2 +t
-o +4-t 93  Vnf's+i +t n

- Tor HOTn

*Key: (1). Function. (2). Type of FAKh. (3). Functional. (4).

Quasi-linear. (5). Logarithmic. (6). Exponential. (7). No. (8).

Exponential.

Page 94.

S2. Characteristics and the parameters of amplifier instruments and

nonlinear elements/cells.

The realization of the prescribed/assigned form of FAKh depends

on the form of the passage characteristic of amplifier instrument.

i..in(Uz)and current-voltage characteristic of nonlinear
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element/cell L.5 -/(U,.). For the realization of FAKh it is

necessary to know the basic parameters of UP and the nonlinear

elements/cells: the slope/transconductance of the passage

, characteristic S of amplifier instrument; conductivity ga or

.. resistance Rwx of nonlinear element/cell.

During the development of diagrams of FU it is sometimes more

*. convenient to operate with resistance, since in the catalogs of parts

is given resistance, but not conductivities.

The enumerated parameters of real instruments change with a

"" change in the signal and have the different value under the influence

of different signal aspects. Therefore should be distinguished three

forms of the parameters indicated: differential

i slope/transconductance, conductivity and resistance, which can be

"" used for the calculation of linear amplifiers, for the amplifier

* instrument
dieu2 (2-21)

* for the nonlinear element/cell

t di~- (2-22)

average/mean slope/transconductance Se,,, conductivity g3*x.g and

resistance Rue.c during strengthening of pulse signal, determined by

. the method of secant (Fig. 27)

*'
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so .. (2-23)

a"-+,, ev ut (2-24).-""."

where I*.- value of output current respectively for positive and

. negative pulse pulse signal U*; IN*" - the current, flowing through

the nonlinear element/cell, caused by the effect of positive or

negative pulse signal; average/mean slope/transconductance,

conductivity and resistance in the amplitude of the fundamental

harmonic of the output current of amplifier instrument or current,

flowing through the nonlinear element/cell, in the case of

strengthening the harmonic oscillations

Page 95.

The values of parameters S g,..R. depend on level and form of

the amplified signal and on the form of passage characteristic of UP

and volt-ampere characteristic of nonlinear element/cell.

Passage characteristic of UP can be represented as the function

of output (anodic, collector) current from control voltage i../(ey),

which can be referred either to the grid (base), or to the anode (to

the collector/receptacle).

Sl- f225)

- M- (2.26)
k% elR * ... ~ C s. q . . . . .- . "".

S *. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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* Fig. 27. Approximation of the passage characteristic of amplifier

instrument by the polynomial: a) the second degree; b) the third

* degree.
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Table 6.

3gl~maj ) flm44.Peuxaamx
AaMCuuauua inorn-&Woep. P~af OOpa-uau.ufep-wmos wepo~a"ae ..

51 foimsomzaa a 2
Ianr2~ 2

-~a+jjaU+U+ -' U-L 1+-Xt 2a. 2a1 -a
Gi+2iU+3iU+.. a$ as - i+ 3 --
,U4 X 9S+ 0

(uamyyumn*AR Xaon. 80) a

(~)C~ue~aa I RAU*-"
i AU% A.m~)a nA

rwsp6onswzo* Tmrezc I.!Ath I t)

(I+t(q)c~q)T0W -i)

b U-f.uus > ab (U - U)-- iU

Key: (1).1

Approximation of volt-ampere characteristic. (2). Differential

slope/transconductance. (3). Reverse/inverse ampere-volt

characteristic. (4). Differential resistance. (5). Poly-nominal. (6).

Exponential (semiconductor diode, transistor). (7).

(vacuum-tube diode, tube). (8). Exponential. (9). Hyperbolic tangent.

(10). piecewise-parabolic. (11). with.
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Is greatly extended the determination of the current through the -.

control voltage of grid (base), which is equal to:

for the vacuum triodes

&T U, + DU,; (2-27).

for the transistors

eT Ua. ., (2-28+ DU";

for the tetrodes
e, - U,. + DIV", + D&D,U, (2-29)

for the pentodes

el - U + DOUa + DLD,Ua + D,DDU., (2-30)

where D,, D,, D3 - permeability respectively on the

controlling/guiding (the first), shielding (the second) and shielding

(the third) grids; D - permeability on the control electrode of

triode. Formula for determining of D for the transistor is given in

Appendix 2.

Products DID 2 and DD 2 D, are so low that for the tetrodes and

the pentodes it is possible to count

ey - Ua + DUs. U. " (2-31)

Dependence L-/(et) for real UP is nonlinear. The most widely used

functions, by using which it is possible to sufficiently accurately

. . . . . . :.-------I-*- . ,*..
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approximate the volt-ampere characteristics of nonlinear

. * elements/cells, are given in Table 6. The same table gives

'* expressions for the differential values of the slope/transconductance

(conductivity) of characteristic and internal resistance of nonlinear

* element/cell.

*i The possible approximation methods of the characteristics of

nonlinear elements/cells are in sufficient detail examined in the

work of the Soviet [4, 5, 23, 31, 32] and foreign [74, 92, 107]

authors. Should be especially noted generalizing work [5]. However,

in these works, besides [23], is not examined average/mean steepness

of the characteristic and average/mean conductivity of nonlinear

element/cell. Therefore it is necessary at least to briefly examine

the most widely used methods of approximation, to estimate these

methods from the point of view of convenience in the analytical

determination of average/mean slope/transconductance and to find the

analytical expressions, which are determining the dependence of the

average/mean slope/transconductance of passage characteristic of UP

on the value of pulse and harmonic signal,.

POLYNOMINAL APPROXIMATION.

The polynomial of the n degree, which approximates

characteristic, in the convoluted form can te written

- - . .. *

4 ° . . . * a -. . . ...
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-Im,(2-32)

where n - degree of polynomial; - coefficient, which has

dimensionality .-I'; k - number of component/term/addend.

Page 98.

It is possible to approximate characteristic with any given

precision/accuracy by the polynomial of the n degree. The

precision/accuracy of approximation grows/rises with an increase in

the members of polynomial. Into expression (2-32) it enters n+1

coefficients .a. whose value can be selected so that the approximate

and precise values of currents would coincide at n+1 points, called

interpolation points. If interpolation units e,, e*, ***, are selected

arbitrarily, dependence i-./(e) can be written in the form of the

interpolation polynomial of Lagrange (341
- E -( ,) (,-.. -- ,)(a-.+) -..- (2-33)["~~(4 - eq -, -( (41, - e__l (oh - 1lk+l) ... (@%_i~l , Q23

where iAh-- value of current in the k interpolation unit when e-e .

The zero unit e0 can be selected, also, when ,,-0.

:- With even pitch of interpolation

-l , - l -1 -ek+1 elk.4. - -lk oast

interpolation polynomial can be written in the form of the Newton

polynomial (24]
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"-. "- l = i (es) + , - 00) 18 - e, - 4e)... R(e - es - k - 1) 68I,- ".

where "Ai(e0) - k difference, which linearly is expressed as the values

,* of current in the interpolation points ih with the aid of binomial

" coefficients Cho
k! -Ai (1h-(-I*' i, cr - !1 ,"

As can be seen from expressions (2-33) and (2-34), the

polynomials of Lagrange and Newton are not polynomials according to

degrees e,, therefore the dependence of av.erage/mean

slope/transconductance Se on control voltage S&p-l(ey) cannot be

written analytically. Furthermore,. for obtaining the high

precision/accuracy it is necessary to take a sufficiently large

quatitity of interpolation units, which leads to the polynomial of

high degree. However, with a number of terms more than three-four

mathematical analysis of FU sharply become complicated.

The degree of polynomial can be lowered during the determination

of the coefficients of the polynomial in the method of least squares,

which leads to the solution of the system of canonical equations.

Page 99.
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In work [31] it is proposed instead of the direct solution of

canonical system of equations to solve the system of orthogonal

polynomials, which possesses the positive property, that with the

expansion in terms of them of any function the best approximation in

the sense of the least squares is obtained. However, in this case

approximated that is not expressed explicitly analytical depending on

control voltage f, therefore dependence Sap-/(a,) cannot be written

analytically also.

It is easy to find this dependence, if for determining the terms

of polynomial to use the expansion of function 6(, 46T). in the

Taylor series, according to degrees 4.,
i(.,<,..+&.,)-,L,.w)+(,) .,+,() eCal + '.-,.

:-'"~~ Al + .. -- x+ %U = . + ..,2 +, "mg-

where U.- - the voltage input of signal; a=S; )31/2!)S';

--(I/3')S"; , S, S', S" - slope/transconductance and its derived

characteristics L(#,) at point i,.u

F,

A relative value of separate members and their number in

serges/row (2-35) with the prescribed/assigned precision/accuracy of

.* approximation are determined by the position of operating point on

- the characteristic of UP and by the maximum value of voltage input.

l' l 
c

...i l i -.. -.. - - - -ii , * - - . -
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If operating point on characteristic is arranged/located

asymmetric, when to the positive increases 407 correspond increases

in the output current greater, than negative ones, in the series/row

it suffices to consider three members. In this case

Iin + Wax + UL.(

In equation (2-36) the coefficient 13 is unknown, which can be

determined as follows. For maximum positive input signal +Ua.m the

steepness of the characteristic Su at point M (Fig. 27a) is

determined graphically. Then the is performed identity

() - .S, + 2PUn.v -S + 2pUSI. W

Page --M

Whence

and equation (2-36) can be written -.

, - + SU.. + S Uu (2-38)

where 7 -; . slope/transconductance at point H when ey.u."

Differential slope/transconductance

s ' s ( . - ) 0 (2-39)
Urn1where q- 0 ---.

Pulse positive signal.

.,+- + ,u. s .( +1 q) -S.0 (S+), (2-40)

SI....". .......... -...-.-....-....lox.
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where 'lm--l.. increase in the output current, caused by

pulse positive signal; 0(3- -I+ 1 .-tq - function, which

characterizes a change in the steepness of the characteristic in the

dynamic range.

Pulse negative signal. Analogously we obtain

U'" (-8 0(81 (2-4t)
xl

where

O(S-) -q

Harmonic signal U.U,. oaw,.. Substituting in equation (2-38),

we obtain

" where iLa - I. + Ilk COS (W + fI., 0o 2we, (2-42)

i + !a U-t; (2-43)
4 a.,i

1,, 4 - S.C,; (2-44)
- (2-45)

respectively constant component and the amplitude of the first and

second harmonics of output current.

Page 101.

Average/mean slope/transconductance in amplitude ,

SaPh suon#$t (2-48)

* -/

!I
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is constant value and does not depend on input signal level.

Standardized/normalized dependences O(S*)-(q) for the positive

the negative and the harmonic of input signals at the different

values n are given in Fig. 28a. In the particular case with n=4

ush n v a Uy. u.

If operating point is established/installed on the middle of

symmetrical characteristic (Fig. 27b), then even degrees in the

decomposition/expansion drop out and characteristic can be

approximated with the aid of the polynomial, which contains only the

odd degrees

u -in, + CLTZ + To" + EMU + ... (2-47)

for guaranteeing the mathematical analysis it is possible to be

restricted to the polynomial of the third power --

i-- + G.U + 7UL. -(2-48)

Characteristic corresponding to this approximation is shown by

prime in Fig. 27b.

. .. .. . . . . .. .

'7
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#wo

4- 4A 49 q 0 QZ 44 4,-

Fig. 28. Graph/diagrams of dependences F(S)=f(q) with the

approximation of characteristic of UP by the polynomial: a) the

second degree; b) the third degree.

* Page 102.

In expression (2-48) the coefficient 7 is unknown, which can be

determined as follows. According to the objective parameter the value

" of saturation voltage Ua, is determined at which the steepness of

the characteristic is equal to zero (Fig. 27b). In this case the

identity (8

is performed whence

3U~ (2-49)

Substituting the value 7 into formula (2-47), we obtain

, is-,. + s.u. (t-(2-50)

where

U S U Sq- -r3

i
o

.•• -j - • °- . ° . ° - . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
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; since

Differential slope/transconductance
S -- S--- . (I - q) -- n, (S). (2-51)

*Since the characteristic is symmetrical relative to working

point, average/mean slope/transconductance changes equally for the

positive and negative pulse of the signals

S- s. - ) - S. (S*). (2-52)

With the harmonic signal expression (2-50) takes the form

I n.., + fucooam + I. coo3ud, (2-53)

where respectively constant component and amplitudes of the first and

third harmonics of output current are determined by the expressions:

- (244)

1... (I . (2-55 p-"a

Average/mean slope/transconductance in amplitude I.,

s -o. i - - 8.0 (S). (2-57)

* .. .. . . . " "- "- - . . . . . . . . . . -. : . ...
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Plotted functions 0* for the present instance are depicted in

Fig. 28b. The approximation of objective parameter is permitted by

* the polynomial of third power (Fig. 27b) with q51. From the graph

* Fig. 28b shows that with q<0.4 change S*' does not exceed 5%, and

S,-4%, with q<0.4 amplifier instrument can be considered virtually

.* linear.

EXPONENTIAL APPROXIMATION.

By exponential function of the form

where i0 - current when e-0; 7f - coefficient, whose value varies in

limits of 5-10 V-1, sufficiently accurately it is possible to

approximate the characteristics of vacuum devices (diodes,

". multielectrode tubes) with the negative voltages on control

-" electrode.

Let us pause at the mathematical description of the objective

- parameters of semiconductor devices (transistors and diodes) and

. * . *
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their approximation.

Transistor is inertial UP, since the charge carriers in the

region of base are moved with finite time. Disregarding the inertial

properties for planar type germanium transistors, for which it is

possible to consider that the admixtures/impurities in the base are

distributed evenly, and the geometry is close to parallel,

0,. volt-ampere characteristics when U..0>O.5Vin according to works [42,

66J have the following mathematical recording:
1, - A 4 , [ G~I - _]; (2-69)
j. - ,4 jg,,u, f.-,O _ J; (2.40) .-.

16 - 4 [*MU '- Ol -1, (2-61)
where . A., Ao - coefficients, which have the dimensionality of

current and being the functions of the properties of the material,

from which the transistor, and its geometries is prepared; I -

coefficient; q - electron charge; k - Boltzmann constant; T -

absolute temperature; ro- distributed resistance of base. At a room

temperature t=+20 0C X=0.025 V-1.

Page 104.

The input characteristic of the transistor, connected on the

common-base circuit, is described by expression (2-59), by expression

(2-61) - the input characteristic of the transistor, connected on the

diagram with 03, and (2-60) - passage characteristic of the

K. ..- -.
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transistor, connected both on the diagram with 03 and with 05.

' Since for the transistor the equality

Sl0 --lI--1,,(--J), (2-62)

is implemented where K and B-= _ static current
P; .o--"

amplification factors with respect to common-base circuits and

emitter with the short circuit at the output, it is possible to

* register

AG As A(I - a,); (2-033)
A. - AoB. (2-64)

* The values of coefficient AG and resistor/resistance r0 for the

junction transistors of different types vary in the sufficiently wide

limits. For the high-frequency transistors of types P401-P403, P411,
A. is within limits of (0.5-2).1O-a. and resistance ro

* P415, P416, P418Zh the value of coefficient can have a value from

30 to 300-500 ohms.

The volt-ampere characteristic of semiconductor diode is

hack-written by the dependence, analogous (2-59)-(2-61)

- A - 1], (2-5)

.. where r - volumetric resistor/resistance of semiconductor. Expression

(2-59), (2-60), (2-61) and (2-65) transcendental ones, from cannot be

used directly for calculating the average/mean values of parameters

* S, ge..a. and R,.. According to the given expressions it is possible to

determine only the differential parameters. Using expression (2.65),

'S.
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let us consider two cases:

* 1. Current Lm is small and is fulfilled inequality

Then i<< Us. •

"". A exp (XUVK - 1).

~ Differential slope/transconductance

A k -t,

2. Current ims is great it is implemented inequality

exp [L (Umg - ,,ar)j > 1. Then

it- A exp jX (Uo - iwe,). (2-67)

Page 105.

We take the logarithm of expression (2-67) and solve relatively

U,"a -- mar + (In imm- la At). ..

We find the partial derivative

na,. t ---- -,+ -_.(2- 68

ience we obtain the value of differential slope/transconductance

(or input admittance)

S t + i,:-. (2-69

If we into expression (2-60) substitute Io..-F and to designate
,/ "?U

. . . . .. - _ . -+. L :- _' -' '- . -. " ""._. " ' . _* _ _ _ ' .. - - -_ ' _ .. _ _ -., ,.. : . . .. . .. .•
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r0 *0
-i-m for the passage characteristic of the transistor, connected on

the diagram with 03, we will obtain
S g, -2.

', - ,- (2-70)

For facilitating the calculation of the average parameters and

analysis of nonlinear diagram each of expressions (2-59), (2-60),

(2-61) and (2-65) is expedient to replace with the approximating

function of the form

- j • 'u (2-71)

or form (2-58).

For transistors U-Uo,. for diodes U-U..,. The value of

coefficients of i, and 7 can be determined in the experimentally

taken/removed characteristic. For this it is necessary to assign two

values of current i1 and it also, according to the experimental

characteristic i=/(U), to determine the values of U, corresponding to

them and U.. According to expression (2-58)
1, - L eiU,; L, - lu,.

Solving equations relatively 7 and i,, we obtain

I- i A '

The value of differential slope/transconductance is given in

"Table 6. Initial value of slope/transconductance when U.-0

So Lim d -. (2-72)

€)U , U-.1
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Then average/mean slope/transconductance for the positive and

negative pulse signals with given one ey.U according to Fig. 27

S"*' =(±ez~* :F 1) -S,0 (S*. (2-73)

As can be seen from expression (2-73) average/mean

slope/transconductance with an increase in the positive signal

increases and, on the contrary, it is reduced for the negative

signal.

with harmonic signal U,5 -U~cow

Factor with eyu--a1 is the function of form a'~,which is

expanded into series according to the functions of Bessel of the

imaginary argument

e 1JgUz)2 Y, .Uz) coo wt. (2-74)

Then

- L J' [J(Jz) + 2 ~ (jz) Cos wt -i

After developing this series/row, we obtain

-4+ I, coa wt + 1I, cooa2wg +-.. (2-75)

where dc current component

I.-S e1,r. J,0 Ux) - 1]; (2-76)

the amplitude of the fundamental harmonic of the current

-21-lie',. al (iX); (2-77)
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j1 lJ,(jx) -the modified function of first-order Bessel; XTU,.

It is known that

J. W)- /-VJz)= -( ++
t(.+t) F (n+ 2) +211'(+3+ +

(+ r 2a (2-78)

(-j U)2+) 2 (+)13 (2-79)

* Page 107.

* After substituting expression (2-79) in (2-78) taking into -

* account, that x -1 U, we obtain

JMI~I4U.+i + + .. ] (2-M0)

Average/mean slope/transconductance

-MI (2-8t)

*Taking into account (2-66), we obtain

SOP..).t+ (2-82)

For the contemporary transistors the value of coefficient ycan

* oscillate from 5 to 40 (ideal transistor, which has Pa. 0). Therefore

the calculation of slope/transconductance according to formula (2-82)

............. .. 7.
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is sufficiently precise with the limited number of terms only for

small amplitudes.

. With large amplitudes (z>n) instead of series/row (2-78) it is

possible to use the asymptotic expression

k. (X) (2-83),_ I (2 ,ix i n

, where in the numerator by brackets with index k are designated the

products of form (p).-p(p+I)... (p+k--), g- 1 . Since z-U,1>n, in

expression (2-83) it is possible to be bounded by two-three members
, . [ -i. i -An (I- 4., (9 -442) ]I~~. 1(1 - t + -' . +  1 ., + " '

+ " "2
Then for the amplitude of the fundamental harmonic of current

and average/mean slope/transconductance

I l rMO U.IU, 3 3. 5

Y195M~~ 0Xqu 
.

-

Sept (2-85)

When 7u.> in expression (2-84) all terms in the brackets in

comparison with one can be disregarded/neglected. Then

l2 L p h1 (C.u, + UM)I

Page 108.

Average/mean slope/transconductance ."

V 2Z $ .o *P Y U , u -Sept = " nI U (2-87)
U M I/

* *. . °'.i*
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Amplifier instrument with the exponential characteristic can be

considered linear with satisfaction of the condition

TU. < ,l.

Consequently, with 7=10-40 transistor can be considered linear

amplifier instrument with U,,<(10+-2,5) MV.

Approximation of passage characteristic of UP by the hyperbolic

tangent i=I,(l+tgqU).

.'. :: It:-...)

In work (36] it is shown that sufficiently well it is possible

to approximate the characteristics of a considerable number of types

of tubes by hyperbolic tangent (Fig. 29).

Differential slope/transconductance

S ~' c'(~~~(2-88)

Average/mean slope/transconductance for the negative pulse

signal according to Fig. 29

rux I • -I -q(U U

for the positive signal

_m1 Ite i q (U, + US) - Lit qU0 J I

- . -. - -.-. .. . .

I, . . . . . . .. .. ...-

:-"Inwor [61 t s sow tht uffcintl wll t s pssble..
': ~~~S1+ to aprxmt h hrctrsiso l osdral ubro ye
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After conversions we obtain
,I:) 10 A q U NK

CP U.., c, qU0 . c i (q (Uo.. H U..)i (2-89)

*J Initial slope/transconductance when

8 =1 _ , .(2-00)

Taking into account S. when I..._0 finally we obtain

S Sh qU,, CbqU (2-91)

Page 109.

With the harmonic signal it is not possible to obtain

single-valued mathematical recording for the average/mean

slope/transconductance. Therefore it is expedient from formula (2-87)

to first calculate dependence I.=(U, and then - dependence

The determination of average/mean slope/transconductance under

the influence of harmonic signal with the polygonal approximation of

characteristic is examined in work (23].

. . . . . 2.7 . .°".
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In the case of complicated characteristic and harmonic signal it

is not possible to obtain single-valued mathematical recording for

the average/mean slope/transconductance. Then the amplitude of

current I,, can be calculated graph-analytically from the method of

five ordinates

I= I(+U,- (-U,) +

I -(+-UU.)] (292)

for the characteristic, asymmetric relative to operating point, or

"=" " [r (U.) + I- U.)] (2-93)

for the characteristic, symmetrical relative to operating point.

Through 1(+U.); I(-Uj; I(+ U,) and I-U.) are designated the

currents, which co;respond to positive and negative amplitudes of

voltage/stress and to their halves.

Average/mean slope/transconductance is calculated from formula

(2-25). expressions (2-92) and (2-93) are valid with any form of the

approximation of characteristic UP.

.. We found expressions for determining the slope/transconductance

" of the passage characteristic of inertia-free UP, whose amplifier

properties do not depend on frequency. During the calculation of

. mutual conductance of low-frequency gauge it is necessary the

* obtained expressions for $ p to multiply by the frequency factor m,

i.e.

bl.\ ,: .;.-.-.. .. *. .*. . . . .... ..... . * .. . . . . . . . . . - .
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Sep. a se^m (2-94)

wher - m ______(2-95)

S,,'., the value of average/mean slope/transconductance at the low

frequency; uhv- the cut-off frequency of UP, at which average/mean

slope/transconductance is reduced once.
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Fig. 29. Approximation of characteristic by hyperbolic tangent.

Page 110.

One of the fundamental parameters for the nonlinear element/cell

is average/mean conductivity or resistor/resistance, determined from

formulas (2-24) and (2-26). As the nonlinear elements/cells use in

essence the diodes, whose volt-ampere characteristic is approximated

by exponential curve. However, supplying on the diodes the locking or

* triggering voltage and including them in different combinations

together with the linear resistors/resistances, it is possible to

obtain the most diverse forms of volt-ampere characteristics and,

consequently, also different laws of a change in their conductivity

and resistor/resistance.

Let us agree the combination of nonlinear element/cell (diode)

-2 together with the linear resistors/resistances to call the equivalent

nonlinear element/cell (ENE), and the dependence of the value of

N,
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prompt current iu~.c=I(U,,a oflowing through the nonlinear

element/cell, then the values of the voltage of signal U...., of that

applied to the nonlinear element/cell, to call dynamic volt-ampere

characteristic.

Possible diagrams of ENE are given in Fig. 30a, b, c, d - ENE

with the asymmetric characteristics (Fig. 31a for Fig. 30a and b); e,

f - ENE with the symmetrical characteristics(Fig. 31b).

Let us agree ENE, shown to Fig. 30a, b, e and their

characteristics, to call 1 types ENE, and ENE, given in Fig. 30, c,

d, f, and their characteristic - 2 types.

..,-. .

* *-...-.
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Q" j C Ulm..

. Fig. 30. The diagrams of the equivalent nonlinear elements/cells: a,

b, c, d - asymmetric; e, f - symmetrical; a, b, e - first type; c, d,.

f - second type.

Page 111.

In the diagram in Fig. 30f working diode for the positive signal

is A,, and for negative A,. Diodes can be connected by the reversed

polarity. Then the triggering voltage/stress must be negative. The

methodology of the construction of dynamic characteristics of ENE is

in detail examined in the work of the author [7, 8].

The form of characteristics of ENE can Le changed, changing the

values of that locking U. or triggering U, of voltages/stresses, and

also resistors/resistances a. and R., connected respectively in

parallel and in. series with nonlinear elements/cells [7].

:%,.
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It is obvious that ENE with the asymmetric characteristics one

should apply for the formation of FAKh during the amplification of

single-pole pulse signals, and ENE with the symmetrical

characteristics - for the formation of FAKh during the amplification

of bipolar pulse and harmonic signals.

Differential and average/mean conductivities of ENE with "

different approximations of volt-ampere characteristic can be

calculated from the appropriate formulas for the differential and

average/mean slope/transconductance of passage characteristic of UP.

°.

."

~, ~". .

. . .
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Fig. 31. Dynamic volt-ampere characteristics of ENE: a) asymmetric;

b) symmetrical.

Key: (1). 1st type. (2). 2nd type. q
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-: S3. Functional amplifiers with the nonlinear elements/cells in the

* load circuit.

As can be seen from expression (2-19), FAKh can be realized upon

* the inclusion of nonlinear element/cell into the load circuit both of

aperiodic and selective electron-tube or transistor amplifier stage.

*. However, FAKh in the broad dynamic band with the help of one

cascade/stage in practice cannot be realized, it is possible to

*4 . o . . . .. .
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realize it in the multistage amplifier. With series connection of

cascades/stages and shunting of loads by nonlinear elements/cells (7]

in selective FU it is expedient to apply cascades/stages with the

single ducts/contours or the two-circuit filters, tuned also for one

* frequency.

The essence of realization of FAKh is identicalkior all

amplifiers. Therefore for the analysis of FU we use a more overall

equivalent diagram of resonance UK, given in Fig. 32.

L .
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CC

Fig. 32. Equivalent diagrams of resonance FU of voltage/stress with

the load, shunted by the nonlinear element/cell: a, b) complete and

convoluted the schematic of tuned amplifier; c) the convoluted

schematic of the resonance and aperiodic amplifiers for the region of

medium frequencies; g, and g, - input in output conductance UP; ,1 -

conductivity of anodic (or collector) resistor/resistance for the

aperiodic amplifier or resisting the shunt for the tuned amplifier:

* ,- the equivalent conductivity of losses in the oscillatory

circuit; .- conductivity of the resistors/resistances of feed

circuit in the case of the transistor amplifier: the

conductivity of nonlinear element/cell; C, and C, - input and output

capacitances of UP; c,- wiring capacitance; c..,- further

capacity/capacitance; . general/common/total load

admittance without taking into account the conductivity of nonlinear

element/cell; C-C,+Cx+C...+c,- capacity/capacitance of oscillatory

circuit.

Page 113.

• • • .. . . ~ ~~~. .... ... ....- . , °......
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General/common/total load admittance of the cascade/stage

go + am& --(2-96)

With the work of cascade/stage in the linear conditions

en - go + fg.a. (2-97)

FAKh of amplifier usually remove/take at the resonance frequency

for the selective amplifiers or at the quasi-resonance frequency,

which lies at the region of medium frequencies for the aperiodic

amplifiers. Therefore for the analysis we use the equivalent diagram

for the medium frequencies (Fig. 32c), suitable for the aperiodic and

selective amplifie-r . Let us consider some special

features/peculiarities of selective transistorized amplifiers

separately.

Using expression (2-19), let us find the requirements, by which

it must satisfy nonlinear element/cell for the realization of

required FAKh during the use of real UP.

LINEAR AMPLIFIER.

For the linear amplifier condition z-x is satisfied. Then

condition (2-19) can be registered in the form

,...- , ,
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* since g-*

For the linear amplifier in expression (2-98) it is possible to

* substitute the value of differential slope/transconductance.

Linear amplifier instrument. In this case

g -g - con.; (2.909)
IMo . (2-100)

Amplifier instrument with the characteristic, approximated by

the polynomial of the second power taking into account expression

(2-39), for the positive pulse signal we obtain

1- go -1 . 11 +1 -- 1) q. (2-01)

Sign ,- with g considers the rotation of the phase of

amplified signal 180*. Conductivity of the nonlinear element/cell

Page 114. -1

We find expression for volt-ampere characteristic of nonlinear

element/cell. In this case we assume that conductivity g,=const and

does not depend on the value of signal. This assumption in many

instances is correct for the vacuum-tube amplifiers, for the

transistor amplifiers conductivity g, is changed as a result- of a

change in conductivity g.. It is possible to take into account a

o - . - ., •. . * . .. . .. . .. .
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1!.: change of conductivity g. subsequently and to correct the

characteristic of nonlinear element/cell. Then

MA g dU".0 Us, dUou + C.

Substituting U, - we obtain
"=m I~u = ('  -  1) + C." ---,;MU-K. N

On the basis of initial conditions I.,.--- when U =0. ",

integration constant C=0. Finally we obtain

2I= o (' -1

Iuu. 2 .1 U,.(2-103)

since K, M . .

The volt-ampere characteristic, described by expression (2-103),

can be realized with the help of ENE, shown in Fig. 30b.

For the negative signal taking into account expression (2-39) we

analogously obtain
C'+' - - go, --g@ (,I - 1) q, (2-104)

i.e., in the case of amplifying the negative signal the conductivity

of the nonlinear element/cell, connected in parallel to load

admittance, it must be negative, which to in practice realize is very

difficult (theoretically this can -be done with the help of the tunnel

diodes).

. . .4

4 -° . ••.-°,o .. . . . . . .. .. .. . • . .4._ , . . . .- . ,.-4- o . . . . ... . . 4 - . -. •- ° "*4~ ".'. -
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If in FU conditions and g,,<g=, are satisfied, then should beA A
found out the volt-ampere characteristic of nonlinear load and load

fulfilled in the form of equivalent nonlinear element/cell. Then

g M g - -g it +(-- i) q • (2-105)
'um

Page 115.

- Substituting the value U.-- into expression (2-105) and

integrating it, we obtain expression for the volt-ampere

charac-teristic of the nonlinear load

Kr & U1.), (2-106)

so

where

Volt-ampere characteristics, described by expression (2-106),

are depicted in Fig. 33 (curve 1-1), it is possible to realize it

with the help of ENE, shown in Fig. 30d.

Amplifier instrument with the characteristic, approximated by

the polynomial of the third power. According to expressions (2-51)

and (2-98) for the load admittance we obtain

. g ' - i. (I -- q'). (2-107)U u,,

After substitution U.. -s- into expression (2-107) and

integration finally we obtain
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Amplifier instrument with exponential characteristic i--4(eu-1).

Differential slope/transconductance for the bipolar signal

, ) -..Iitlu Uuz) - Sl*'VSZ (2-111)

Then load admittance g" "g"'' u" g, . O=.(2-112)

g* -g. -gas(22 -U
Current of the load

--., I, e'*UmdU. e U + C."

where

We find integration constant from conditions I'..i 0 when U,,,-O

Cmj g *'M.

After the substitution of integration constant, we obtain

IL . io. (:Te"U, M ± 1), (2113)

since g1. - $, -'rt.". "

Page 117.

Volt-ampere characteristic, described by expression (2-113), is

analogous in form to characteristic (1-1) in Fig. 33 and can be

realized with the help of ENE (Fig. 30d).

During the amplification of unipolar signal for expanding the *

dynamic range of the linear AKh of amplifier should be the operating
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point on the passage characteristic of amplifier instrument displaced

into the region of larger or smaller bias voltage U . depending on

signal polarity and type of UP (tube or transistor). For example, in -

the case of amplifying the positive signal it is necessary to

increase ini'tial negative bias voltage, if as UP is used vacuum tube,

connected on the diagram "common cathode", or a transistor of type

p-n-p, connected on the diagram "general/common/total emitter"; to

reduce the initial positive bias voltage, if as UP is used a

transistor of type n-p-n, connected on the diagram

"general/common/total emitter".

NONLINEAR FUNCTIONAL AMPLIFIER.

In the nonlinear amplifiers for calculating the amplitude

properties it is necessary to use an average/mean

slope/transconductance of passage characteristic of UP.

For the synthesis of nonlinear FU we use condition (2-19)

Let us consider the possibility of realization of FAKh with

various forms of passage characteristic of UP.

Linear amplifier instrument S-S-..oat.- In this case

g &P (.1
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Conductivity of nonlinear element/cell when b-va(j)

CIL a g(3g inu(P (s)-J(21)

or -- L. - (--6) ,-.

since g.,.

Page 118.

In this case the required volt-ampere characteristic of the

nonlinear element/cell

1i.. g,,.aO -ggU.a IT (Z) - 1h (24117)

or

a" gOU, .z ? (Z) - I1. (2-118)

where p(z)=x/z - function, mathematical recording by which for -1

different forms of FAKh is given in Table 5.

If one of the components of conductivity g. is .changed with a

change in voltage/stress v,,, then this can be taken into account in

formula (2-118) during the calculation of the volt-ampere

characteristic of nonlinear element/cell.

Expression (2-118) is general/common/total and suitable for

calculating the.nonlinear cascade/stage from FAKh when b,.var(+), which

works in the linear, functional and quasi-linear modes/conditions.

.. ."'" ,-" ', ,- --,-l -" -, ' --;-, .i:,i ? -..',-- +.-.-> ->.] --. ,,l.-..J -i -.i. .+ ..i .,- , J~ -ii. ., . ,.. .J i2
i.
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For this it is necessary in expression (2-118) to substitute the

value of z and p(z), corresponding to one of the operating modes.

In the case of FAKh, when differential coefficient grows over

the dynamic range, i.e., b=.var(t), the conductivity of nonlinear

element/cell gue, calculated by formula (2-115), is negative. Then it

is necessary to calculate ' and current I ar of nonlinear load.

According to formula (2-114)

1, - g.UB-'- - g3UU1 . WZ (z), (2-Ht9)

where x(z) - the standardized/normalized input voltage, expressed

through the standardized/normalized output voltage/stress z.

Expressions for x(z) are given in Table 1. In particular, for

exponential amplifier x(z)=alnz~l

i - g.U, . (a In z + I). (2-120)

For the development/detection of character, and also for

calculating the volt-ampere characteristics of nonlinear

elements/cells and loads it is convenient to use the generalized

standardized/normalized volt-ampere characteristics

H i*) se (r- - P 2)z (2.121)

when b=var(+) and

I( Harp X (Z) (2-122)
Harpi

when b=var(t), where Iurp.,guU,,.x- current, flowing through the load

with the output voltage/stress, with which it begins with FAKh of

amplifier.
The normalized characteristics for three types of FAKh with

the amplification of a single-polar signal are presented in

Fig. 34. For LAKh it is accepted d-10. During the amplification

of the

S - . • - % . • , -, . • . ,.% -1 .
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bipolar signal of characteristic they must be symmetrical relative to

the origin of coordinates and take the form of the characteristics,

given in Fig. 31b,.

As can be seen from Fig. 34, FAKh when 6vtir(f) it is possible

to realize with the help of ENE of the first type, in this case to

the nonlinear element/cell must be given cutoff voltage, equal to

s U,-U s. ass Us. ., since Z.l. With b-var(t) FAKh it is possible to

realize with the aid of ENE of the second type, in this case to the

nonlinear element/cell must be given triggering voltage/stress, which

ensures the linearity of dynamic volt-ampere characteristic to

voltage/stress U .

Let us consider the possibility of the realization of

characteristic 1 in Fig. 34 with the help of the diagram in Fig. 30a.

It is obvious that the nonlinear section of characteristic from zu to

,., that corresponds to the work of cascade/stage in the logarithmic

mode/conditions, must ensure the nonlinear element/cell (diode). The

approximating coefficients of volt-ampere characteristic of diode can

be found from two points, for example 1 and 2. For points 1 and 2

S,=, - , .= 2. = 49

Solving equations relatively -f, we have
N. A (2-123)

[ e[ °' . o . •. _o, • o , o •. .--, o . o . . . ... ..
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where
A -

The greatest accuracy of approximation is obtained, if we as

.* point 2 take the point, which corresponds zu. In this case

OAP uau&ZZU(24t24)

I Il

* 2"

2

Fig. 34. The standardized/normalized volt-ampere characteristics of

ENE in the implementation of di-fferent FAKh: 1 - logarithmic; 2 -

exponential; 3 - quadratic.

-.-.- A

* " -.,.
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* Page 120.
S

Section 2-3 in essence forms/shapes supplementary

resistor/resistance Rw, connected in series with the diode. The

value of resistor/resistance Rwo can be found as follows. For point

3, which corresponds to the end/lead of the quasi-linear section of

characteristic (to maximum output voltage/stress of nonlinear

cascade/stage),

Un,. N- Us". u+ Is".H (Ro + R),

- where
a in -ma. fl.z

a..

R- the strength of materials of diode, the component of the unit

of ohms. Whence

UM.2, :-1. In~~~Aw .x, (2-1251

Resistor/resistance R is,. as a rule, small and it virtually

does not affect the form of the section of 1-2 characteristics.
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Analogously it is possible to calculate elements/cells of ENE of

the second type.

Amplifier instrument with the nonlinear passage characteristic.

Conductivity of the nonlinear element/cell

g.- g. 10 A -(S)s (2-126)

For finding the volt-ampere characteristics of the nonlinear

ones of element/cell and load we will use equation (2-19). On the

basis of expressions (2-19), (2-121) and (2-122), we obtain

H (tj.) =a Z 4P () - t-0() (z)-- 1 (2-127)

with b va(

- -- z (Z) 0 (5) Z (Z) (2-28)

with b=var(t)"

Expressions for standardized/normalized characteristics (2-127)

with b-var () are given in Tables 7 and for characteristics (2-12F)Table 8'

with b=var(tf 4 In this case are accepted the following

designations: p. U - for the polynomial of the third power;

P" Uy- for the polynomial of the second power; -qU 0 .,; m---•.

for the hyperbolic tangent; C--U,- for the exponential curve.

....... +
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Page 121.

The schematic diagram of four-stage logarithmic amplifier on the

tubes with the single ducts/contours, shunted by nonlinear

*' elements/cells, is given in work (7]. Amplifier has the following

parameters: resonance frequency f,=20 MHz; amplification factor at

the work in linear conditions K0=4.l.103 or Ko(a)-72.7 dB; passband

* with the work in the linear conditions 11=0.4 MHz. Dynamic range of

* LAKh is D-70 dB, which indicates the strictly successive work of

* cascades/stages. LAKh begins with input voltage (,,,-2.5-10' V.

Relative accuracy of LAKh in the voltage/stress in entire range

6U(2-3)%. Slope/transconductance of LAKh a=18 mV/dB.

The schematic diagram of single-stage amplifier with EAKh with

second type asymmetric nonlinear element/cell in the anode circuit is

given in work (16]. Dynamic range of EAKh on the input voltage d=20

dB, on the output-, -du-40 dB.
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Table 7.

H•*(I*) UpS b '. ( ) .

To urn a maa (~

*TIGN 4 3
* acuea t ' i

I "I

+ TU

Key: (a). with. (1). Approximation. (2). Type of signal. (3). Pulse.

(4). Harmonic. (5). Polynomial of 2nd degree. (6). Hyperbolic

tangent. (7). Exponential curve.
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As can be seen from expression (2-19), general/common/total load

admittance of FU with an increase in the signal must be changed. This

leads to- a change in the frequency, phase and transient responses of
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FU with an increase in the signal. It is necessary to note that FU

. are nonlinear amplifiers. Therefore about the passband, the phase,

the upper and lower cut-off frequencies it is possible to speak

conditionally for steady-state mode/conditions under the influence of

continuous harmonic signal. For the pulse selective and aperiodic

-* amplifiers it is necessary to examine transient process in the

" nonlinear system and to determine the distortions of front and

flat/plane apex/vertex of the reinforced pulse signal.

Absolute and relative changes of the passband, upper and lower

cut-off frequencies, and also phase shift from the dynamic range can

be calculated, substituting in the kno;wn formulas of the enumerated

parameters of the value of load admittance for this signal level.

. . . . . . . . . . .
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Table 8.

S(/.rp) up b var( )

AI1IIPOECU~l

H ah(IIH3U) _ _ __ _ _ _

2-* cTen n 2 j.p.

110aNUM uou1 X~I
3,; c'uou. (1 I - 4 2- a

_ _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ _

sh Onh ellja., ,r' " il ... U ,,,,cb( ±"){ ____:_______

""'+ I """--% "h I -+ ,1+-..L

Key: (1). Approximation. (2). Type of signal. (3). Pulse. (4). By

harmonic. (5). Polynomial of 2nd degree. (6). Hyperbolic tangent.

(7). Exponential curve.
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It is easy to show that for.FU with b=var (4) with an increase

in the number of nonlinear cascades/stages an absolute change in the

phase in the dynamic range grows, and a relative change in the

/.

-. ** - .,- c. . ,.
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passband is reduced. Consequently, requirements for the selection of

a number of nonlinear cascades/stages from the point of view of the

smallest changes in phase and passband are contradictory.

FU WITH NONLINEAR DIVIDERS.

A change in the frequency parameters of FU in the dynamic range

can be decreased, if we decrease the range of a change in the

-- shunting effect of nonlinear element/cell in a some manner. For this

nonlinear element/cell must be included/connected

consecutively/serially with the sufficiently high linear

resistor/resistance (Fig. 35a, b, c) or by load (Fig. 35d), and the

voltage of signal on the input of the following cascade/stage

removed/taken from the formed divider. Let us agree the chain/network

of series-connected resistors/resistances R and Rma to call a

nonlinear divider of the 1st type (Fig. 35a) and the 2nd type (Fig.

35b).

In the given diagrams of selective FU the frequency, at which

the transmission factor of cascade/stage is maximum, differs from the

resonance frequency of oscillatory circuit. Because of this the

analysis of selective FU must be carried out taking into account all

reactances of oscillatory system and it is not possible to obtain

overall equivalent diagram for the aperiodic ones and from the
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Sselective amplifiers, that considers only active component load

admittances. -
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RA~ Ah '(law

Fig. 35. Equivalent: diagrams of FU with the nonlinear dividers for ..

FU: a, b) aperiodic; c, d) resonance. <
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+r Therefore the analysis of aperiodic and selective amplifiers must be -

carried out separately.

Aperiodic FU. In the region of medium frequencies is disregarded +.the effect of stray capacitances. Then transmission factor FU with

ist type nonlinear divider (Fig. 35a)

* U ,b aeidc ,, resonance.

K Page1124

Theef (e + aalsi o a d an + RZs a u

where F I

Taking into account. ondition (2-19), we obtain expression for

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ j
* 1s tye nnlinar ivier (ig.35a
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*%N the resistor/resistance

R3 S) 0(s +if (2-130)

wher RB* initial resistor/resistance of nonlinear

element/cell with the work of FU in the linear conditions.

For FAKh with b=var Mt the resistor/resistance

XUR.. (R +R)
'Rww" a 3 0 2 - KI ( + RA + R%1L

For FAKh with b-var (4.) resistor/resistance Ran~u'~and

coefficient B=0. in this case

It (S) < (8) -11 AR + An + R 1  211

From expressions (2-157) and (2-159) it is evident that the

resistor/resistance of nonlinear element/cell with the rotor of

signal with b-var Mt must grow, with b-var ()-be reduced.

For the vacuum-tube amplifiers inequality Rg,> R,+Rw usually is

fulfilled. Then expressions (2-130) and (2-131) are simplified

Ruma~a - (2-132)
- (S)(8)-(A 2-a33

* . ..

Roi (2433)
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The dynamic volt-ampere characteristic of nonlinear element/cell

can be calculated from formula (2-117). With b=var (I) is required

nonlinear element/cell with ist type characteristic with b=var ()-

with 2nd type characteristic.

For amplifier stage with 2nd type nonlinear divider (Fig. 35b)

the transmission factor in the region of the medium frequencies

#2 (+ RM) (R + RM) + FZRU (2-134)

The resistor/resistance of nonlinear element/cell must be

changed according to the law

Ro. a..L (z)0(S) (R + R+ Rma. ) -Ro (2-135)

* where

S,AoRIR,, - K JRo (R, + R.,) + Ra1R..
Rua& a an( 1 + R,1 )

For vacuum-tube amplifiers R=>RRr Then

Ro. - (s) 0 (S) SURO - o- (2-136)

For the selection of nonlinear element/cell during the

calculation of FU it is necessary to have dependence R.o-/(Uee) or

4I

,i4
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*~dynamic volt-ampere characteristic, which can be found from the

relationship/ratio

-,M (2-437)

Whence
Us". a " UX..as --R . (2-138)

In this case the signal current, flowing through the nonlinear

element/cell, L

where SAX;

Page 126.

The dynamic volt-ampere characteristic of nonlinear element/cell

is constructed with the joint graphical solution of equations (2-138)

and (2-139).

Analyzing expressions (2-135), (2-136) and (2-139), it is

possible to draw the conclusion that for the realization of FAX with

b-var (M) is required the nonlinear element/cell with 1st type

characteristic, with b-var (t) - the 2nd type.

.. -- .. •
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For obtaining the broader dynamic band FAKh with b=var (1)
initial factor of amplification K. with the work of FU in the linear

conditions must be chosen as smaller as possible. In this case value

R.e is small for 1st type nonlinear divider and, on the contrary,

large - for 2nd type nonlinear divider.

Transmission factor of FU, made on the diagrams in Fig. 35a, b

in the region of highest frequencies, ]
K.= . SRR (2-140)

A=f-wh; B=we; =R +R +R,; h=CCjR,1 ?j;
e - C1R1R + C1RaB.1 + CR (RI + R,).

R, = R... c; R2 - RA (p,,. 35, a); R, -Rz; R, - R.a. c (put. 35,6).

Key: (1). Fig.

Upper cut-off frequency I.R, on which K is reduced V2 times,

t (es<,- 21h) I/ V ; -2S + 4/20,
/Nam, -- • (2-141)

From expression (2-141) it is evident that /M depends on

signal level (resistors/resistances (R, and R.) and with b-var M)

frequency /- with an increase in the signal increases, and with

b-var (.f)- it is reduced. As it is not difficult to see

general/common/total stray capacitance of diagram, which shunts load,

from the diagrams in Fig. 35a, b with R>>R,, is equal to C,*C ,+C,;

- 7.,_
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with R,<<R, capacity/capacitance C,-C,. Then a maximum relative

change of frequency /mom as a result of changing the

resistors/resistances of R, and R, does not exceed the value

QWI~ C, + C,
(2-142)

With C,=C, relation n92.
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Lower cut-off frequency /ma for the diagrams in Fig. 35a, b

t/Nun - Cp (a' 1- R + A-,) (243"

,"'-n

With b=var (0) frequency Im,. increases, with b=var (t)- it

is reduced. Let us consider the worst case, when Imo increases.

Maximum value luau with R,-0. Then the relation

I,,,, , + a, =t + A (2-144)-

With R,=R'+R, relation m,<2.

Thus, in the aperiodic fie with the load, shunted by nonlinear

divider, by the selection of the corresponding value of the linear

resistor/resistance of divider RA, it is possible to considerably

decrease the instability of cut-off frequencies over the dynamic
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range.

Work (7] gives the schematic diagrams of the bipolar (Fig. 52)

and unipolar (Fig. 58) video amplifiers, in which LAKh is obtained

with the shunting of plate loads by the nonlinear dividers

respectively of the 1st and 2nd types. Bipolar amplifier has

following data: Ko =10,; upper cut-off frequency with the work in

linear conditions IuaI=3-I0' Hz; Usxm, .3 10' V; D-60 dB;

relative accuracy of LAKh in entire dynamic range 8U-3%; the

slope/transconductance of LAKh a-13 mV/dB.

Unipolar amplifier has following data: K0 =10; fuao=2.5 MHz;

z.,a-I0-u in; d-75-80 dB; relative accuracy of LAKh 6U=3-4%;

" ca-(9-10) mV/dB; accuracy in the slope/transconductance 6a( 15-20)%.

The results of detailed research of the diagrams indicated are

given in the same work.
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Resonance FU. The complex transmission factor of the amplifier,

made on the diagram in Fig. 35c,

a [A

K wBA$+7 215

[As.
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where

A -w'LC (RI +R)+ LCt, + CCR,-R-R,; j-:.s
B - w IL + Cr (R, + R3) + C&R1RgI - v0LCCIRsR&;

r=r,+r,; r - resistor/resistance of losses in the inductive branch

of oscillatory circuit; r. - resistor/resistance of losses in the

. capacitive branch of duct/contour; C Ct'+C, +C.-

capacity/capacitance of single oscillatory circuit.

Modulus/module of transmission factor

Phase of the amplifier i
A

Equalizing to zero imaginary parts of expression (2-15), we find

the resonance frequency of system through the output

~-~Vt+ ~(2-148)

where c olV/LC - angular frequency of single oscillatory circuit

without taking into account capacitor C,; p=R,/R,; n=C,/C; m=C,/L.

From equations (2-147) and (2-148) it is evident that the

resonance frequency and phase are changed with a change in -.
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. resistors/resistances of R, and R,. In the wideband amplifiers this

*[.. change can be observed in the limits of passband. The changes of the .' -

frequency during the phases are less, the less the coefficients n and

m, i.e., the less the capacitor C, and the greater the initial value

p. Let us consider two extreme values:

1. R, =0; w; 2. R , 0; ,

Then a maximally possible change in the resonance frequency of . -

the system

Whence at the given value y the capacity/capacitance of

- oscillatory circuit must be equal to

• Cl

" c (2-149)

Real relative change in the resonance frequency

p V p (i +,) p. + +wRa" (2-150)

* Page 129.

Let us consider two limiting cases of changing the phase.

1. R,=0, which corresponds to work of FU in linear conditions.

In this case the phase of the amplifier

(- -- arctg E,
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where d- circuit damping taking into account by-passing of

resistor/resistance of R,. For the vacuum-tube amplifiers usually

R,>R. Then d,--4 In this case

up
U - -.-

2. R,=0. Usually R,>>R. Then do- attenuation of single

duct/contour with the losses. In this case

M g ".U

In this case the phase drift will be observed in essence due to

a change in the resonance frequency of oscillatory system.

For the amplifier Fig. 35d complex transmission factor

neglecting of resistor/resistance Ram

A -(2-t5t)

Here
A . (LC + ccRa + CL)- ;
B - wC - wLCCRm + wC,R..a

where C-Cx,+Cu+C,-capacity/capacitance of oscillatory circuit

without taking into account capacity/capacitance C,; r - resistance

I ' -,

...............
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*! of losses in the duct/contour taking into account resistor/resistance

Modulus/module ,-I

K -___ . (2-152)
172+-

Phase is determined from formula (2-177).

The resonance frequency of the system

1 + +- '(2-153)

where n'=C,/C, m'C,/L.

Page 130. 1
Change in the resonance frequency in the range

%('

- ,,,WP , (2-154)

. Relation a--p with C>>C,,, which can be made in the

narrow-band system.

S--Thus, nonlinear dividers can be applied only in the narrow-band

tuned amplifiers. In the wide-band amplifiers the drift of resonance

41-
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frequency and a change of the phase in the dynamic range can reach

the significant magnitudes. .1

WITH TWO-CIRCUIT FILTER BAND FUNCTIONAL AMPLIFIER.

The filter, which consists of two coupled circuits, tuned for

*j one frequency, is simplest. The equivalent diagram of nonlinear

* cascade/stage with the two-circuit filter is shown in Fig. 36.

For obtaining the required by AKh cascade/stage it is possible

to shunt with nonlinear elements/cells one or both coupled circuits.

With shunting of both ducts/contours a number of nonlinear

elements/cells grows doubly, which is economically disadvantageous.

Furthermore, the types of the nonlinear elements/cells, which shunt

both ducts/contours, in the general case must be different, since the

voltage of signal, applied to secondary circuit Ua, in the

connection/communication, different from the critical, is not equal

to voltage/stress U.,,applied to the first duct/contour.

In the vacuum-tube amplifiers to the first duct/contour large

direct/constant voltage is applied, in consequence of which upon the

inclusion of nonlinear element/cell into the first duct/contour

isolating capacitors with the increased operating voltage/stress will

be required.

* :•-.o ...- ~ ***-.. ,. . . . '
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Fig. 36. The equivalent diagram of nonlinear cascade/stage with the

two-circuit filter: go&uvz 4 so* 1 +g,- the worsened/impaired resonance

conductivity of the first (output) duct/contour;

worsened/impaired resonance conductivity of the second (input)

duct/contour; ,us 'mi- conductivity of further shunts.
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Therefore nonlinear element/cell to more expediently include in the

secondary circuit. For the transistor amplifiers this does not have a

value.

The connection/communication between the ducts/contours can be

most varied. In the inductive coupling coupling coefficient

kgM~i (2455)

where M - mutual induction between the ducts/contours.

[I

!.I
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For the diagram in question complex transmission factor

(2-158) --

where at =b ... "b-

C1 - CO. + Cu,+C=,; C, -Cos+CN+C,= + C=,,; . -p

the degree of the connection/communication between the
I I

ducts/contours; "'7 " , resonance frequency.

A change in the time lag of signal with a change in the value of

the resistor/resistance of nonlinear element/cell is one of the

.deficiencies/lacks in amplifier cascades/stages with the load,

shunted by nonlinear element/cell. It proves to be that during the

appropriate selection of the sizes of the elements of oscillatory

circuits and connection/communication between the ducts/contours this

change in the time lag of signal can be considerably decreased.

Let us find the condition of the minimum of a change in the time

lag with the shunting by the nonlinear element/cell of the first

duct/contour. Let us determine the expression of the phase response

of nonlinear cascade/stage 0(w). For simplification in the K(1),

linings/calculations we will use the expression of the abbreviated



0

factor of amplification K(Q), the methodology of determination of

t" which is given in work [29). In this case accordingly (29) in

"* expression (2-156) let us take w-cj. + 0, where Q - small detuning.

Page 132.

Taking into account the small first-order quantities: relative

detuning -- of attenuation 6, and 6,, and also the small I
second-order quantity, and throwing/rejecting all values, the order

, of smallness of which above second, we obtain

K Uo ) -K. IQ_* (2-157)
S + 2 (t, + Lid + SIL4 (I + 02)

where K, - factor of amplification of cascade/stage in the presence

of the resonance

K -, R,(j + .) (2-158)

For the approximate estimate of signal lag in the amplifier of

radio frequency it is possible to use an expression of time lag

--- (2-159)

r-' where c-=(c) - the expression of phase response.

Using expression (2-158), we obtain the shortened expression for

*. .
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the phase response of the cascade/stage

-, =. arctg .(~ (2-160)
2 (a, + 92d

* Then time lag tentatively can be considered according to the

formula
d, dj, 2 (11 + , L&):::

-- " - .. , , + k) " (2-161)

With change gem. time lag is constant with satisfaction of the

condition

d - . (2-1621

Differentiating formula (2-161) and equalizing with zero, we

obtain the condition of the constancy of time lag with a change in

value 8,

k/. - g. (2-163)

Then

2t- (2-184)
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With the shunting of the first duct/contour the analogous
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condition of the stabilization of time lag

ks .(2165)

is obtained.

The reasonings conducted are accurate for the linear system. For

the nonlinear system of expression (2-163), (2-165) can be taken as

the approximate conditions of stabilization, but not the constancy of

time lag.

With the identical ducts/contours, when 6,=6, and critical

coupling between the ducts/contours

k-, up -- ..- ,(2-166)

Thus, condition (2-163) is a condition of the critical coupling,

in which the passband is determined by the expression

. -- --- (8, + ,). (2-167)

With increase gam increases and the condition of critical

coupling is broken. Coupling coefficient is reduced and passband is

changed on the sufficiently complicated dependence on 82. Let us find

the further conditions for the selecting au and circuit dampings 6,

and 6,, on the basis of the guarantee of constancy of passband.

II-
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In the general case passband
, .° , 5""""j, VL 08 - . ISLko,(a++k-o,5(8 +)

This expression can be converted

__ -8 + + q

" .-- j' J,/( + q)" + - " 1) + 0_ ,2-6"

where 0_ ;qm q

Page 134.

It is necessary to find this value of parameter 0- ke, at which

passband would be changed least of all with change af. This value

.can be determined from the graphs in Fig. 37,.

in which relationships [' =4(q) are plotted for diffrent values of .

The graph shows points corresponding to the 
values of q.P. at which the

link is critical. The broken line connecting these points divides

the graph into two- domains in which one of 
the resonance curves

has one peak, while in the other it has two.

From the graph it is evident that the most favorable value of

parameter # lies/rests within limits of 0.5-0.8. At these values

0 an increase of the attenuation 6, 8 times changes passband not
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more than 10%. To values f =0.6-0.8 (point 1 and 2 in Fig. 37) it

corresponds the value of the relations of the initial attenuations

q 0,5 -0,

• Thus, so that with the shunting of secoldary circuit the

passband would be changed insignificantly, necessary to satisfy the
I,

condition

1 q.8 = (0,5 -+-0,8) 81, (2-170)

"" or

Q1. - qxQ, = (0,5.- 0,8) Q2.,

i.e. the energy factor of the first duct/contour must compose 0.5-0.8

from the initial energy factor of the unshunted secondary circuit.

Apparently, the most favorable relationship/ratio when q.=0.63.

So that resonance curve of amplifier would be flat/plane, it is

necessary with the work of amplifier in the linear conditions the

connection/communication between the ducts/contours to choose

critical. Then initial passband is determined according to expression

(2-167).

For determining the law of a change in.cc luctivity g' let us

rewrite expression (2-158) in the form

-e ! !iV2-,+1 (2-171)j &U + %As
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" 3a

1 2 3 "qa

Fig. 37. The graph/diagrams of dependence O(q) for the different

values of the parameter f: I - region of single-humped resonance

curve; II - region of two-humped resonance curve.
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In this case the initial factor of amplification of

cascade/stage with the work in the linear conditions

.. S(1 7 qA (24172)%, - (t + ,I,- 3)"

On the basis of expression (2-19) we write/record the equality

K, - K. " (2-173)

Taking into account that g and deciding relatively g,.,

we obtain g=g 1 ( . A u Al 214
gill " gal -- 1 (Al+-s.( 4
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where m=C1 /C ; A =/0,5(I + q). ".-

- Being assigned by value q,, on the graph in Fig. 37 we

. determine value f for the critical coupling (points on the broken

line). It is possible to be assigned by the value f and to determine

qu in the critical coupling. For-example, with =0.7 through the

graph we find q-0,8.

*" From expression (2-174) it is possible to calculate dependence

a ---f(z), necessary for obtaining FAKh of any type.

S4. Some special features/peculiarities of FU on the transi'stors.

Special features/peculiarities of FU on the transistors are

defined by the physical properties of transistor as amplifier

instrument. In comparison with vacuum lamp it is possible to note the

following fundamental special features/peculiarities of transistor:

transistor is substantially nonlinear amplifier instrument and

works with comparatively small input and output voltages of the

reinforced signal, which impedes the selection of the nonlinear

element/cell, which forms FAKh of amplifier;

4 o. 
o

.,. , ' *- - , . . . . .. " " - .- - " - - .
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Input and output conductances of transistor considerably differ

* by value, in consequence of which for obtaining the sufficiently high

transmission factor of cascade/stage the load must ensure agreement

between the transistors, i.e., the load of amplifier stage must be

matching device;

transistor is inertial amplifier instrument with the complex

parameters, which depend on the frequency.

Page 136.

Therefore in the selective amplifiers, in the first place, the

resonance frequency of amplifier does not coincide with the resonance

frequency of oscillatory system, and, in the second place, in the

amplifier can be observed, besides fundamental resonance, further

resonances at frequencies, which differ from fundamental signal

frequency, which leads to the distortion of resonance curve of

amplifier;

transistor has the large reverse/inverse.transfer admittance L

Y,,, as a result of which in the selective amplifiers descends the

coefficient of stable amplification and is distorted the form of

~., ,. --.. . . ... . ... , . .... ....... . . .. .*-, . - _ ... ..
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resonance curve of input and output circuits;

the dependence of the parameters of transistor, including of

slope/transconductance of passage characteri.stic, input and output

- conductances (active and reactive/jet components) on the operational

conditions of transistor (strength of current of emitter and

voltage/stress on the collector/receptacle).

The enumerated special features/peculiarities of transistor

cause the specific character of the circuit solution and construction

'L-ie on the transistors.

In the majority of the practical amplifier circuits of radio

frequency the common-emitter connection (OE) is used, which has

larger amplification than common-base circuit (OB), as a result of

the larger input resistance. At comparatively low frequencies (for

this type of transistor) the common-emitter connection considers

fundamental. However, with the increase of frequency the difference

in the values of the input resistances of common-emitter connections

and by base is reduced.

At the sufficiently high (for this type of transistor)

frequencies the amplifier with the .general/common/total base can be

almost also effective as common-emitter amplifier. Furthermore, in
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the amplifier in OB internal feedback is exhibited more weakly, in

consequence of which the amplifier works more stably. Therefore

diagram with OB in many instances for the broadband selective

amplifiers can prove to be preferable.
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Linearization of the passage characteristic of transistor.

The passage characteristic of transistor it is possible to

linearize by linear effective resistance, including it:

a) in input circuit of cascade/stage consecutively/serially with

the input electrode of transistor (Fig. 38a, b);

b) in the circuit of consecutive current feedback of emitter in

the diagram with OE (Fig. 38c), on the base current in the diagram

with OB (Fig. 38d);

c) in the circuit of parallel voltage feedback between the

output and input terminals of transistor (Fig. 38e).

Each of the enumerated diagrams has their advantages and

disadvantages.
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As shown to work (8], the linearizing action of

resistor/resistance R. in (3+l) is more than the linearizing action

of resistor/resistance a. Upon the inclusion of the linearizing

resistor/resistance into the circuit of base the temperature

"2 operational stability of transistor on the direct current descends,

' what is essential deficiency/lack.

The sufficiently high input resistance of cascade/stage at the

high frequencies is the advantage of diagrams a and b. To

deficiencies/lacks in the diagrams should be related: the decrease of

transmission factor on the voltage/stress with the previous frequency

properties of cascade/stage. Diagrams a and b are applied rarely, in

essence at the high frequencies.

More frequently is applied the diagram, represented in Fig. 38c,

- advantage of which it is:

an increase in the input resistance at frequencies 14/

a partial improvement in the frequency properti-es of transistor,

tince according to work [22] the time constant of diagram with

. . current feedback of the emitter
+

it. Reo + if
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Deficiencies/lacks in the diagram:

the decrease of the slope/transconductance of the passage

characteristic of transistor and, consequently, also the transmission

* factor of cascade/stage to I+SR. once;

at frequencies 1>/ feedback.becomes complex; therefore the

linearizing action of feedback is reduced and input resistance is

reduced.

* **. .* . . . . . . .. . . . .° -
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* Fig. 38. Circuit solutions of the linearization of passage

* characteristic.
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The first deficiency/lack can be partially reduced, increasing

frequency properties of amplifier, which the cascade/stage before the

inclusion/connection of resistor/resistance R, The scheme can be

applied in pulse aperiodic and selective FU during the amplification

--of signal at frequencies .

In work (8] it is shown that with the value of

resistor/resistance R.=.-00 ohms the high-frequency transistors of

types P401-P403, P411, P417 and P418Zh can be counted as linear UP to

input voltage U,,=O my, when R.-200 ohm - to U..=0,4 V, when

R,-500 ohm - to Us,,0,8 V.

Diagram in Fig. 38e, with voltage feedback considerably improves *11
the frequency properties of cascade/stage. With carrying out of

feedback on the diagram in Fig. 38e input and output conductances are

changed, and this affects the transmission factor of the previous

cascade/stage. In the cascade/stage in question it virtually does not

°j]

+I
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vary, since it is determined by the ratio of voltage/stress on the

collector/receptacle to the voltage/stress on the base, that are

internal for the closed loop of feedback. Therefore it is necessary

to examine the pair of cascades/stages.

In a deep feedback the frequency characteristic of cascade/stage

. is distorted because the feedback loop forms the frequency-dependent

*-" voltage divider, which consists of effective resistance H. and

* complex input admittance Y [22]. Therefore feedback is

frequency-dependent. For obtaining the frequency-dependent feedback

it is necessary to include impedance [221 selected by

correspondingly.

MATCHING AND DECOUPLING OF AMPLIFIER STAGES ON THE TRANSISTORS.

Aperiodic FU. In the aperiodic transistorized amplifiers the

cascades/stages between themselves usually do not ,coordinate.

Therefore as basis applies diagram with OE, in which input and output

conductances in the least measure are distinguished between

themselves. For facilitating the adjustment multistage FU, which

consists of the nonlinear cascades/stages, between the nonlinear

cascades/stages it is expedient to include the untying emitter

followers. In this case during the calculation of nonlinear

cascade/stage by the effect of the subsequent nonlinear cascade/stageLO
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it is possible to disregard.

Page 139.

Practical diagrams of aperiodic FU, in particular logarithmic

transistorized amplifiers, and their detailed research are given in

work (8]. The LAKh in these amplifiers is obtained by the shunting of

collector loads by nonlinear elements/cells or by nonlinear dividers. J
Accuracy of LAKh is 8U3%, slope/transconductance a=3-3.5 mv/dB. In

all three diagrams for the realization of the successive work of

nonlinear cascades./stages and obtaining LAKh of high accuracy between

the nonlinear cascades/stages are connected the untying emitter

followers.

Virtually instantaneous restoration/reduction of the sensitivity

of amplifier after the break-down of large signals in entire dynamic

range of LAKh and obtaining in the amplifier of the stable delay time

of signal with a change of its value in entire range of LAKh of

amplifier is the advantage of amplifier with 2nd type nonlinear

dividers.

Resonance of FU. In resonance FU the single oscillatory

circuits, tuned for one frequency, are applied. For decreasing the

shunting effect of output and input admittances considerable in the

..... . . .... ..... ...
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value the undercoupling of duct/contour with the transistors is

applied. The basic versions of the circuit diagrams of duct/contour

are shown in Fig. 39. On the diagrams the current generator f=.UY,,.
I

- and output conductance Y,,=(l/R,,)+joC,2 are the equivalent of the

*': previous transistor, by the equivalent of the subsequent transistor -

: input admittance Y,,=(l/R,,)+jwC1 ,. Conductivities Y,, Y., and Y,,

correspond to the circuit diagrams of the transistor: OE, OB and OK.

The degree of the inclusion of duct/contour into output circuit

of previous and into input circuit following of transistors is

. characterized by transformation ratios

n, U
3Un

which are less than one.

Consequently, the greatest voltage of signal is created on the

oscillatory circuit, i.e., voltage/stress U.. This must be remembered

during the selection of connection point into the load of the

shunting nonlinear element/cell.

It is known that the required nonlinear element/cell to fit the

easier, the greater voltage of signal U..a applied to the nonlinear

,: element/cell.

Page 140.
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[.. In this case, connecting in series with the nonlinear element/cell

• . supplementary resistors/resistances different in the value, it is

possible to use a broad class of the semiconductor diodes, which have

. both the large and comparatively small slope/transconductance of the

initial section of volt-ampere characteristic. Is most expedient the

inclusion/connection of nonlinear element/cell shown by continuous

duct/contour.

For the low-frequency diagrams it is possible to use any of four

circuit diagrams of duct/contour (Fig. 39) independent of the method ]
of the start of transistor. It is possible to apply the optimum

coupling of duct/contour with the transistors and to obtain the .

maximum of amplification factor. The procedure of calculation of

transformation ratios for the optimum coupling of duct/contour with

transistors is given inwork [67]. j
To calculate and design the low-frequency circuit and is

comparatively easy. To much more complicatedly design amplifier at

frequencies it is higher than 10 MHz, especially broadband.

Complexity is caused by the fact that the reactive components of

input and output resistance of transistors are congruent in the value

with the virtually realizable reactances of oscillatory circuits.
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YZ YX

IuII

' t at

Cf
.Ii

2

* ~ ~ ~ C U K YICZT4Z
1 2

.C Fig. 39. Basic concepts of the inclusion/connection of oscillatory

circuit and shunting nonlinear element/cell in single-tuneds

coupling: a) autotransformer; b) double autoinductive; c)

transformer; d) capacitive; e) with seres inductance.
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*With the incomplete connection of transistors to the duct/contour
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appear spurious resonances, whose frequencies do not coincide with

the resonance frequency of fundamental duct/contour. In this case is

formed the system, which during the appropriate selection of the

points of connection can have flat/plane or double-humped resonance

curve.

Spurious resonances can be used in the general case for the

correction of the frequency characteristic of amplifier for obtaining

its flat/plane or double-humped form. However, this method of the

correction of frequency characteristic, as shown in work [81, is not

suitable with the shunting of oscillatory circuit by nonlinear

element/cell.

Spurious resonances can be reduced, selecting the appropriate

points of the connection of transistors to the oscillatory circuit

and applying the capacitive voltage-divider in the diagram with OE

and the autoinductive inclusion of duct/contour in the diagram with

OB.

The distortion of the resonance curve selective system over the

dynamic range can be reduced, connecting two nonlinear elements/cells

to in parallel to the basis LC. and parasitic L,C,. oscillatory

circuits. The selection of such nonlinear elements/cells is

sufficiently complex, since the nonlinear elements/cells must be
• K
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different. However, when it is necessary to obtain wide passband in

* the amplifier on the single ducts/contours, this method of the

- distortion elimination of resonance curve is completely acceptable.

Let us find the required law of a change in the conductivity of

nonlinear element/cell. During the analysis of high-frequency

. amplifier in general form, taking into account the effect of

self-feedback, the bulky formulas, unsuitable for the engineering

-_ calculations, are obtained. Therefore for simplification in the

- linings/calculations by analogy with amplifiers on vacuum lamps

- during the analysis we will assume that the self-feedback in the

" transistor is neutralized, i.e., conductivity Y1 ,=0.

Independent of the method of the inclusion of duct/contour into

-' output and input circuits of transistors calculation formulas are one

.* and the same. Therefore let us consider fundamental calculated

* relationships/ratios based on the example of diagram with the double

autoinductive inclusion of the duct/contour (Fig. 39b), in parallel

to which is connected ncnlinear element/cell with the transformation

ratio m=l.
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The cor 1ex transmission factor of cascade/stage on the

* . *
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voltage/stress

-,K -. ,,#Z,- (1+I')((2-75)( -I,- /r 0 +p)'

where S. - low-frequency value of the slope/transconductance of

direct drive; p--=yQ, - generalized detuning; d,=- - complete

attenuation; = - detuning; Aw=cw-wo;

ca. =1/( VW ); r -c=Z-"" - the cut-off frequency of the

transistor, connected on the appropriate diagram; R,=-2 _ equivalent

* resonance resistor/resistance of the shunted duct/contour

R, + R,,0- , ;

M j ms m: (2-176)

R.- the equivalent resonance resistor/resistance of duct/contour.

The total capacitance of the duct/contour

C0 = C. + mC1,, + M2MCI, + C + C,,,.

where C, - the self-capacitance of duct/contour; C.- wiring

capacitance; Cu.- capacity/capacitance of nonlinear element/cell.

Modulus/module of transmission factor
K SR,-m (2-177)

V ( + 'S1) +2)

Frequency characteristic

A (2-78)

The frequency and phase responses of transistorized amplifier in

the general case are asymmetric relative to the resonance frequency
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of oscillatory circuit w,. The degree of asymmetry depends on the

quality of duct/contour and relationship/ratio of frequencies --=.

Equalizing the imaginary part of expression (2-175) zero, we

find the frequency, at which the phase of system is equal to zero

"" " ('2-LT7U) -
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The value of frequency w.,at which the transmission factor is
maximum, we find from equation 'K,.o

I/S -(2-480).

W-ere _ U U+,; U= '-M+1 /,i-+Fn; U= ,m-Vng+;"-"b a  (I bs -';

r- + - , ;a -30; b--2 10 + Q2 - 2Q 'V); d-2Qaw0.

Formula (2-179) is precise, but on it is impossible to judge

graphically the change in frequency Wh with a change in quality Q.

.-

For the approximate determination of frequency w, with o=O it is

possible to use following approximation formula [51):

(2-181)

Initial transmission factor of cascade/stage with the work in

the linear conditions

['- E = $° 1 (2-182.

where

r-AI;K
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.iVith the work of cascade/stage in the functional and

quasi-linear modes/conditions transmission factor

(2-183)+ +

where PMinQ..

Taking into account condition (2-19), we find expression for the

* conductivity of the nonlinear element/cell

g~ (~f~j7,1)~ - '(g~ 3 
-(2-184

For the narrow-band amplifiers, for which is fulfilled

inequality Q>>l, and broadband when wv>w, value #,--0 and expression

(2-184) is converted into expression (2-115).
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Thus, conductivity and the volt-ampere characteristic of nonlinear

element/cell can be calculated from expressions (2-115) and (2-117),

i.e.

where g'.=g.; UI..=-*-U ..,,-, - with the complete connection of

nonlinear element/cell to the duct/contour; g',=g,/m 2 ,; Usu "--.-.,"

with the. incomplete connection of nonlinear element/cell from exit
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side of transistor; g',=go/m 2 ,; U U .. : - with the incomplete

" connection of nonlinear element/cell from entry side of the following

* transistor (z - standardized/normalized output voltage/stress).

During the fluent analysis of expressions (2-176) and (2-178) it

seems that the asymmetry of the resonance and phase responses of

nonlinear cascade/stage with an increase in the signal must grow,

since the energy factor of duct/contour is reduced. However, this not

thus. The asymmetry of frequency and phase responses, and also

* passband in the nonlinear cascade/stage are less in comparison with

the linear, that has g..-, equal to g... of nonlinear cascade/stage on

this signal level and at frequency w. This phenomenon can be

-. explained by the fact that with any change in the voltage of signal

- on the oscillatory circuit in proportion to detuning the action of

nonlinear element/cell is such, that it reduces this change as a

result of a change in the conductivity of nonlinear element/cell g.,
and consequently,
gr.To calculate the resonance characteristic of nonlinear

cascade/stage is very difficult, since in this case it is necessary

to solve transcendental problem.

Let us pause at the selection of transformation ratios m, and m,

. with the work of cascade/stage in the linear conditions.

In work (22] it is shown that with the assigned passband the
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I
maximum amplification is obtained with the equality of those

introduced into the duct/contour of the resistors/resistances

or (2-185)

When the maximum factor of amplification of cascade/stage K. ..

exceeds the value of the actually realizable dynamic range of LAKh in

one cascade/stage, the mode/conditions the agreements reject. In this

case the complete inclusion/connection of duct/contour from exit side Ov...

(m,3l) is applied, and value of m. is chosen from the condition of

the permissible shunting of duct/contour with the input resistance

R,, of the following cascade/stage.
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At the high values of input capacitance C, is sometimes more

expedient value m, to take small, and the required passband to

obtain, connecting in parallel to duct/contour back-out resistor R. .

In this case the effect of the instability of capacity/capacitance

C,, on the passband sharply descends. The method of expanding the

passband examined it is expedient to apply in the amplifier with the

ARU due to a change in the mode/conditions of the work of the

transistor, whose input capacitance considerably is changed in the

alignment procedure of amplification.

...............................
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In work [2] it is shown that the efficiency

of broadband cascade/stage is greatest at the completely specific

* values of coefficient of m, and its shunting resistor/resistance R,..

The most fully possible cases of the selection of coefficients m, and

m, are examined in work (67].

DECREASE OF THE REVERSE/INVERSE TRANSFER ADMITTANCE Y,2 - j
Parasitic feedback :an be considerably weakened/attenuated,

using transistors with a small reverse/inverse transfer admittance

(transistors with four electrodes p-n-i-p); neutralizing the

self-feedback of transistor by means of external feedback; applying

the composite/compound cascode circuit diagrams of transistors.

Applying special transistors with a small reverse/inverse

transfer admittance and composite/compound circuit diagrams of

transistors, it is possible to obtain stable amplification in the

broadband. Therefore it is expedient to apply the first two methods

of decreasing the parasitic feedback in the wideband amplifiers.

During the neutralization of self-feedback the stability of

- - .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . - --
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amplification in a comparatively narrow frequency band is raised.

Because of this the neutralization is applied only in the narrow-band

amplifiers.

* Questions of the neutralization of feedback in the

high-frequency amplifiers (UVCh) on the transistors are in sufficient

detail examined in works [42, 47, 52, 68J.
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The neutralization of self-feedback in the transistorized

amplifiers is realizeq, connecting to the amplifier the special

linear and passive neutralizing quadrupoles. The frequency and phase

responses of the neutralizing quadrupole are chosen so that the

external feedback would neutralize internal connection in the

frequency band.

The diagrams of neutralization can be reduced to four circuits;

series (neutralization of the type Z); parallel (neutralization of

the type Y); series-parallel (neutralization of the type h);

parallel-series (neutralization of the type g) or to their

combinations.

In the transistorized amplifiers there is a specific character

I
. . - . . --.
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• . in the use/application of diagrams of neutralization. If dynamic

- range is reached with the help of the gain control by a change in the

voltage/stress on collector/receptacle U, or the emitter current of

. transistor 1. modulus/module and phase of the coefficient of the

feedback of transistor are changed. Because of this the calculation -

and the selection of the elements/cells of the neutralizing

quadrupole, which efficiently functions in the broad dynamic band,

hinders. The elements/cells of the neutralizing quadrupole must be

calculated, on the basis of the average/mean value of modulus/module

and phase of the coefficient of feedback in the dynamic range.

For comparatively narrow-band amplifiers with ShDD, as shown in

work [8], a diagram of the type Y is the most acceptable diagram of

neutralization.

In work (68] it is shown that with the increase of frequency the

"" coefficient of the feedback of transistor at first is raised, and

then descends and at the sufficiently high frequency for this type of

* transistor amplifier it works stably. During the appropriate

selection of the connection/communication of transistor with the

input and output circuits (with the signal generator and the load)

the need for neutralization is eliminated. Therefore the creation of

.the serial wideband amplifiers of the oscillations/vibrations oi

radio frequency with the ShDD is facilitated independent of the
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method of gain control.

USE OF CASCODE CIRCUITS IN FUNCTIONAL AMPLIFIERS.

Is called the cascode diagram which consists of two amplifier

instruments UP, and UP, (Fig. 40), each of which can be
.o..1

included/connected on one of three basic concepts: with the

general/common/total ones by base (OB), by emitter (OE) and by

collector/receptacle (OKp) for the transistors or with the

*[ general/common/total ones by grid (OS), by cathode (OKA) and by the

anode (OA) for vacuum lamps.

Page 147.

Nine combinations of the circuit diagrams of the first and second

amplifier of instruments are theoretically possible. For the

tr.ans istors:

O -0 01s -03 OB -Op
03 -OB 03 -03 03 -Op
Op-OB OKp-0 3 OKp-TKp

For vacuum lamps:

OC -OC OC -OKa OC -OA
OK-OC OKA-OKA OKA-OA
OA -OC OA -ORA OA -OA

In the cascode diagrams the load between the amplifier

instruments, as a rule, is absent and there is a conductive coupling.

d , ' , ' ." " . " ... . .. . . . . . ,..- . * .. ...- --- ** - ** - *- *A*
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Because of this the combinations of amplifier instruments indicated

can be considered as common UP with the equivalent parameters,

determined by characteristics and circuit diagrams of the entering it ---

transistors.

Cascode diagrams great are applied in the transistor amplifiers.

To the analysis of the linear amplifiers, made during the

combinations of transistors, it is devoted the series/row of works

(6, 8, 51, 64, 91).

.. ~.

Let us consider the diagrams of power feed of transistors and

cascode diagrams from the point of view of the expansion of the

. dynamic range of amplifier.

Depending on the method of the start of transistors by the

direct current and grid priming the diagrams with parallel, series

and series-parallel feed are distinguished.

With parallel feed (Fig. 41a) it is possible by more bending to

choose the mode/conditions of transistor on the direct current and

the method of its adjustment. With the series feed (Fig. 41b) a

number of parts is decreased and current drain is reduced from the

power supply in comparison with the parallel version of feed.

- , .. . . .. .. . . .. , . -.. . .. _ ... . . . . , . ... . . ._ .. .. . . .. : - . . .
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The need of applying the power supply with the increased "

voltage/stress is a deficiency/lack in the series feed. However, the

deficiency/lack indicated in certain cases can be realized as

advantage. In particular, with those increased supply voltage and

resistance/resistor of the load of cascade/stage, it is possible to

obtain the large signal amplitude, the selection of the nonlinear

, element/cell, which shunts oscillatory circuit, is facilitated by

this.

,•--

4

• . . , ". . * . . .
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Fig. 40. Block diagram of the cascade start of two amplifier

instruments.
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,The more the series-connected transistors, the more supply voltage is -

required, the more possible it is to obtain the voltage of signal on

the duct/cont-Ger. With the series-connected transistors the maximum

amplitude of the voltage of signal on the oscillatory circuit can be

obtained in n of times more than in the cascade/stage with one

* transistor.

It is natural that this can be obtained as a result of an

increase of the load resistance/resistor in n of times, which will

lead to the contraction of the passband of tuned amplifier

approximately/exemplarily in n of times. Consequently, the method of

increasing the amplitude of output voltage/stress examined can be

realized in the narrow-band resonance or aperiodic pulse amplifiers.

If in the amplifier transistors are included/connected on the

'a.., ~ **'*.~.**** .... a. ~** .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
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diagram OE- OB-OB*...OB, then frequency properties of the equivalent

UP will be determined by the frequency properties of the first

- transistor, connected on the diagram OE. Therefore in the aperiodic

amplifier with an increase in the load resistance/resistor the

frequency properties of cascade/stage in effect will not deteriorate

until the inequality
-i' CORO, < '

is fulfilled where C. and R. - capacity/capacitance and the total

resistance of load.

With high-amplitude onset of the voltage of signal on the load

the breakdown between collector/receptacle and base of latter/last

transistor can occur. For eliminating this phenomenon it is necessary

to carry out feedback on the alternating voltage between

collector/receptacle and base of latter/last transistor (Fig. 41).

. .. .
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1.5.

-;: Fig. 41. Cascode circuit diagrams of transistors with different feed

on the direct current: a) parallel; b) consecutive."

Key: (1). V.

C Page 149.

[: In this case the potential between collector/receptacle and base of

'C2

" transistor remains constant/invariable, and transistor works

* reliably.

"- During the use of transistors of two types the p-n-p and n-p-n

~efficiency of compound configuration can be raised, applying the more

* economical mode of feeding of transistors. To increase the level of

Ii[ the output voltage of the signal is possible in the push-pull

~transformerless diagram, which consists of the transistors of types

p-n-p and n-p-n. In this diagram the energy consumption from the

* power supply in the absence of signal can be reduced to a minimum

. . - . . V -

U& R2"T
• - ' ,,.A , ' - i -. i .I . ,,. i . , -, . . , - -' - - ' ] , - - • .C 41"
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S 5. Functional amplifiers with the nonlinear feedback.

To regulate the transmission factor of cascade/stage with an

increase in the signal is possible with the help of the active

-" nonlinear negative feedback on alternating current or voltage/stress.

FU WITH NONLINEAR FEEDBACK ON THE CURRENT.

The simplified circuits of amplifier stages with the nonlinear

negative feedback (NOOS) on the alternating current component of

common electrode UP are depicted in Fig. 42. The NOOS is realized by

inclusion/connection in parallel to the resistor/resistance of

feedback R of the nonlinear element/cell, whose resistor/resistance

(conductivity) is changed with an increase on it in the voltage of

signal U.-. .

On the constant component nonlinear element/cell it is isolated

from the cathode (emitter) by isolating capacitor C,.

At the high frequencies />'10 MHz in the vacuum-tube amplifiers

considerable by-passing of stray capacitance in the cathode circuit

of cascade/stage appears. Because of this the active nonlinear

, , - . - -
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element/cell, shunted by stray capacitance, ceases to affect the

transmission factor of cascade/stage, since at the high frequencies

* there is no negative feedback.

. For eliminating this phenomenon into the cathode circuit of

i cascade/stage it is necessary to include the oscillating

duct/contour, tuned to a frequency of the reinforced vibrations.

i*Page 150.

During the calculation of the inductance of cathode oscillatory

*' circuit one should consider that the value of stray capacitance

* between cathode and filament for different types of tubes varies from

*i 3 to 10 pF, and capacitance value of mounting in the cathode circuit

can reach 5-10 pF.

In the transistor amplifiers at frequencies 1>/p (for the

diagrams with OE) are exhibited the inertial properties of

* transistor, feedback is complex and the effect of adjustment sharply

descends. For eliminating the phenomenon indicated in the feedback

loop is connected corrective capacity/capacitance C. (Fig. 42b),

*. which together with the internal inductance of emitter

*: conclusion/output forms consecutive oscillatory circuit. Further

isolating capacitor in this case is not required.
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The internal inductance of the emitter conclusion/output

L= =-La+ L, (2-186)

where L,- structural/design inductance of emitter circuit; L -

internal diffusion inductance of emitter circuit, determined by the

inertial properties of the transistor

L- Uf. (2-187)

If we take for the transistor of the type P403 r6=50 ohm, f..

200 MHz, then L,-.O04 AH.

Measure-d-structural/design inductance for high-frequency drift

diffused-bases transistor of types P403, P410

L.=z0,02 -0-0,3 xH.

From expression (2-187) it is evident that with increase

inductance L. is reduced. Therefore at very low value La in the

emitter circuit it is possible to include further inductancle.

Nonlinear element/cell is connected with the series circuit.

3n the presence of oscillatory circuit in the feedback loop of

oscillatory circuit in the load circuit of selective cascade/stage it

"...,......... -.. ... ... ,. . .. . .
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can and cannot be.

In the electron-tube selective amplifiers, as a rule, in the

feedback loop applies parallel circuit, in the transistor amplifiers

- - consecutive.
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Fig. 42. Simplified circuits of FU with nonlinear current feedback:

a) on the tube; b) on the transistor.
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Diagram with the active resistor/resistance or the parallel

oscillatory circuit in circuit of feedback. The complex transmission

factor of the cascade/stage -

k + Zo.r o' (2-188)t + 34.*

where Z3 1p- impedance of load; Zo. - impedance of the feedback

;L IO. a(2-189)

t I i I
- complete conductance in the feedback loop; Ri-c

resonance resistor/resistance of duct/contour;

P...A-~ G.--- yo

If duct/contour in the feedback loop is absent, then R..- and
g...- "+.r-.

Modulus/module of the transmission factor of the cascade/stage

K - (24190)
V T +Paks~v!~ +

+; .
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In the presence of resonance y-0 transmission factorKej M--j

Then the equation of resonance curve

A= , + o;)(2-192)

In the purely active feedback the phase response of amplifier is

described by the known to expressions (59].

Page 152.

With the work of cascade/stage in the linear conditions transmission

factor

Khur' (2-t93),

where

R 0. - + - - -R + Uua,, (2494)

since we consider that R,>>R.

Whence, at given values K,, S, and R

R,. -R (2-195)

Kwi:!!.where r-'S,--.

.............. .-.....
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To determine the analytical expression of the law of a change in

". nonlinear conductivity gu..o-I(U-.) with the work of cascade/stage in

. the nonlinear (functional and quasi-linear) mode/conditions is

*:: difficult, since voltage/stress U... depends on the value of the

nonlinear resistance

- 5G .1  R. , (2-196)-- Ua~~U. z NX t U., +ao.

In this case is obtained the complicated transcendental

equation, which can be solved graphically for each specific case.

To much more simply separately f.ind analytical expressions for

dependences g. 8.- /(Un) and Um.o-T(U.), and from them for each

specific case to calculate dependence gla.o_/(U.ao) or dynamic

volt-ampere characteristic of nonlinear element/cell I..5.,m/(U.).

Taking into account equations (2-191), (2-193) and (2-18), we

find expression for the common conductivity of the feedback

SHO (S)
go.- , 0 (S)0- (A) + (X) (+8,.o., -)- (2-197)

where ( x)=x/z, expressed through x.

Taking into account equation (2-194), we find

=,,, - go. - gW (2-198)

Introducing the standardized/normalized voltage of signal on the

nonlinear element/cell, we obtain

I
' , ,', , - -- ,. u ' , . " -:,, ', ,,,, ; . ' " ,, L ..:w,,,1 -, ,,,. , *" : ,, _ J " " ", , , " ' ' . - . • .-' . ' . . .. .. .
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u .o , -00  '2199
i" , m .. " + 3a..'%..
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.N--

Taking into account formula (2-197), we obtain

D(S)0•(a) (1 ±Suo.)+- (2-200"
0(8- 0 (i) (+ SUR ,aOm)

In this case

U,,,. a- Us O.us (2-201"

Signal current, flowing through the nonlinear element/cell,

,I ns - n s1 1 . c(s) a. -'.-,.. -- U,,. • (S () ( (+ (I~ ) 222),-
- ~ i U u .+ -~ (2-202)

The dynamic volt-ampere characteristic of nonlinear element/cell

can be constructed by the method of joint solution of equations

(2-101) and (2-202).

Transmission factor of transistorized amplifier, connected on

the diagram with OE, with negative current feedback accordingly [221

UnE.o, ( (2,203). /c - -t + ,( + s

With effective resistance R...

" (2-204)V + (',.t (I+ .

',

where S, e+s;. - parameters of transistor

at the presence of feedback. Usually So># it is possible for the
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approximate calculations to take S'.=So. with resonance p=l.

Expression (2-197) correctly also for the transistor amplifier

,2 during the replacement in it S on S'.. Frequency factor V in

the denominator of expression (2-204), which considers the decrease

of mutual conductance of transistor with an increase in the

frequency, is decreased, since value dma is found from the ratio of

* transmission factors K-,which does not depend on frequency.

Page 154.

Frequency factor must be calculated during calculation x,. on

the basis of formula (2-199)., substituting in formula S= S "'".
Vt + (-0S

Diagram with the series circuit (Fig. 42b). The modulus/module

of the transmission factor of the electron-tube resonance

cascade/stage

K t (2-205)V!...g"-T (I + SZo. d'
R z;,i.--

where Z..o =- .; Z;=r'1 +p - worsened/impaired resistor/resistance

of series circuit; r'=R,+r;r - resistor/resistance of the losses of

duct/contour;Pa.a=vQe; Qs . the worsened/impaired quality of

duct/contour in the feedback loop.

In the presence of resonance y=O

• - - -.- ,.. .v .. : . - - - - .- -- . - . + . . . . .. . . . . . +. I, . . . . . '. Im " - ;. I
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SR,
K + SR. (2-206)

where .- '
R?.'N

For obtaining the FAX conductivity go., must be changed according

to the law (2-198). Then the resistor/resistance of the nonlinear

element/cell

I -,(~r-A

R*...(+ --R0  (22 -

Standardized/normalized voltage/stress on the nonlinear

element/cell

SRo0  . B,,.
g, Z (I+sRl.,) .. (2-208)

With r-0 expression (2-207) and (2-208) they are converted into

expressions (2-198) and (2-199).

In the case of transistor amplifier at the series resonance

frequency in the feedback loop expressions (2-207) and (2-208) are

also valid. However, in this case in expression (2-208) it is

necessary to substitute S-S./( Vl+(o7)').

For the vacuum-tube amplifiers in many instances it is possible

to count the load of the cascade/stage of constant and function

O(R)-l. For satisfaction of condition D(R)=l in the transistor

.. - .. .. ' + -../- .: .. . ... .., .. . ..: . .. . ... -. . . . . .. . . .
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§o amplifiers it is necessary between the nonlinear cascades/stages to

4~include the untying emitter followers.

Page 155.

From expressions (2-197) and (2-207) it is evident that the law

of a change of resisting the nonlinear element/cell and,

consequently, also the form of its dynamic characteristic depend on

slope/transconductance of UP, value of the resistor/resistance of

feedback R and value of the voltage/stress of triggering/opening

(closing) on the nonlinear of elements/cells, which determines

initial value R,..,, and, consequently, R.....

During the calculation of the dynamic volt-ampere characteristic

of nonlinear element/cell and dependence gne&a=,(U..&) it is

expedient to construct functional dependences go=-/(z) and

x.-?p(z), and on them - curves gm a a.(za) or R.aeai-7i(zuen), which can

be used for the construction of the volt-ampere characteristics of

nonlinear element/cell or dependences go.a=-f(U no) with different

values U...w This construction is made in the work of the author (7,

8).

During the calculation of conductivity gu .o to directly take

into account a change in the slope/transconductance of UP in the

* ~.,... ~ :i : >:*~ --.- >- - . - -',
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dynamic range is impossible, since conductivity g.M. 0 , voltage/stress

U.w.L voltage on control electrode of UP and mutual conductance of UP

-i of mutually each other cause.

If passage characteristic of UP has considerable linear section,

also, as a whole the nonlinearity of characteristic of UP small,

then, by taking into account linearizing action of feedback,

dependence g..Lo-/(U., 0 ) it is possible to calculate first for

'" =S.=const and then to make more precise calculation with the large

voltages of signal.

If the nonlinearity of passage characteristic is pronounced,

*:'. dependence gm..m/(U...) must be calculated by the method of

* iterations.

From expressions (2-197), (2-198) and (2-207) it is evident that

for the realization of FAX with b=var (+)is required the nonlinear

element/cell with 2nd type characteristics, and with b=var(t) - the

ist type.

A change in the input parameters in the dynamic range is one of

the deficiencies/lacks FU with consecutive nonlinear current

feedback. In particular, in vacuum-tube amplifiers the input

capacitance of cascade/stage over the dynamic range is changed,

.4 - -- o m h ,nu " " " - - - '- " .
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approximately/exemplarily, according to the following law:

C,
, (2-209):.,S; t' 6 T + o 4 a' ' ' '

where C,.- the input capacitance of amplifier stage without the -

_r feedback. This produces change in the total capacitance of the load

' of the previous cascade/stage.

In the transistor amplifie-s the law of change C,.a is more

complicated.

- .
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In the broadband and selective amplifiers, when the

capacity/capacitance of oscillatory circuit is small, with a change

in capacity/capacitance C,. it can considerably be changed the energy

factor of duct/contour, frequency and phase responses. However, with

the appropriate selection of the circuit elements of a change in the

energy factor of duct/contour Q it is possible to reduce to a

minimum.

The schematics of unipolar and bipolar logarithmic amplifiers [1

with nonlinear current feedback on the tubes and the transistors are

given in works [7] (Fige, 63, 68), (81 (Figs 54, 58).

On the basis of the given theoretical and experimental studies
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of logarithmic video amplifier with nonlinear current feedback of

cathode (emitter) it is possible to do the following conclusions:

1) the range of Lh of one cascade/stage it is possible to

obtain to 28-30 dB;

2) if as the nonlinear elements/cells are used germanium diodes

D2 or D9, then the greatest dynamic range of LAKh of cascade/stage is

obtained during the voltages/stresses of triggering/openingF*1
Uo=0.1-O0,15 V and the resistors/resistances of feedback R=3-6 kiloohm.

The LAKh of electron-tube cascade/stage begins with input

voltage U,.,.=20-.-30 mV, transistor - 3-6 mV;

3) the slope/transconductance of LAKh of amplifier and its

dynamic range it is easy to change, changing voltages/stresses U0 on

the nonlinear elements/cells;

II4) in the multistage electron-tube and in the transistor

amplifiers with the untying emitter followers it is possible to carry

out a strictly successive work of nonlinear cascades/stages and as a

result to obtain LAKh in the range 80-90 dB with the relative

accuracy in voltage/stress 6U-3% and in slope/transconductance

6o,15-25%;
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5) vacuum-tube amplifier is not overloaded, it does not lose

sensitivity and reinforces signals according to the assigned law to

10-15 V, transistor amplifier - to units of volt;

6) the divergences of LAKh of a n-cascade amplifier, caused by

* aging and exchanging transistors, it is possible to eliminate the

- change in the bias voltages on the nonlinear elements/cells in the

cascades/stages, in which were substituted the transistors or tubes;

7) amplifier stages are included by a deep direct-current

feedback; therefore diagram has sufficiently stable parameters.

Instability of LAKh with a change in the temperature in essence is

determined by the instability of the parameters of nonlinear

elements/cells. For increasing the temperature stability LAKh it is

necessary as the nonlinear elements/cells to use silicon

semiconductor diodes.

Page 157.

FU WITH NONLINEAR FEEDBACK ON THE VOLTAGE/STRESS.

The parallel connecti.on/communication, which is realized by the

0- 2'
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inclusion/connection of resistor/resistance Ru.. between the output

and input terminals of amplifier, is most widely used voltage

feedback. Simplified circuit OF FU on the tubes with parallel

nonlinear voltage feedback is shown on Fig. 43.

The resistor/resistance of nonlinear element/cell Ruea, whose

value is changed with a change in the value of the voltage of signal,

is the resistor/resistance to feedback. Consequently, with a change

in the value of signal amount of feedback is changed, which produces

change in input admittance of cascade/stage and transmission factor

of the previous cascade/stage.

In connection with this for the realization of assigned FAX it

is necessary to examine two series-connected cascades/stages, which

let us conditionally name nonlinear pair. Transmission factor on the

" voltage/stress of the pair

. - ,(2-210)

where k, and k. - respectively the transmission factors of the first

and second cascades/stages of pair.

For the vacuum-tube amplifier according to work [56]

/rim uaia a.@+tun tapI+ .a (2-211)

since usually (especially for the pentodes) are fulfilled by
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inequalities and k= >

~ + + ~. * ~ ~+ ~, (2-212)

since for pentodes s> y...

Input admittance of the second cascade/stage
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Fig. 43. Simplified circuit of FU with parallel nonlinear voltage

feedback.

. Page 158. 

;

"  P a S i n c e g ,>> Y , a n d t h e s e c o n d 
c a s c a d e / s t a g e 

i s l o a d e d t o t 
h e

effective resistance (the aperiodic amplifier in the region of medium

frecuencies or selective amplifier at the resonance frequency),

according to work (56J

g• go +gma 0 + K%).

With the work of tube without grid currents g,0o. Then

gaax z gu,a(I + Kjg.

Substituting the value of K, and K, in (2-210), we obtain

Ka- 3' (S' -3 1 '") (2-213)
* (~g, + g,,4 0~ + ,Q] (go + u.
where 1g,; 9 g - are constant values.

With the work of pair in the linear conditions
SIN (S2K - g . )

s = i + 1,,JL (I+ =K2 )I 1f, + 9tui. a) (2-214)

. Taking into account expressions (2-18), (2-213), (2-214) and

solving them relative to the conductivity of nonlinear element/cell

..
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gi, we obtain
.. lo (S') S,:0 (S4) - gigiv (S)

g = " (Z) fg1 + g, + S?'0 (30) S. 0 (S) ("

" %he voltage of signal on the nonlinear element/cell according to

Fig. 43

VU.. - u.= u ,.- Unix (2-2.1

where U,, - voltage on the input of the second cascade/stage, equal

to the output voltage/stress of the first cascade/stage. ,
.4. .. -

Normalizing voltage/stress Us..- we obtain

z,, -Z ,, (2-217)
where--•

where(2-218)

Current through the nonlinear element/cell

Ia. , hiaa. cgUa.o = UUM. ,, z -- ) gma.. (2219)

Page 159.

For the transistor amplifier, assembled on the common-emitter

connection, according to work [22] we have

km- M .. a,,+ (2-220)

k ie,- -,mi SM (2-221)
yu, + tw,,d x,,o'

since it is nossible to consider that Y.,>?, and Yiar>i'ir Input

admittance of the second cascade/stage

" "- " - - " .+ ".. - " .
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Transmission factor of the pair

- .'.. K, = KK,(2-22-9) "-

Taking into account expression (2-118) and solving relatively

-g., we obtain

S , 1 ) (SK, - uarP2 (Y~Hrpa + Ys) . 1 (2-223)
@mesa V, = 2. (s,)K .,-f (z)

For aperiodic amplifier Y,=g,, yuRMSgunm.,+ , Yiarpi, 1-

for the resonance - Y.vI uwsobyl,m w+g., where g, - the active

component of input admittance of the first cascade/stage of the

following pair.

Expressions (1-216)-(2-219) are valid also for the transistor

amplifier.

From expressions (2-215) and (2-223) it is evident that for the

realization of FAX with b=var (+) is required the nonlinear

element/cell with 1st type characteristics, and with b-var (1)- with

2nd type characteristics.

During the calculation of dependence g...o-f(u..) it is first

necessary to calculate Z..--y(z) and g....- (), and then for

concrete/specific/actual values Ka.., K, and Uz..- curved

9.=1-(Uw..,) or dynamic volt-ampere characteristic of nonlinear

S..

* "%< .%% %. -§.. ." . § I o'*.o... " . .. .
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.::. element/cell.

Page 160.

The character of curves quoa.o-f(Uxe&.,) depends on value K. and

ratio of the factors of amplification of the first and second

cascades/stages in linear conditions Tini" The value of coefficient 7

it is necessary to choose more than one. With value 7<1, in the first

place, the second cascade/stage is considerably overloaded by large

signals, which is especially noticeable in the transistor amplifiers,

and, in the second place, diagram can prove to be virtually

impracticable from the point of view of obtaining the required

amplitude characteristic of pair.

During the initial calculation of dependence qu.&.-/(U.*.0 )

oossible to take into account a change in the slope/transconductance

only of first amplifier instrument S, and a change in

slope/transconductance S, second UP can be taken into account, using

the method of iterations.

It is. necessary to note that the input resistance of the 1st

cascade/stage of pair in the transistor amplifiers also noticeably is

changed. For facilitating of tuning/adjusting and adjustment of

logarithmic transistor amplifiers on the pairs it is expedient

.....'..,.........'. ...-. ,..~ . . *.- . .. '.. ......... . . ... •- .....
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, between the pairs to include the untying emitter followers.

4..'..'.

Besides the circuit solutions examined, functional amplifier can

be made with the complicatedly nonlinear feedback. The results of

experimental research and fundamental amplifier circuits with the

nonlinear feedback on the transistors are given in work [81 and (Fig.

64, 73).

'U.'

"p-,

I.' .'

5.

wII
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Chapter 3.

FUNCTIONAL AMPLIFIERS WITH AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL.

S1. Classification and comparative evaluation of diagrams of ARU.

Classification of diagrams of ARU.

For obtaining FAKh in the selective and aperiodic amplifiers it

is possible to apply ARU, accomplished with the help of the

controlling voltage/stress. Examining an amplifier of any type in the -"

form of active electrical network, it is not difficult to see that

the transmission factor can be changed, changing:

1) the slope/transconductance of passage characteristic of UP;

2) equivalent resistance of load;

3) transmission factor in input or output circuit of

A A -t .~.. ..- -
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cascade/stage.

The slope/transconductance of passage characteristic of UP can

be changed, changing the operating mode on the direct or alternating

current (by change in the depth of negative feedback). The second and

third methods can be carried out, applying the controlled

attenuators.

In accordance with this let us note the following methods of the

automatic adjustment of the transmission factor of cascade/stage; a

change in the mode of operation of UP in the direct or alternating

current (change in the depth of OOS); a change in equivalent

resistance of load or transmission factor in the input (output)

circuit of cascade/stage.

The possible circuit solutions of ARU are enumerated in Table 2.

In terms of the method of supplying the controlling

voltage/stress of diagram of ARU it is possible to divide into the

looped systems (Fig. 44a), when controlling voltage/stress Ll is

supplied from the subsequent cascades/stages in previous (ARU back)

a-nd the system without the feedback (Fig. 44b), when the controlling
.voltage/stress is supplied from the previous cascades/stages into

following (ARU forward). Any system of ARU encompasses the regulator,

9, , ;,** .. .* ,... :. ** . .,., . . . ... ... : ... , .. .... ...... , ..-..., ..,-.,.-, ... .-,.. -, .
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15 which usually consists of detector (D), amplifier of regulator (UR)

and filter (F).

Page 162.

Regulator (R) under the action of output (Fig. 44a) or input (Fig. --

44b) voltages develops controlling voltage/stressUp,which enters the

- adjustable cascade/stage (RK). So that the regulator would

operate/wear on the completely specific signal level, to it is given -

cutoff voltage U. (voltage/stress of delay). Voltage/stress U, can be

given to the detector of ARU; to the amplifier of regulator and to

the circuit of the controlling voltage/stress (to the further

element/cell in the circuit of filter). In accordance with this

Up - K&kx (U,,. p - US);-
Up = X, (kjUz. . - Us); (34)Up ,. KykaU, p- US,

U,--

where U,,.p - voltage of signal, which enters the input of regulator.

For the system of ARU back USX. =. US=. for ARU forward - U,,. p= U,1 ;

K,-transmission factor UR; k,,- transmission factor of detector.

System of ARU must operate/wear with the voltage of signal,

which corresponds to beginning of FAKh. In this case

U..p."U.p.um(US. or U.,.m).Then according to expressions (3-1)

Us M U,z.P. Z,
Us - knU,. P. ,; (3-2)

Us - p

F' ,' .€ : ,..,'. ;. .-.. : . .........-.-. .- ....- . .- ,. . . - .. . ..
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System of ARU both with the reverse/inverse and without the

feedback can have the diverse variants. The basic versions of system

ARU with the feedback are given in Fig. 45:

1) local ARU, when circuit ARU contains only the one adjustable

cascade/stage (Fig. 45a);

2) multistage ARU, when circuit of ARU contains two (Fig. 45b),

three or n of cascades/stages (Fig. 45c, d);

3) crossed ARU through one (Fig. 45e), two or more than

cascades/stages.

In turn, multistage ARU can be with n regulators (Fig. 45c) and

with one regulator (Fig. 45d).

6

...................
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Fig. 44. Cascade/stage with the automatic gain control: a) ARU with

the feedback (ARU back); b) A.RU without the feedback (ARU forward).

Key: (1). Regulator.

Page 163.

On the analogous block diagrams can be made the systems of ARU

forward.

In Fig. 45 filters in the circuits ARU are omitted, since during

the analysis of amplitude properties of FU we will examine the static

behavior of the work of amplifier.

In terms of operating speed systems of ARU divided into the

inertial ones (IARU) and moving rapidly (BARU). Speed of response of

system ARU is determined in essence by the elements/cells of filter.

The dynamic work of systems ARU is sufficiently fully examined in

works (36, 59, 65.70, 77, 931.

21
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The form of AKh of amplifier with ARU in essence is determined

by the transmission factor of regulator. By changing the transmission

factor of amplifier in the circuit ARtU, it is possible to obtain

various forms of AKh of cascade/stage and amplifier as a whole. It is

obvious that the amDlifier with FAKh with b=var(l) can stably work -

only with ARU forward, i e., without feedback. System ARU with the

feedback can be used for obtaining FAKh with b=var( ). However,

during the use of a system of ARU with the feedback the depth of the

* adjustment of cascade/staqe (amplifier) cannot be obtained more than

-• some specific value and, consequently, also the inclination/slope of

AKh of cascade/stage (amplifier) with an increase in the transmission

factor Kp of amplifier in the circuit AR cannot be obtained more than

completely determined.
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Fig. 45. The basic versions of system ARU witn the feedback.

Page 164. 1
Region 1, in which can be located AKh the cascade/stage

(amplifier), included by ARU with feedback, in Fig. 46 it is shaded.

With an increase in the transmission factor Ko(4K'.K,,K "' and so

forth) AKh cascade/stage approaches an axis of abscissas. But in the m.

control systems with the feedback it cannot go in parallel to the

axis of abscissas. Consequently, with the aid of ARU with feedback it

is not possible to realize ideal limitation with the differential

transmission factor b=0. The system of ARU without feedback is

deprived of this deficiency/lack, applying which it is possible with

the appropriate transmission factor Kp to obtain the characteristic of

a cascade/stage of any type (curves 1, 3, 4 in Fig. 46). If,

beginning from some level of input signal U,, the amplification of

C - . . C C C S -. -. "-|

.........
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cascade/stage is changed according to the lawK.
then with m-1 the characteristic of cascade/stage will go in parallel

to the axis of abscissas (curve 3 in Fig. 46), for m<l the

characteristic will have slope to the axis of abscissas (curve 4) and

with m>l voltage at the output of the adjustable cascade/stage will

grow with an increase in the signal (curve 2). The necessary value of

coefficient of m can be obtained during the appropriate selection of

transmission factorKp.This is explained by the fact that in the

system in question the amplifier in the circuit of ARU is not

included by feedback.

In the system of ARU without feedback the time constant of

functioning can be selected very small. Consequently, this system of

gain control can be used for obtaining FAKh in the pulse aperiodic

and selective amplifiers, intended for amplifying the

impulses/momenta/pulses of short duration.

Deficiencies/lacks in the system of ARU without feedback are:

, the need for guarantee in the circuit of ARU of large amplification,

criticality to a change in the ambient temperature and to the

* exchange of network elements of ARU, especially in the transistor

amplifiers. Therefore systems of ARU with the feedback are more

widespread.

-
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Fig. 46. Amplitude characteristics of amplifier with AR..

Page 165.

SHORT COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF SYSTEMS OF ARU.

in the vacuum-tube amplifiers the triodes, tetrodes and pentodes

can be used. If a tube of the pentode type is used, then its

slope/transconductance can be changed, changing voltage/stress on one .
of the networks: control, shielding or pentode. With decrease of

voltage on control electrode operating point it is displaced from the

straight portion of the passage characteristic of tube to theI

curvilinear. Because of this with an increase in the harmonic signal

the nonlinear distortions of the reinforced signal grow. Therefore

ARt) on control electrode of tube one should apply in the aperiodic

amplifiers of video pulses and in the selective amplifiers of the

harmonic oscillations, in load of which the fundamental harmonic of

the reinforced signal is selected.

- . * .
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A change in the input capacitance with a change in the bias

voltage is a deficiency/lack of ARU on control electrode of tube. I
However, a change in the input capacitance of tube can be

considerably decreased, join up of the cathode of the

resistor/resistance of feedback R.... In this case input capacitance

according to expression (2-209) + j
"- ~C ,*. O. 0.1 6 • ,, O P)-...N I + S 11 0 (u p) J a , '• "

where 0,(U) and 0slUP) - decreasing functions with the increase of the

negative controlling voltage/stress; Cm,- initial value of input

capacitance.

It is the condition of the stabilization of capacity/capacitance
S'..

- C.u with change Up

4

Solving this condition relative to resistor/resistance R,. we

obtain

R0. .4. 3, mic - OL.As)

For calculation Ro. it is necessary to know the analytical

expressions of functions Its and Oc. Expressions for Os are given in

Table 9.

r.

.. . . . . . . . . . . . ..-. . ..m 
' - L - J n - ' - ' , ,, . - - a - ' ' ' ' -

-" ' " " - " ". . .. ° : " ' " -
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Expression for 0O can be determined according to the experimental

-[ data. Resistor/resistance Ro.. must be calculated for the average/mean

value of the controlling voltage/stress.

Applying the method of stabilization examined, it is necessary

to remember that upon the inclusion/connection of resistor/resistance

Ro.ethe initial transmission factor of cascade/stage is reduced.

The advantage of diagram of ARU on control electrode is that for

the adjustment a comparatively small control voltage is required and

power virtually does not consume the circuit of adjustment. In the

circuit of ARU the gain amplifier can be used.

With the decrease of voltage/stress on the screen grid the

passage characteristic of tube is shifted into the region of positive

voltages/stresses on control electrode. With the decrease of

slope/transconductance the extent of the linear section of passage

characteristic simultaneously is reduced. During the gain control on

the screen grid with the increase of signal nonlinear distortions

grow and upon reaching/achievement of the signal amplitude of a

comparatively small level the circuital currents of control electrode

of tube appear, which leads to the shunting of the load of the
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previous cascade/stage.

For changing the slope/transconductance of tube within

considerable limits the large controlling voltage/stress, congruent

in the value with the voltage/stress on the screen grid, is

necessary.

Due to the enumerated deficiencies/lacks the diagram of ARU on

the screen grid in FU in practice is not applied.

Special attention deserves the adjustment of the

slope/transconductance of tube by a change in the voltage/stress on

the pentode grid. The characteristics of a tube of the type 6Zh9P (on

the anode, the cathode and the screen grid) depending on

voltage/stress on pentode grid Un for four values of bias voltage U. on

control electrode are given in Fig. 47a, and the plate-grid

characteristics at different values Us- in Fig. 47b. From the

characteristics given in the figure it is evident that the dependence

of the anode current of tube onU. is almost linear in the

S considerable range of changeU.;anodically - the grid characteristics

of tube with an increase in negative voltage/stress U. are forced

against the axis of abscissas; the extent of the linear section of

characteristic in this case not only is retained, but even increases.

o..............
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In view of the properties of tube examined the gain control in

the cascade/stage is realized without the nonlinear distortions with

a change of the amplitude of harmonic signal in ShDD.

Page 167.

Thus, gain control by a change in the voltage/stress on the pentode

*; grid it is necessary to apply in FU of harmonic signals with small

nonlinear distortions, in particular in the aperiodic low-frequency

amplifiers, used in the measuring equipment.

The advantage of the method of gain control in question is a

small change of the input capacitance of tube in the alignment

procedure, by deficiency/lack - need for supply to the pentode grid

of the considerable negative controlling voltage/stress.

If as UP transistor is used, then the amplification of

cascade/stage by a change in the operating mode in the direct current

can be regulated:

1) by a change in the current of the emi-tter of transistor under

the effect of the controlling voltages/stresses Upon the current

emitter (positive governing) and base current (indirect adjustment);

Si ... ..
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2) by a change in the collector voltage of the transistor of the

adjustable cascade/stage under the effect of voltage/stress of ARUt on

the collector voltage/stress (positive governing), the base current

(indirect adjustment) and the current of emitter (indirect

adjustment);

3) by a simultaneous change in the current of emitter and

collector voltage/stress under effect U,.

Systems of ARU, based on a change in the mode/conditions of

transistors in the direct---current, have a series/row of specificZ:. 1
special features/peculiarities in comparison with the electron-tube

systems of ARU. Their fundamental difference lies in the fact that

*? complete input and output conductances of transistors are very great

and are changed within considerable limits in the control (271, 42,

66j 69, 109].

K,,

.....
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.- 0 _,, U64 -- - -

Fig. 47. Characteristics of a tube of the type 6Zh9P.

Key: (1). mA.
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The corollary of this is the decrease of the depth of adjustment; a

change in the frequency of tuning/adjusting, passband, energy factor

of the oscillatory circuit and phase of output signal in the control;

the consumption of considerable power from the regulator, especially

during the positive governing in the current of emitter and in the

voltage/stress of collector/receptacle.

Let us consider the diagrams of adjustment from the point of

view of the efficiency of adjustment. Analyzing the input and passage

characteristics of transistor (81, we see that the parameters of

transistor and, consequently, .also the transmission factor of

. . . . .. . ... .-z.
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cascade/stage considerably are changed for the voltages/stresses on

the collector/receptacle less than 1 V. When Un>1in especially in

the diagram with OB, change Un within large limits barely affects the

parameters of transistor and its amplifier properties. This

phenomenon is analogous with a change in the anode voltage of vacuum

lamp of the type pentode.

.*.°

For low values Umwhen transistor works in the saturation mode,,.

characteristic of transistor they converge and they change

inclination/slope, the amplifier properties of transistor are

reduced.

In'the diagram with OE the range of change Uin which a change

of the parameters of transistor is perceptible, is considerably more

than in the diagram with OB. Therefore it is possible to obtain the

required amplitude characteristic of the adjustable cascade/staje.

With the low currents of base and, consequently, also the

currents of emitter, begins the cutoff conditions and the

amplification of transistor sharply falls.

Voltage/stress on the collector/receptacle with the

insignificant expenditure of power can be regulated by indirect

method, i.e., by the supply of the controlling voltage/stress into
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the circuit of base. In this case in the circuit of

S.i collector/receptacle it is necessary to include/connect the

sufficiently high resistor/resistance (units of kiloohms) on direct

*" current [8]. This method of control can be applied only with the

- low-voltage feed, which is not always justified.

*. Rather simple and efficient is the method of gain control a

* change in emitter current (8]. In this case the controlling

voltage/stress can be supplied both into the emitter circuit and into

the circuit of base. With the direct method of control of the

adjuster considerable power is required.

For the realization of FAKh in ShDD it is necessary to change 4,

and, accordingly, I, over wide limits. However, for a number of

reasons it is necessary to limit these limits.

Page 169.

The maximum value of collector cutoff current 4., in the absence

of control signal is chosen:

1) from the condition of the maximum permissible power,

scattered on the collector/receptacle of load. Even the insignificant

heating of transistors due to action In can cause instability of ARtU.
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* Based on this condition, value I. for the transistors of types P401,

P402, P403, P411 and others must be chosen in the limits to 10 mA;

2) from the condition of obtaining the minimum power of control;-

3) on the basis of reference data of the parameters of the

hf/VCh transistors, which are given for standard mode/conditions

InNma105. mA;

4) from the minimally permissible current of

- collector/receptacle.

With decrease of with the decrease of conductivity g,,

- conductivities g,, and g., are reduced also. with what that value .

*is observed maximum relation s-in which it is possible to obtain

* the maximum transmission factor of cascade/stage on the

voltage/stress.

With the low currents of collector/receptacle and the large

signals the series/row of the undesirable phenomena appears, basic

from which are[3:

1) a deterioration in the temperature stability of the

adjustable cascades/stages as a result of the increase of the effect
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of the non-controlled current of collector/receptacle I'o on the work

of diagram. Value fmo is considerably more than 1,0 for the common-base

circuit, given in the manuals;

* 2) the possibility of the transition of transistor into the

mode/conditions of self-detection, during which constant componentI-

increases with the increase of signal and the work of system of ARU

is broken '.

FOOTNOTE . The mode/conditions of self-detection is used as useful

phenomenon for the realiza-tion of gain control chapter 3, S 2.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

For the realization of assigned FAKh it is necessary to consider the

effect of self-detection or to remove it;

3) a sharp increase in the nonlinear distortions, what is

undesirable phenomenon during the amplification of the modulated

vibrations. However, in FU, the intended for the amplification pulse

signals, the phenomenon indicated is not substantial.

For the high-frequency transistors of types P401-P402, P411,

P416 and others the small effect of gain control by base current

(emitter) is achieved by a change in the base current from 50-100 gA

• °mmm ''m~lma. am .mJn~o~md~m,, .m-.-.. " ,m .-- - . .um, . . . ..... .- ".. ' . . . , •
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to zero, which corresponds to a change in the current of emitter from

3-10 mA to zero.
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If in the circuit of collector/receptacle load on the direct

current (load resistance/resistor in the low-frequency amplifiers,

the resistor/resistance of decoupling filter in the tuned amplifiers)

is connected, then with reduction in current of emitter and,

consequently, also the current of collector/receptacle, in the

control voltage/stress on the collector/receptacle increases, in

consequence of which the amplifier properties of transistor are

improved and the effect of control descends. Therefore in the

resonance cascades/stages, adjusted by the current of emitter, it is

necessary to apply series feed on the circuit of collector/receptacle

and decoupling filters of the type L"C.

Let us consider the effect of a change in the parameters of

transistors for the resonance frequency and the passband of

amplifier. Let us assume that the adjustable transistor is included

in multistage amplifier and has respectively at the input input

oscillatory circuit and at the output - output circuit. If transistor

is connected to these ducts/contours incompletely with the

transformation ratios m, and m2 , then input and output resistance

* * .* * ...
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introduced into the ducts/contours and capacities/capacitances of

transistors are respectively reduced into m, and m 2, times.

* According to worksr 6, 27, 42, 69] with reduction in current of

emitter input resistance Rozm, introduced into the duct/contour,

increases, and the value of introduced input capacitance C.... is

reduced, as a result of which input circuit is disturbed/detuned in

the direction of higher frequencies, and passband becomes narrow. The

contraction of the passband of duct/contour is caused by the fact

that a relative increase in the general/common/total resonance

resistor/resistance of R0 of duct/contour due to increase R.:.. is

considerably more than the relative decrease of total c;apecitance C,

of the duct/contour, caused by decrease C.....

Therefore product C.Ro with decrease I.: increases, and passband

is reduced.

Analogous phenomenon is observed also with a change in the

output parameters of transistor, caused by change I4 As a result of

an increase in that introduced into the duct/contour of

resistor/resistance Rwa the passband becomes narrow, and with

comparatively small decrease C. output circuit is

disturbed/detuned in the direction of higher frequencies. Although

percentage change in values R. and C.-u is less than R,, and Co,

. o .o . . • • . o - . o " - , .-. . = . . .
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taking into account that the output circuit frequently is connected

completely to the collector/receptacle of transistor, the effect of

change Rum, and C.na cannot be disregarded.
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During the gain control by the decrease of voltage/stress on the -

collector/receptacle resistors/resistances R. and Ro. are reduced,

and Cox and Cam increase, as a result of which passband of input and

*-. output circuits they are widened and ducts/contours are

disturbed/detuned in the direction of lower frequencies. Thus, during

the adjustment with voltage/stress on the collector/receptacle the

drift of resonance frequency and a change in the passband of

ducts/contours by nature are opposite to the character of a change in

these parameters at the adjustment by the current of emitter.

If we use combined gain control on the current of emitter and

the voltage/stress of collector/receptacle, then it is possible to

obtain the higher stability of the passband and resonance frequency,

than in the diagrams with the adjustment only by the current of

emitter or with voltage/stress on the collector/receptacle. During

* the combined gain control for input circuit increase/growth Ra., and

decrease CL with decrease I. are partially compensated by decrease

R.. and increase Cox..m with decreaseU,.Analogous phenomenon is

.4

.............. o~ *~ .-
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observed also for the output circuit. Since parameters R., R., C. and

Cm. nonlinearly depend on 19 andU., During the appropriate selection of

the initial point of control onL'U.or Io it is possible to ensure this

compensation to a greater or lesser extent.

From the point of view of the frequency stability of the best

the diagram of simultaneous gain control on the current of emitter

and the voltage/stress of collector/receptacle is.

The schematic of the tuned amplifier, adjusted by simultaneous

ones changing the current of emitter and voltage/stress on the

collector/receptacle, and its amplitude characteristics are 4given in

work (8].

During the gain control by a change in the mode/conditions of

transistor in the direct current the reverse/inverse conductivity Y,.

of transistor is changed. Upon the start of transistor on the diagram

with OE and during the adjustment by base current (by voltage/stress

Us.) conductivity Y,. insignificantly depends on the current strength.

Therefore in the selective amplifiers of radio frequency it is

possible to use the diagrams of neutralization.

Thus, in the implementation of FAKh in the transistorized

amplifiers it is most expedient transistors to switch on on the
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diagram-with OE and to apply gain control by change U.0  (base

current).

During the creation of FU with the adjustment by a change in the

mode/conditions of transistor in the direct current appear the

further difficulties, caused by the essential dependence of the

parameters of transistor on changes in the ambient temperature.

* Page 172.

Inverse current of the collector/receptacle of the transition is the

main factor, which are determining the temperature dependence of the

work of transistor,

* where 7-( 0.061.0.08)±0.01 deg-' -temperature coefficient determined

by the properties of semiconductor material.

For the stabilization of the current of collector/receptacle are

applied different diagrams of temperature stabilization, in

-. particular, with the help of temperature-independent

resistors/resistances and the special thermistors, connected with the

* circuit of the application of voltage of bias/displacement on the

base of transistor. As the temperature elements/cells the thermistors

of types KMT-4, MO4T-4 and other, germanium or silicon diodes in the
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dependence on the type of transistor (p-n-p or n-p-n) can be used. It,-:.,

is more expedient to apply semiconductor diodes, since they have .-

thermal inertia identical to the transistors, while the thermistors

this property do not possess, in consequence of which it is necessary

to experimentally select network elements of the application of

voltage of bias/displacement.

During the temperature stabilization of mode/conditions with the

help of the linear resistor/resistance of feedback Rb connected with

the emitter circuit, the range of adjustment is reduced with increase

i.(48] with the given controlling voltage/stress. Consequently, for

obtaining the required effect of gain control with increase limit is

necessary to increase the voltage/stress of adjustment.

For eliminating the deficiency/lack indicated it is proposed to

preserve the chain/network of self-bias in the emitter circuit, but

emitter to simultaneously connect with the output of filter ARU

through the semiconductor diode, ensuring the increased depth

adjustment of ARU and retaining the required mode/conditions of the

work of transistor (45]. In the patent indicated are given the

diverse variants of the fulfillment of diagram of ARU, moreover in

all versions transistor is connected on the diagram with OB.

The special features/peculiarities of the construction of
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channel of ARU are examined in works i27, 00, i01h 108].

For increasing qualitative indices of FU on the transistors are

applied the methods and the diagrams of the adjustments, which

' earlier were not applied in the vacuum-tube amplifiers d the

controlled attenuators (dividers) and shunts, the adjustable feedback

:: and so forth (80, 81, 85, 97]• ..
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F2. Functional amplifiers with ARU with change in the mode of

operation of UP on direct current.

ARU on control electrode of UP. .

For the realization of assigned FAKh it is necessary to the :

amplifier instruments to supply U9, that is changed in the dynamic

range according to the law, which is determined by type of FAKh, form

- of passage characteristic of UP and by type of system of ARU.

Lo-; For developing the system of ARU of functional amplifier it is

necessary to know dependence Up-/(U,,.), from which it is possible to

calculate the required character of a change in the transmission

factor Kp-/(U,.p) and to fit the appropriate component elements of

r.. .. 7
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where U..- bias voltage.

U,- -- Us. a- up (3-7.

For the tube

For the transistor of type p-n-p

U -Us. a + U1. 13-8 ' -'

where U... - initial bias voltage.

According to expression (2-20) for the synthesis of FU with ARU

it is necessary to have a dependence 0(S)-/(U., U), which is the

function of the bias voltage and amplitude of input signal. Such

dependences for the most widely used approximations of passage

characteristics of UP are given in Table 9.

Let us examine in more detail the case of piecewise-parabolic

approximation, which with degree of p-1 is converted into the

piecewise-linear (polygonal). In this case (Fig. 48)

06 u - , (3.9. -

where U. - cutoff voltage of anode current for the tube.

FOOTNOTE '. Further index m is omitted. ENDFOOTNOTE.

.i

... ~. -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .---

. ....- .
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Bias voltage
U4N 's +U9 U11Ums UP(3-10>

* since u..,mUo-U.sa. Substituting Ue.. into expression (3-9), we obtain

',,if'.RX a~i + U-P

Whence OO.4.+U(-1

upUU X (Z WSl-) (3-12>

Page 176.

- V.-

With the degree of parabola p--2 (Fig. 48a) the initial section

* of characteristic is approximated more accurately. Therefore for more

S precise calculation Uwith the low signals should be used

approximation with p-2, and with the large signals with p=l.

Let us consider the case of the realization of the most widely

* used linear and logarithmic, amplifiers of harmonic oscillations.

* Linear amplifier.

For the linear amplifier according to expression (2-20) must be

* implemented the equality

.-, (S). (s..Y)
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Then with the square-law characteristic of UP controlling

voltage/stress Up=02:

With the exponential approximation

-IJ
Nsi O it)
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Fig. 48. Piecewise-parabolic approximation of the characteristics of

the amplifier instruments: a) tube; b) transistor.

S.. Page 177.

Whence

Iuo - l",.f,==no. (r (3-14)

where 1 (7UzF --1),J, U-) modulus/module of the complex variable

function first order.

For the transistors of type p-n-p U. it is taken positive

a--

polarity, for tubes and transistors of the type n-p-n - negative.

In the case of n-cascade amplifier, made on the block diagram

4

.9

,%: Pr te r....ors...ye...-......s..kn psiiv

4.oa *y fo ue n tassoso thetyp n--n negative. .
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(Fig. 45a), for the i cascade/stage
":'" ,1 IQU,, , 0 (Y)

.UI- ± ±l - iU ) ' (3-15)

where Um U U.KK';.' - the input voltage of the amplifier, with

which the system of ARU operates/wears; Ku- transmission factor of

cascade/stage. In this case it is assumed that all cascades/stages

are identical and have identical transmission factor.

irA
The system of ARU of the i- cascade/stage must operate/wear with

A

output potential of the i cascade/stage

U82. p4 g = Us" t ia - K'U,. a.

The transmission factor of regulator during the supplying of the

voltage/stress of delay on the amplifier of regulator according to

expressions (3-1) and (3-3) in the alignment procedure must be

changed in . (3-1) "1- "u a
K == . 'lu,. ,,0 - 1 It (, ex ,. X,+ '..

Generalized curves p3=f(a) and E=f( a) on the assumption that

load cascade constant, i.e., O(Y)-I, are given in Fig. 49: Curves can

be used for calculation U(andKp for different amplifier

elements/cells and values of the transmission factor of cascade/stage . .

K.

Curves U,-(U,,) and .Kpi.(U..) for the different values y and

are given in Fig. 50. From the figures it is evident that dependences

Up-I(U.z) in form call to mind the transfer characteristics of

. ...
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" detector, in consequence of which it is possible to realize linear

* amplification. It is obvious that to combine the objective parameter

I of regulator Up~-(Uni.p) with that required is possible: along the axis

of ordinates by a change in the transmission factor K4, of the

. amplifier of regulator, along the axis of abscissas - by change in

voltages/stresses U and U .p (latter is realized with the help of the

divider, connected at the input of detector).

* Page 178.

Let us consider the possible dynamic range of the linear AKh of

the amplifier, made on the high-frequency transistors of types

P416-P417, for which y=(10-15).

It is virtually established/installed, that the maximum input

surge voltage of radio frequency on the input of the cascade/stage,

made on the transistors of types P416-P417, must not exceed 0.5-1 V.

If we take Uu,. =l V, then when T-10o,= i; when T= 1 5  .. = 15. If

we take the transmission factor of cascade/stage K.IU, then with Y=10

we will obtain values "mom for the i-cascade/stage of four-stage

amplifier, given inlable 10.

From the table and the figures it is evident that in the first

and the secondly cascades/stages a gain control in practice realized

r --.. :: 2. ..k'- ,-.- .- *~*
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must not be. However, the dynamic range of amplifier is very small.

Therefore should be performed the amplifier, which consists of one or

maximum of two adjustable cascades/stages.

Experimental data with an accuracy (in limits of 10-15%)

sufficient for the practice coincide with the calculated ones.

q

-. _

j
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Fig. 49. Fig. 50.

Fig. 49. Generalized dependences: 1 - /=f(a); 2-

Fig. 50. Curves of dependences for linear amplifier with ARU:

Table 10.

4 3

Kuano to~ 1 0.1 ,0

U3 oz. 0.1 0.01 0,00t
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On the basis of theoretical and experimental studies it is

* possible to do the following conclusions:

'9
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1) with the help of ARU in the single-stage transistor amplifier

linear AKh can be obtained to input voltage on the order of 0.5-1 V;

•. ,

* -' 2) with an increase in the number of adjustable cascades/stages

the upper limit of the dynamic range of the linear AKh of amplifier

is reduced.

Logarithmic amplifier.
I

With square-law characteristic UP according to expression (2-20)

andTable 9 for the amplifier, made on the block diagram (Fig. 45),

-,(u 0.+up _ (Y). (3-7).

Solving equation relative to voltage/stress Up. we obtain

u•m -

where

A = ( 2 U - 2.,U 0.) 0(Y).

Expression (3-18) is correct for any FU with the substitution of

the corresponding values z.

As a result of the calculations conducted and experimental

research it is established/installed, that with the square-law

characteristic of amplifier instrument with the help of ARU back due

to a small adjustable section of characteristic UP successive work of

cascades/stages and, consequently, also precise LAKh can be realized
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in the two-stage maximum in the three-stage amplifier. '

With the help of the system of ARU to in practice realize the

forward successive work of cascades/stages is very difficult, since

-.'" in this case the transmission factor of regulator K. in the alignment

* procedure must always be changed according to the complicated law in j
* the direction of decrease.

To considerably more easily realize LAKh in the multistage

amplifier, made on the block diagram in Fig. 45, in which the

amplification is regulated simultaneously in all cascades/stages.

Page 180.

In this case the running transmission factor of cascade/stage must be

described by expression (1-128), calibrated AKh - by expression

(1-132), .and the controlling voltage/stress

-AV(~ 'Zr;--X (3419)

where X and Z - standardized/normalized input and output voltages of

amplifier.

Curves. U,=I(Z), calculated by formula .(3-19) for different number

of adjustable cascades/stages n and on the assumption that 0(Y)=t,

~~..-
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are given in Fig. 51. During the calculation the approximation of the

characteristic of tube 6ZhlP (12]
L,=-20+9,+e|; Uo..- - ;-. .-a-

is accepted. From the curves in Fig. 51 it is evident that with an -7.

increase in the number of adjustable cascades/stages desired value Up

is reduced and dependence Up-t(Z) approaches linear, which indicates

the possibility of the practical realization of precise LAKh in ShDD.

For the diagram for Fig. 45d, transmission factorKv one should design

from the formula

U UI,
AV Uuamiz UUMS.XZ' (3-20)

As we see, for the realization of precise LAKh with the help of

ARU back with the simultaneous adjustment in all cascades/stages with

the square-law characteristic of UP it is necessary to take a number

of adjustable cascades/stages not less than 4-5.

With polygonal approximation (p=l) with the strictly successive

work of stages of the amplifier, made on the diagram in Fig. 45a

-sn 2) -10 (Y).
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"=" Fig. 51. Curves of the dependence of the controlling voltage/stress _

Z.- with different number of adjustable cascades/stages n.
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Expression (3-21) is transcendental and can be solved

graphically. After equation (3-21) is solved relative to 9, from

formula (3-12) the dependence

or UpI~)

is calculated. The normalized curves r-=f(z), designed for the

different values of coefficient of a, d=10 and when (Y)-i, are given

in Fig. 52. From the curves it is evident that the dependence q=f(z)

is first nonlinear (with the work of cascade/stage in the logarithmic

mode/conditions) and then - linear (with the work of cascade/stage in

the quasi-linear mode/conditions).

r .........
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It is easy to obtain required dependence Up=i(U,,.,) with the

help of the regulator, which consists of the linear dc amplifier and

detector with the variable transmission factor with the low signals.

To considerably with more difficulty realize precise LAKh during

the simultaneous gain control in all cascades/stages. In this case

: (O-. n. (3-22)
The voltage/stress of adjustment for the i cascade/stage

U " U., cos + Us,.at. (3-23)

where Uziz -(.) -voltage of signal on the input of the i-rh

cascade/stage.

From expression (3-23) it is evident that the value and the law

of a change in the controlling voltage/stress are different for

different cascades/stages, that it is possible to realize only in the

amplifier, made on the block diagram (Fig. 45c).

With the approximation of characteristic UP by exponential curve

and the successive work of nonlinear cascades/stages (Fig. 45a)

, ', (Wu..j (" 3-241)

, . . _ • . . . . • .. -- . . . -
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Fig. 52. Standardized/normalized curved with the polygonal

approximation characteristics of UP.
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The generalized curves g3=f(z) for different values =Usx. a

with a=l, K= 10 and 0(Y)=l are given in Fig. 53. From the curves

it is evident that the adjustment for values m =0.1-0.2 is

actually realized, when dependence A=f(z) at values of z=L-3.3 (which

corresponds to logarithmic mode/conditions) has nonlinear dependence,

and when z>3.3 - linear. When am>0.2 the function 1=f(z) approaches

exponential, which indicates the possibility of realization of LAKh

with the help of ARU forward with the proportional regulator, when

<0- dependence A3=f(z) has complicated character.

Consequently, in the implementation of LAKh with the help of ARU.

back necessary to choose value %. =0.1-0.2; in the implementation

of LAKh with the help of ARU forward- to take value a,>0,3..

If we take 7-15, K.=io and a,-03, then Ux. , =6 my. Then the

cutoff voltage, which must be fed to the detector of regulator,

, Un. at U,a, X a. 60 mV.

A successive work of the adjustable cascades/stages also can be
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carried out in the amplifier, made on the block diagram (Fig. 45c),

if we to the detectors of regulators feed the cutoff voltages:

U ., 1.(i - 1)In d + ti, (3-25)

where i - the reference number of cascade/stage with the reading from

the end/lead.

• -During the simultaneous gain control, when the identical law of

a change in the transmission factors of cascades/stages is satisfied,

variable voltage for the i cascade/stage of an n-stage amplifier

(with the reading from the first cascade/stage)

U -- In 1, (, u,, 1 ) (3-26)

Curves Uv=f(X), calculated by formula (3-26), are

approximately/exemplarily linear and have different

slope/transconductance. Greatest slope/transconductance for the

latter/last cascade/stage.
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Fig. 53. Generalized curves with the experimental characteristic of

UP.
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It is not difficult to see that precise IJAKh in this case can be

realized with the help of ARU forward in the amplifier, made on the

block diagram, analogous to the block diagram, depicted in Fig. 45c.

For ARU back, made on the diagram, represented in Fig. 45c, d, LAKh

can be realized with the simultaneous, but not identical work of the

adjustable cascades/stages. The calculation of the modes of operation

of such cascades/stages is very complex.

Tentatively diagram of ARU, made on the diagram for Fig. 45c,

can be designed as follows. First they calculate from "ormula (3-26)

of dependence' t4,-I(Z). which have exponential character. Curves

Upt -/(Z) approximate by inclined straight lines, on which the

required transmission factors ICpt of regulators are determined. The

,.- - .,.,
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I
final fitting of amplifier with LAKh is realized experimentally by a

change in the transmission factor Kpi, of cutoff voltages and initial

modes of operation of UK.

The obtained relationships/ratios can be used during the

amplification of pulse and continuous harmonic signals for

. calculating the amplifiers of the bases of self-bias. During the

- amplification only of pulse radio signals it is possible to calculate

amplifiers, also, with the self-bias.

During the calculation of the controlling voltage/stress in

amplifiers with the self-bias, intended for amplifying-the continuous

* harmonic oscillations, it is necessary to consider the reaction of

"" the circuit of self-bias (in the vacuum-tube amplifiers) or circuit

of heat stabilization (in the transistor amplifiers). Character and

degree of reaction depends on the form of passage characteristic of

UP and value of the reinforced signal. With the increase of signal

from some specific signal level, ARU due to the nonlinearity of

passage characteristic of UP comes into action. As a result is

observed the combined gain control of cascade/stage both due to U,,

that coming from regulator and due to a change in the voltage/stress

of self-bias, caused by a change in the constant component of anode

(collector) current.

. - . - . -. .. - - - - - - - --.
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Functional amplifiers s to are, based on the nonlinearity of the

characteristics of amplifier instruments.

Principle of the operation of diagram.

The automatic gain control due to the nonlinearity of UP can be

used in the amplifiers of harmonic oscillations both on the tubes and

on the transistors.

Page 184.

The simplified circuits of cascades/stages with ARU, based on the

nonlinearity of UP, are depicted in Fig. 54. Cascades/stages can be

made on any of the amplifier circuits, given in Fig. 54, or on one of

the cascode diagrams. However, in all diagrams must be

general/common/total element/cell - sufficiently high controlling

resistor/resistance R, on which the constant component of

voltage/stress AU, caused by nonlinearity of UP, is selected. -

In the case of transistor amplifiers the controlling

resistor/resistance in principle can be connected with the emitter . -

circuit or base, but, for representing an improvement in the

temperature operational stability, it should be switched on oniy in

the emitter circuit in any circuit diagram of transistor.
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SP

The diagram, depicted in Fig. 54c, differs from diagrams by 54a,

b and d only in terms of the polarities of the voltages/stresses,

applied to the electrodes of transistor, and to opposite directions

of the direct currents, flowing on the circuits of diagram.

In the external outline the diagrams in question do not differ

from the usual diagrams of selective cascades/stages with the

self-bias (or temperature compensation for the transistors).

Difference consists of the values of elements/cells R and C of the

circuit of self-bias.
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Ez IN -U E- ".

EU- 1 UC

I- t -MZ-.4

common: a) cathode, b) grid; c) emitter; d) base.

Page 185...

The high resistor/resistance R, connected with the circuit of L -

self-bias, is shunted by capacity/capacitance C, whose value is

selected so that its resistor/resistance for the reinforced

high-frequency signals is small, and for the signal amplitude

envelope (ty slowly varying component of signal current) - very

large. In the absence of signal on the input of the cascade/stage

through resistor/resistance of R the direct current of amplifier

instrument (cathode or emitter) flows/occurs/lasts and on it is

selected, large direct/constant voltage U, which by negative

L. -

4/ ° . " - - o , . .

" i, .. - , _ ,, . _. .. , _. - : -, . , i. . .i , 1 ,i ;. : .;. i . . _ . , . . -. :. . . . ...
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(diagrams a, b, c in Fig. 54) or positive (diagram c in Fig. 54) 0

potential is applied to glass of tube or to the base of transistor.

For compensation U and creation of normal bias voltage U- (U.., or

U..6) into the circuit of the grid of tube (or the base of

- transistor) the compensating source of positive (negative) voltage E

* with the low internal resistor/resistance is connected.

i! The low internal resistor/resistance of source E is necessary

- for the exception/elimination of effect on the work of the system of

• ARU of grid (on the high signal levels) or base current, and also for

*" increasing the operational stability of transistor diagram with a

change in the ambient temperature. The value of voltage/stress E for

. the transistor amplifiers is chosen from the condition

- I±0 I-I TUNI -1± U6.41. (3.27)-.

for the electron-tube ones -

I-UI-I +E-I--U&SI, (3-28)

where U. - initial voltage/stress on resistor/resistance of R in

the circuit of self-bias with absence of signal; Ues - initial bias

-: voltage.

For the transistor voltage amplifiers U.5 is chosen by the

usual method, on the basis of the specifications of transistor, given

%1
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in the manual.

• ,I.

For the vacuum-tube amplifiers the operating point is chosen not

on the middle of the linear part of the passage characteristic at the

point of the greatest slope/transconductance, as is done in usual UK,

but on the lower part of the linear section of characteristic. In

this case the control of the amplification of cascade/stage begins

with comparatively small input voltage and at the same.time is

preserved the sufficiently large amplification of low signals.

Page 186.

The automatic gain control in the diagram occurs as follows.

During the amplification of low signals (for transistor amplifiers

Ut lu my) the amplifier works in the linear conditions, since the

nonlinearity of characteristic of UP is not manifested and the

constant component of cathode (emitter) current is not changed. With

an increase in the amplitude of input signal the nonlinearity of

characteristic of UP is manifested and the constant component of

cathode 4.. (emitter l,,). current increases. Direct/constant

- "

~~** .* '** V - -4. -. -". . .

. . . . . . . . . . . .
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voltage U on resistor/resistance of R and bias voltage in the

vacuum-tube amplifier (Fig. 48) increases, and, on the contrary, is

reduced bias voltage in the transistor amplifier, operating point A

: is displaced to the left, average/mean mutual conductance and

transmission factor of cascade/stage are reduced. With a considerable

increase in amplitude U. of input signal the cascade/stage passes

into the operating mode with the cutoff of cathode (emitter) current.

During the amplification of radio pulses on resistor/resistance

of R is developed a voltage of the detected video pulse (pulse

envelope), which is the voltage/stress of ARU. The speed of gain

control depends on values of R and C. It is obvious that for the

realization of ARU in the pulse amplifier the time of the charge of

capacity/capacitance C must be considerably less than the duration of

pulse .

The effect of the control of amplification is determined by

value R, slope/transconductance and curvature of passage

characteristic of UP. Initial slope/transconductance, in turn,

I.'. depends on value U .x. The greater the resistor/resistance, the

greater the effect of control.

Thus, in tne diagram in question are combined the functions of

the amplification of the high-frequency oscillations and detection.

L . .
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Because of this there is no need for applying special detector and dc

* amplifier in the circuit of gain control. In the diagram is realized

local ARU, whose operating speed in UK, made on the tube or the

*. high-frequency transistor, can be obtained sufficiently high.

Analysis of the work of amplifier. --

* As a result of analysis it is necessary to define ha'J the

transmission factor of cascade/stage with a change of the input

* signal in SIIDD is changed, i.e., what form of the amplitude

characteristic of cascade/stage depending on the initial position of

operating point (from the value of voltage/stress U.. and value of

resistor/resistance R. For this it is necessary to define how the

constant component of cathode (emitter) current and the fundamental

harmonic of anode (collector) current in the dependence on the

amplitude of input signal is changed.

Page 187.

Let us analyze for two most widely used approximations of

passage characteristic of UP: quadratic (for the amplifier on the

tube with the common cathode) and exponential (for the transistorized

amplifier with the general/common/total emitter). In this case we

will consider that UP are inertia-free. Subsequently let us take into
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account their inertness during the analysis of transistor amplifier.

Quadratic approximation of passage characteristic of UP. As

- shown in works (8, 11, 12], by the polynomial of the second power in

the defined section it is possible to approximate the characteristic

of both the tube and the transistor. For the tube -his approximation

is suitable in the larger measure. Therefore let us analyze in

connection with amplifier on the tube, connected with the common

* cathode.

However, the obtained conclusions/outputs will be accurate both

for the transistorized amplifier of type n-p-n and also for the

- transistorized amplifier of type p-n-p only taking into account the

signs of voltages/stresses in accordance with formula (3-27).

Total voltage/stress, which functions at the input of

cascade/stage (Fig. 54a),

*, - u. It) + E- U. (3-29)

With input signal U..()-U, for the cathode current

+ ICL + 2a. (E- U)I U"cos wt + 0,5aUt cos 2wi. (3-30)

Constant component (more accurately, slowly changing) 4.,. the
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amplitude of the first 4, and the second 1.3 of the harmonics of

the cathode current

I,.ui%+ ,(E- U) + (E -U) + 0,5%u"; (3-31)
. - a, + 2% (E - U)I U.; (3-32)

1.2 0.5%, (3-33)

The first and second harmonics without difficulty pass through

capacity/capacitance C, without creating on it noticeable

' voltages/stresses. The constant component, passing through nucleus

CR, creates on it the voltage/stress, which increases in the value in

proportion to the charge of capacity/capacitance C. Charge rate C

determines operating speed of ARU.

Conservative value of voltage/stress U

Page 188.

Expressions (3-31) and (3-32) are transcendental and cannot be

solved analytically relatively I.. and rat. For determination l,,

at the given value of the amplitude of input voltage U, let us

compose the equation of Kirchhoff for the cathode circuit (Fig. 54a)

and will solve him relative to conservative value of voltage/stress

-. .:.I.> *
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U:

In. aQ M In (M + a. (9), (3-35)

where It)-slowly changing current through resistor/resistance of

* R; Ic(l) -slowly changing current through capacity/capacitance C.

Since

- R I(t) C Lj

* taking into account expressions (3-31) and (3-35), we obtain

After introducing designation E inU.,. and taking into

account that
du

finally we obtain

dt R

-: In steady-state mode/conditions z=zy and zo* Therefore
de

Whence

~-(~ +~+ +j(a 1 + 4

(3-37)
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Xn the absence of the voltage of signal UO,. and Zi-Z,

U0. 3  ,_ _-_ _-

V. zu T Ri (3-38)

* Thus, voltage/stress U., in the control varies from U.. to

Ur After substituting expression (3-37) in (3-32), we will obtain

formula for calculating the value of the fundamental harmonic of

cathode current with the given amplitude of the input signal

I - UM-- + y + - (3,-9)

Page 189.

It is necessary to note that from formula (3-39) it is possible

to calculate amplifiers for comparatively low input signals

(U, 1 U,-U.. .9~-#- for the vacuum-tube amplifier;

U,,, <L[,.x-0o=0..2* - for the transistor). With high levels of the

signal, when UP works with the current cutoff, it is expedient to

approximate passage characteristic by the broken straight line (Fig.

48) with p-l. I

Let us find the connection/communication between current 1g..

and angle of cutoff 9, for which let us register the equation of the

cathode characteristic:

t.- S, (U0+ U.) 8, (U. + E- ..,R + U, cos t), (340)

i _ , .. . . . . . . . . ... . .
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where Swfttga slope/transconductance of cathode characteristic.

The dc current component I.a during the resolution of current

* in Fourier series

S S[8(U0+Ef)+U,UdlI
a+S 3 AI .(3-41)

* After taking in formula (3-40) wt=0, we will obtain
U6 + ff + UM aoe

U +5U,~csO(3-42)

During the joint solution of equations (3-41) and (3-42)

U WUo + ) (3-43)
U3-ano - 1, + sum)4aO"

For the transistor of type p-n-p (according to Fig. 48b)

S, i-o + el); (3-4)
- (3-45)

UM. -M ,, (u+- u) (3-46)

i.4

Dependences 1,., - I(Um.,)and 1,1 /(Ums) for the tube on the high

signal level are calculated in the following order. First by formula

(3-43) is found dependence Uf-/(e)' being assigned by values 0, and

then according to formula (3-41) or (3-42) for given values U, and

9 is calculated conductivity I.. ().
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Page 190.

After this from tabular values of the coefficients of expansion a.(8)

by constant component and a,(6) of the fundamental harmonic of anode

current are calculated dependencela, -/(U.), and then amplitude

characteristic of cascade/stage according to the formula

Usu= aRot (3-47)

where i=IK,-Ioa(, 7 5-.OB)I, - amplitude of the fundamental harmonic

- of anode current; Ro - the total resistance of load.

, For the transistors the calculation is carried out analogously.

During the calculation of AKh of the cascade/stage, loaded to

the analogous adjustable cascade/stage, one should remember that its

load is shunted by the input resistance of the following

cascade/stage, which is changed with an increase in the signal.

Calculated curves of the dependence of the bias voltage and

fundamental harmonic of anode current for the tube 6Zh3P at two

values of initial bias voltage U,., and different values of

resistor/resistance of R are depicted in Fig. 55. The same figure

shows the experimental points, which coincide sufficiently well with

the calculated ones.

* . ... ..... . . .
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Being congruent/equating Fig. 55b with Fig. 13, we see that

curves Iaal(U,,)by nature coincide sufficiently well with the curves
S

z=f(x) for the logarithmic amplifier. Therefore it is possible to

carry out a successive work of cascades/stages and to obtain precise

*_ LAKh of multistage amplifier in ShDD.

-......................................
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• Fig. 55. The curves of the change: a) bias voltage; b) the

fundamental harmonic of the anode current of tube 6Zh3P in the

dependence on. the amplitude of input voltage (us =220 c; U9 =150 c).

Key: (1). kiloohm.

Page 191.

Being assigned a different value of the resistors/resistances of

plate load, from curves 1,j=./(U.,) several sets of amplitude

characteristics of cascade/stage calculate, choosing that

characteristic, which satisfies the successive work of

cascades/stages. However, it is necessary to note that with the large

input signals the characteristic of cascade/stage sharply is bent due

to by-passing of the following cascade/stage, in consequence of which

the extent of the quasi-linear section of characteristic is limited.

..................................
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- Therefore it is not possible to carry out a successive work of more

* than three (maximum of four) cascades/stages and to obtain precise

;! LAKh in the range of more than 50-60 dB. The schematic of logarithmic

amplifier is given in Fig. 56. Parameters of amplifier at the work in

the linear conditions: f0=30 MHz; K,=10; 11=1.2 MHz with the work in

the logarithmic mode/conditions: D=60 dB; the slope/transconductance

of LAKh a=0.3 V/dB; accuracy of LAKh SU3%.

* -." .. . . . *
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e Celpe L, L -6hP ~ ~ 4  5 - ioh;R-0k om

R 2 -150.. ohm. .; 1-3 , ..3 o .m , -C, C1  - 0 pF C-. C- - 180. pF; , .

C 3 , C, C~,C 4  .. - 320 pF

Co• H

The. 56 advstgsich schematic of logarithmic amplifier with Uo us

1)The hivntgestbly of the rameter olofihi amplifier wihi

ensured by a deep negative feedback (OOS) in the direct current and

by the absence of nonlinear semiconductors;
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2) the short time of gain control, which does not exceed the

tenths of microsecond;

3) the small overall sizes of amplifier, equal to the overall

sizes of usual selective amplifier.

,4.

With an increase of resistor/resistance of R in the cathode

circuit the bend of amplitude characteristic increases, in this case

the action of the destabilizing factors sharply descends. With the

scatter of the parameters of tubes to 30% factor of amplification of

cascade/stage in the linear conditions remain in effect constant, and

the form of amplitude characteristic is changed insignificantly.

Because of this it is possible to fulfill multistage

amplifier-limiter with the sufficiently rigid and stable limitation

*' in ShDD under the influence of different destabilizing factors

(change in the anode voltage, filament voltage, temperature, etc.).

In particular, the logarithmic'amplifier with the addition of the

detected voltages/stresses, whose schematic diagram is given in Fig.

74, on the output of detector is amplifier-limiter.

Approximation of the passage characteristic of amplifier

instrument by exponential curve. Since exponent to the greatest
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extent answers the passage characteristic of the transistors, let us

* consider diagram of ARU in the transistorized amplifier, connected on

the common-emitter connection, The controlling resistor/resistance R

* is connected with the emitter circuit.

Then for the emitter characteristic

, Asey(Z-U0eliu cam ot. (3-48).

Constant component and fundamental harmonic of emitter current

according to expressions (2-76) and (2-77)

I.-Aeluo 61. (TU,,J; (3-49)
1.1 ,,4 u** of, (TU.), (3-50)

where I.(TU.).j,(jru.) and i,(yU,)=-JL(J11) -moduli/modules of complex

variable functions.

Since

U (3-51)

and

Us. a9- U,(3-52)

it is possible to register

U -AR9-iuj,(TU, (3-53)
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Expression (3-52) is transcendental. Approximate analytical

solutions, and also methodology of the graphical solution of this

- equation are given in work [8]. Approximate solutions relative to

voltage/stress have the following expressions:

--It,- .T'+2.2-k + V1l,1r -B+ 2,2-kJ'+4,4--f +1nk+2-Ur',!
(14)

where

k - In A.Rfo (TU,,); ]
U yZ + 0,68 + In4saRo (TUrn) ,1. ~T T -'" ~ (3 ,55)

For E>U,., which very frequently is performed, equation (3-52)

relatively U. - to solve is comparatively simple. After taking in

expression (3-52) Rj>iu,,.I, it is disregarded by value U..6 in

comparison with E we take the logarithm of. As a result

Us. 6 In ~ (3-M0)d1

or

u- -- in (3-57)

As a result' of the calculations conducted it is

9
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established/installed, that the relative disagreement in the

"-. solutions of equation (3-52) in calculator and for approximation

formula (3-54) does not exceed 1%, and during the calculation .

:. according to approximate formula (3-57) this disagreement does not

' exceed 5%. Therefore for the estimate calculations it is possible to

apply formula (3-57).

After the calculation of dependence Uu.--(Um) according to

formula (3-56) taking into account expressions (3-52) and (3-50) is

calculated the dependence of the amplitude of the fundamental

harmonic of collector current I/,=.(U.) on the amplitude of input

signal, and then from formula (3-47) the AKh of cascade/stage.

The given formulas can be used for calculating the amplitude

characteristic at the sufficiently low frequencies for this type of

transistorw <u,, when the inertness of the transistor can be

disregarded/neglected. Then the coincidence of experimental data with

the calculated is obtained very good [131.

However, at frequencies (a>wrp it is necessary to consider the

inertial properties of transistor.

Page 194.
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Let us consider one of the possible versions of the calculation

of AKh of cascade/stage taking into account the frequency dependence . --

of the conductivity of direct drive Y2,.

At the low frequency the conductivity of the direct drive of

transistor according to the collector characteristic

• a U, , a A was eTU. 0* (3-58)

For conductivity Y,, is known the following dependence on the

-2 frequency:

rp

where l + factor, which calculates the decrease of

-: conductivity Y,, on the basis of frequency; w - frequency of the

amplified oscillations; op- upper cut-off frequency for this

diagram.

For the operating frequency w expression (3-58) takes the form

am
l ux. -- mAqelu,. 0. (359)

If we disregard/neglect loading effect (cascade/stage is loaded

to a comparatively low input resistance of the following

"o
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~.: cascade/stage), then from formula (3-59)

- diL d Yl eh., (3-60)

" Since during the construction of logarithmic amplifiers it is

• important to know amplitude relationships/ratios, phase factor O,

it is possible not to consider. Certain error, which is obtained in

this case and caused by the dependence of phase on U..O, can be

reduced during the adjustment of amplifier. Analysis and calculations

with this assumption considerably are simplified. Expression (3-60)

can be now registered in the form

i~i - mAw--s"

where m - modulus/module of coefficient m(w), determined by

expression (2-95).

Page 195.

After the integration "

1.u mmAl a + C. (3-6t)

We find integration constant C, after taking the current of

collector/receptacle equal to I4.., with the voltage/stress between

the emitter and the base, equal to UG... Substituting the value of

C into expression (3-61), we obtain

1 . ~ ~ ~~~ -~ %,u- - ,I ,

%'h9.~~ ~ ** * ****..-.

I" ; ' " " -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. , . . . .• ' .- .•. .. ,-
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Since at the input of cascade/stage the oscillatory circuit is

connected, the voltage of signal is harmonic. In this case

U., U, + U-"cost.

* Taking into account the expansion of expression (2-74) we

* determine constant component and fundamental harmonic of the current

* of emitter (collector/receptacle):

N. 4. + A~rwuav" al$J (iC4.) - A.u. 0.; (3-62)
*K 2Aw35 -I W4J9J*4-' ( ) (3-63)

* Direct/constant voltage between the base and the emitter

where U.,,-incremental stress U.,.ca, caused by current 10.0.

As we see, expressions for I., and 4aVxa can be registered

so:

., - 2m~jL .Vu, G.I (yU. (3--5)

After simple conversions from expression (3-64) we obtain

+ &US. .., a JUL

" . . . .'.
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From expressions (3-64), (3-65), (3-66) it is possible to

comparatively easily calculate the amplitude characteristic of

cascade/stage. For this should be assigned different values AUd.a.-

* at the given values of resistor/resistance of R and current of

emitter I.. determined values 1, ('U,), and then on tables I*(TV.)

* and 11(TU-) determined values z--U,, U. and 1,(IU.). After

substituting obtained values I1 (7T.) into expression (3-66), let us

find the amplitude of the fundamental harmonic of collector current,

*, and from it and the resistance/resistor of load - amplitude of output

voltage/stress.
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During comparatively high resistors/resistances of R, when

inequality . is fulfilled i.e. When the voltage of the

source of the bias/displacement is of much more than initial

bias/displacement on the base transistor, calculations considerably

are simplified. Expression (3-66) takes the form

10 (TUM) ,u".,.

After its substitution into expression (3-65) we obtain

IK n2l.I I (1U,, (3-67)

7-I

' I
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For the output voltage/stress of the cascade/stage

UmGMj (3-68)

where g. - general/common/total load admittance at the resonance

frequency.

With the work of cascade/stage in the linear conditions argument

7U, of the Bessel functions is small.--n this case it is possible to

register:

I, (7U.) 0T9 ;
l(7U.) .

Then the transmission factor of cascade/stage in the linear

conditions,

K, -- /;'--o " j" (3-69)
To- - o

Amplitude is the characteristic of cascade/stage with the work

in the nonlinear mode/conditions

U.- 2 lo(u*,) (3-70)

,s!- . . ..-
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It is very simple to calculate the amplitude characteristic of

cascade/stage from formula (3-70). For this it is necessary to know

the transmission factor of cascade/stage with the work in the linear

conditions, coefficient ' and to have appropriate tables l(IrUM) and
lo1 (7Um).

Characteristics I.&-I(U.) for the different values of

resistor/resistance of R are depicted in Fig. 57. During the

calculation it is accepted 7-15. From expression (3-70) and Fig. 57 -A

it is evident that during the high resistors/resistances of R, when

inequality U&.&*<mKh... is fulfilled amplitude characteristic

virtually does not depend on value R and has form requiring, for

obtaining LAKh by the method of adding, the voltages/stresses from

the outputs of amplifier stages.

Page 197.

D'uring completely specific resistor/resistance of R it is

possible to obtain the virtually linear characteristic of

cascade/stage in the considerable dynamic range. This fact can be-

used for the linearization of the passage characteristic of

transistor in obtaining FAKh with the help of the nonlinear

elements/cells, included in the load circuit or OOS.
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At the high values of argument TUm functions Io(TU.) and

I1,U.) become approximately/exemplarily equal and, according to ..-

expression (3-67), the amplitude of the fundamental harmonic of

collector current becomes constant (broken line in Fig. 58a). Thus,

constancy I,,, and, consequently, output voltage/stress, can be

observed even when Um.<U. and the limitation on the collector

circuit, which usually is observed upon reaching/achievement of

alternating voltage on the load of the supply voltage, did not

appear. However, as can be seen from experimental curves, the output

-' voltage/stress of cascade/stage grows with an increase in the input -

voltage. This is explained by the special feature/peculiarity of the

work of transistor on the high signal level, which consists in the

° fact that with the considerable voltages/stresses between the base

and the emitter transition the base - collector/receptacle in the

diagram with OE or transition emitter - collector/receptacle in the

diagram OB works as usual diode.

As a result it is obtained, that the amplitude characteristic on

its form does not satisfy the requirements both to the successive

work of nonlinear cascades/stages and to the method of adding the

output voltages/stresses.

... + .. ........ +...- .. .. , , . ,. . .
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2 ecMM

0 I ai 2 0.2 UAJ

Fig. 57. Curves of the dependence of the fundamental harmonic of the

current of collector/receptacle in the transistor amplifier with ARU

due to the nonlinearity of the characteristic of transistor.
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During precise calculations of AKh it is necessary to consider

the effect of the input resistance of the following cascade/stage,

whose value for resonance turn-on frequency of transistor on the

diagram with OB and with OE can be designed respectively from the

formulas no m ; (-71)"

Urnu
.R& 0 - -, (3-72)

0_I

where I, and ., - amplitude of the fundamental harmonic of

respectively emitter and base current.

"- - , . ' .~. ,-. ".,,..'. . - - : - . . . - A
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Currents I., and lot can be calculated from formula (3-67),

after replacing in the formula current T,.,., and coefficient y by

currents I,.u. or 1... and Ta. or To, where -, and To -

coefficients of the approximation of characteristicsl,= u,.o)and

It is possible to show that with an increase in input voltage

Um resistor/resistance RB3  grows also with the work of

cascade/stage in the mode/conditions with the small angle of cutoff

of collector current (0-90*) it becomes such large that it it is

possible not to consider in comparison with the resistor/resistance,

shunting the oscillatory circuit R, =1-2 kiloohm.

W.

* 4
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Fig. 58. Amplitude characteristics of cascade/stage with ARU due to

the nonlinearity of the characteristiC-of a transistor of the type

P411: a) at the different values of voltage on the

collector/receptacle of transistor and R,- 1 kiloohm. R.aikiloohm,

I,.,,.- =4 mA; b) at the different values of the resistor/resistance of

feedback and H, =4.3 kiloohm; calculated; experimental.
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For calculating of AKh the cascade/stage according to formula

(3-70) at the high values of the amplitude of input voltage U,->O,5e

in the dependence on the coefficient 7 are required the values of the

moduli/modules of functions 1.(z) and 11(z) for argument z- U,,>1. The

table of the moduli/modules of these functions with a change in the

J 1
......
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argument from 10 to 40 is given in the application/appendix of work

- [8]. From it it is possible to calculate AKh of cascade/stage to the

values of input voltage U =1-3 v in the dependence on the value of

coefficient 7-. This it is sufficient for the development/detection of

the character of amplitude characteristic. With further increase in

amplitude Um amplitude characteristic linearly grows, in

consequence of which there is no need for calculating it from formula

(3-70).

Logarithmic amplifier to are and by radio-output.

For obtaining precise LAKh of multistage amplifier with the

radio-output nonlinear cascades/stages must have the amplitude

characteristics, described by expressions in Tables 1 and 3,. The

*special feature/peculiarity of these characteristics is the presence

of quasi-linear section, i.e., a finite increment in the output

voltage/stress with the differential amplification factor, equal to

- coefficient am r.

AKh required for the successive work of cascade/stage with the

- quasi-linear section can be obtained in the cascade/stage with ARU,

. based on the nonlinearity of transistor, if we consecutively/serially

*[i with the adjustable resistor in the emitter circuit include/connect

the resistor/resistance of feedback small in the value.
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The schematic diagram of four-stage resonance logarithmic

..L.'

amplifier with the radio-output and its description are given in work

k'. .,, .-. -

For obtaining LAKh by the method of adding the voltages/stresses

from the outputs of amplifier stages in AKh of cascade/stage on the

high signal levels must be the horizontal section, whose extent mustj

be not less dynamic range d of the nonlinear (or logarithmic) section

* of characteristic.

The form of AKh of cascade/stage with further increase of signal

does not have vital importance and can be any, since the voltage on

the input of this cascade/stage ceases to grow due to the limitationI

in the previous cascade/stage.

iII

r.-.'t -' -'j

r., ". "'-*"
r:,.-- he chemticdiaram f fur-tageresnane loarihmi ..-.
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The simplest and most efficient method of obtaining the

horizontal section of characteristic is the inclusion into the

collector circuit of effective- resistance Ro, (Fig. 54d). During the

amplification of continuous oscillations as resistor/resisancj, )'

the resistor/resistance of filter R. can be used. With a sharp

increase of the constant component of collector current descends the

supply voltage on the collector/receptacle of transistor and,

consequently, also the level of limitation. Usually the value of

resistor/resistance Rw lies/rests within the limits of 300-500 ohms.

For the efficient action of resistor/resistance Ror during the

amplification of pulse signals the time constant-of chain/network

'or- RwCo,. must be considerably less than the duration of the pulse

of signal t.

With fulfilling of inequality t0,=-(2-.-3)tv due to chain/network

Co,RoR is regulated the amplification of cascade/stage on the

prolonged interference with unchanged amplification factor in the

pulse signal.

.'.? ,'.'..',','.''.'.'.'..'.- --'.- . -.' . ... "' . . ... - -*. . ' . . -.' - .. . -. . - - * . - . " .. . .. -
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: ARU ON PENTODE GRID.

The dependence of slope/transconductance on the value of

voltage/stress on the pentode S=f(U.) or heterodyne S=IAUr)

grids for many tubes can be approximated by one or two linear '

segments with different inclination/slope. During the supplying of

controlling voltage/stress Up on the pentode or heterodyne grid the

dependence of the transmission factor of cascade/stage also is linear

(straight line ac in Fig. 59) or piecewise-linear (segments ab and bc

in Fig. 59)

UU

(3-73)

where U. - cutoff voltage of tube on the pentode grid, with which

K-0; h - coefficient, which is determining the degree of the effect

of the controlling voltage/stress on one cascade/stage.

With strictly linear dependence S-1(Un) coefficient h-l. For

segment ab in Fig. 59 coefficient h, .< , for bc-=">t.
L9 ft L%

r - - ../; - . . . . . - . . . - , -- - . + . . - + . -':
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Fig. 59. Curves of dependence Kin/UP) during the adjustment on the

pentode or heterodyne grid of tube.
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The attempt to give the procedure of calculation of multistage

amplifier with the adjustment according to the pentode grid of tube

is done in work [40]. However, the methodology, given in this work,

is fairly complicat-ed and from it it is not possible to accurately

calculate the controlling characteristic. The attempt to give simpler

and more precise calculation procedure is done below.

Equalizing the right sides of expressions (2-173) and (3-73), we

obtain

whence

Up= UO(3-74)
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Expression -

A(3-74) itis usflfrcalculating sl-euainof

cascades/stages Up- J(z and x) multistage FU, made on the block

diagram (Fig. 45a) (ARU back or forvard).

During the simultaneous adjustment of all cascades/stages

n-cascade FU, made on block diagram (Fig. 45c and d), for

voltage/stress Up

(3-75)-

&OU4 Z

~..**. *. ~* - .- .. .p* ****.-**1*'*- .*..'.-*"-..~-*. . .-. .7
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Fig. 60. Schematic diagram of logarithmic amplifier with ARU on the i

., " pentode grids of tubes. -

i Page 202.

As a result of the conducted calculated and experimental

investigations it is established/installed, that the logarithmic

amplifier can be performed on any of three diagrams (Fig. 45a, c, d).

However, the diagram, given in Fig. 45d, for which relationship/ratio

(3-75) is correct is simplest and easily realizable. The curves,

calculated by formula (3-75), in their form are analogous to the

curves, given in Fig. 51. An example of the calculation of the

schematic of the resonance logarithmic amplifier of the pulse radio

signals and ARU according to the pentode network/grid, depicted Fig.

60, is given in Chapter 6. Amplifier has following data:

. . . . .., . S_ -, , . . ,: : .,. .: .. . ... : ... r........ . "S .'' .' i ' ' ''2"; ''. 2 .'. "
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,=10; I4 .4Mv; /30 , , DAX- 80 6;
* u..-5 o5 WkO au..3%; aa=15%.

Key: (1). MHz. (2). dB. (3). gV. (4). mV/dB.

COMBINED ARU.

Combined ARU by a change in the mode of operation of UP in the

direct current can be realized by the simultaneous adjustment:

1) with the help of cbntrolling voltage/stress Up.entering

control electrode of UP, together with ARU on the emitter circuit

(cathode) due to the nonlinearity 
of characteristic UP; 

4,1

2) with the help of u,,that enters the pentode grid of tube,

together with ARU through the screen grid due to the increase of the

current of the screen grid of tube;

3) through the pentode grid with the help of U, together with

ARU through the cathode circuit due to 
the nonlinearity of cathode -

characteristic;

4) through the pentode grid with the help of Up together with

ARU through the screen grid and the cathode circuit.

. *i1
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Let us consider briefly each of the versions.

1. Even if cascade/stage is circuit of self-bias or temperature

stabilization, then during the supplying of controlling voltage U on

control electrode of UP it is necessary to consider effect of these

circuits on effect of adjustment. With the linear passage -.

characteristic of UP these circuits reduce the effect of adjustment

and, on the contrary, with the nonlinear characteristic of UP on the

high signal level these circuits increase the effect of adjustment.

As .a result combined ARU of the 1st version is obtained.
J

The schematic diagram of transistor cascade/stage with the

simultaneous adjustment due to Up, developed by regulator (T2 ), and

resistors/resistances in the emitter circuit R, is given in Fig. 61.

Page 203.

For this diagram

U- U&, - E- U,

where

With the absence of the voltage of signal UpmO. Then

[' .. v . v - .- ,':,' .'.', ' .' ' .. . ". . . . -. .• - '. . . .---.- . . . . .
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In order to obtain completely specific AKh of cascade/stage, it

is necessary at this value of the amplitude of input signal U. the

initial bias voltage Ua.. to decrease by value Ui (Fig. 48b), whose

value can be designed on one of formulas (3-14), (3-15), (3-18),

(3-19), (3-24), (3-26). With decrease U&- operating point A on the

characteristic is displaced into point A, Due to this, on one hand,

are reduced the constant component of emitter current by value 4I J
:-, and voltage/stress U on resistor/resistance R, Operating point 2
* attempts to be moved into point A',. On the other hand, due to the

nonlinearity the characteristics increase the dc current component of

emitter by value Al:. and voltage/stress U. Operating point attempts

to be shifted into point A,. In steady state is performed the

following equality:

or

Whence value U which it must manufacture regulator,

up,- up + (A,'.a- &Is. ,,) R. (3-76)

-C ~ *~.* ~*< *,c*~- - - - - - - -.-
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Fig. 61. Schematic diagram of cascade/stage with the simultaneous

adjustment.
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Component/term/addend A1.. in expression (3-76) is caused by the

nonlinearity of characteristic of UP, also, on the high levels of the

signal, when Up=Ue.u can prove to be congruent with A;.. or even

,. more than it. In works [34, 35] during the calculation of systems ARU

operate with the differential slope/transconductance of passage

characteristic and component Al. they do not usually consider that,

naturally, on the high signal level it leads to the considerable

error in calculations.

Dependence U;=/(z) according to formula (3-76) should be

calculated in the following sequence. Dependence Up=I(z) without

. r , " .. " ... -: ,',.. . ..".• -. .". . . . ..". ..,. . . . . . . .. . .. d__ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ - - -- - - --."•
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taking into account the effect of controlling resistor/resistance R-,

First is calculated then for given values U they determine ,..-

according to the characteristic of UP and V:- employing procedure

and formulas, presented above.

The version of combined ARU examined it is expedient to apply in

the amplifiers from the gain control increased by depth with the

large signals, in particular, in the amplifier-limiters, in the

latter/last cascades/stages of the logarithmic amplifier, made on the

block diagram (Fig. 45d).

2. In this case

UP =UP + A1".W&a

Whence

U;=U - U~AUE (3-77)

where - coefficient, which is determining the efficiency
p.a

of adjustment according to the screen grid relative to the effect of
oA Aladjustment on the pentode grid; Sp. aRL and Sp a

average/mean slopes/transconductances of self-regtlation respectively

on the screen and pentode grids.

3 For this version
U; -, Up- (61' - Al:) Rh., (3-7/8)

where hu and Sp- slope/transconductance of

* .P. a
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self-regulation on the cathode or, which is the same, on control

electrode.

For the majority of tubes an increment in current Al.= 0, since

with a change in the voltage/stress on the pentode grid the cathode

current remains in effect constant.
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For the realization of the 3rd version during the amplification of

continuous oscillations is necessazy, that the resistor/resistance in

the circuit of screen grid would be absent, i.e., Ru,90; during

". the amplification of pulse radio signals necessary, that would be

. fulfilled the inequalities: CRwv>>R.CK; RmC.<<t..

4. This version is general/common/total. For it

U;U - £141 ,R.pup - (Al. - A4K) R"A" (3-79)

S3. Methods of increasing the stability of frequency and phase

responses of FU with ARU.

The fundamental reason for the distortion of the frequency and

:. phase responses of amplifier, during the gain control, especially and

transistor amplifiers, is a considerable change in active and
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reactive components of input and output conductances of UP with a

change in the position of operating point. This deficiency/lack to a

considerable extent can be reduced, applying:

1) the compensating nonlinear elements/cells in the emitter or

collector circuits of transistor;

2) the controlled attenuators in input or output circuit of the

adjustable cascade/stage and in the feedback loop;

3) diagram on composite/compound transistors; j
4) interstage coupling elements with the optimum parameters.

The first three methods of increasing the stability of the

characteristics of transistor amplifiers with ARU are quite fully

illuminated in the literature [8, 89, 90, 94, 1021.

APPLICATION OF COMPENSATING NONLINEAR ELEMENTS.

The essence of this method lies in the fact that for the

distortion elimination of the characteristics of the amplifier,

parameters of the adjustable transistor caused by change, into the

appropriate point of amplifier circuit (to the input or the output)
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is switched on the special element/cell, whose parameters into the

alignment procedure ari changed according to the law, opposite to the

law of a change in the parameters of transistor. As a result the

partial or complete compensations for changes in the parameters of

transistor and the exemplary/approximate constancy of the circuit

parameters at the point of the connection of the compensating

element/cell is observed.

Page 206.

For the transistor amplifiers by this compensating element/cell

can be any p-n junction, in particular, transistor or semiconductor

diode [8, 89, 90, 94, 96, 102], connected with input circuit of

cascade/stage during the adjustment a change in the current of

emitter or in parallel to load - during the adjustment by a change in

the voltage/stress on the collector/receptacle.

Several versions of the inclusion of the compensating

elements/cells into input circuit of the adjustable transistor are

given in work £8].

The parameters of the compensating elements/cells must be

selected so that the total input current of the adjustable

cascade/stage in the alignment procedure would remain constant, which
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* will stipulate the constancy of the input resistance of

cascade/stage.

S-

*The high stability of the frequency characteristic of multistage

* amplifier can be obtained only when elements/cells are selected from

the condition for the compensation for a change in active and

* reactive components of input and output conductances of transistors.

If the compensating nonlinear element/cell is connected with the

emitter circuit, the virtually constant input resistance of

cascade/stage can be obtained in the range of a change in the

amplification to 4d dB.

The stability of the frequency characteristic of multistage

amplifier is obtained above upon the start of transistors on the

diagram with OB. This is explained by the fact that output resistance

of transistor with the grounded emitter with one and the same change

in the current of emitter. Therefore a change in output conductance

more easily to compensate for in the schematic of grounded-base

transistor.

The results of the compensation for a change in the output

capacitance of the transistor, connected in diagram with Of and OE,

are good, it is possible to obtain, switching on the compensating

* * * . . . .. .* .. . . . . * .- ..- ,
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elements/cells in the circuit of collector/receptacle [8].

APPLICATION OF THE CONTROLLED ATTENUATORS.

With the aid of the electrical'ly controlled attenuators it is

possible to change the amplification of cascade/stage during the

. constant/invariable mode of operation of UP on the direct current.

"* Recently was published a considerable number of works and patents

[35, 70, 75, 78, 79, 80, 81, 84, 88, 103, 105, 106], dedicated to a

question of the use/application of the controlled attenuators for the

- realization of ARU in the transistor amplifiers.
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However, in these works the realization of deep ARU, which makes it

possible to obtain small changes in the output voltage/stress (in the

ideal case, constancy U.,,) in ShDD of a change in the input voltage

examines. The questions, connected with the realization of assigned

FAKh with the help of the controlled attenuators, until now, actually

are not examined.

The diagrams of the controlled attenuators are given in Fig. 62.

The controlled attenuators (UA) can be connected at the input

* ., ., . .
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either at the output of amplifier stage or in the feedback loop, it

is analogous with the starts of nonlinear elements/cells and

dividers. For increasing the efficiency of gain control consecutive .

* .UA it is necessary to switch on between the low-resistance ones by

the source of signal and by load (input of amplifier), shunting UA -

between the high-impedance ones by the source of signal and the load.

As can be seen from Fig. 62, the semiconductor diode, whose

volt-ampere characteristic is described by expression (2-65), is the

simplest controlled nonlinear element/cell.

If diagrams of UA are compared with the diagrams of the

nonlinear elements/cells, given in Fig. 31, then it is not difficult

to see that the shunting attenuators have 1st type volt-ampere

characteristics, and consecutive - the 2nd. The form of volt-ampere

characteristic of UA can be varied,, connecting in series or the in

parallel active linear resistors/resistances of different value or

applying different combinations of the inclusion/connection of diodes

and resistors/resistances.

With the help of the controlled nonlinear elements/cells it is

possible to carry out a deeper adjustment in comparison with

uncontrolled with the smaller amplitude distortions of signal.

. .. %. \,
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a, fis

Fig. 62. Diagrams of controlled attenuators: a) asymmetric

consecutive; b) asymmetric series-parallel; c) symmetrical shunting;

d) symmetrical consecutive.
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For obtaining the smallest distortions, in the first place, the

controlled attenuator must be performed with the volt-ampere

characteristic, which has a small curvature, in the second place,

during the use of consec.utive attenuators the adjustment in the

amplifier must be realized so that the controlled attenuator would

enter voltage/stress the signal of a comparatively small amplitude.

If the shunting attenuators are used, the second condition can be

excluded.

The transmission factors.of shunting Kaw and consecutive Ka..

'.

4~)
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attenuators without taking into account the action of compensating

voltages/stresses UK according to Fig. 63, in which equivalent

diagrams of UA.are given, are respectively equal to:

UW
Ka. M Z - (380)

1- (341)

1 1 . 1 1 1

where +=-+-, I;a+r, - resistor/resistance of nonlinear
element/cell; Ru- resistance/resistor of the load of attenuator.

Let us find the law of a change in control current Ip/(),

necessary for assigned type realization of FAKh with the help of

shunting and consecutive UA. Let us assume that the influencing the

nonlineai element/cell signals are sufficiently small. This will make

it possible to use the differential parameters of diode for the

analysis. ~

.-. 2;
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UgU

" Fig. 63. Equivalent diagrams of the controlled attenuators: a)

shunting; b) consecutive.

* Page 209.

.7

Shunt i4g UA.

If as the nonlinear element/cell semiconductor diode with the

characteristic, described by expression (2-65) is used, then for the

low currents, when inequality 6P<<Une, differential

resistor/resistance ra according to formula (2-66) are fulfilled

Since (Fig. 63) the equality

is fulfilled then

ra (3-83)

Substituting the value a into expression (3-80), we obtain
EL = -- a + l xa, (i + ,~l"(3-84)

J

,, ,.,, , *. .. , ., .. ... ., .- .. . , .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. ° . . . . . ..A.n.
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With the sufficiently high currents, when inequality

[~(.5-.. /)I1~ is fulfilled differential resistor/resistance re

according to (2-68)

P + r+(3-M5)

In this case

RR( +Vr+J Al F ) ,

Taking into account conditions (2-18), (3-84) and (3-86), we

obtain expression for control current I, respectively at the low and

high values
!~~j(S) 4-(As+ R+ )RA)

-F(S) 'ABU (3-87)
d-(S) d(R,,+R) (-

- i-(S) d Ar + B+r~

where

a -R It + XRz . u + Afj;
d1+ + R t+Vy P+;KJ

4.-initial current of adjustment.

Page 210.
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Let us determine the maximum depth of adjustment h, which can be

" carried out with the help of shunting UA. It is important to know

parameter h at the development of amplifier-limiters. Maximum

transmission factor UA

0 = R,+) R (3-89) .

since for the real diagrams inequality XR.4A<<I. is fulfilled.

Minimum transmission factor UA

Kx. u." Rr
r+R+A

Then the maximum depth of the adjustment

R. R(r +R) +Rr* K".= =la, +R(1+ auA)lI"

If condition R.-,.o(R.>R), is satisfied then

; " ~~R+r .:-R"-
- (3-90)

where r - volumetric strength of materials of semiconductor, the

- component of the unit of ohm.

Thus, for obtaining the high value of the coefficient of

adjustment it is necessary to in every possible way increase

resistor/resistance of R. However, with increase in R maximum

transmission factor of divider is reduced. And when R-R. according

.* *, .-" " " ". ". " "'. . . ." '" . . . . .. " - '- ' - . , . -'-' .--', * . . . . . . " *- ,"
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to (3-89)

• .'-:. ."o

For obtaining K,.m -i it is necessary that the condition

R. >R. Re>r.m= m . would be satisfied

* These conditions can be made, if at the output of attenuator is

. connected the electron-tube cascade/stage, which works without the

. grid currents (cathode follower is better), or the emitter follower.

At the sufficiently high frequencies for this type of transistor even

upon the inclusion/connection of the emitter follower the conditions

indicated cannot be made and R it is necessary to take finite

quantity, on the order of 10-20 kiloohm. With r=10 ohm we obtain

. "(1- 2 ) "i1 0 .

"A
Page 211.

For obtaining the high value hl,," it is necessary to compensate

for the residual voltage of signal Um which is isolated on fixed

resistcr of r. The value of compensating voltage/stress Un must be

equal to us. i.e.

up U 0 = U 1I.=. Una
-- .,+ li , '

The versions of the inclusion/connection of the source of

compensating voltage are shown on Fig. 63. During the supplying of j



L

compensating voltage/stress U, the voltage of adjustment Ip is equal

t o z e r o a n d v a l u e iu a .-

The schematic diagram of low-frequency aperiodic

amplifier-limiter with the controlled attenuator on the output and

the compensating voltage/stress, which is removed/taken from

resistor/resistance of R,, connected with the emitter circuit of

* amplifier, and is supplied to the nonlinear element/cell through

phase-shift circuit R,, C5 , R,, C6, it is depicted in Fig. 64. At

frequencies f=50 Hz -20 kHz the coefficient of adjustment is

-- obtained to (5-8).i0'.

lei,
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* Fg.64.Th schemaiiga fapiirlmtrwt h

conrle shnigatnaoCtteipt 1 -P2A 1 -D3B

coptonle thuseries connectioaoftnoninear: element/cell the 3

trnsmcuisio faco conecuiv 63ibaxmmwihte)hg.cret

of adjustment. According to expressions (3-84) and (3-85) the

transmission factor of attenuator with the high currents

KZg a +i~FF'(-1

respectively with low currents Ip

R'X (/ + A)
t. + T N' 19+ T' (3-92)
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Taking into account condition (2-18), we obtain the required law

* of a change in current 4p for the realization of FA~h

=~~P R~(z 'J(r + 'R ) (393

l~ b (I + Afl - A4

Z. (3-94)

where

Transmission factor is maximum when IP-0-0

Ka. aaw(3-95)

- since R' >r.

Transmission factor is minimal when 4p-.Pco

K.on--a R'A R'XA, (3-96)

since for the real diagrams is fulfilled inequality R'5A<<l. Maximum

* depth of the adjustment

kL14 TAXA (3-97)

* As can be seen from expression (3-9) o an nraei h

depth of adjustment it is necessary to apply diodes with small
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inverse currents (small parameter A) and to switch on UP to

• low-resistance load. If load UA is the input resistance of transistor

4.--108 ohm, then with A-(10--0-') a p

' 2,5 (10'-+- t0').

Thus, with the low-resistance load with the help of consecutive

UA it is possible to realize the very deep adjustment of transmission

factor. On the radio frequencies with an increase in the frequency

the depth of adjustment considerably descends due to the effect of

the transfer capacitance of nonlinear resistance and stray .

capacitances.

Page 213.

APPLICATION OF INTERSTAGE COUPLING ELEMENTS WITH THE OPTIMUM

PARAMETERS.

The instability of frequency and phase characteristics of

aperiodic and selective amplifiers over the dynamic range can be

considerably reduced, applying equivalent components of the

interstage connection/communication, which let us agree to call

optimum.

To such elements/cells can be attributed nonlinear dividers for

the aperiodic amplifiers and single oscillatory circuit and
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two-circuit band-pass filter with the optimum parameters for the

selective amplifiers.

From the enumerated elements/cells not examined is only the

single oscillatory circuit. Present paragraph is dedicated to the

analysis of single oscillatory circuit with the optimum parameters.

The equivalent diagram of parallel circuit is given in Fig. 65.

The general/common/total conductivity of duct/contour is

determined by the relationship/ratio

u''Rg,+ R- RmC + %SLIC - %

R"3 + OLD + * (3-98)

where g,-l/R.

The condition of parallel resonance it is

11.X. -0, (3-99)

or in accordance with expression (3-98)
:.i!R[ c +w2L' -L =-0.

/. . . . . . .. . . .
:

.".
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Fig. 65. The equivalent diagram of the parallel oscillatory circuit:

C and L - capacity/capacitance and the inductance of duct/contour; R.

- resistor/resistance of insertion losses and losses in the

,: capacity/capacitance; R, - resistor/resistance of losses in the

inductance.

Page 214.

Whence we find the resonance frequency of the system

-~V -eVi~ (3-100)

where 6-R/2L -decrement of circuit damping; d=l/Q=R,/p - circuit

damping; o--.

The conductance of the duct/contour
geA,, + A , +,R..-""

- A, + &M,"""

g-o

Substituting the value w-a, we obtain expression f-or the

conductance in the presence of the resonance

Ig0 (I - d) L' + g, + g

+ A.,
t+i~ -d)

, .-.. .. . . .-.,.. ,-, .. . -. ... . . .- .. , .. . , - . .. - - ,*. , , .: . ,:, : .. ,,, .,: ,-. , .. . . ..:
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Using equality (3-98), we find expression for the phase response

?=arctg arctg M, + (3-01) -

where n =c/cw; m=R I/p.

Relationship/ratio (3-101) is precise and determines phase

displacement at any frequency. It is obvious that at the resonance

frequency phase displacement is equal to zero, and on the band edges

of transmission - respectively ±i/4.

Actually/really, resonance frequency is determined by

relationship/ratio (1-100). Then

",d'+ -I-0 0.

We know that circuit susceptance at the edge of the

passband b-- g. Then
,.- --*t g±j b rc ±im±..•~1 arot areti( )= -

m4

Let us find the divergences of phase characteristic with a

change in the parameters of duct/contour. In this case we will

consider the fact, usually not specified and to literature and on

|? which, as a rule, they do not accentuate attention. With a change in

the argument to value Ax function f(x) at the assigned point x,

obtains the increment6
at (z,, AS) - / (Ze + AX) - / (z,), (3-102)

Page 215.
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Usually value Af is determined through total differential,

-- substituting infinitesimal increments df and dx by finite increments

Af(x) and Ax, i.e., they count

A/~ z,,Az)- I'(z)Az.(3-103)

Value Af1,( x,, Ax) at any value Ax is equal to true increment

Af(x,, Ax), if function f(x) is linear. Actually/really, f(x) =ax+b

and f(x.)=axb. Then

- (axe + b zz

On the other hand, f'(x.)=f'(x)-a and, therefore,

SBut if f(x) nonlinear function, then the values, determined from

expressions (3-102) and (3-103), in the general case are not equal.

The difference between them vanishes with Ax-O and in the general

case it is determined by the convexity (concavity) of function. If

curved convex, which corresponds to f" Wx>0, then the result,

determined from relationship/ratio (3-103), proves to be understated,

while if concavity is converted down, which corresponds to f" W<0,

then result is overstated. Difference in the results, i.e., the error

in relationship/ratio (3-103) is greater, the greater the value f"

(x.). moreover with the actually permissible changes in the

parameters 10-20* error sometimes can reach the significant

magnitude.. fTherefore let us consider error during the determination

of the value of a change in the phase response on the band edge of
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transmission.

Let f(x)- arctg x; x.-/4=0.8. Then

A/ (x*, ) - arctg (e t A) - arctg z. arctg + + Am

Ai (ZO, AX) P (4) AX=
Let Ax-0.1. Then

A/ (z.Az) -0,058; A/ zax) -0,06t.

Hence relative error Af, in comparison with Af' composes 6*.

Let Ax-0.4. Then Af(xo, Ax)=0.3; lf,(x,, Ax)=0.24% and a

relative error in the calculation it composes 20%.

Page 216.

Thus, with considerable relative changes in the argument an

error in the determination of divergence 0 with respect to

approximation formula (3-103) can reach the significant magnitude.

o In the transistor amplifiers, which have considerable changes in

their own parameters, the changes of the phase v, calculated by

formula (3-103), can be overstated. Therefore for the functional

* amplifiers, especially transistor, a change in the phase should be

determined from precise formula (3-102).

'

% .
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Let us find the dependences of change on a change in the

.~parameters of duct/contour. In the oscillatory system in question by
4fd

variable quantities can be C'A R,. Let C,-C..AC and R,=R,,+4R,. Then
-10

C

do d+ ad d4V1+ "; m + 6Amem(+ ')FT.

since M-R./p and oP

Hence precise formula for determining the change in the phase

response of system with a change in the parameters

-0+4+dam, t+J

-arctg '.4~-)(3-104)

Approximate relationship/ratio, obtained analogously with

expression (3-103) and making it possible to determine change o with

OS AC/C, SO0. 2
= .. A!L(3-105)

where

(d +is 1

...........................
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(Amft+ftA11) As + 18 1) + n'j (2d Ad + 2iq £10

nori(d: 0''I (2-q A-n + 2d Ad + n.Ad + An4)

(i'i + d: + 4nMa
t AC t &C• . - -- . ,- , Ad=- -- d,. ,

t AC, ~Am := -, _..

Page 217.

" After simple, but bulky conversions, we obtain

AC ______+ __- ___+-. ",+ + + ,(3-106)

Is analogous with change R, change r with 0<IAR,/R 2oLS0.2
2+s, :N, (3-107)

where

,,*.- ~~i (,' + 4" +,,,4 + Te +,-,,0
1t+ 4d: 7+ 4+uM

After conversions

,: R 1E ' + +d,,,)' +('4 + '-) (3-108

With the simultaneous change C and R, the value of change 0 is

equal to the sum of the changes, determined to relationships/ratios

(3-106) and (3-108), i.e.

& M Aloe + ?* (.- j".
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Let us find the condition of the stabilization of the phase

response of duct/contour with change in the capacity/capacitance. It

is obvious that the phase response is not changed, if

-. (3-110)

Taking into account that in this case the functions of

capacity/capacitance C are n, m and d, according to expressions

(3-101) and (3-110)
(mm')(d' + 1) ++q(2dd' + 2ir')1,+ d +dm) -

Page 218.

Since
I dc ad I18, =an I dm 9-dc T - ;d --- do ; jm' -T . Z,

after conversions we obtain
.s t- . (3-112)"" "

Substituting the value of m and d, expressed through p, we

obtain

al Pp R-"

or

RJR$ - p. (3-113)
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If one considers that p-l/wC., then the condition for a minimum

.' change in the phase with a change in capacity/capacitance C can be

* registered in the following form:

SBaC = -... (3-114)

Relationships/ratios (3-113) and (3-114) coincide with the

- conditions, obtained by S. A. Shkabara, on the basis of energy

relationships/ratios [72].

Condition (3-114) structurally/constructurally can be performed

* by two methods: connecting in series with the inductance of

duct/contour resistor/resistance R,, manufacturing self-inductor from

the wire with the high ohmic resistance.

41 The curves of a change in the energy factor of the usual and

stabilized duct/contour are given in Fig. 66. From the curves it is

evident that the effect of stabilization is considerable with a

change in the capacity/capacitance of duct/contour to 50*.

'

1" : - • "_ - , <" % -" ,- -, ,, ,, "w. , - -' ,, , ", . ." - - . , - . . - -. -. . - " .- " '- - .- - .. ". .. . .- . " .. •
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Fig. 66. The curves of a change in the energy factor of oscillatory

, , circuit with a change in the capacity/capacitance: 1 - R1 >p'/R2 ; 2 -

-I0

S R,=p3/R,; 3 - R1<p2/ R,.

............ ..

1 °

2+2

20ii

Fi . 6. Th cuve of a chnei h nryfatro siltr

cici wit a chng in the caaiycpctne 1 Rp/,
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Chapter 4.

* FUNCTIONAL AMPLIFIERS WITH THE ADDITION OF OUTPUT EFFECTS.

Si. Conditions of the construction of amplifier circuits.

Output effects independent of circuit solution and structure of

the reinforced signal must store/add up on the total load linearly,

otherwise the AKh of the amplifier will differ from functional.

Linear addition can be realized, if the source of output effect is

current generator with a high internal resistor/resistance of R,

(Fig. 67), signals in the form of video pulses synchronize and

polarity, and signals in the form of radio oscillations coincide in

the phase.

For satisfaction of the first condition must be performed the

inequality

R, > I0Ro, (4-1)

where R,.,- the total resistance of the load of current generators.

Z.
. *. .
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,-. Current generator in the diagram in Fig. 67 substitutes

amplifier stage for aperiodic FU or nonlinear amplifier nucleus,

which consists of amplifier stage and corrective element/cell
(detector, the untying cascade/stage) for the selective amplifiers,

and is considered the delay time of the pulse signal t. or the change

in the phase of radio signal Aw. For the coincidence of the fronts of

video pulses and obtaining of the identical phase of the radio

signals, which enter the total load, it is necessary to apply the

special time-delay or phase-correcting devices/equipment.

For consecutive type aperiodic and sufficiently ,arrow-band

selective pulse FU with the video output for the coincidence of the

fronts of video pulses it is possible to apply artificial delay

lines, which must satisfy the following requirements:

1. The delay time of the segment of line, connected between two

amplifier stages, in the first approximation, must equal the transit

time of the impulse/momentum/pulse through amplifier stage tg. for

the aperiodic amplifier

C.o; (4-2)

for the single-circuit selective amplifier

t - 2C oBa . (4-3 .-
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2. Delay lines must have sufficiently wide passband so that

video pulses would not be distorted. The wider the passband of line,

the lower the rise time and distortion of video pulse at the output

of line.

3. Delay lines must have high quality in order not to introduce

high attenuations.

During timing of delay according to formula (4-2) it is

necessary to remember that in the control of amplification the

passband of cascade/stage is changed, as a rule, is widened. When the

very high accuracy of the coincidence of the pulse edges, which are

folded on the total load, is required, in formula (4-2) it is

necessary to substitute the value the passband of cascade/stage,

which corresponds to the average/mean value of signal level at the

input of this cascade/stage . The best results are obtained, if the

value of passband is taken with the signal, which corresponds to the

middle of the functional section of AKh of cascade/stage.

Since FU is nonlinear, during the amplification of pulse signals

.[ during stricter calculations should be determined delay time on the

base of the transient processes, which take place in amplifier stage,
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on different input signal levels.

A detailed theory of artificial delay lines (filters) with

concentrated and distributed parameters, and also the procedure of

calculation of these lines are presented in works (46, 86]. In the

present work only some positions about the delay lines, necessary for

designing the amplifiers with FAKh, are examined. Delay lines with

concentrated constants can consist of T- and U-shaped

components/links of the type of the constant k or of the derived

components/links of the type m.

. . . . . ..-.
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* Fig. 67. Equivalent diagram of FUJ with the addition of output

o -effects.

* Page 221.

* In the equivalent diagram, depicted in Fig. 67, the delay line w-th

concentrated parameters, which consists of the U-shaped

Sg.components/links of the type k, is used. The delay time of a

component/link of the type k is determined from the formula

where L atseries inductance of component/link; C - shunt capacitance

* of component/link.

If delay line consists of n components/links, then the caused on

time base of the delay

Tj =n 3 . (4-5)

If between the amplifiers of cascade/stage it is connected on

one component/link, then must be performed the equality

,. .. ,

-where L - seies inductanc ofco .oen/ln. -. shn capaita .e
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Any section of delay line, which in the case of selective

amplifiers combines the detectors of adjacent cascades/stages, it is

the at the same time interstage filter, which does not pass

intermediate frequency. So that in the delay line reflections would

not appear, it must be loaded from the output and the input with the

effective resistance, equal to its characteristic (wave)

" resistor/resistance

Z z.. - p - , (4-7)

where w - angular frequency.

One should note that the delay time t, and line characteristic

depend on frequency. Therefore virtually it is not possible to match

line with the load in the wide passband of frequencies.

In work (44] it is shown that only for one section of the type k

are found the optimum values of load for the case, when load consists

of effective resistance of R, which do not depend on the frequency.

With attains the constancy only of one of the parameters of delay

line in the broadband. For example, in order to obtain active output

resistance of line for a T- component/link, one should choose R=0.75p

in order to obtain the minimum of reactive component of the input

resistance R=0.95p, and the constancy of -delay time - R=0.97p. For a

..................

* . *.- * . - . .
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P- component/link the values of these coefficients are respectively

* equal to: 1.5; 2.06; 1.65.

- Page 222.

As a result of a change in the characteristic impedance to match

delay line with the load is virtually possible only in the part of

the band of transparency. For the components/links of the type k the

"" characteristic impedance is approximately constant in the limits

approximately/exemplarily of half of the band of transparency.

Therefore during calculations of delay lines, which consist of the

components/links of the type of the constant k, even when stringent

• requirements on the accuracy of reproduction of

' impulses/momenta/pulses are not imposed, tentatively it is possible

i to count the passband of frequencies not more than half of the band

of transparency. The poor use of a band of transparency in the delay

lines, comprised of the components/links of the type of the constant

k, is essential deficiency/lack and limits their use/application.

The band of transparency considerably better is used, if derived

components/links of the type m are applied, in this case it is

* possible to widen the frequency band, in limits of which is realized

. the agreement with the load, and the frequency band, within limits of

which sufficiently accurately is retained the value of delay time; to

S"...2L.21.2. .'2.'2, ,%2.. . 2... ........ . . . . . . . . . .111.&'
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.m

increase the delay time, caused on separate component/link, without a

change in the pulse rise-time at the output.

, Delay time of a derived component/link of the type m [46]

M m VT (4-8)

Value m, at which the delay time remains constant in possible

* broadband, is equal to 1.23 (44]. To even more decrease the frequency

and phase distortions in the delay lines is possible, connecting in

parallel to the inductive elements of delay line special corrective

capacities/capacitances (46].

Very good data have delay lines with the distributed parameters,

made with the broad band transparency (with the maximum cut-off

frequency to 10-20 MHz) and with the high quality. It is most

expedient to apply such lines in UPCh, intended for amplifying the

narrow pulses with a duration of t.<0,5 us.

However, with an increase in the maximum boundary-like character

the frequencies of the delay line of the condition of the decoupling

between the cascades/stages deteriorate and amplifier is inclined to

the self-excitation.

Page 223.
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For the broadband selective amplifiers, when the inequality

- 0,5 (4-9)
-T

, is fulfilled and the delay time of cascade/stage very little, to

apply delay line as the untying element/cell there is no sense. In4.P

- this case should be applied the untying cascades/stages, which can be

connected in parallel and loaded to the general/common/total

. effective resistance (Fig. 16e) or connected parallel-series (Fig.

.* 16g). In this case the pulse edges on the time do not coincide. If

inequality ti..(<(t is fulfilled the addition of

'* impulses/momenta/pulses is realized sufficiently well.

If 'et both ends/leads of the delay line are connected the

* effective resistance, equal in magnitude to the line characteristic

of delay p=R (Fig. 67), the total resistance of load on the video

frequency for all current generators R._o-0,5p. Then according to

(4-1) at the given value of the internal resistor/resistance of

. current generator a, resistor/resistance p must be chosen from the

condition
'(4'0>

S2. Aperiodic functional video amplifiers.

In the aperiodic amplifiers of UP in essence they switch on by

circuits with the common cathode or the general/common/total emitter,

S '. .*
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which change the phase of the reinforced signal on 1800. Because of

this it is not possible to sum the pulse signals, taken directly with

the output of UK.

For adding the video pulses in consecutive type multistage FU it

is necessary at the outputs of odd (or even) amplifier stages to

include/connect the phase-inverting cascades/stages (FIK), which turn

the phase of signal on 1800. If FIK are connected at the outputs of

odd cascades/stages (element',/cells 1', 3', ... in Fig. 16c), then

for the decoupling of remaining cascades/stages and guarantee of

stable work of. amplifier at the-outputs of even UK it is necessary to

include/connect the cathode (KP) or emitter (EP) followers

(elements/cells 2', 4' ... in Fig. 16c).

As FIK can be used the cascade/stage, made on the diagram with

the common cathode or the general/common/total emitter. Amplitude

characteristic of FIK must be linear in ShDD. For this in FIK is

introduced deep negative feedback.

The schematic diagram of two cascades/stages aperiodic pulse of

FU on the tubes is shown in Fig. 68.

Page 224.
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At the output of the first cascade/stage, assembled on the tube L,,

is connected FIK, made on the tube L,; at the output of the second -:
5-"

cascade/stage (L.) it is connected the cathode follower, assembled on

the tube L,. As can be seen from diagram in Fig. 68, the

resistor/resistance of current generator on the circuit of FIK is R,,

- and on the circuit KP - sum of resistors/resistances R,+R,. According

to the condition

(4-1) R, >R P---

Then transmission factor on the circuit FIK

+ S

,3 , (4-1t)

where S.- the slope/transconductance of the cathode characteristic

of tube; R', - resistor/resistance of feedback in the cathode circuit

of tube L3 .

Transmission factor on the circuit KP when R.+a,>1.o

t + S. (A + A 211+ s.(R,+)j "(4-12)

Transmission factors k, and k; can be changed, changing the

" depth of negatively current feedback of signal with the help of the

slides/wipers, blocked by great capacities of C,. and C,. With a

change in the values of the resistors/resistances of feedback R', and

"° . - .' - ..
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R', in the signal current the values of resistors/resistances for the -

direct current in the cathodes of tubes L3 and L, remain

constant/invariable. This causes the constancy of the mode of

operation of tubes L, and L, on the direct current during the

adjustment of transmission factors k; and k;.

For obtaining the assigned form of FAKh the coeffcients of

* transmission k and k; in the multistage amplifier must be

calculated by the formulas, presented in SS of Chapter 1.

Advantages of diagram.

I * *~ °
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J.; .

Fig. 68. Schematic diagram of logarithmic video amplifier with the

addition qf output effects.

Page 225.

Possibility of realization of FAKh with b=var(j) and (t), i.e.,

any form.

Possibility of obtaining the sufficiently stable delay time

* total output pulse with the execution of amplifier with the diagram

(Fig. 16g) without the delay line. This is possible to achieve,

selecting the appropriate value of the time constant of loads of FIK

(elements/cells 1", 3", on Fig. 16g) and K?' (elements/cells 2",

= -, p~ ~ . ,
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4", ... in Fig. 16g).

However, diagram has the following deficiencies/lacks:

Diagram is fairly complicated.

On the high signal level appears the considerable parasitic

reverse/inverse overshoot, which toward the end of the dynamic range

of FAKh with b-var() of 60-70 dB can reach 50-80% of the value of

the signal pulse in the dependence on the selected modes/conditions

of tine tubes of amplifier stages. After the break-down of the signal

pulse the diagram for a prolonged time loses sensitivity.

This phenomenon is caused by the appearance of considerable grid

currents in the cascades/stages, on input of which the

impulses/momenta/pulses of positive polarity act.

Everything said relative to diagram on the tubes in the equal

measure relates also to the transistor circuit.

From the deficiencies/lacks indicated are to a considerable

extent free FU, in which UK are made on the cascode diagrams: the

general/common/total anode - common grid (OA-OS) or common -

collector/receptacle - general/common/total base (OK-OB). Such

.

~~.'--.....i"'".. .. "
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cascades/stages have high input resistance and is not changed the

phase of the reinforced signal.

The schematic diagram of the logarithmic amplifier, made on the

* cascode diagrams OA-OS, is given in Fig. 69. Let us consider the

- first cascade/stage, assembled on the tubes L, and L,.

For obtaining FAKh of multistage amplifier it is possible to

summarize the signals, taken with any of three points 1, 2 or 3.

However, it is most expedient to summarize the signals, taken from

*'" the anode of the first tube L, (pointF 1),. In this case the

virtually complete decoupling of the circuit of addition and ci-cuit

" of amplification without the further untying cascades/stages is

obtained. During the addition of the signals, taken from points 2 or

3, it is necessary to place the further untying cascades/stages,

which is economically disadvantageous.

From the diagram in Fig. 69 it is evident that the first part of

the cascode diagram, made on the tube L,, is phase-inverting

cascade/stage of FIK, and the second part on the tube L2 - by

- amplifier.

,, Page 226.

* -.- -- ,* . .. *. . . .
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*-., For simplification in the diagram the anodes of the tubes of

" phase-inverting cascades/stages (L,, L,, L,,) are connected

directly to the resistance/resistor of load R,, without the delay

'* line. It is natural that in the diagram in question also can be used

the delay line.

To the input of diagram it is necessary to supply the pulse

signal of negative polarity. Then on the total load the

impulses/momenta/pulses of positive polarity will store/add up. with

the increase of signal into the mode/conditions of limitation by the

first enters latter/last FIK (L,,), then next-to-last, etc.

Limitation in the phase-inverting cascades/stages is realized due to

the cutoff of anode current in the absence of grid currents. Let us

assume that with the closing of tube of FIK circuital current of the

anode will be changed to value Aj, =1,.,. Then the maximum output

voltage of signal taken from total load R,.,

U, z. iuac R u. Y Fa. (4i3)

where n - quantity of FIK that entered the cutoff conditions.

For the realization of the linear addition of voltages/stresses

on the total load must be performed the inequality

U.M Es - U,m.oo mEh- R, o l, 1(4-14)

where u.,,- minimum voltage on the anode of tube of FIK, at whom

the parameters of tube still virtually are not changed.

"o °-'.;'-i :--;.- 2 . " * ' ... ~ .*. -.. ...
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fi,O R41 Rfn C, ORS OR,, fin Ca2

RS17 C# Co

ULD:: . 2.Li

Fig. 69. Schematic diagram of the logarithmic video amplifier with

the addition of voltages/stresses on the cascode diagrams.

Key: (1). +200 V.

Page 227.

Cascode diagram can be assembled on the twin triode, included in

one tank/balloon, which reduces the overall sizes of amplifier (431.

However, the parameters of triode to a considerable extent are

changed with a change in the voltage on the anode of tube, in

consequence of which on the high signal levels the linearity of the

addition of signals is broken. On the reason indicated cascode

diagrams must be performed on the pentodes.

With identical tubes and satisfaction of condition R,>l/S it is

possible to consider that FIK on the cathode circuit is loaded to the
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input resistance of cascade/stage with the common grid, which is

: approximately/exemplarily equal to ,. Then the coefficient of

* transmission of FIK on the cathode circuit with the identical tubes --

" tentatively can be accepted

S.- -

Choosing the appropriate initial mode of operation of tubes on

the direct current, it is possible to carry out their work without

the grid currents in entire dynamic range of FAKh. It is necessary to

note that the appearance of grid currents in the second tube of

cascode diagram is not dangerous, since between the tubes there is a

conductiye coupling and isolating capacitor is absent.

On the diagram, analogous to Fig. 69, logarithmic transistorized

amplifier can be made. If amplifier is made on transistors of type

p-n-p, on the input of amplifier it is necessary to supply the

impulses/momenta/pulses of positive polarity, and vice versa, if

transistors of type n-p-n are used, to the input of amplifier should

be supplied the impulses/momenta/pulses of negative polarity.

In the amplifiers, made on the cascode diagrams, it is possible

to obtain LAKh of sufficiently high accuracy. This is explained by

the. fact that general/common/total AKh of amplifier is formed/shaped

due to the amplitude characteristics of phase-inverting

JL
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cascades/stages. The latter, in turn, are formed/shaped with the

*i lower section of passage characteristic of UP, which sufficiently

accurately (especially in the transistors) reproduces logarithmic law

with the closing of UP.

The five-stage amplifier, whose schematic is given in Fig. 69,

has the following daa: K.=9400; upper cut-off frequency with the work

- in li near condit ions Fm.- 1,3 MHz; DRAX 70 dB; U... 4 10-4 V

* U-4% converted slope/transconductance of LAKh a-0.4 V/dB.

Page 228.

Slope/transconductance of LAKh it is possible to vary in the wide

repartitions/conversions, changing the load on FIK.

In the amplifiers, made on the transistors, to one cascade/stage

* . the range of LAKh to 20 db can be obtained. Slope/transconductance of

LAKh is less than in the vacuum-tube amplifiers.

The absence of parasitic reverse/inverse overshoots and the

virtually instantaneous restoration/reduction of the sensitivity of

*; diagram after the break-down of large pulse signal is one of the

.. essential advantages of the logarithmic video amplifier, made on the

cascode diagrams.

- -. *. .. *.. . **
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The need of applying the increased feed on the circuits of the

collector/receptacle of phase-inverting cascades/stages is certain

structural/design deficiency/lack, which is inherent in all

transistor circuits with the addition of output voltages/stresses.

S3. Consecutive type functional selective amplifiers with the video

output.

In the selective amplifiers both on the tubes and on the

transistors it is easiest to obtain FAKh on the video voltage, after

forming the detected voltages/stresses on the total load.

Sufficiently many works are devoted to questions of the circuit

solution of the logarithmic amplifiers with the consecutive addition

of the detected voltages/stresses. The essence of the work of all

diagrams is identical (S5, Chapter 1). Circuit solutions are

characterized by a quantity of instruments, utilized for

amplification and detection of radio signals. To reinforce and to

detect the voltage/stress of high frequency can one or two separate

electronic devices. Depending on this of the schematic of functional

selective amplifiers with the video output it is possible to divide

into the diagrams: with-the separate detectors; with the cathode or

emitter detection; by anodic or collector detection; by grid or base
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. detection.

Functional amplifiers with the separate detectors.

The simplified diagram of FU with the separate detectors is

* given in Fig. 70. In the given diagram the voltage/stress of high

frequency is reinforced by cascades/stages Y, .. ,, y.-., Y,, to outputs

* of which they are connected detectors A[, )?no having particular

loads R. and general/common/total R...j-, on which they store/add up

the detected voltages/stresses.

Page 229.

Each UP works as amplifier or as the output stage. With the small

input voltage the cascades/stages have linear amplification, then

. with an increase in the voltage/stress amplification is reduced and

. finally cascade/stage is saturated. Since with the increase of signal

all cascades/stages, beginning, from the latter,

consecutively/serially are overloaded, it is very important that the

* behavior of cascade/stage in the handled state would be completely

specific. It is necessary also that output potential of cascade/stage

with saturation would be constant and it did not depend on the value

of signal.

o. .. . . .- . .
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During the development of diagram of FU with the separate

detectors it is necessary to know, what diagram of UK should be used;

it is necessary whether to apply in the diagram of ARU, based on the

nonlinearity of characteristic of UP; to what point of diagram of UK

,.° most expedient to connect detector.

In selective FU with the separate detectors it is possible to

apply all known circuit diagrams of UP, including cascode.

Considerations by choice of diagram in essence are the same as for

the linear amplifier.

Functional ampilifier can be made both from ARU, based on the

nonlinearity characteristic of UP and without it.

.........

- A- -
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Fig. 70. Simplified circuit of FU with the separate detectors.

Page 230.

In the absence of ARU in the diagram the series/row of undesirable

phenomena is observed. Under the influence of large signals amplifier

instruments enter into the mode/conditions of a deep saturation. If

as UP vacuum lamps are used, upon the saturation the following

processes are observed: considerable circuital current of control

*' electrode of tube appears, in consequence of which the input

resistance of cascade/stage descends and recovery time of the

.- sensitivity of amplifier after the break-down of signal increases;

the current of the screen grid of tube sharply grows, in consequence

of which is reduced voltage/stress on the screen grid and,

=. consequently, also is reduced the slope/transconductance of tube and

the output voltage/stress of cascade/stage.
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For the rapid restoration/reduction of the maximum sensitivity

of amplifier after the action of large signals it is necessary that

the handled cascades/stages would rapidly restore maximum

sensitivity. For this it is necessary to provide the number of the

measures, which ensure the virtually instantaneous discharge of

* transient capacity/capacitance after the break-down of large signal.

If amplifier stage is assembled on the diagram with the series feed,

it is necessary to apply the diagram of amplifier stage with parallel

feed and choke/throttle in the circuit of control electrode of tube.

In order to attain the constancy of the output voltage/stress of

cascade/stage in the saturation mode, it is necessary to ensure the

constancy of voltage/stress on the screen grid of the tube: a) by the

selection of the largest possible value of capacity/capacitance C."

of that shunting screen grid. During the amplification of pulse

signals the time constant of capacity/capacitance C. and .anode

resistance on the screen grid during the overloading must be large in

comparison with the repetition period of impulses/momenta/pulses. In

this case the voltage/stress on the screen grid remains in effect

constant. The limiting factor are the overall sizes of

capacitor/condenser; b) by application of voltage on the screen grid

of tube from the voltage divider. The values of the

[ • . ..
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resistors/resistances of divider are chosen by such that the current

of divider would be 10 times more than the current of screen grid. In

this case capacity/capacitance C. it is possible to take somewhat

smaller than in the first case; c) by application of voltage on the

* screen grid is direct from the anodic power supply through the

choke/throttle. In this case capacity/capacitance C, can be selected

smallest of all three cases examined. The constancy of voltage/stress

on the screen grid is ensured by the constancy of the voltage of

.' anodic power supply.

Vacuum-tube amplifier with ARU due to the nonlinearity of the

" characteristic of tube is to a considerable extent deprived of these

* deficiencies/lacks.

* Page 231.

If as UP transistors are used, then with the work of

cascade/stage in the saturation mode base current sharply increases,

: in consequence of which the transistor can fail; increases recovery

time of maximum sensitivity as a result of the fact that the

transition of transistor from the saturation mode into the normal

mode of work flows/occurs/lasts for a comparatively wide interval of

time; parasitic oscillation (98] passes transistor into the converted

mode/conditions and in the amplifier appears. The converted

. ...
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mode/conditions appears on the high level of the signal, when the

bias voltage of the transitions of transistor becomes opposite on the

sign relative to the bias voltage normal mode.

*. In the presence in diagram of reverse mode it is sufficient one

random impulse/momentum/pulse so that as a result of collision

v excitation of parasitic oscillations would arise. Physics of the

onset of parasitic oscillations in the high-frequency transistors

during the converted mode/conditions of transistor is described in

work [981.

Parasitic oscillation with the overloading of transistor can be

reduced, join up of collector/receptacle consecutively/serially with

the oscillatory circuit (between the collector/receptacle and the

duct/contour) active grid suppressor on the order of hundreds of

ohms; increasing direct/constant voltage of the feed of the circuit

of collector/receptacle and applying efficient diagram of ARU.

Consequently, in the amplifier it is expedient to apply ARU,

based on the nonlinearity of the characteristics of transistor,.

However, in the wideband amplifiers with fulfilling of inequality

1:,0,5 this ARU cannot be applied. In this case the operational

conditions of transistors must be chosen so that with the overloading

of transistors the latter would not go out of order due to the

..... ..
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S.

excessive increase of base current.

During the selection of the point of the connection of det-ictor

- it is necessary to proceed from, in the first place, the input

*i capacitance of diode in the smallest measure would affecting the

- resonance frequency of cascade/stage, which is especially important

.- in the wideband amplifiers with small capacities/capacitances in the

-" ducts/contours, and, in the second place, the signal, which enters

the detector, must be sufficient to large ones so that the detector

would work in the linear conditions. The conditions examined are

- contradictory, since, on the basis of the first condition, the

* detector must be connected partially to the load, and on the basis of

the second - completely. Concrete/specific/actual circuit solution

* depends on the type of detector and required slope/transconductance

* of FAKh of amplifier.

Page 232.

As the detectors the semiconductor diodes or transistors can be

*[ used. According to (4-1) the resistance/resistor of the load of

- detector R. (Fig. 70) is chosen from the condition

R-" > 10R.. 5p.

Transmission factor of the detected voltage/stress on the total

.. . .. ..... *... . .. mm. m.m . --. . . ." " ' "
". i.!
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load

(4-15)

N. Changing resistor/resistance R,. it is possible to obtain the

appropriate value of the coefficient of transmission k for each

cascade/stage.

The possible versions of the connection of capacity/capacitance

C.i blocking resistor/resistance R. in the high frequency, they are

" shown in Fig. 70.

The value of the time constant of detector ,-CR, in

narrow-band FU calculates as for the usual detectors, on the basis of

the compromise condition of obtaining the minimum pulse rise-time and

sufficient filtration of high frequency. For broadband FU without the

delay line the time constant z should be calculated from the

condition of obtaining the constancy of the delay time of total

output pulse.

The value of output voltage/stress, with which sets in the

saturation of UK, to a considerable extent depends on the input

resistance of the following cascade/stage. From this point of view

all cascades/stages, with exception of the latter, work in the

identical conditions. So that the level of the saturation of

* 2 .* -.-
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latter/last cascade/stage on the output voltage/stress would not be

higher than in the rest, its output sometimes it is expedient to

shunt by the further semiconductor diode, which limits the output

. voltage/stress (Fig. 70).

The diagram of logarithmic band of UPCh on the transistors,

given in Fig. 71, is an example of the practical realization of

- diagram with the separate detectors. In this diagram as the amplifier

nonlinear cascades/stages the cascades/stages with ARU, based on the

*" nonlinearity of the characteristics of transistors, are used.

Amplifier stages are assembled on the-common-base circuit on the

high-frequency transistors T,,-T,, of the type P417. Two-circuit

band-pass filters with the capacitive coupling are load. The first

duct/contour is parallel, is second - consecutive.

The second oscillatory circuit with the input of the following

' cascade/stage is connected autoinductive. For obtaining the wide

passband and guarantee of stability of the characteristics of

"- amplifier into the ducts/contours high attenuations are introduced,

and, into the collector ducts/contours - in parallel

(resistor/resistance R,,-R,,), and into the emitter ones -

consecutively/serially (resistor/resistance R,,-R,,).

Page 233.

4,
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The selected diagram of ducts/contours is simple by the

construction/design, is easily tuned and has good recurrence of the

parameters.

Chains/networks of ARU are connected in the emitter circuit

(resistor/resistance R,,-R,, and capacity/capacitance C3,-C 4 5 ).

The emitter circuits of UP are fed from the separate source.

Therefore the resistors/resistances of chains/networks of ARU R,,-R,,

it is possible to select sufficiently large and to obtain required

AKh of the cascades/stages (it is necessary to ensure inequality

I...R,)UL... sufficient temperature and temporary/time [48]

stability of the parameters of amplifier.

As the corrective elements/cells the separate transistor

detectors (on transistors T,-T, of the type P416) are used, which

have the following advantages over the diode ones: a comparatively

high resistor/resistance, larger transmission factor, and with the

help of them it is possible to carry out a good decoupling of UK in

the high frequency.

LL...
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Usually, in the narrow-band logarithmic amplifiers as the

summator delay lines with the lumped parameters are used. The diagram. -

in question is broadband (passband of one cascade/stage P-12 MHz) and

group signal delay in the cascades/stages it is possible to

disregard. Taking into account this fact, and also that that the

detectors ensure a good decoupling of cascades/stages in the high

frequency, from the diagram is excluded the delay line and as the C--.

adder is used the resistor/resistance R=,R", which is the total load

of all detectors. The considerable decrease of the distortions of the

form of the detected video pulse is the corollary of this.

The inputs of detectors are connected to the ducts/contours

autoinductive, in consequence of which they little affect the

resonance frequency of amplifier.

For the linear addition of the output voltages/stresses of

detectors must be performed the inequality

.R . 0 .x. >. . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- .-...
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For this with the collector circuits of detectors are connected " ,

• the resistance/resistors of loads R.(R 17-R,, which are selected from

the condition
R > 10Rt. (4-17)

Together with capacitors/condensers C,-C, they fulfill the

functions of the high-pass filters, which ensure the decoupling of

amplifier stages . With the emitter circuits of the transistors of

detection cascades/stages are connected control resistors R,(R2--i?,. ),

which juake it possible to change the transmission factors of

*. detectors J, and thereby to regulate accuracy and

slope/transconductance of LAKh.

The accuracy of LAKh of multistage amplifier it is possible to

obtain the higher, the less the scatter along the levels of

limitation in nonlinear cascades/stages umz.K (Fig. 17). Due to the

scatter of the parameters of transistors,.voltages/stresses Uuha. are

different in different nonlinear cascades/stages. For increasing the

accuracy of LAKh and the recurrence of the parameters of amplifier,

. it is desirable to make limitation level by the independent variable

from the parameters of transistors. For this purpose in the diagram

(Fig. 71) the mode/conditions of .the work of transistors is selected

so that the limitation in them begins somewhat earlier than in

*L  amplifier stages. In this case levels uumc.. are caused by limitation

in the detectors, they depend in essence on the selected
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.-:- modes/conditions of the work of transistors (supply voltage) and

.1'-. therefore they have a small scatter and it is sufficiently stable.

Page 235.

The semicascade amplifier has the following parameters: at the

work in linear conditions K,=3.5-104; P=4 MHz; f,=30 MHz; dynamic

*" range of LAKh without the detector, connected at the input of

amplifier, (T,) DJ1AXZ 82 dB; Um.'.M 2 •10-1 in; a-120 mv/dB; 6o-15%.

* Upon the start of null detector (TT) the range increases to Dod 90d6.

An amplitude characteristic (Fig. 107) and an example of

calculation are given in Chapter 6.

If in the diagram the diode detectors, which work without the

limitation, are used, in the UK it is necessary to ensure the

constancy of the output voltage/stress of amplifier stages, which

work in the mode/conditions of limitation. For obtaining by precise

LAKh it is necessary that the extent of the horizontal section AKh of

cascade/stage would be not less than the working dynamic range d. It

is possible not to be interested in the form of the amplitude

characteristic of cascade/stage with further increase of signal,

since the voltage on the input will cease to grow due to the

limitation in the previous cascade/stage.
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The simplest and efficient method of obtaining the horizontal

section is the inclusion into the collector circuit of effective

resistance Ro, (Fig. 54d). In this case with a sharp increase of

collector current descends the supply voltage on the

collector/receptacle of transistor and, consequently, also the level

* of limitation. Usually the value of resistor/resistance R. lies/rests

within the limits of 300-500 ohms. The amplitude characteristics of

cascade/stage from ARU on transistor P417 for the different values of

resistor/resistance of R. and modes of feeding of transistor are

- given in Fig. 72.

During the amplification of radio pulses the

capacity/capacitance of capacitor/condenser Con blocking

resistor/resistance R., by high frequency, is chosen such value that

its resistor/resistance would be sufficient to small ones for the

reinforced frequencies, i.e., for variable component of collector

current, and it is sufficient to large ones for slowly changing

constant component of collector current.

*1

. ..

., . . -, . *
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Fig. 72. The amplitude characteristics of cascade/stage with the

limiting resistor/resistance: 1 - vm--G B. -2 - B.

Ro1ohm; 3 - 8,1--b B. P--3 ohm; 4 - ;~ B awo.'' ohm; 5-

Lj

-4 :B) 1 ohm; 6 B 0 ohm.

Key: (1). B (2). kilohm. (3). dB.

Page 236.

However, capacitance value Cop must be such that the inertness of

control on the voltage/stress on the collector/receptacle would be

sufficient small and control was realized according to the law of the

envelope of the radio pulse. Chain/network Ro,-Cov. can be used for

the suppression of prolonged interference.

The diverse variants of the schematics of logarithmic amplifiers

are given in.works 7, 8_.
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LOGARITHMIC SELECTIVE AMPLIFIERS WITH CATHODE AND EMITTER DETECTION.

Since the principle of construction of FU on the tubes and on

the transistors is identical, it is expedient diagrams with the

cathode (anodic) and emitter (collector) detection to consider

together. -

In the amplifier with the cathode detection the tubes of

amplifier are placed in the mode/conditions of amplification and

cathode detection, so that each of the cascades/stages, except

voltage amplification with the oscillations of intermediate frequency

and its supply to the following cascade/stage, detects the

voltage/stress of radio pulses and gives independent of other

cascades/stages the component of the output voltage/stress of video

pulse on the total load.

The simplified circuit of two cascades/stages on the pentodes

.2 with the cathode detection is shown in Fig. 73. Sufficiently high

resistor/resistance ft. in the cathode circuit of tube of UK is the

resistance/resistor of the load of cathode detector. The diagram of

cascade/stage with the cathode detection does not differ from diagram

with ARU in pulse envelope.

t.- ° .... , , .. , .. o . °° ,o.. . .... °.. . . . . . . . . . . ..• .
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The FAKh of multistage amplifier in this diagram is obtained

just as in the diagram with the separate detectors. From the cathode

resistor/resistance of each cascade/stage the detected

voltages/stresses of the video pulses of positive polarity are

removed/taken and they enter delay line, where they store/add up on

total load RLO p

Amplitude characteristic of UK on the radio-voltage is the same

as in the cascade/stage with ARU.

the simplest diagram with the cathode detection has the

essential deficiencies/lacks, basic of which are:

1) the penetration of the voltage of video pu'se because of this

with the saturation of one of the cascades/stages the bias voltage in

all amplifier stages automatically is changed.

Page 237.

Therefore it is difficult to fit the necessary modes of operation of

cascades/stages and to obtain LAKh of multistage amplifier in the

broad dynamic band;_
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2) the presence of connection/communication between the

cascades/stages on the video frequency, in consequence of which the

amplifier works unstably and is inclined to the self-excitation.

For eliminating these deficiencies/lacks between the cathode of

* each tube of amplifier stage and the delay line it is possible to

include/connect diode (Fig. 73), high resistor/resistance or

separating cascade/stage. Diode must be switched on so that its

. resistor/resistance would be small for the passage of the current of

*1 video pulse, taken from the cathode of this tube, and large for the

current of video pulse, which penetrates from other cascades/stages.

If for the decoupling of cascades/stages vacuum or semiconductor

diodes are used, then as a result of the low -values of

resistors/resistances p and resistors/resistances of diodes

resistors/resistances R, and cathode circuit of tubes are strongly

shunted; therefore the magnitude of the detected video voltage and

effect of control in the cascades/stages descends.

Resistors/resistances R, will not be shunted, if instead of the

-' diodes as the elements/cells of decoupling to use

resistors/resistances high in the value. In this case the

" voltage/stress of the video pulse, which enters the delay line,

strongly decreases, i.e., the transmission factor of cascade/stage on

.t * f *f% ot * ft f t - t - f f t f t f t fftf% "t ftt f t -- t .. f
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the video voltage considerably decreases. Of these deficiencies/lacks

is deprived the diagram, in which as the elements/cells of decoupling

are used corrective UK, with the help of which it is possible not

* only to completely untie the cathode circuits of cascades/stages in

* the high frequency, but also to correct the amplitude characteristic

of an n-cascade amplifier.

The schematic diagram of the eight-stage logarithmic amplifier

with the cathode detection and the corrective (untying)

cascades/stages (L,.-L,,) is given in Fig. 74.

9 t:

.................. .............
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Fig. 73. The simplified circuit of logarithmic amplifier with cathode

detection.

* Pages 238-239.

Amplifier has the following parameters: K,-105; f,=25 M4Hz; P=I MHz

* without the filter with the concentrated selection (FSS) and P-0.5

MHz with FSS; DnIAX IO dB; U... H-5- 10 V3 azO.,22 V/dB when ki1; 6a-10-15%;

8U-2-3%.

With the cathode circuits of amplifier stages are connected the

chains/networks of ARU (R4, R9, R19, ... , C1 3 , C2 2, C3 4 ... ) from

which positive video pulse is removed/taken.

So that the grid currents of the tubes of amplifier stages would

not affect the effect of adjustment and the form AKh of

cascade/stage, the compensating voltage/stress in the circuit of the.......... .hisn o. o R RRR,,.. ,,C ,C,..,fo
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grids of tubes is supplied from the source with the low internal

resistor/resistance (L,).

Amplifier has two outputs: linear with the limitation from the

output of detector (left half L,) and logarithmic from the delay

line. Voltages/stresses from two outputs are summarized with the I

summator (L,,), which has two outputs: total U.su and logarithmic

For obtaining-LAKh of high accuracy the transmission factors of

the corrective cascades/stages can be changed, changing the values of

negative feddback on alternating current of cathode. This is achieved Pz.

by a change in the resistors/resistances of feedback (not blocked

parts of potentiometers R,,, R,,, R,, and so forth). With the

displacement/movement of the wipers the depth of OOS on alternating

current is changed, mode/conditions on the direct current remains

constant.

So that the untying cascades/stages would work stably, with the

cathodes of tubes the resistors/resistances of feedback (R44 , R5.,

...) were connected. As the summator the delay line, connected with

the anode circuits of the corrective cascades/stages, is used.

7,.. .i< .- '- : ., i
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obtain high accuracy of LAKh in ShDD; diagram has the high stability

of the parameters (form of LAKh and amplification factor), caused by

deep OOS on the direct current in amplifier stages and by OOS on

alternating and direct current in the corrective cascades/stages, and

also a good recurrence of the parameters from one copy to the next,

in consequence of which it is possible to perform multichannel

receivers.

The amplitude characteristics of amplifier at the output of

detector (broken line) and delay line with different feeding

voltages/stresses on the screen grid are given in Fig. 75. From the

figure one can see that the mode/conditions of limitation at the

outpuc of detector and form of LAKh barely are broken with a change

in the feeding voltages/stresses within considerable limits. The

analogous stability of characteristics is observed with a change in

the voltage/stress in the filament circuit of tubes.

For the realization of the broadband logarithmic amplifier with

the cathode detection, intended for amplifying the narrow pulses

t<O,1 gs, it is necessary as the load of amplifier stages to use

two-circuit band-pass filters; resonance frequency to choose order 7

60-80 MHz; instead of the delay line to use the broadband

cascades/stag-es of the amplification of video pulses, which have

linear amplitude characteristic in the ShDD.

.... ... ' - - .: : ' '. ' . " " , " " " , . " • . -. -: : . - - ; • - - .-. ;.- - . . " ,. .
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"60 

* 5 . 77= -0

" " Fig. 75. Amplitude characteristics of amplifier (Fig. 74) with

different voltages/stresses on the screen grids of the tubes: -- on

• b'" the video voltage; ---- on the radio voltage; u.oo0. V; a,-, V;

* 5-m V; ,o .u-3 kilohm.

,:.'- Key: (1). V. (2). dB.

Page 241.

"l. As a rule, in these cascades/stages must be realized high-frequency

~correction and deep negative feedback.

-FAoh

Fi. . AThe circuit solutions of amplifiers with (by the method of

addition can be realized much. The FU on the transistors it is

"":. possible to perform by analogy with vacuum-tube amplifiers. With some

diagrams (with the grid, anodic and collector detection the

V; R..- io m

Ke : ( ) . ( ) B

Pae-41
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use/application of cascode diagrams) the reader can be introduced in

works [7, 8]. In particular, work [8] gives the schematic diagrams of

logarithmic transistorized amplifiers with the parameters:

"" seven-cascade transistorized amplifier P417 with the emitter

detection without the untying cascades/stages: K,.=3.5-l0*; P=3.4 MHz;

D-80 dB; U..-2,io-6 V; o-14 mV/dB; Sc=20%; f,-30 MHz;

five-stage amplifier with the untying cascades/stages: L

K.=3.1.101; P=4.1 MHz; f.-30 MHz; D-70 dB; a-70 mV/dB when k#-1;

SU-(2-3)%; So-15%.

S 4. Functional amplifiers on the parallel pairs.

The advantage of parallel pairs of FU is the fact that with

their aid it is possible to design amplifier with FAKh when

b-var(+) in the ShDD on the amplifier instruments, which have a

small dynamic range, in particular, on the transistors. Furthermore,

there can be created FU intended for amplifying of both the video

pulses and the radio pulses.

With the help of the parallel pairs the logarithmic amplifiers

with the radio-output can be successfully created. The principle of'

parallel pairs can be used for the construction of FU on transistors
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and on vacuum tubes.

APERIODIC LOGARITHMIC AMPLIFIERS OF VIDEO PULSES.

Parallel pair must consist of amplifier stage, which works of

the mode/conditions of a linear-nonlinear amplification and

limitation, and repeater, which works in the linear conditions.

Expressions for the amplitude characteristics of UK and the repeater

are given in Table 4.

Page 242.

It is most easy to obtain the required characteristic of

cascade/stage in the transistorized amplifier.

The mode/conditions of limitation in the transistor

cascade/stage can occur due to the saturation of transistor or due to

the cutoff. In both cases the value of the input and output voltages,

*. with which the limitation begins, depends on the selected operating

point and the value of load.

Let us consider saturation modes and cutoffs, which attack

respectively during the amplification of negative and positive pulses

in the transistor of type p-n-p.
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Deficiencies/lacks in the transistor in the saturation mode:

1) the low input resistance, which even more is reduced with an

increase in the signal;

2) the considerable expansion of the output pulse, whose value

* depends on the level of input pulse. This is explained by the fact

that the process of saturat-ion is accompanied by the delay of output

signal relative to input, which is connected with the resorption of

the surplus concentration of minority carriers in the base layer of

the saturated transistor:

3) considerable recovery time of the maximum sensitivity of

amplifier after the termination of the effect of strong signal;

4) a small dynamic range of AKh on the input voltage. For.

example, if we take operating point for the high-frequency transistor

when U&&n--0,22 V, then for the load resistance/resistors, used in

the video amplifiers, saturation sets in on input level on the order

of 70-100 mV.

If one considers that linear conditions of amplifier is finished -K
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with U....-10--45 mV, then for observing the equality Kos-ud, which

must be performed with the successive work of cascades/stages, the

coefficient of amplifier Ky must be order 6-7, which is clearly

insufficient.

Advantages of cutoff conditions in comparison with the

saturation mode:

1. Good coincidence of real AKh with that required, described by

the expressions, given in Table 4.

2. Short recovery time of maximum sensitivity of ampliiier after

* break-down of strong signal.

An increase in the input resistance of cascade/stage with an

* increase in the signal is a deficiency/lack in the cutoff conditions..

As we see, cutoff conditions, which should be applied in the

* logarithmic amplifiers, is best.

Page 243.

The level of limidtation (cutoff) can be varied, changing the

position of operating point and the value of the load

L.
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resistance/resistor.

It is necessary to note that the real amplitude characteristic

of the UK can coincide in form with the required characteristic only

with certain approximation/approach. Ideal coincidence of

characteristics cannot be obtained.

The schematic diagram of transistor logarithmic video amplifier on

the parallel pairs is given in Fig. 76. Amplifier stages are made on

transistors T,, ..., T,, repeaters - on transistors T2, ... , T,,. For

obtaining the considerable dynamic range of linear characteristic and

required transmission factors the repeaters on the collector circuit

are fed from the source -30 V and are made with

variable/alternating/variable current feedback of signal in the

emitter circuit (potentiometers R,, ..., R,,, depicted in Fig. 76).

For obtaining the precise• LAKh n-cascade amplifier it is

necessary to ensure the strictly successive work of identical --

nonlinear cascades/stages.

S. . . . . . . ,
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CC

Fig. 76. The schematic diagram of logarithmic video amplifier on the

parallel pairs: T,, T,, T,, P402; R,, R,, -30 kiloohm; R,, R5 r R 3 4 F

R 3 1 - 6.8 kiloohm; R3, R 3 1 -3.6 kiloohm; R,, R3 , 1.8 kiloohm; R,,

R 3 1 - 24 kiloohm; R,, R1,, 3.3 kiloohm; R,, R,, 5.1 kiloohm; R1,

R 41 - C3, CS, C7, CLO, Caj, C2 5f C26 20 AF.

Key: (1). V.

Page 244.

With the direct connection of nonlinear cascades/stages to satisfy

the condition for successive work is virtually impossible, since

amplifier stage, assembled on the diagram with OE, turns over the

phase of the reinforced signal by 180*.

-a~ ~ ~ - .0- -*.-
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If in the amplifier transistors of the type p-n-p are used only,

then for the realization in each cascade/stage of cutoff conditions

it is necessary that the input of each cascade/stage the pulse of

signal only of positive polarity would enter. For this it is

necessary in the multistage amplifier between the nonlinear

cascades/stages to switch on the phase-inverting cascade/stage with

the transmission factor, equal to one. This phase-inverting

cascade/stage in the diagram (Fig. 76) is assembled on transistor T3.

The phase-inverting cascade/stage must have linear characteristic in

the ShDD at the input signal with the transmission factor, close to

one. For fulfilling these requirements, in the cascade/stage the

adjustable deep negative feedback is used, and the circuit of

collector/receptacle is fed from the source with an increased

voltage/stress of 30 V.

The input resistance of UK with the increase of signal

increases; therefore for guaranteeing the strictly successive work of

the cascades/stages between the nonlinear cascades/stages, besides

the phase-inverting cascade/stage, it is necessary to switch on the

emitter follower with the large and the constant resistance. The

product of the transmission factors of the phase-inverting

cascade/stage and the emitter follower must be equal to one.

Three-stage amplifier has following data:

" . .
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K 8. 102; DAX 7 5 U.,a310- W(3 -4)-

Key: (1). dB. (2). V.

During the use in the amplifier of transistors of the type the

p-n-p and n-p-n phase-inverting cascades/stages they are not

necessary. The schematic diagram of the two-stage amplifier, in which

transistors of both types are used, is depicted in Fig. 77. In the

diagram between the nonlinear cascades/stages the emitter follower is

connected. The first cascade/stage is assembled on transistors T, and

T. type P402, the emitter follower and the second cascade/stage are

assembled on transistors T,, T, and Ttype P503A.

For expanding the dynamic range of the linear section of the

characteristics of repeaters, which form part of nonlinear

cascades/stages, the latter are fed from two series-connected power

supplies on 15 V.

As a result of the conducted experimental investigations it is

established that the LAKh of the amplifier of that assembled on the

diagram (Fig. 76) on the germanium transistors, is sufficiently

stable to temperature of 400C.

Page 245.

w. .. ' -° -* . . . . . . . . * . ... t .. . . . . . * ~ . **. . . . .* . . .
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If amplifier is assembled on the silicon transistors, the logarithmic

law of amplification is retained to temperature of 60-650C. The

accuracy of the LAKh is higher, the greater the number of nonlinear

cascades/stages in the amplifier.

In the amplifier it is possible to obtain a small parasitic

reverse/inverse overshoot, after including/connecting the

* phase-inverting cascades/stages and cutoft conditions on the

parasitic overshoot, what is the advantage of the amplifier examined

in comparison with others.

LOGARITHMIC AMPLIFIER WITH THE RADIO-OUTPUT.

The logarithmic amplifier on the pairs, intended for amplifying

the harmonic oscillations, to create considerably more difficult than

video amplifier. This is caused by the fact that the phase shifts in

amplifier stages and repeaters must be equal and since voltage , n the

input UK repeater is one and the same, at the end of the dynamic

range of LAKh this voltage/stress can exceed that permitted for the

transistor of amplifier stage.

. .. . . .. - - - - - - - - d d . .d, w D l,-,.-J -- - .-. '
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"" Fig. 77. Schematic diagram of the logarithmic video amplifier,

W assembled on the transistors of two types p-n-p and n-p-n.

.:, Key: (1). in.

..'"• Page 246.

~So that the transistor would not malfunction, it must be protected by

1.. the limiter. Limitation level it is necessary to choose somewhat

".-. higher than the level, on which in the UK the limitation begins.

,'- ,:Nonlinear amplifier stages must have amplitude characteristics

"'. the same as in the video amplifiers. Furthermore, to them are

# oM

r #

"'" " - / ,, , ' ', . . . - , " ' " i .l . - -, - ,. ,,.--.- -,. -' --.: --.-'-- . ....
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:: presented the further requirements: a small phase shift; the low

level of limitation.

The first requirement does not need special explanation, the

second - follows from the limitedness of the dynamic range of

repeater. Therefore, the lower the level of limitation Uor,. the less

the stringent requirements are imposed on repeater.

The protection of cascades/stages from the large

voltages/stresses can be made in the form of limiters of any type,

which allow/assume at their input of the voltage/stress of the order

of several volts (for example, consecutive type diode attenuators).'A

deficiency/lack in the diode limiters is the dependence of their

input resistance on signal level and, therefore, considerable effect

on the previous cascades/stages.

The limiter circuit, made in the form of the emitter follower

(T, in Fig. 78), is more acceptable, the transmission factor of which

with the large signals sharply is reduced, and transistor itself

works with the voltages/stresses permissible for it.

As the repeater it is possible to use cascades/stages with the

divider .at the input (Fig. 38a) or amplifiers with a deep negative

feedback (Fig. 38c). However, from the point of view of obtaining

large dynamic range at frequencies Io>I. the first diagram much better.

I~ ~ .I i. . . . . . . . . . . ...... 
' '

'd~ a''''. '.'u' ":u* uu-- *
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Fig. 78. The schematic diagram of the pair of the logarithmic--

amplifier of the harmonic oscillations: T1 , T2 , T, - P418Zh, T4 -

"" GT313; R1, R - 1.3 kilohm; R, R,2 - 680 ohms; R - 2.4 kilohm; R,,

"" R, - 2.7 kilohm; R, - 62 ohms; R10 - 82; R. - 820; R, - 82; C1,, C2,

C,, C,, C., C,, C~0 - 1 t pF; C, - 10 t pF; C, - 440 pF; C4,, 1 - 100 _

S pF.

Key: (1). V.

Page 247.

This is explained by the fact, in the first place, that at the high

.- frequencies due to 8. the complex connection/communication is

~created. It is possible to show that-with the identical transmission

-. factors Ko=-i the input resistance of diagram in Fig. 38a is more

• . than in the diagram in Fig. 38c.
.

JR

'°g,
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Furthermore, with the sinusoidal input voltage in the diagram on

Fig. 38c voltage/stress ULG is also sinusoidal, and in the diagram

in Fig. 38a when R>.,R. harmonic current la. Since dependence

1./(6) is virtually linear, and I=f(U,.s - is exponential, diagram

in Fig. 38c is linear to the large input voltage.

The considerable phase shift at the high frequencies, which

appears due to resistor/resistance R& is a deficiency/lack in the

diagram (Fig. 38a).This deficiency/lack can be reduced by the start

of capacitor/condenser .Co in parallelto resistor/resistance. In this

case from chain/network R.aC and R,,C,, it is possible to form the

frequency-independent divider.

The equivalent diagram of input circuit of transistor and

chain/network RaC, is represented in Fig. 79.

The transmission factor of the repeater

where IkAuls- 1  '. transmission factor of divider;

1um-- !f 1J~ *l10 - transmission factor of cascade/stage.

I~ual iimugia

, 'm '& , -. .- - . ,-.- -,.. -- - -
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The transmission factor of repeater Kn is equal to one with

satisfaction of the condition

- 1-* (4-18)

For the transmission factor kw of diagram in Fig. 79 it is

possible to register

(44i9)

where

_.

Y1 + C............

+ q,
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Fig. 79. Equivalent schematic of the frequency-independent voltage

divider.

Page 248.

We determine the modulus/module of transmission factor
k,,, V s, + bjb,) + (big,- , gIY7:

--k1+ a (4-201 -

from formula (4-19).

For determining the maximum value k.n, we differentiate

expression (4-20) on w and let us make result equal to zero. After

conversions we obtain

(,ICo- gicU (,,C, + g) 5,Co -0.

Since

(O.' + 8;) gCo 0,

that

Co - g(C,, 14-21)

or

,- C , (4-22)

) -

,-n. .-..,i:;'i.o.. - '.,2-... . . .--/ " ". . .- .. -.i-. ., .' 2-. i
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where

C3 Ca +Cu.

Into expression (4-21) the frequency does not enter. This means

that kAca (for the linear circuit) is maximum at all frequencies,

i.e., the divider is frequency-independent. Substituting expression

(4-21) in (4-20), we obtain

-- jg 1 b (4-23)

Solving together equations (4-21), (4-22) and (4-23), we obtain

:-CO. R - ao. k- (4-25)
t-a

where /a is determined from expression (4-18).

In usual amplifier stage on the transistor it is difficult to

obtain the linear section of amplitude characteristic higher than 1 V

(taking into account that the input resistance of the following

cascade/stage is its load). Thus, at the frequency of 30 MHz for the

transistor of the type P418Zh with 4.-10 mA and U.-10 into linear

- , ! section Usmm-0,8 in, which is completely insufficient.

Page 249.

For expanding the linear section it is possible to use the

°............
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. series connection of transistors (Fig. 41b) with the simultaneous

voltage doubling of feed. However, in this case with the large

amplitudes limitation on the current begins. Most acceptable is the

push-pull circuit, assembled on transistors T, of the type P418Zh

"' (n-p-n- conductivity) and T, type GT313B (p-n-p- conductivity).

The schematic diagram of the parallel pair, assembled on the

transistors of types P418Zh and GT313B, is depicted in Fig. 78.

Amplifier stage is assembled on transistor T. of the type P418Zh.

Selectivity in amplifier stage is realized by the frequency-dependent

feedback on the emitter circuit.

The amplifier, which consists of the pairs, whose diagram is

given in Fig. 78, and one amplifier stage on transistor P418Zh,

connected at the input of amplifier, has the following parameters:

K,-1,8"10'; P-10 MHz; f.=30 MHz; Dan-80db;U,.*-0-"VP a-22 mV/dB;

5a-15-20*.

. . . . . . .. . . "
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* Page 250.

Chapter 5.

TRANSIENT PROCESSES IN FUNCTIONAL AMPLIFIERS WITH THE NONLINEAR

ELEMENTS.

S1. methods of the study of transient processes in the functional

amplifiers.

Any functional amplifier (with exception of-linear) is

nonlinear, even if it consists of linear cascades/stages. Because of

this the transient processes, which take place in FU, have a number

* of special features/peculiarities. Such special

features/peculiarities include a change in the form of front (in the

region short times) and flat/plane part (in the region long times) of

transient response with the increase of input signal level. The

considerable distortions of the form of pulse signal with a change in

its level are the corollary of this.
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During the amplification of video pulses at the output of

amplifier with b-var (j) are formed the considerable parasitic

reverse/inverse overshoots, which impede the practical use of

- functional video amplifiers with the dynamic range of more than 60

. dB.

Furthermore, increases decay in the flat/plane apex/vertex of

video pulse at the end at the end of the range of FAKh with b-var

(t), in consequence of which real FAKh additionally differs from

precise.

With a change in the form of pulse edge and, consequently, also

the time lag of impulse/momentum/pulse at the output of amplifier

with an increase in the signal appears further of error in the

information, placed in the leading impulse front of a small level.

For a study of transient processes in functional amplifier stage

it is most expedient to use the method, which depends on the internal

essence of the diagram of cascade/stage and form of the influencing

effect (signal). In turn, the internal essence of diagram is

determined by type of UP (linear or nonlinear, inertia-free or

inertial) and by type of load, which is, as a rule, is inertial and

can be linear or nonlinear.

. . -..-.

- .. .
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Page 251.

Possible combinations ofUP and loads are shown in Fig. 80. Depending

on diagram, one or another the method of study is applied. Let us

consider the possible methods of the study of transient processes and

the aperiodic nonlinear cascades/stages, on which the jump of

direct/constant voltage or current acts.

SOLUTION OF PROBLEMS WITH THE HELP OF NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL
4

4' EQUATIONS.

The possibility of the solution of problm in general is the

advantage of the method of differential equations. If nonlinear

differential equation is obtained with the divided variables, then

problem is solved easily and rapidly. In the majority of the cases of

compound circuits the nonlinear differential equations are, fairly

complicated, to solve which difficult, since the regular methods of

solving the nonlinear differential equations in mathematics are not

worked out.

-I

)g
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47-0 -'1-,

Fig. 80. The possible-v-ersions of the combination of amplifier

instrument and load: (00 - linear and nonlinear inertia-free UP;

*" - linear and nonlinear inertial UP; H linear and

nonlinear inertial load; -element/cell, which considers

inertness of UP.

Page 252.

For the compound circuits nonlinear equations in the majority of the

cases are not reduced to the equations with the divided variables and

in a precise form are not integrated, in connection with which it is

necessary to apply the approximation methods of integration.

Transient processes are described by equations of the Bernoulli

type in the extremely limited number of diagrams, and the equation of

types Riccatis and Abel are expressed as quadratures in a few special.

cases.

<:-'-7
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- However, research of the transient processes in the region of

short and long times for the diagrams (Fig. 80) frequently is reduced

, to the research of transient processes in the simplest equivalent

nonlinear diagrams, given in Fig. 81. Under the influence at the the

input of the cascade/stage of the jump of direct/constant voltage or

.* current, the nonlinear differential equation, which describes

- transient processes in the diagrams (Fig. 81), it is possible to

register in the following form:

"-~~~ (A x + /1(t] N.,p (t), (5.1) .

- or
' W + f [Z (MI .1 M,

where X - unknown value (voltages/stresses or currents); W(d/dt) -

the tempozmry/time immittance, expression for which is defined by the

classification of the linear elements of network

(resistors/resistances, capacities/capacitances, inductance); N.-

amplitude of current or voltage of the equivalent generator, which"

substitutes UP; o(t) - function, which characterizes inertness UP.

For inertia-free linear and nonlinear UP function o(t)=l.

The integration of equation (5-1) in a precise form depends on

the character of the right side of this equation n(t). When o(t)-l

the variables in equation (5-1) are divided:

-* 1 llbm ~ l J m M n n , " - k n" - -I . . .
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W ds

integrating in the limits from 0 to t, we obtain

t=W N~ ~ (5.2)

where x, value of the unknown quantity with t-0, determined from

the initial conditions.
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Fig. 81. Equivalent schematics of the simplest nonlinear systems with

the equivalent current generators (a) and voltage/stress (b).

Page 253.

If function n(t) depends on time, variables in equation (5-1) in

the general case are not divided and can be solved only

I' approximately. It is most expedient it to seek by the following

methods:

to replace the real function n(t) with linear segments bit in

the individual sections of time from-th-a to tj and to use the method

of fitting;

"'V.

a''

to use expansion in the series/row.

Mh -
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The basis of method is the straight line

and reverse/inverse

L.-F () w () p-(-4

of the Laplace-transform. The use/application of direct

* transformation of Laplace (5-3) leads to the algebraization of

differential equations and thereby facilitates the solution of some

problems.

Applying to equation (5-1) the Laplace transform, we obtain

W (p) X (p) + F (p) N N(p).

Whence
ly (P) FP(P)

where

X(p) .Zx(t); W(p).unLW(Z,); F(p)-L/[x()J;

N (p) Ln ()

After introducing the designation

H(5(p)

expression (5-5) can be registered

XP)N (P) 9(P) F (P)H0(A. (5-7)
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Inverse transformation

is the original of image (5-6).

The unknown value x(t) is inverse transformation of Laplace

expression (5-7)

[| =(0 : L- Iv e) i (e _ L v p) (p) 11i

Using a theorem of superposition from the theory of the Laplace

transform, we obtain expression for the original of function x(t)

under the zero initial conditions [x(O)=0 with t=0].

(t)-- h (9 --c)n (%) d'-- h (t - dcl( '. (5-9)

If nonlinear element/cell is absent f Ix(r)] =0, expression

(5-9) takes the form
t

M t)= (tf -'C)n ( d%. (5-10)

Then expression (5-9) can be registered

( h(t- () I ( dc. (5-tt)
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The solution of integral (5-11) accordingly (95] are the

" " recursion formulas

h (I (t (- h.-)I (

*z t zti (5-12)
Z,(t) - - t -c) IIz, ( 1 d ;"

s,~~.+, (t Z*,. (1) h b (t c- 11 ., (5,,:. -? -_-
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On the absolute convergence of series/row (5-12) it is proved in

work [95]. With the help of integral (5-12) it is possible to solve

series of problems in the transient processes in the nonlinear

systems. A deficiency/lack in the method examined is the need of

solving the large number of integrals. Problem is facilitated, if.we

use tables with the operational images. For this series/row (5-12)

must be represented in the form of the series/row of operational

images.

Using inverse transformation of Laplace for expression (5-5), we

obtain
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," z (t) - oX (t) - L' } (5-13)

iz,(t) -"L1-("'

:'<.where --

.-LN (p).

Then series/row (5-12) can be registered in the following form:

M.(t) Lt W (P)

. . .(5-14)

The quantity of terms in series/rows (5-12) and (5-14), which

must be taken during the calculation, is determined by the degree of

the convergence of these series/rows and required accuracy of

calculation. In the theory of iteration method it is proven [3), that

the process of -elculations according to the algebraic equations of

form Z--(,z,.....,34 (i-l, 2, ... , n) converges with satisfaction of

the conditions

The convergence the better, the the left sides of expressions

(5-15) in comparison with one are less.

Thus, in each individual case the convergence of calculations

.'.

.

. -. - < t . . . .5

• .. ..
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can be easily established/installed.

The presence in integrals (5-3) and (5-4) infinite limits

indicates that the exact solution of series/rows (5-12) and (5-14)

will be obtained with the striving count terms to infinity, i.e.

ZUc) =U. l M , )"(5-16) -
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With the slow convergence of series and the infinite limits

hinders the calculation even in the contemporary computers, what is a

deficiency/lack in the method examined.

This deficiency/lack in the operational method can be excluded,

after fitting the integral transform, similar according to its "

structure to (5-3), but requiring integration within final limits. It

is obvious, there is a series/row of conversions, which satisfy the

conditions indicated. In particular, by G. Ye. Pukhov [55] as direct

transformation it is proposed to use known formula [60]
r

F . I/(tMdt, (v -0, 1, 2, co), (5-17)

making it possible to determine complex amplitude f, of the vth

order of function f(t), assigned in the.final segment (0, T). Inverse

transformation consists of the simple operation of the composition of

A-a-i~i
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trigonometric Fourier series in known values F,, i.e.

If segment (0, T) is replaced by (0.2r), then

8 ); 59)
28

0

-,-0

where.

-- 2z T; To

Analogous with the Laplace transform complex function F, is

named the image of function f(t), and function the real variable f(t)

- by original.
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For the brevity expression (5-17) sometimes is written/recorded

in the following form:

F , - K, j/(t)j - K,, (5-21)

and straight/direct and inverse transformations:

during the operational calculus

during the complex calculation/enumeration

!,%)

. .
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S 2. Transient processes in the aperiodic functional amplifiers with

the nonlinear load.

Single-stage amplifier.

The equivalent diagram of nonlinear cascade/stage is depicted in

Fig. 82a, in which amplifier instrument in the general case is

substituted by inertial equivalent current generator j(t)i-S(t)V,1. For

i* inertia-free UP we have i()-I,.

Transient processes we will examine on the assumption that at

the moment of time t-0 at the input of nonlinear cascade/stage

voltage surge Ut. acts. Since the transient processes in the region

of short times depend on the network elements, which are determining

the frequency characteristic of the cascade/stage in the region of

the highest frequencies, and the transient processes in the region

of long times - by network elements, which are determining the

frequency characteristic in the region of the lowest frequencies, it

is expedient from the overall equivalent diagram of cascade/stage to

isolate equivalent diagrams for the 1%ighest and lowest frequencies

and to consider separately transient processes in .each of these

diagrams.
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lit) C,

0 46

Fig. 82. Equivalent the diagram of the nonlinear cascade/stage: a)

* complete; b) for the region of the highest frequencies;

umg-~u~~+gmq;g -conductivity of anodic or collector

resistors/resistances.
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Transient processes in the region of short times. (Distortions of

pulse edge).

The equivalent diagram of the cascade/stage for the region of

the highest frequencies is depicted in Fig. 82b.

Let us consider transient processes in the amplifier with

inertia-free UP (with a tube).

Inertia-free UP.

Under the influence at the input of nonlinear cascade/stage at

the moment of time t-o of voltage surge V1., transient processes in
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the diagram are described by the nonlinear differential equation

-de + 9,. 9o 4 U.,W (5-24)
-- C,

For guaranteeing the strictly successive work of nonlinear

cascades/stages in a n-cascade amplifier amplifier the equivalent

"-* conductivity

e, - g (z), (5-25)

where the function o(z) is described by expressions given in Table 5.

Conductivity go=g+gnz+g+g.=o. "

After substitution in equation (5-24) of conductivity gL..,.

relative time a and standardized/normalized voltages/stresses x and

z we obtain

.. + ,p ( z),1 , (a,), (5-26)

where

Under the influence of unit function the variables in equation

(5-26) easily are separated/liberated

-- , ,, '_ , (z). + .(.5-27) .

Further it is necessary to compute integral (5-27) with

a .. a a.., a
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different functions q(z)•
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-: Linear conditions for all functional amplifiers. In this case

*(z)-l (z4l). Result of calculating integral (5-27) taking into

account the initial conditions

al In -.- (5-28)

Functional mode/conditions. Lowering cumbersome mathematical

calculations, let us give the final results of calculating integral

(5-27) taking into account the condition of the mating of linear and
. nonlinear sections of AKh for the most widely used types of FU.

The logarithmic amplifier with any foundation N

al,- + 1n + -- ;,.. (5-29)

Exponential amplifier with A=( i/n<l), where n-2, 3, 4,

A d t+4(++C. (-0

Page 260.

. . C5- - . . ....
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The solution of integral (5-30) falls into two integrals 94~for

the n-positive, the even;

a;, for the n-positive, the odd,,

+11

P.

Jim&Ena

ha 2k

-"-Cos -

qu- arccg! S
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w~mnL+z- n_ -+ unCsk

11-0

a-.3 -3 n-31
-r2

2k o .2h•

+2 , o sin 2 c- 2 p:.cos. q-sin

n--n

Ih 0 h

(5-32)

where

L ha hR 2k t

h 2k +-
S1- + Cos - o

qarctg zk+i -
sin- - 2

P, 1in2 -T+2-C32-

17 2+

-r +wt+

sin + a

'p..

,- .- ,,

*5p*---**-ln -.- . . . . . . . . . ..-. .
.

. . . .

* ... ....... ... .. . . . . . . .
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Exponential amplifier with p-rn>l, where m-2, 3, 4,

au dx +a(5-33)

The solution of integral,(5-33) falls into two integrals: af or

the index 1/rn of positive, even '-

In---__ In 3- p~.Zkmw+

t -

~ P.CO2knr

-2 qsin 2kmuz4 x-934

-here

'PsmIn 21zcs2&mw+1]

f,-arLg an ' M .1 n ~.o 2knw + 1];

-m Una-

Page 262.

~-for the index 1/rn of positive, odd
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+.ZM1 I + p, cos (2 k +1)mwnx+

2- 

I

%.-a

-2 q.sin (2k +1)mj (5-35)-

where

In1 + 2 -~cos (2k + 1) l

A- co (k 1 + cos (2k + t) ma

q3=actg in (2k + 1)ma;;q;a sin (2k +t)Muz

Exponential'amplifier. For this amplifier integral (5-27) takes the

f form:

• 1  +-C (5.

Final solution of integral (5-36)

F -a-)
X 1 -i (2 + I if + 222 1 +

++
ant a a2.21

+ .*,+L.-L-

ant (5-37)
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Exponential amplifier. For it the integral (5-27) takes the

' form:

au I Id- 1)l, ut I + C. (5-W8)

Final solution of integral (5-38)

e- ln I--+ 221 + + ,.-."

where
p--(x + )ClnM; h--sClnM-ClnM+i.(s-I)ClnM+t. 2

Quasi-linear mode/conditions. Multistage amplifier actually can

be performed with b-var (1) Consequently, transient processes with

the work of nonlinear cascade/stage in the quasi-linear

mode/conditions make sense to examine only for the logarithmic and

exponential amplifiers with fA<l. Taking into account the rating of

the functional and quasi-linear sections of the characteristic, we

obtain the final solutions of integral (5-27).

Logarithmic amplifier. For it

.1.. .- "-
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In -. In -71 -  t + In (5-40)
7+ --
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Exponential amplifier. For n of the positive even

I + I t I.

-In 2 ,. .,-R T' + , +1 q. sin'."
+ __._I______ (5-4__

_._ --t -

- • +2 p-. ;-- 2~p 2.~ sin . 154t

where

, I 't 2

tin J 9 +.11;

P rfLZ2Z cod~+} cm~(n1- -L 2kn

p. InX 2 Io u+(

For n of positive, odd

. ..... * * * .. . .4 .. . . . . . . . ..". . . ." [', i "' a . *"" ' ' .4
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-r r "

- '2 cos + ' -2 sin 2k+t
-' i 1" "]-.. .

a--J

--2 Ep.cos it- 2 q - + 1 , (5-42)

where

p,- In [Klz- . + 2.*'z- +os +

~ _ 2k+ t 2k+
T + coo r +CtOO-

q*-arcg 2+ tq9-usin sin 2k :;'I-'. .

yj= In z-1 + z-" Cos - it-- +/ . -
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Thus, expressions for the transient responses of amplifiers with

LAKh (5-28), (5-29), (5-40) and SAKh with A>1 and A<1 (5-31), (5-32),

(5-34), (5-41), (5-42) are obtained in the final form, and for the ...

amplifier with EAKh and PAKh - in the form of converging series

(5-37) and (5-38). It is possible to show that the law of the

decrease of series/rows (5-37) and (5-38) when a-- (s-.s,) is

proportional to ratio p/n, and at values s-Tsy- it is proportional

to relation we for the EAKh and p-(x+l) in M -

I. [
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for PAKh; t,- value z, which corresponds to the steady-state

mode/conditions with a--.-

In the real single-stage amplifiers with EAKh and PAKh it is

possible to obtain maximum value of z. of not more than 10. But even

at values 'ZM<I0 for obtaining precise calculations it is necessary

to take a sufficiently large number of members of series/row, on the

order of 100 and more.

Transient responses .- 1nm(z) of nonlinear cascade/stage with

"- the work in the linear, logarithmic and quasi-linear

modes/conditions, calculated by formulas (5-28), (5-29) and (5-40)

with a-l, are depicted in Fig. 83a.

In calculation of the characteristics, we take the most probable

range of LAKh of cascade/stage d=10. Transient responses for the

quasi-linear mode of operation of cascade/stage are designed with

x=10; 33 and 102, which corresponds to relative voltages on the input

of the 1st, 2nd and 5th nonlinear cascades/stages at the end of the

logarithmic range of five-stage amplifier.

-. 4

° ,O°° .. O ° o .- • ,.. - , ° .....- .. ,. ,. .. .... .
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Fig. 83. The transient responses of the electron-tube nonlinear

cascade/stage for the region of the short times: a) cascade/stage

with LAKh; b) cascade/stage with MAC (03>1); p=132;-----A=5.

Page 266.

The transient responses of cascade/stage from MAC with b-var

(tascalculated by formulas (5-28), (5-34) and (5-35) for 3-2 and 5

with the work of cascade/stage in the linear and functional

modes/conditions are shown in Fig. 83b. From the figures it is

evident that with the increase of input time signal of establishment

17 and delay time to of impulse/momentum/pulse at the output of

nonlinear cascade/stage with b-var () are sharply reduced, and with

b-var (t)- they increase.

By time of establishment is understood the pulse rise-time from

0.1 to 0.9 of its maximal value.

. . . . . . .. . . . . . . * . . . . . ......... '

. . . .°,
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In the functional amplifiers with b-var (I). made on the tubes

(inertia-free UP), with the shunting of load by semiconductor diodes

of the type DG-Ts, D2 and D9 the impulses/momenta/pulses at the

, output of cascade/stage with the voltage at the input of more than

0.1 V have characteristic peak at the flat/plane apex/vertex. The

* value of peak depends on the value of input signal and grows with an

* increase in the latter. With the work of nonlinear cascade/stage in

* the functional mode/conditions the peak is not observed. It appears

" approximately/exemplarily in the middle of the quasi-linear section

of the amplitude characteristic of the third nonlinear cascade/stage.

In the three-stage amplifier with the logarithmic range 60 dB the

peak appears in the middle of range and toward the end of it can

achieve 30-40% of the value of impulse/momentum/pulse. The duration

of peak does not exceed 0.3-0.4 us.

During the amplification of impulses/momenta/pulses with a

duration of t.>0,5 us the peak does not affect AKh of the amplifier.

*! However, during the amplification of the impulses/momenta/pulses of

• the short duration, when t,<0,5- s, the AKh of amplifier strongly

differs from calculated logarithmic. The appearance of a peak in the

2* impulse/momentum/pulse at the output of nonlinear cascade/stage

. depends on the inertness of semiconductor diode. If as the nonlinear

[•..

* . 4 ,4 4 * 4 - * * ... ...* . . .-
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element/cell, which shunts anodic load of the UK, a germanium diode

of the type DG-SI-DG-S4 or vacuum-tube diode is used, peak in the

impulse/momentum/pulse at the output of nonlinear cascade/stage is

absent with any input voltage. This means that germanium

semiconductor diodes of the type DG-S1, DG-S2, DG-S3, DG-S4, DG-P3,

DG-P4 and vacuum-tube diodes have smaller inertness in comparison

* ii with .the diodes of the type DG-Tsl - DG-TslO.

Thus, for eliminating the peak it is necessary to apply the

nonlinear elements/cells, which have the rapid response. Transient

processes in the quite nonlinear element/cell, caused on finite time

hole dislocations and electrons in the semiconductor, must last jot

more than hundredths of microsecond. These requirements satisfy. -

germanium semiconductor diodes of the type DG-SI - DG-S4 and DG-P3 -

DG-P4.

Page 267.

Inertial amplifier instrument.

Inertial UP includes the transistors. In the equivalent diagram

(Fig. 82a) trahsistoT#'n'-Ie' comuon-btse circuit

to M)m, M Is- I,(1.--,- ('1; (5-43)

upon the start of transistor for common-emitter connection
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].: I~. 1Me -- (9 1Is -- 0~ 0(t (-e 15-44) -'

where 1. and I,- jumps of input current of the cascade/stage,

* assembled on diagram in conformity with the OE and OB.

. Between the nonlinear amplifier stages the emitter followers

with low output resistance usually are connected. In connection with

" this transient processes in the nonlinear cascade/stage on the

'" transistor can be investigated on the assumption that at the input of

cascade/stage the voltage generator, which has internal

resistor/resistance R,<R.. is connected Without the large error it

is possible to consider that the internal resistor/resistance of the

source of signal is equal to zero, i.e., R;-O.

Then, passing from the input current generator to the input

voltage generator and the slope/transconductance of the passage

characteristic of transistor Sf1631. expression (5-4-3) and (5-44). it

is possible to register in the general view

&~~i (t) -- ,-,,(5-45)

-: where r - time constant of transistor.

During the analysis of transient processes let us assume that

the transistor is linearized with the help of the negative feedback.

* ..* * ** * **.* -.
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:- In this case in equation (5-45) it is necessary to substitute the

r, value S,.. and f,.. expressions for which are given in work [22].

"* Under the influence at the input of nonlinear transistor

cascade/stage at the moment of time t-0 of voltage surge U.

transient processes at zero time according to expressions (5-24) and

- (5-45) are described by the following nonlinear differential equation

Page 268.

Linear conditions (z~1). For the linear conditions equation

(5-46) can be registered

is

where

For solving equation (5-47) it is possible to use the Laplace

transform. Applying to equation (5-47) direct transformation of

Laplace (5-3), we obtain

PS (P) + ba (p) -PP )

whence

SP)P(P +b) Up+C)(58

JAL .
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For finding the original z(t) we apply inverse transformation of

Laplace (5-4)

S M -dp, (5-49)%.,i-

Since pole images z(p) are located in the left half-plane by

complex variable p, for calculating the original z(t) we apply the

Cauchy theorem about the deductions. Lowering intermediate

linings/calculations, finally we obtain

S M Z ( + (5-0)

With t=-m %, and the transient response

- - t--* + •' (5-51)

Functional mode/conditions. Logarithmic amplifier with any

* foundation N. The differential equation, which describes transient

processes,

f-l a ,,,,,-z(1- ), (5-52)

where n.-iN ---I; m-e-&e; qu--, can be solved approximately by one

* of the methods, enumerated in S 1.

. -. a.
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For finding the solution of equation (5-52) we introduce

5,..

designation p --. Then

We seek the solution in the form p=rs. As a result

) -~

rmnon 8 d+N an )d+ N. (5- )

For simplification in the solution we accept M=. For solving

the integral we represent value s in the form of the series/row

d(546)

where T M

In practice three cases can be met.

1. Inequality q>>l. is fulfilled. This corresponds to the case,

when in the narrow-band and low-frequency amplifiers are used

high-frequency transistors of the type P403--P416, connected on the

diagram with OB, or transistors of the type P411, P418Zh, connected

.:...__:....-........... ........ .. . ...-
. . . . . . . . .." ,'-'"":-'" n " " , - ." i , ,- ,". , ,
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on the diagram OB and OE. Then in expression (5-55) it suffices to

take into account two first terms of series/row. Taking into account

the done assumptions, and also the condition of the mating of the

* linear and logarithmic sections of AKh of cascades/stages during the

determination of integration constant N into expressions (5-54), we

obtain the following resultant expression for p:

+ - '-. a I-" +-5

where .. _ value a, determined foi-this value of x from equation

(5-50) at the moment/torque, when z-l.

In this case

s,(a) - - .( . p... ( 7)

.4
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Substituting expression (5-56) in (5-57), we have:

i w i th m -

. s~ ~ ( a ) - ;" -

with a-l

z (s) - • Ir, X + 1. .

Transient response with the work of cascade/stage in logarithmic

mode

h~a) '(.)(5-58)

2. Is performed exemplary/approximate equality q ., i.e., v-,.

In this case series/row (5-55) - slowly converging. It descends

slover, is the less a and the greater x. For the solution of problem

it is necessary to consider a large number of terms, and integral

(5-54) is not taken. For approximate solution of problem it is

possible to use a Laplace transform or a complex conversion. Let us .-

consider the solution of problem with the help of the Laplace
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* transform. For this equation (5-52) let us rewrite in the following

* form:

do+ deA3=I X6(I -t) (5-59)

where d~b~

On the basis of that presented in Si

W (p)p. H (p) 1; h (t) LIH (p) 1.

Then interval (5-9) for our case taking into account the mating

of linear and logarithmic sections of AKh can be registered in the

following form

which in accordance with expression (5-12) can be represented in the

* form of the recurrent series/rows

21 31

(dn + c) 68(16-11) 08(84 1t)

* S -(dn-~~-c) [ 1 n -- -5j-+~- j( 1 (g-'1 + -~- + ) (-

Page 271.
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During the derivation of formulas (5-61) in expansion

g- + + ir+...were considered only two members. This assumption

is possible, since series/rows (5-61), beginning with z.(t), for the

calculated intervals of time t-<t<3% they are rapidly converging.

The calculation is obtained more precisely, the greater series/rows

. (5-61).

It is most expedient to calculate transient response with the

use of series/rows (5-61) on a calculator.

3. Is fulfilled inequality q<<l, i.e., ,- . In this case

transient processes are determined in essence by the inertial

properties of transistor and have the temporary/time dependence,

described by expression (5-45).

The transient responses of nonlinear cascade/stage with LAKh for

two values of q with x-l and 10, which corresponds to beginning and

end/lead of LAKh in d-10, are depicted in Fig. 84. Experimental data

coincide sufficiently well with the calculated ones.

Transient processes in the region of long times.

The distortion of flat/plane pulse apex is not that another as

distortion of the transient response of the cascade/stage in the

region of the long times, when inertness of UP it is possible to

disregard and any UP it is possible to consider it inertia-free.
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ac:

4-

Fig. 84. The transient responses of transistor nonlinear

. cascade/stage with LAKh for the region of the short times: ------

q-100; ---q-l.

oV
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The distortions of flat/plane pulse apex depend on the network

elements, which are determining the frequency characteristic in the

region of the lowest frequencies,. The equivalent diagram of the

nonlinear cascade/stage for the region of the lowest frequencies

(without taking into account the capacity/capacitance of filter) is

depicted in Fig. 85.

For vacuum-tube amplifier R R0 , for the transistor with emitter

follower-RauMRP -- --
i oN

,  
+

For the most real values of the resistor/resistance to R l

kiloohm and of the transient capacity/capacitance. C,>0.05 mF

V

* .- .1
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(smallest capacitor C, for the vacuum-tube amplifiers) and the

duration of pulse t5-10 as, when inequality RC,>t.,. is fulfilled the

current of the charge of capacities/capacitances C, and C., which

takes place through the nonlinear element/cell, during the action of

impulse/momentum/pulse remains in effect constant. Consequently,

resistor/resistance Ra" of nonlinear element/cell for this value of

the quantity of the voltage pulse is also constant, i.e., R-._

* -r2 -const. Therefore the diagram, depicted in Fig. 85a, during the

action of impulse/momentum/pulse with a sufficient degree of accuracy

can be considered as linear. rn this case one must take into account

that to each value of input voltage corresponds its value of

resistor/resistance R.., determined from the appropriate formulas.

. . . . °
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a if

Fig. 85. The equivalent diagrams of the nonlinear cascade/stage for

the region of the low frequencies: a) the process of the charge of

capacities/capacitances; b) the process of the discharge of

capacities/capacitances;,- ,--.A;R-Raand A-An - respectively for the

electron-tube and trans istor ampl if iers; '.-en;~ Rea-W;'-RG6#kA '-~

respectively for the electron-tube and the transistor amplifier; C

and C, - with respect transient and separating

capacities/capacitances.
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Distortion of flat/plane pulse apex.

The value, which most fully characterizes transient processes

during the action of impulse/momentum/pulse, is relative decay in its

flat/plane apex/vertex, the numerically equal to the ratio of

absolute decay in the flat/plane apex/vertex AU toward the end of the

..action of impulse/momentum/pulse to maximum conservative value of the

° .
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impulse/momentum/pulse

AU U,, (0) -Una (n) Us,("1 ,)
- " Wu w () ' 1" (5-82)

where Uw.-0) SU.R0 and Uin(tu) - output voltage/stress of

impulse/momentum/pulse at the moments of time t-0 and t-t. Since the

cascade/stage during the action of impulse/momentum/pulse is linear,

for the analysis of transient processes in the diagram in Fig. 85a

and determining the relative decay it is possible to use a Laplace

transform.

operational image of output potential of cascade/stage during

the action of impulse/momentum/pulse according to diagram in Fig. 85a

Una () up () z, (A + " p

(5-63)

where a +,' E-SC +RC

Original of the voltage/stress
,~~~- +-" - +

Substituting in expression (5-62) of value U.(O) and Uwa,(t,),

we obtain expression for the relative decay, caused by the charge of

capacities/capacitances C, and C,.

C (r, ~+ [C (ri5-5
A- + ,L, (c, +)
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With fulfilling of inequality t.<<1 expression (5-65) is

:" simplified

ci~cs(5-66)- & == t, ~LCACl Kr+ , - ""..)

o* Page 274.

Substituting in expression (5-66) the value of

resistor/resistance of r,

-'? =S

* we obtain

-C,z)-1 + +) (5-07)

The resulting (total) relative decay in the flat/plane pulse

apex at the output of the nonlinear cascade/stage

-,% +,+A,-,, (5a6s1

where A. - relative decay, capacities/capacitances Cs forming with

the charge in the cathode circuit of tube (or C, in the emitter

- circuit of transistor); A, - relative decay, which is formed with the

[a

..-
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charge of capacity/capacitance in the circuit of the screen grid of

tube; A. - relative decay, which is formed with the charge of the

capacity/capacitance of the filter, connected in series with the

load.

Values A., 4, and A4 over the dynamic range are constant and are

determined from formulas for linear amplifier [56].

With the increase of input voltage component A1 rapidly grow

also many times exceed remaining components/terms/addends of sum

(5-68). Therefore during the calculation of relative decay at the

output of n-cascade functional amplifier tor the nonlinear

cascade/stage, assembled on the diagram (Fig. 82), without the

considerable error it is possible to take

After the break-down of impulse/momentum/pulse

capacity/capacitance C, is discharged through two parallel-connected

resistors/resistances of R and Ro Transient processes during the

discharge of capacity/capacitance C, are described by nonlinear

differential equation (5-24). In view of the fact that the form of

decay in the impulse/momentum/pulse does not have vital importance,

the detailed analysis of transient processes during the discharge of

capacity/capacitance C. is not given. It should be noted that as a

- - - -. -. " " . --' . " • . - -. 2 . : . , ' . ... : " . . - . ' -. . - . . - - '- . -- . .. " .2 - - : " ' .
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result of an increase of resistor/resistance Ru, in the process of

the discharge of capacity/capacitance Co decay in the

impulse/momentum/pulse is somewhat stretched in comparison with the
puls-. As shown by the theoretical and experimental)

front of theresearch, carried out by the author, the decay time in

the impulse/momentum/pulse at the output of cascade/stage'with b=var

(1) with x>4d is 3-5 times more than the time of establishment.

Page 275.

Parasitic reverse/inverse selection.

The value, which most fully characterizes transient processes in

the nonlinear cascade/stage after the break-down of

impulse/momentum/pulse, is the relative overshoot, numerically equal

to the ratio of the voltage/stress of overshoot Us to the maximum

value of the impulse/momentum/pulse

Us

* General/common/total relative overshoot is composed of the same

various components

caused by discharge capacities/capacitances, as for A, Ax, A. and

4 . Components /3, A, and , are the same, as for the linear
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: . cascade/stage, they are determined from the same formulas and they

are constant over the dynamic range. The value of the overshoot I,

which is formed due to the discharge of the transient capacitor C.,

is changed over the dynamic range and can reach the significant

,* magnitudes.

For determining the voltage/stress Us we will use the

equivalent diagram of the discharge of capacities/capacitances C, and

C,, depicted in Fig. 85, where through r', the resistor/resistance of

nonlinear element/cell for voltage/stress U& is marked.If as the

nonlinear element/cell are used two diodes, connected by different

polarities (Fig. 30e), maximum voltage/stress U, actually composes

tens of millivolts and resistor/resistance r', reaches the units of

kilohm.

During the determination of voltage/stress Us at zero time of

the discharge of capacities/capacitances the diagram (Fig. 85b) can

be considered linear. For simplification in the analysis let us take

r'<R;. Then

IN +u u (5-70)+, - s+ ,, + -U - - U,,-7-- , + -- I1 0

where Ui, , ( - -'); U,-.j',(t-- respectively

voltage/stress, to which capacities/capacitances C, and C, toward the

end of the action of impulse/momentum/pulse will be loaded by

- . .. .. . ... ,, , " ' ",," n ',:,.-:. ,.-,,. ,;- J ,- ,,,-. ...,.-.-, -,-- -.-...
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duration Lu Substituting their values into expression (5-70), we

obtain

In this case the relative overshoot

,,(c+ C, ro+r ( - (5-71)

Page 276.

With fulfilling of inequality at.<l

[C, C c(I '+-r,)I (5-74

The curves of change A,-f(x) and p,-f(x) in the dynamic range

for the logarithmic cascade/stage at the different values of

capacities/capacitances C, and C, are given in Fig. 86. During the

calculation it is accepted: R,- kiloohm; d-l0. From the figure one

* can see that, varying with the values of capacities/capacitances C,

and C,, it is possible to considerably decrease values A, and A, over

"" entire dynamic range. Unbroken curve 1 corresponds to the case of

recorrection of flat/plane pulse apex. Curves 3, 4 are optimum.

MULTISTAGE AMPLIFIER.

Distortion of pulse edge.

- . . . . .
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The differential equation, which describes transient processes

at the output of the i nonlinear cascade/stage of n-cascade video

amplifier at the initial moment of acting the impulse/momentum/pulse,

d%~
+ ? (z) Z - 4, .-I (e2), (5-73)

where Z'-i - relative output potential of (i-1) nonlinear -

cascade/stage.

The transient responses of logarithmic amplifier [bmvar(,)I for

different number of nonlinear cascades/stages with N=2.72 and d-10

are depicted in Fig. 87.

Characteristics are designed graph-analytically according to

equation (5-73) with any n for the end/lead of the logarithmic range

of n-cascade amplifier. This corresponds to relative voltage, on the-

input of the first cascade/stage x=d.

S S S. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Fig. 86. The curves of change A. and in the dynamic range for the

logarithmic cascade/stage: --- A,,f(x); ---- 4c(X); l-c,-c,0.1

* &F; 2 -C,-O.l &aF; C,-5 AF; 3 - Cml aF; C2-5 aF; 4 -cinci5 AF.

Page 277.

Being congruent/equating the ~transient responses, given in Fig. 87,

with the characteristics of n-cascade linear amplifier, given in work

[29], let us composeTables 11 of relative change ty.amw and no

amplifier with the input voltage, which corresponds to the end/lead

of the logarithmic range in comparison with ty.m and te,* when

amplifier reinforces low signals and operates in the linear

conditions. From 7able 11 it is evident that with n>.5 value IT

and a.&mv they remain in effect constant.

Analogously it- is possible to calculate transient responses,

also, for other types of multistage FU with b-var (4

-.-. .. - _ . . ...
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Relative decay in the pulse apex and relative overshoot.

Relative decay in the flat/plane pulse apex at the output of

" n-cascade functional video amplifier

A ,, (5-74)

where A= - component of general/common/total relative decay at the

output of video amplifier, caused on the decay, which are formed in

the i nonlinear cascade/stage. Formula (5-74) is accurate with

fulfilling of inequality Atom< 10-15*.

Relative decay - has different expressions with the work of

nonlinear cascades/stages in different modes/conditions.

.9 * 9 ,--.,
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Table 11.

i'"., 0,077 0,tt9 0,097 004003

0 .24 j54 0.117 01098 0102

a.- 44 4 4 4 4 d

Fig. 87. Transient responses of multistage logarithmic amplifier.
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With the work of cascades/stages in functional and quasi-linear

modes/conditions "&.,, it is determined by expression (5-67), since

value Ali of the i cascade/stage is transmitted to the output of

amplifier by the subsequent cascades/stages, which work in the

quasi-linear mode/conditions, without the change.
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.! With the work of the i cascade/stage in the linear conditions

the general/common/total expression for . the transmitted to

the output functional amplifier, can be registered in the following

form:
ZU ) *S (5-75)

Using expressions for FAKh, given in Table 1, on the basis of

expression (5-75) we can register:

for the logarithmic amplifier

In(I -&j
(5-78)

or with A,5%

-- .

where X and Z - standardized/normalized voltages/stresses of

amplifier, which correspond to the moment/torque of the work of the i L

cascade/stage in the linear conditions;

for the amplifier with SAKh with A-l/n<l

Ai -- •jAIL. (5-77)

The greatest decay A, is observed at the end of the dynamic

, ............ *.... ....
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range of FAKh and is determined by expression (5-74), in which the

components are calculated from formula (5-67). As can be seen from

Fig. 86 at the unsuccessfully selected values of capacitors C, and C,

general/common/total decay can achieve the significant magnitude.

* Curves 3, 4 are the most optimum case of the selection of

capacities/capacitances for the multistage amplifier, made on the

diagram-in Fig. 82, when in the part of the cascades/stages is

* observed overcorrection of flat/plane pulse apex, and in other -

undercorrection. As a result at the output of amplifier the mutual

compensation for the distortion of flat/plane pulse apex occurs.

Under the influence on the input n-cascade FU of ideal

*" impulse/momentum/pulse without the reverse/inverse overshoot relative

overshoot at the output of the amplifier

(5-78)

where - - component of general/common/total relative overshoot at

the output of amplifier, caused on the overshoot, which are formed in

the i nonlinear cascade/stage.

Page 279.

Formula (5-78) is valid [56) with fulfilling of inequality

Pu.ni 10-15*.
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Functional amplifiers with bzzva() possess the property of

accentuation of reverse/inverse overshoots. This is caused by the

fact that the parasitic overshoots, which are formed in the nonlinear

cascades/stages, many times of less than the signal are reinforced

according to the linear law with b=makc=const, and signals are

.reinforced according to the functional law with 6.v(). As a

* result, at the output of FU toward the end of the dynamic range 60-80

dB relative overshoot can reach to 30-60* [7]. Negative property of

FU with b var(;) - to stress reverse/inverse overshoots - is

exhibited also when video amplifier itself is ideal and in it

reverse/inverse overshoots (ideal video amplifier) are not formed,

but its input real impulses/momenta/pulses with the insignificant

reverse/inverse overshoot enter. Thus, for instance, with the

relative overshoot at the input of ideal logarithmic video amplifier

Pa--0.01% relative overshoot at the output of video amplifier

toward the end of the dynamic range 80 dB (with a-i) reaches Pwmm

-10%; with jus -0.1% P,..=32% and with =1% pun=54-.

With the decrease of coefficient of a of value - they grow.

On the basis of the analysis conducted it is possible to do a

following conclusion. For decreasing the parasitic reverse/inverse
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- overshoot at the output of functional video amplifier it is necessary

to in every possible way reduce the overshoots, which are formed both

in the nonlinear cascades/stages of video amplifier and in the

amplifier circuit, connected before the video amplifier.

Considerable parasitic reverse/inverse overshoot is the

* fundamental reason, which limits the wide application of functional

. video amplifiers. The elimination of parasitic overshoots is the

'- fundamental problem, with solution of which the field of application

* of functional video amplifiers with b-var (fl, considerably will be

" widened.

WAYS OF DECREASING THE DISTORTIONS OF PULSE SIGNAL IN FUNCTIONAL

VIDEO AMPLIFIERS.

As a result of the conducted investigations by the author some

circuit solutions are determined, with the help of which it is

* possible to decrease the decay and flat/plane pulse apex and

parasitic overshoot at the output of nonlinear cascade/stage, caused

on transient capacity/capacitance.

*" Page 280.

To such solutions should be related: the correction of the

* ..-
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"- help of the separating capacity/capacitance Ca; insertion of'

nonlinear element ahead of depletion-layer capacitance C, ; load

shunting by type 1 and type 2 nonlinear dividers; inclusion/connection

of the nonlinear element/cell, which forms FAKh, into the circuit of'

consecutive negative current feedback (cathode or emitter).

With the shunting of load by nonlinear dividers simultaneously

occurs the stabilization of the delay time of signal over the dynamic

range.

All enumerated solutions are in sufficient detail examined in

work [7]. However, the case of including the nonlinear element/cell

to the transient capacity/capacitance work indicated examines without

taking into account the effect of the separating capacity/capacitance

C,, what cannot be made for the transistor amplifiers.

Inclusion/connection of nonlinear element/cell to the transient

capacity/capacitance.

The equivalent diagrams of the cascade/stage for the region of

the lowest frequencies are depicted in Fig. 88.

During the action of impulse/momentum/pulse we consider diagram

linear, since for the real cases for practice is fulfilled inequality

Ci " . .
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Distortion of flat/plane pulse apex. image of output

voltage/stress according to diagram (Fig. 88a)

Umaz (p)uEBCI lp~~pamaPoj 10(-9

where

B= MMCr +CI C1;
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I C

Fig. 88. Equivalent diagrams of the cascade/stage for the region of

the,-lewest frequencies with connection of nonlinear element/cell to

the transient capacitor C,: a) the diagram of the charge of

capacities/capacitances; b) the diagram of the discharge of

capacities/capacitances; "-R,; ,
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Original of the output voltage/stress

Una (t) EEBC~ T sh b + In- (h bt - rbsh be)] (-80)

where

b. 4

Substituting in expression (5-62) value U,~(t)with t=0 and

we obtain expression for relative decay in the flat/plane apex/vertex

- sh b, + Oh bt. -

. .-- sh btl #-,T-. (5-81)"-''
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Voltage/stress of parasitic reverse/inverse overshoot at the
* initial moment of the discharge of capacities/capacitances C, and C,

" according to diagram in Fig. 88b

U, U,
ru s, =r 

r r
i + t+ F; + r l¢.

(5-82)

Image of voltage/stress U, according to Fig. 88a

:- ff ~U (p) -- ap (p) Z, (p) - B P p+a+ " + +#•-

Original of the voltage/stress

Cr-e M n b Ab
U( () ELIt - rsb . (5-M)

It is analogous, we obtain for voltage/stress U. on

capacity/capacitance C.
U,(S) - na ' " - s ,1 (5-84)

Us()b + Sh be + A be), 5

where n-Cr,,.

** .....
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4000S0

i _2..%

Fig. 89. The curves of change of AL and 1 in the dynamic range of

the logarithmic cascade/stage, made on the diagram inFig. 88.

Capacitance values are the same as in Fig. 86.

Page 282.

Substituting expression (5-82) in (5-68), taking into account

conditions (5-83) and (5-84) when t-t, we obtain

t I +ir

Chk +MA68 : AbA++T 6 i ,

r; (r,- -', +, (545)..
t + (rcs )

where A = '", + 9", + . --

Dependences A,-f(x) and A,-o(x) for the logarithmic

cascade/stage upon the inclusion/connection of nonlinear element/cell

to the transient capacity/capacitance are given in Fig. 89. From

these curves it is evident that .during the appropriate selection of

..... . .
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capacities/capacitances C, and C, it is possible to obtain the

virtually constant values 4, and , with a change of the signal in

entire dynamic range.

.-: S3. Transient in the selective amplifiers with the nonlinear load.

Transient processes in the tuned amplifier.

During the research of transient processes in selective

amplifiers let us assume that UP is linear in entire dynamic range.

This assumption in practice usually is performed. As a result of both

one cascade/stage and multistage FU upon the inclusion at the moment

*. of time t-O of voltage surge

Una. (t) U. (t) Cos 09,

where U.(t) - envelope of input voltage.

6;4

Then output potential

• . ., 1 -U .(9) Ain (0 9 -+ (t)],

where Uum(s) - envelope of output voltage/stress, which is the

* slowly varying function of time; *(t) - slowly varying phase.

Page 283.
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Since during the research of transient processes is of interest

only envelope of oscillations, i.e., the law of a change in the

amplitude of oscillations at the output of amplifier, as shown in

work [33], it is most expedient to investigate transient processes by

obtaining the approximate differential equations for the envelopes

(shortened equations) with their subsequent solution by

graphoanalytical method. With this method of study the problem is

simplified, since interesting us envelopes are obtained without the

plotting of curves of high-frequency, and, furthermore, abbreviated

equations for the envelope are the nonlinear differential equations

of lower order than the initial differential equations of transient

process.

Furthermore, for the simplest diagrams differential equations L

can be solved in the final form.

L _-

The detailed methodology of the composition of the shortened L

equations is given in work [29]. In accordance with this methodology

let us compose the shortened equation of cascade/stage with the

single duct/contour, shunted by the nonlinear element/cell (Fig.

32),. Complex transmission factor of the cascade/stage
K(u) -z SZ (j..).-

(i) ,,'z.Co y,,r . ( (5.86), -X Sz
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Taking into account that equivalent circuit damping

i- I.. ns"
,1(

*. we obtain

Ilg

Let us find expression for the shortened complex amplification

factor with a small detuning, when w=w +A . Taking into account that

+

we obtain

:Z~160 A*, + +

Page 284.

Relative detuning A.w/l, and attenuation 8 are the small

first-order quantities. Rejecting in the numerator and the

denominator all terms of the second and higher han the order of

smallness and substituting the value , we obtain

S . (5-88
SK f,,) = Z/-Co + f,.u,.

.........

.. . . . . ."°-,o
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There is in effect greatest interest in the case, when tuned

amplifier is tuned to a frequency of signal. Taking into account

this, it is possible to use not with complex, but real envelopes.

Then enveloping at the output

U., (t) = K (jiA) U. (I).

Substituting the value of K(jAw), we obtain

(2iCo + g. ) U. (t) = SU. (t).

Considering jm. as the differential operator j&-=d/dt, we obtain

the shortened equation for the envelope r..

2C. + g.. , (5-80)

FOOTNOTE '. In equation (5-89) by U should be understood the

amplitude values of voltages/stresses. ENDFOOTNOTE.

For the low-frequency gauge (transistor) in equation (5-89) it

is necessary to substitute the value of slope/transconductance at the

resonance frequency of oscillatory circuit.

For obtaining by required AKh of cascade/stage the conductivity

for the fundamental harmonic of anode (collector) current in equation

t-
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(5-89) is described by expression (5-25), in which

go g ,"- + go. a + g, + g. & Z

where g - conductivity of shunt.

Substituting into equation (5-89) conductivity &e., , relative

time a and the standardized/normalized voltages/stresses x and z, we

obtain

+'P Z X02),(5-00)

• " where
• = --- -j .(5-0t)

Page 285.

Equation (5-90) is correct for the amplifiers with the

inertia-free and with inertial UP, since standardized values x and z

do not depend on the absolute value of the slope/transconductance of

passage characteristic of UP.

Equation (5-90) is analogous-(with 5-26), that describes

-. transient processes in aperiodic FU. Therefore, all solutions,

obtained in. S2 during the analysis of transient processes in

aperiodic FU, during the replacement of value o, on a are valid also

-,U -._ ' ..' < --2 : -.:- :- ..: , .: _ . . •. . .
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for resonance FU.

Comparing the relative time of video amplifier (aperiodic

amplifier) d, with the relative time of tuned amplifier with the

single ducts/contours a, we see that with the fulfillment of equality

--= the value of resistors/resistances Ra in the anode circuits of

UK of video amplifier is 2 times more than in the cascades/stages of

tuned amplifier (with the identical capacities/capacitances in the

anode circuits C.). Consequently, in this case logarithmic video

amplifier with the work in the linear conditions has a passband 2

times less, and maximum amplification factor 2 times larger than

tuned amplifier. The distortions of pulse edge in both amplifiers are

identical. With the equality of ranges of LAKh absolute changes in

the delay time of signal t, and time of the establishment of

impulse/momentum/pulse I, in this case in both amplifiers are

identical.

With the equality of stray capacitances C, and

resistors/resistances R, in the anode circuits of the cascades/stages

of video amplifier and tuned amplifier the maximum factors of

amplification and passband of both amplifiers are identical. Then

with the equality of ranges of LAKh relative changes in the time lag

of signal Aa in the aperiodic and tuned amplifiers identical, but

absolute a change of the delay time of signal in logarithmic video

" '
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amplifier ks, are 2 times less than in the resonance, since

At,.,. AGR .Co; (5-92)

Ate. A&aMRC0 (5-93)

then when A-,.Aa

This property of logarithmic amplifiers should be considered

during the design of different equipment.

Page 286.

TRANSIENT PROCESSES IN BANDPASS AMPLIFIER.

For finding the equation, which describes transient processes,

,. we will use the expression of the abbreviated transmission factor of

band-pass amplifier (2-157), which for the optimum parameters

K (jQ) - E + A) (5-94)
' - + 2 ( + If)LQ + 14142+ 0.5 ( + bib)]

where

. - ,~s (z); (5-95)

p (z -(q. + A') - - A2. (5-96)

We write/record the equation, which connects the output and
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input voltage through the shortened symbolic transmission factor

-U K (jo) U 1  ~-7

or

(4(~ + 2(41 + 62)+ 18,2 -10,5 (1 + B~)JJ U -

= KM8 '(q. + A') Us. (5-96)

Factor j, which indicates phase displacement between the output

and input voltage on 1800, in the right side of equation (5-94) is

omitted, since only envelopes interest us. Substituting in equation

(5-98) (jQ)2 on d2/dt2, jil on d/dt, we obtain the shortened

differential equation, which describes transient processes in the

nonlinear cascade/stage

dU + 2A4 (&I + 82) djm+ (a4[8181@+ 0,5 (2 + 822)]USUZ

-K8o (q3 + A') Uj. (-9

Page 287.

Passing to the standardized/normalized voltages/stresses x, z,

relative time a and taking into account expression (5-95), (5-96),

finally we obtain

S+ &1+v(~ + (2) + 0,5 11 + p (s))) s- (qm + A') , (54100)

where

(5410t)
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The transient responses of nonlinear cascade/stage of FU for

different levels of the input standardized/normalized voltage can be

designed according to equation (5-100) by graphic method or in

calculator.

The transient responses of nonlinear cascade/stage with the

optimum the parameters, that works in the linear, logarithmic and 7

quasi-linear mode/conditions, are given in Fig. 90. Characteristics

are constructed graphically according to A. D. Bashkirov's method.

During the calculation it is accepted: d,=10; q. =0.6; (0=0.7. This

corresponds to critical coupling between the ducts/contours in the

-- work of cascade/stage in the linear conditions.

Being congruent/equating the transient responses, given in Fig.

-. 83 and 90, we see that in the band-pass amplifier with the optimum

parameters the delay time over the dynamic range is more stable than

* in the tuned amplifier with the single ducts/contours. It is obvious

*- that in the multistage functional band-pass amplifier with the

optimum parameters the delay time of signal over the dynamic range

will be also stabilized.

... J

i '-" " ' " 
' ' " " ' : ' . ; -' ' - ' : : " - . ." -.. .". ".. . . . . . . . -.".. . .".. . .- --.. . . . ., -., '. ., .. . . ,
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- The transient response of the i nonlinear cascade/stage of

n-cascade amplifier can be designed graphically (or it is designed in

calculator) according to the equation

- (qu + A') KKz.-. (5-i021

by the consecutive construction of the transient responses of each of

the cascades/stages, beginning from the first.

. . -.
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* Fig. 90. The transient responses of nonlinear cascade/stage with the

optimum parameters.
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S4. Transient processes in selective FU with the nonlinear amplifier

*. instruments.

Selective amplifiers on the tubes.

Tuned amplifier with the single oscillatory circuit.

During the analysis of transient processes in the vacuum-tube

amplifiers we will consider that the tube is inertia-free UP. If as

UP pentode is used, it is possible to consider that the transient

processes, which take place in the cathode circuit, do not depend on

transient processes in the anode circuit. Therefore the analysis of

.........................
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transient processes it is expedient to carry out into two stages:

first in the cathode circuit, and then in the anodic.

Furthermore, the mathematical solution of stated problem

considerably is facilitated, if transient processes are examined for

two input signal levels: for small levels of the signal, when is

* performed inequality U.<U-U...; for the high levels of the-signal,

when inequality U.>U.- U. is fulfilled

Transient processes on a small signal level.

Transient processes in the cathode circuit. On a 9mall signal

level the transient response of tube can be approximated by the

polynomial of the second power. In this case transient processes in

the cathode circuit are described by equation (3-36), which can be

registered in the following form:

&0 + g +, dt,(5-103)

where a-a; W =,-b; ,-+0,5%Us--c'; a,----f met

Equation (5-103) is the equation with that dividing with

variables, which easily is led to the quadrature:

+ M. (5-04)
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The final solution of integral (5-104) after the determination

of integration constant M, on the basis of initial conditions

--"+ Xwith t-0, takes the following form

= --- b - a' oth t + Aot~h .1-0) .".

Transient processes on a small signal level are described by

* expression (5-105). When t ~cth( t+M tm and, therefore,

-b + ,"

Formula (5-106), obtained as a result of solving differential

.equation(5-103), coincides with previously obtained formula (3-37).

After determining x, we will obtain the law of a change in the

* amplitude of the fundamental harmonic of the anode current

fat - f'91 + 2,t(z -U)j U. -[a' oth (of + M 1j,(54107)

where

R S

Transient processes in the anode circuit. For the analysis of

transient processes in the anode circuit we will use the equivalent
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diagram, depicted in Fig. 91a. Since the cascade/stage is assembled

on the parallel diagram of feed, it is expedient to represent

duct/contour in the form of three parallel circuits R,, L and C..

According to the law of Kirchhoff

-Ls)+ &(9) + Lto
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ILI Ia 1

Fig. 91. Equivalent diagrams of the anode circuit of stages: a)

resonance; b) band.

°.

9 -
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Since no

u __ I du ' .. __ d'-
,a - ; dto ' --

then finally
d,+ 28! -+- (A (t) Ol. (5-to8)

Value 8= we will consider small and cj=wo. Then equation can

be solved by the method of the slowly varying amplitudes. Let us

compose the shortened equation. We will seek solution in the form

u(t)-U(t)&4w. Finding the derivatives of the unknown solution and

substituting in equation (5-108), we obtain
, + 2i/ Oo waUe + 28 efi +':id'(/ .d U /d ,'..:.

++ -"-Aw::++a +

In accordance with the method of the composition of the

shortened equations it is disregarded by value d'U/dt2 in comparison

with 4(dU/dt); 6(dU/dt) in comparison with 8&.U and dA/dt in

comparison with wA. Then we obtain the shortened equation:

w+ BU A (f), (-O)•

~(5-109)
or

d-+ &U cth (at + M)--g, (5-109-)

. . ..

. ,.__ _
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where

Page 291.

The obtained equation is nonhomogeneous linear first-order

* equation

_+ PZ _Q1

solution of which takes the form

2 - p"I 1 + SQ*SPfdz 4

Then for equation (5-109) we obtain

* where as cam.

In integral I we make substitution sum a and we solve

it for the series/row of values a-6/4, 6/2, 6 and 25. After the

substitution of integration constant, found from the initial

conditions U=0 at t-0, and values f and g, finally we obtain:

7I
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2.~a -2

( - ~+ 2'WeFme4 In Mj (5.110)

3.£-
r- - d + WeAfeAfM~ (Aatkh -

-Arcthem+"1);
4. 2

.1- - ( +' eTae !,u[A tb (9)1 .
E441

-Arcthe -(arcotg *I awcctg a ).
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From obtained expressions (5-110) it is evident that at the

different values a, i.e., with different CH and U.,

the transient processes have different character. From formulas

(5-110) it is directly difficult to see, as the character of

transient processes wi-th a change in the re-lationship/ratio as/6 is

changed. Therefore it is expedient to consider a numerical example

for the concrete/specific/actual diagram and results of calculation
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I.

to depict graphically.

For an example let us take cascade/stage rJPCh, assembled on the

tube of the type 6ZhIP with operational conditions u,=t20 V and

(18=00 V The characteristic of tube for the selected

mode/conditions is approximated sufficiently well by the polynomial

of second power [12]

1 20+9U+ IUs.

The given approximation it is possible to use in the limits of

grid voltage 0-5 V, when polynomial curve coincides well from the

tube averaged by characteristic. we choose initial bias voltage

U"..-X- U-2 V. Anode current f~.3.75 mA. with the selected

-~ bias voltage and approximation indicated transient processes in the

. -

diagram can be calculated for the signals with the amplitude, which

does not exceed U,< 1-2.5 V. We choose resistor/resistance in cathode

* circuit RH-4 kiloobm. Then U3 =3.75.io-s.4.lo=15V;

E-U-U., 1=5-25 .5 V.

Let us assume that the cascade/stage has the following

/ parameters: resonance frequency f.-30 MHz; passband nl-2 M4Hz; the

capacity/capacitance of plate circuit c. =40 pF.

Then the total resistance of plate load R,- -2 kiloohm.

2xIC

. . . -.
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We determine transient processes with the amplitude of input

signal U, .2 V. Then formulas (5-110) take the form:

U

r 2,92 (1 -e-48)+ 0,92-, In~A-j

U
Z 292 (I - e-64) ± ,41r" (Arath 2,62 - Aroth 2,62el");

U
U- 2,92 (1 - 6-4)+ 1,9"c'(Arch 1,62 -

-Arcth 1,6W." - (aioctg 1,82 - areotgell)].
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- 4,
S0

* C--- • t -
f 2 3 44

. Fig. 92. The transient responses of resonance cascade/stage on a

" small level of signal u.-2 V.

Page 293.

The calculated transient responses of cascade/stage h. -- I(S-)

, are depicted in Fig. 92. From the figure one can see that, the less

* the value a, i.e., the greater the value of capacity/capacitance C.,

the less the pulse rise-time. At a certain value a parasitic

'-" overshoot appears at the flat/plane pulse apex. Thus, for instance,

- with a-5/4 overshoot composes approximately/exemplarily A-7%.

Parasitic overshoot is reduced with the reduction of the amplitude of

" input signal. After conducting of calculations for U.. IV and a-6/4

°. it is found with A-0.4%.

Transient processes on the high signal level.
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Transient processes in the cathode circuit. Under the influence

on the input of large signal it is expedient to approximate the

characteristic of tube by the broken straight line (Fig. 48a). The

character of transient processes in anodic circuit is determined by

the transient process of changing the voltage/stress U from initial

value U,, at moment t=0 of the inclusion/connection of the jump of

input vo1-tage to conservative value U., (Fig. 93). Therefore, for

the solution of the problem sufficiently determining the character of

a change in increment U! in voltage/stress U,, i.e.

u( M UK(U)UM

With fulfilling of inequality U.>U-U , the initial total

conauction angle of tube O insignificantly differs from value of

90*. In the first approximation, it is possible to consider thato... 9;

UM..-Uo; U -..-o and the operating point in the initial state with t=0

is located on the axis of abscissas.



7
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It

Fig. 93. Transient curves in the cathode circuit of cascade/stage.
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Although this mode/conditions for the low signals is not realistic,

it sufficiently close to the real with the large signals. With the

adopted assumption the solution of stated problem considerably is

simplified, since it is possible to use relationships/ratios known

- -, from the theory of diode detection. Error in quantitative estimation

is insignificant, which is confirmed by experiment.

With the made assumption the constant component of cathode

current and the fundamental harmonic of anode current laL is

respectively equal to:

sin.n 0 (O-sin Ocos O) (5-12)

and Athe equalities

. U, U cos; (5-13)
U;. - U cos 0; (5-114)

: '-" - ( 5 - 1 1 5 )
'a
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__ -____ Taking into account (3-35) and (5-11), we obtain

C.- " + .=' -'--(sinO-oSO),-

since in this case

7 r, w

After the exception/elimination of value U.

-j-+ =----- (sinO-B cosO). (5-116)

Introducing the relative voltage/stress

we obtain =

dx
(54118)

:where ,( --)
here/Az.) - (5-119)

Page 295.

Differential equation (5-118) is led to the integral of the form

' T-' (5-12D)

which can be computed graphically.

However, the graphic method of integration is very bulky and,

using it, it is possible to obtain only the particular solutions,

valid only for assigned parameters R.-C Integral (5-120) it is

possible to compute analytically, approximating function f lxi by the

equation of the parabola of the form

. .
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P (z) -A 1 - Bz) (I-x), (5-121)

• where A and B - the constant coefficients, the methodology of

determination of which is given in Appendix 3.

*- Substituting expression (5-121) into integral (5-120), we obtain

At - - (t -- (5-122)

* Integral (5-122) is tabular
" ~~At I-Tsn -z -

Whence

Z=i -(423z -- al

wherewheeT A (I - B) (0) (1 - B). (5,.124) '

Reduced coordinates (Fig. 94) shows family of curves, calculated

according to formula (5-123), for slope/transconductance S,=4.5 ma/V

and three values of resistor/resistance R.-to to kiloohm; 4 kiloohm;

1 kiloohm. Along the axi's of abscissas the dimensionless quantity

a-7t is deposited/postponed.

From the curves, depicted for Fig. 94, it is possible to design

the time of establishment t7, during which voltage U. in the cathode

attains 90* of conservative value.

," ,',;-.-. '". .. i...-.. " . . -.... .. . . .. . . . .. . . ....... ,,', .-... .. .-" . " . .-.. . --. •
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43

1-2 3 d

* Fig. 94. Family of curves x-f(ci) in the reduced coordinates:

Key: (1). kiloohm.

Page 296.

Family of curves t, - f (RH),that shows the dependence of the value

of time 1, from value Rp for the different values of

capacity/capacitance C., is given in Fig. 95. From the curves in Fig.

95 evident that with an increase in resistor/resistance R. tiiet,

first sharply increases, and then it remains almost constant, i.e.

time ty depends nonlinearly on value R3. with an increase in

capacitance Ca time t7 increases directly proportional to value c,

Transient processes in the anode circuit. Calculated curve of

relative as a change in the amplitude of the fundamental harmonic of

anode current isfor R 4:kiloohm is depicted in Fig. 96.
SIT

.................................................... tim €, -.:

firs.. .. .. .shrly..raes.n.. en....in.lms cntat ie, .

ti..........nd noliea.yon.aue. Wthaninresein ,.

anoe crret p ,;- jT- 11) fr . - 4'k.loh is deice . nFg 6
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Calculation is made according to formula (5-123) with the use by

curved 2, given in Fig. 94. :..::

.* The curve, given in Fig. 96, with the high degree of accuracy is
approximated by function f+,47,- in the relative coordinates

(point in Fig. 96) or by function P.i+0,47-2,t in time coordinates.

* Value 7 is given in 'able 11.

Thus, for determining the character of transient processes in

* the anode circuit of cascade/stage on the high signal level it is

necessary to consider effect on the oscillatory circuit of the

fundamental harmonic of anode current, which is changed according to

." the law

Ig (5) - (B + Dr+,) e-". (5-i42)

.°
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-

a4-

* Fig. 95. Fig. 96.

* Fig. 95. Curves of dependence of time of establishment of video pulse

into cathode circuit on value a, and c..

Key: (1). s. (2). ma/V. (3). pF. (4). kiloohn.

Fig. 96. Law of change in amplitude of fundamental harmonic of anode

current: -~...~1O4e
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Using a method of the slowly changing amplitudes, we obtain the

following shortened equation:

u - +D-) (5-126)

where b-27-
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Equation (5-126) is linear. It is easy to solve it by

* operational method. We write/record equation (5-126) in the

operational form

pU (P)+ &V(P) ( 7Pn

* Whence

U (p) j- D (P b)(p (54127)

Through the tables of operational calculus we find original of

* the image

(I + Ld - . -(5-128)

With b-6 the uncertainty/indeterminacy occurs. Using 1'Hopital's

rule, we find

ub" +(54129)

~. * * * * * ~ *.~- - - - - -
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250 W a

a4.

Fig. 97. The transient responses of resonance cascade/stage on the

high-level of signal U-6 V.

Key: (1). pF. (2). s.
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Expressions (5-128), (5-129) to more conveniently represent in

the form of transient responses./ 11=U() ledato one.

/a=( + DU+ AZL8 (5-130)

= ( - ~t)+at erd'. (5-131)

Calculated transient responses for the resonance cascade/stage

with the passband 11-4 M~iz (8-12.6-10') at the different values of

capacitance C. are depicted in Fig. 97a, and with 5-var and C.=3000

pF -const -97b. In both cases R, -4 kiloohm.
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. Experimental data coincide sufficiently well with the calculated

ones.

Selective amplifier with the two-circuit band-pass filter.

Since the transient processes, which take place in the cathode

-. circuit of band-pass amplifier, have the same character, that for-t-he

tuned amplifier, the problem in this case is reduced to the

determination of voltage/stress on the coupled circuits with the

- course through the first plate circuit of the current, which is

changed according to the law (5-125). The expressions, which describe

S• transient processes under the influence of low and large sigrnals, are

identical. Therefore, let us lead total analysis.

The equivalent diagram of cascade/stage is depicted in Fig. 91b.

Let us assume that the first and secondary circuits are identical,

i.e., R,-R,-R, C,=C,=C. For the diagram, depicted in Fig. 91b we

compile an equation of Kirchhoff

4 + ~+ i; (-132)
+ q + =0. (5-133)

Furthermore,

" .,-q ,R = l L L+ M L ; (5-134)

Page 299.

°.. . .. . . . . . . . . . .
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*ii For the exception/elimination of value i,, i , i; and L; we

differentiate equations (5-134) and (5-135) and results let us

substitute in differentiated equations (5-132) and (5-133). we will

obtain four equations with four unknowns

i' (5-136)

0 7 ; (5-137)
,!h+ • lh+ (5- 138•

d% i-- + *" + M%- -/'-L Mo0. (5439) =

In order to avoid cumbersome calculations, during the solution

of equations (5-136)-(5-139) we apply the following artificial

reception/procedure. We store/add up and it is subtracted in pairs

equation (5-136) and (5-137), (5-138) and (5-139), and then the

results of the actions above equations (5-136) and (5-137) we

substitute in the equations, obtained during addition and subtraction

of equations (5-138) and (5-139). After vich we obtain

Sdin +- 'A, + ?=Nu W; (5-40)dl' di + ut + -t.

~(5-141)

We introduce the designations

I1 1a,-; - k;z - -; ..

Then equation (5-140) and (5-141): they .take the form
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- -I dl

z + 2Uz + ( - (5-142)

D+24 + (5-143)

The obtained equations are the independent equations of the

- second power, which it is easy to solve.
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After this as will be found the solutions of equations (5-142) and

(5-143), unknown edge stresses will be determined according to the

" formulas

S + ; ---. (5-144)

The solution of equations (5-142) and (5-143) with current i(t),

determined by formula (5-107), leads to the integrals of the form

cth u.-1e/'dt,

-. which in the elementary functions are not taken. In order to bring

solution to the end/lead, let us replace the function of hyperbolic

cotangent with exponential function. Let us show that this

* replacement is possible. The function iS Owven

- ,,[a' cth +Art -

Let-us replace with its following function

I' U. U ['+(,-')O'- , (5-14+)

.i4. ' " " " " " ' " "
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where - coefficient, which must be determined for the register of

functions.

* With t-0 both functions have the identical values

- U( -A-)

* With t= both functions also have the identical values

I- M U(" -

For the register of functions in the- interval O<t<- let us

require their equality at certain fixed/recorded moment of time at=A3

U.[ 'oth Aroth) J - U,, I' + (g - a') C-0-

Othk+Arth±9m+rir4

Page 301.

Since

that ) + 4 4h -

Whence +

For that designed earlier an example we have: e=4.25; e'=3.17;

e/e'-1.34.

•2 -,
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Let 3=1. Then
-.: . t,3t3 + 'z, -2,13. ".-.-t.313+ 13-

For checking the coincidence let us calculate the functions

/I cth at+ Arcth - oth (at + 0,90);

-2-- + ( --) e-2. b, -I + 0,34e-&.''.

0 0. 1 JiS S I

Ia 1,34 1,1165 1,0405 1,0047 1.004 t,0020 t.OM O M100
A,34 t,1,1165 0o I. 1,0 9 1.0047 1,001, I 1.000M ,m"

The greatest difference of the values of functions does not

exceed 0.08*, which indicates a good coincidence of functions f, and

f3

Thus, the feeding current

t It) - U. [' + 1s - - D (t) J.',

where 8 3 t)_U.a+(e.....st - slowly changing amplitude.
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We will write the solution of equation (5-142) in the form

. where A(t) - the slowly changing amplitude of oscillation.

The shortened equation takes the form

V,.
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2 L jo, + A 1(o2- "ab + 28Ajo9 =t" Dia,.

Taking into account that we obtain

+ (a + I) A -M + NO ,' (5447)

where u

g =uE; M=\RIJ; N=Um(,-)
2 2C.

This is linear the differential equation, analogous to equation

(5-126).

The resultant expression for amplitude A(t), found as a result

of solving equation (5-147) taking into account integration constant,

takes the following form:

A= - -1 e-~4.j9)e + N [e- e-CS+iUva1 t5448)

We analogously find the solution of equation (5-143)
B- (t) ,, .

B M it - 0001 + N[C09 18 9 (5-449)

We find the complex amplitudes of edge stresses

O a.4+ .. M i.1t -- e-S+i + M[t--' 1 -I-
2~j tbEbI

+ r_ + ['-- r-b1 + N9
== - -€+'1 -- A' - " +"-

N 6-0-011']

Page 303.
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After multiplying the complex amplitudes T, and U on &- and

after taking real parts, let us find the instantaneous values of edge ii

stresses

+(s..B -+ -u ( cos 2 - sin c os Ca,; ( 5)r- I[ - C-1 (os - sin )] +

+ ( -b)+ ' - r" (0 +t nsin inas$ (5-150)

Expressions (5-150), (5-151) can be registered in the following

form:

U" - U, (t) Cos , ; (5-152)
.-- Us (t) sin (aot, (5-153)

where U(t) and U2(t) - the slowly varying in the time amplitudes of

voltages/stresses u, and u2.

Under the influence of large signal anode current 1,1 is

described by expression (5-125), which it is analogous with function

(5-146). Consequently, differential equation (5-147) and results of

its solution (5-150) and (5-151) with the substitution of the

' corresponding values N and M are accurate for the high signal level.

Of greatest interest foi the practice is amplitude U,(t) the

• voltage/stress of radio pulse, which was isolated on the secondary

circuit.

:','-',- --, ' --- ----:- - - .. .-- . .
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The calculated transient responses h for amplitude U,(t) are

*, given in Fig. 98a, b
(5-154)"

where U,, - steady amplitude U,(t).

For the comparison of the results of research of transient

processes in band UPCh with the results, obtained above, the

calculations of transient responses are carried out for the

cascade/stage, assembled on the tube 6Zh1P, with the cathode resistorr

of tube RM--4 kiloohm.

Page 304.

Analyzing Fig& 97 and 98,-it is possible to do the following

conclusions:

at the constant value 6 (at the constant value of the passband

of cascade/stage) with an increase in capacitance C, the time of the

establishment of the intensive radio pulse is reduced, and the value

of parasitic overshoot at the flat/plane pulse apex sharply

increases;

at the constant value of capacitance C, with an increase in the

value 6 (with the expansion of the passband of cascade/stage) time
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, is reduced, and the value of overshoot increases:

at the identical values of capacitance C. and 6 the parasitic

" overshoot, which is formed during the amplification of radio pulse in

,  the band cascade/stage, is considerably more than during the

amplification in the resonance cascade/stage with the single

duct/contour;

both in the resonance ones and in the band cascades/stages,

S. which work on the high levels of signal U,.>IUI-U.I, the value of

* capacitance C, must be chosen in the limits of 100-200 pF. In this

/ case is reached considerable operating speed of MARU and the

correction of the front of the intensive radio pulse with a

comparatively insignificant increase of parasitic overshoot.

"."° ° " +* - " - " *' ° "" " " " * 5 " - * - • .. . . S* . . . .. S . . . . . . .
+ 0 +":,:" ,' ' ' : " f, 

+ 1
" ?::. ' 1 S?, * " S *, S : . . . . . . . . .*'? '?:2 : " .; 2 i 1" 2 7" : ". i . ' . 'iL- i ." +':I i " "
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/0

2 d-it I 23'

Fig. 98. The transient responses of band cascade/stage with input

signal U,u-2zV: a) 6-6.28*10'=const; cN=var; 1 -cs,=0; 2 -cm:200 pF;

3 -c,-500 pF; 4 -c 3 -1000 pF; 5 .- -s pF; b) c, iooopF; 6-var; 1-

6-6.28-10'; c.0k 2 -6-3.14-10'; 3 - 6.28-10'; 4 - 512.56-10'.
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SELECTIVE TRANSISTORIZED AMPLIFIERS.

Tuned amplifier with the single oscillatory circuit.

The special features/peculiarities of transient processes in the

transistorized amplifiers are caused by the form of the passage

characteristic of transistor, which with a sufficient degree of -

accuracy is approximated by exponential curve, and by the inertness
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35011

of transistor. Due to the inertness of transistor with an increase in

* the frequency the slope/transconductance of passage characteristic is

* reduced, and, therefore, are reduced constant component and

* fundamental harmonic of collector (emitter) current, and the phase of

the reinforced vibrations also is changed.

Since us in-t-erests. the envelope high-frequency oscillations, a

change in the phase can be disregarded/neglected. A decrease in

mutual conductance of transistor can be taken into account with the

multiplication of the amplitude of the collector current by the

frequency factor m(2-95).

In the transistor amplifier, as in the electron-tube, transient

processes it is expedient to first consider in the emitter circuit

(in the common-emitter connection), and then in the collector. The

possibility of separate analysis, is caused by the fact that output

characteristics of transistor according to the character are similar

to the plate characteristics of pentode. During the selection of the

corresponding mode/conditions of the work of transistor it is

* possible to consider that the transient processes in the emitter

circuit (in common-emitter connection, Fig. 54c) little depend on

transient processes in the circuit of collector/receptacle.

Under the influence on the input of the transistor cascade/stage
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of voltage surge of the radio frequency (we consider that is the

*- source of signal the voltage generator with an internal

resistor/resistance of R,-0)in the emitter circuit appears the jump

of the constant component of emitter current I.,(t)with rise time

4, caused by the inertness of transistor,

approximately/exemplarily, equal to one fourth of period T of

high-frequency oscillations. In comparison with the time of a change

in the envelope high-frequency oscillations ..O is possible to take

and to consider that in the emitter circuit the instantaneous jump of

current I.s. occurs whose value is determined by expression (3-49).

For the emitter circuit of diagram in Fig. 54c it is possible to

register the following equation of Kirchhoff:

in M- + (4 (555)

Page 306.

If for I.a we take expression (3-49), then the equation, which

describes transient processes in the emitter circuit, is -

transcendental and can be solved only graphically. For the analysis

of transient processes we use an approximation for I... taking into

account expression (3-55)

, -- (le + 0,68 + In x - U,), (5-156)

where z-AR.(TU,.); ( R,-R in Fig. 54c); U..U.

. . .
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Then equation (5-155) can be registered

d 
"+ .-

or

ill, i+0.68+182
.. -; ' ' r + 0o, + ( 5 -1 5 7 )

where

Equation (5-157), which describes transient processes in the

- emitter circuit, is linear. The solution of equation (5-157) after

the substitution of integration constant takes the form:
" :/7. = ET + 0,68 + Lax - _. In 18 (- u,,J

U, 08+a. = __ (54158)Y" " + 0,5 7 + o,6 • (-

In the beginning of the effect of input voltage with t=O

U.. E+0,4S+1la:.Us.. -- I +1 t, (5-459):i 7+0,.5
where

In the steady-state mode/conditions with t-*m

U& .. + 0.66+10. (5-to01
1+0,5 (

On the basis of expressions (5-158) -(5-160) it is possible to

record

4' Us,, U.. 7 -- W" e U. Y- Us. 8), (5-46t)

o r u s - 2 (
S"U., ,-- -" (5462)

"" Page 307.
Ts

Thus, the constant voltage U. in the emitter circuit of

i.:

• . . ** *° -. o + . + . * *. I. - I . I , - ,. ..

++]pl ' ll , l"+ + + I ". 
1]

I I * " + " + "" I 
]

# " I# '""+ " "+ . l 4++1 I I I - + " . " l " "+ 1 k I 'm
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transistor under the influence of the jump of radio frequency voltage

is changed in the time exponentially with the time constant ;-_,

determined by the values of elements/cells R, and C,.

*: Similarly, it is possible to find the law of a change in the

bias voltage of the transistor

0,o8 -0.8 -- +n a l.(1u ) (5463)"":-or. ,,o t)- l+ , + €' f+oa ' (5-163)

or +,
U,. 6 (W - Us.L + e" " (Us. a- Us. .7). (5-164).-

Taking into account expression (3-50) for the fundamental

harmonic of collector current, we write/record the differential

equation, which describes transient processes in the collector

circuit
d"u da • .d- .

+28 +4um02I~i (45

where
N .EAsiusb o2J, (yU,j

The shortened equation takes the form:

+ W= -- ivM. (5466)

Solution of this equation
U IC]+ (54-67).u - r" ' [c + ,, S ,iP (rr'). (-17

where A - A,21 1 (IUr) exp (p (0,68 - 0,68 - % z);
-- th In Is (-WU); p - +- .-

If we into the integral, entering expression (5-167), substitute

F ~.. .. ";hk . . . . . . . ." ...:+.a',,' ,".-- :,,+ . +. . ... + . " . -.. . .. + - . .. -. .
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v.-',1 , the latter is converted into the tabular integral for integral

ratios a- 2, 3,:.

X - p 0-- -6 I " --

where EI(Cy) - tabulated exponential integral.

*' Page 308.

Let us give the series/row of particular solutions for several

values of n.

1. n-l (8S,)

U (t) - e' { [ELt(E) -E (Cv)] + O exp (Cy) - exp q. (5-169)

With t-# conservative value of the voltage/stress

i, - A (l--(5.15 70)

Then the transient response

=U(S) r ( -. (iEL (Q) - M (Cy)] + el,'.e - (5-171)

2. n-2

With t- . .
A

u,, -4v [ - (I+ C.Al

Then

h(() = (V' -' (1 + E)1- t tr.' (EL f) - EL(Cy)l +

+ el (Y-' + el') - a (1 + c)). (54,73)

S..-..........- ''.i.,:..- .,-.- -. ;.........
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3. ni-3

U (t) - CO [Ei (C) - Ei (Cy)l +

With t- +el (M-8 + - + cc-1 ) - " (I + C + ')). (5-174-

- ".. UT A [I - (t +- + C-2E()1;E +
-2; ( ) O,[ - ( + C + Ct)l - ' l Ei (C) - El 1ty1l +

+ elm (M-8 + CV-' + Cly-1) -el (I + C + C3)1; (5-175)

............. ...................""..~ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,/'
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* ~4. nr (,m) _

U (t) - " [EL ( --

El (CM)J + -c cc~QV (5-176)

With t-m-

SC. +

With the help of the resulting expressions it is possible to

sufficiently accurately calculate transient responses for different

input signal level. However, these expressions are somewhat bulky and

it is expedient to use them for a precise calculation of transient

responses in the electronic -computers. For the rough estimate of the

character of tran.sient processes it is possible to use approximate

solution, which we find as follows. We write/record expression

",'-'.''-....- . .....,.- ..... .... . .. . - ."... . --- • . -. . .. • -. .• " ."-•-. - " ,.
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(5-167) in the following form

u A C+ , S ,C. (5.478)

We expand function ev in series/row and are limited by two -

members. After determination and substitution of integration constant

where

Since 7>>1, it is possible to take a=l. Let us consider several

particular solutions for the series/row of values x.

1 . = O
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With t-co

U 7 - AR.(C + 1).

Then
- (0 -~~ (I - )

2. O<X<l. For the present instance formula (5-179) is real. With

U,- AR.

Then

(t) - 1 - r' + - (e ,, - g-,,) (5-182)

3. x-l. In this case is obtained the uncertainty/indeterminacy
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of form %, pointing out which according to l'Hopital's rule, we

obtain

h (t) = I -- - t + Ceka- 4 . (5-183)

4. g>l

h (t) - I - C -" 1 , -- "). (5-184)

The transient responses, calculated by formulas (5-181)-(5-183),

' have much the same character as transient responses for the

vacuum-tube amplifier. Difference is in the fact that the overshoot

at the flat/plane pulse apex appears on the lower level of the input

voltage of signal. The most optimum relationship/ratio is ,, with--- TI

which the adjustment is-realized virtually on the envelope of

impulse/momentum/pulse ,and overshoot in entire dynamic range up to

the entrance of transistor into the mode/conditions of limitation

does not exceed 15-20*.

In this case

C ,, (1 + ,661)..

For the band-pass amplifier with the two-circuit filter the

transient responses are analogous to the transient responses of

vacuum-tube amplifier with the same difference, as for the tuned

amplifier.

Page 311.
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Inertial UP.

Due to the inertial properties of transistor with an increase in

the frequency an increment in the constant component of emitter

- current and amplitude of the first harmonic of collector current is

reduced. Because of this the character of transient processes it is

changed with an increase in the frequency of the reinforced signals.

On the basis of materials Ahapter 3 it is possible to

demonstrate that the voltage/stress between the emitter and the base

taking into account the inertial properties of the transistor

I" Us. a + IAU. (5-185)

For the exception/elimination of transcendence we use

* approximate solution (5-156). Then the dc current component of the

" emitter

IN + In x +OAS- 0,8 (U - 47p)( -g-

4.M (5488)

Substituting expression (5-186) in (5-155) and solving obtained

equation U.-(s), we obtain the following expression, which describes

transient processes in the emitter circuit

U (M U - (,--, , 15-187)

where

-/:

' : ,, t ', ' - . - -' :: ' ' * . - . *, *: , ''* , * -. ' " • " - . , " . " , . - " ,
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I + 0.68 + In A.ReI (jU.) + 0U, * - .K AS
: :. m (5.-t88k--

For determining the expression, which describes transient

processes in the collector circuit, we will use solution (5-167).

Taking into account equation (5-186), after conversions we obtain the

following expression for the transient response

is-, W ' el (5-189)...
.1-i.

where

~~ In1 (7rU); a.G- 2R C (j
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On the basis of calculations and experimental research it is

established/installed, that the inertial properties of transistor

differently affect the character of the transient processes, which

take place in the emitter and collector circuits,. The inertness of

transistor in the larger measure affects transient processes in the

collector and in smaller - to the transient processes in the emitter

circuit. From expressions (5-188) it is evident that with fulfilling

of inequality 7>>0.6/m by the indicated effect on the transient

processes in the emitter circuit it is possible to disregard.
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with an increase in the signal frequency coefficient mn is

reduced. Because of this the time of the establishment of transient

response increases and parasitic overshoot is reduced at the

apex/vdrtex of radio pulse.
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Chapter 6.

Calculation, tuning adjustment of functional amplifiers.

£ 1. Calculation of logarithmic amplifier with the nonlinear

elements/cells.

In the present chapter are given a methodology and examples of

the calculation of the most widely used types of functional

amplifiers - the logarithmic amplifiers, made on the tubes and the

transistors. Other types of functional amplifiers can be calculated,

using a material of the previous chapters and the given

methodologies.

The order of calculation of functional amplifiers does not

depend on the type of amplifier instrument. Therefore the

methodologies given below are general/common/total for the amplifiers .
.

on the tubes and on the transistors.

.
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For calculating the amplifier with FAKh must be assigned the

fundamental parameters, enumerated in S 3 of Chapter 1. Amplifier

independent of type and method of its realization, they calculate

into two stages:

1. Selection of diagram and the calculation of amplifier in the

linear conditions according to the given values of the factor of

amplification K., passband I and frequency of the reinforced f.. As a

result of calculation they must be determined: a quantity of

cascades/stages n, the factor of amplification of one cascade/stage K.,

noise voltage on the output of amplifier and value of the network

elements, which ensure linear conditions of the work of amplifier.

2. Calculation of network elements, which ensure realization of

FAKh in amplifier.

The order of calculation of aperiodic, resonance and band-pass

amplifiers to LAKh is identical. The calculation of tuned amplifier

. is performed employing the following procedure.

1. Input and output voltage of cascade/stage is determined, with
wu'.i

i which it must begin with its LAKh,

i .: i:-:i --. . *.. .;. . ...... . -... ... .. :.. -.... * .-. :. --. * .. * *; - .. . :.... ... . . .. . ... : ::. .
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UM! M,-D-1. (6-1)
US& - X UMX- U &. . (6-2)
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2. Required number of nonlinear cascades/stages is determined.

if coefficient K. considerably exceeds dynamic range, then there is

no need for making all cascades/stages with nonlinear ones. Quantity

of nonlinear cascades/stages with the successive work taking into

account condition (1-76), obviously,

n (dO) (GI-3)

3. Basis of logarithmic signal N (or coefficient a= iS

determined.

If the dynamic ranges D and Du, are assigned then according to

expression (1-44)

am  (6-4)

If slope/transconductance a and voltage/stress U.., is assigned

then according to formula (1-42)

r-..

If a-i, all nonlinear cascades/stages are performed by identical

ones. If a. , in the latter/last cascade/stage it is necessary to

* .-
,' "-,." - : "- ,-". " "". . '. '. ." .' ." '. . . . - . a - i - " " - . '' -
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ensure amplitude characteristic with a..,*1, and in all rest, which

precede the latter, mode/conditions with a-l.

4. If amplifier instrument is linear, then according to formula

-• (2-115) or (2-116) taking into account (1-30) and (1-31) is -

calculated required dependence of change in conductivity gm.c=(Um..o)

.* or resisting R .. j(Um.c) nonlinear element/cell. In this case, the

calculation is performed for the linear conditions with the change

04z<l, logarithmic - when i szd-K., quasi-linear - when

d<z<zm.=land,where i - the reference number of nonlinear

cascade/stage.

If amplifier instrument nonlinear, it is possible to calculate

dependence g ,.=/(U,.a), using. formula (2-126)

,-, e,,,.,, o e. 4 1 ) - 11 - e,, [ ' ( )(1 - 11t, -1

or volt-ampere characteristic of nonlinear element/cell, using

r formula (2-127).

Page 315.

: 5. Is chosen nonlinear element/cell, usually semiconductor

diode, which satisfies following requirements: slope/transconductance

of volt-ampere characteristic of diode must be large with small

" " . * . -.. ". .. . " . ". K- -
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-.% voltages on diode; stray capacitance of diode and volumetric strength

v of materials of diode must be small.

6. For different values of cutoff voltage for diode U, from

volt-ampere characteristic of diode by method of five or more than

ordinates [36] is designed family of real curves of dependence of

conductivity (resistor/resistance) of diode on applied to it sine

voltage g..p-m-(U).

7. Curves g,.o-1(Uw.o) and guap-lp(U,. are combined. If required

curve gna a-I(U-a) coincides not with one of curves g..p=(U.), is

adapted/hurried one of nearest curves gmjp- p(U.) by an increase in

the number of in parallel connected nonlinear elements/cells and by

inclusion/connection consecutively/serially or in parallel with the

nonlinear element of active linear resistor/resistance.

Example of calculation. To calculate logarithmic UPCh with the

single resonant circuits, if are assigned the following technical

specifications: passband H-t MHz; amplification factor in linear

conditions K,-101; resonance frequency f.-30 MHz; dynamic range of

LAKh D-80 dB; the s'ope/transconductance of LAKh o=0.2 V/Np;

U.. a 2" i( V.

The 1st stage. We choose a tube of the type 6Zh5P. Let us assume

. ., ... :. : .: . -_: . : .-. .-. . ..- . - . . . -. . , - . . . . . :. . .
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that as a result of calculating the amplifier in the linear

conditions are acquired following data: n-4; ..-io.

* The 2nd stage.

1. We determine voltages/stresses u. and ,..

V,. g-- %Z. BET,*- 2. t-1;
mom -UM. wKs. S.0-4. 0o .2 Te. "

Mu~um~.'.,.'.

Key: (1). V.

2. We determine number of nonlinear cascades/stages:

*m (Us

3. We determine coefficient of a:
a 0,2

Thus, all nonlinear cascades/stages must be identical.

4. We determine maximum input voltage on input of latter/last

(4th) nonlinear cascade/stage

%j-,monL,[((L-- t)Ld+ti-tO.O,02[(4-)IlntO+tl--.58 V.

Page 316.

During the appropriate selection of the mode of operation of
I
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tube it is possible to count its characteristic of linear.

5. We choose the method of shunting of plate load of

cascade/stage by nonlinear element/cell (Fig. 99). According to

formula (2-16) taking into account (1-30) and (1-31) we calculate and

plot a curve R,.-(Um.) for the fourth nonlinear cascade/stage. The

designed curve as prime is depicted in Fig. 100. For the remaining

nonlinear cascades/stages curves R,, 0 /(u1 1  will be the same, but

finished with the voltages/stresses

u~*z .- KU.. ( ind+ 1).

6. As nonlinear element/cell we choose semiconductor diode of

type DzZh. From the method of five ordinates we calculate real curves

R,p--p(Um) for the different values of cutoff voltage u, on the diodes

and we represent as unbroken curves in Fig. 100. From this figure it

is evident that the curve of the required law of a change of

resisting the nonlinear element/cell fis,-/(U,.) sufficiently it

coincides precisely with the curve of a true change of resisting the

nonlinear elemert/cell RaOi.-(u when u-o,2V in the range of

voltages/stresses 0.25-0.8 V, and then these curves diverge. The

disagreement of curves can be reduced by the inclusion/connection

consecutively/serially with the nonlinear element c. supplementary

linear resistor/resistance R-too ohm, which is equal to a

difference in resistors/resistances A, .o-ts ohm and A.-0 ohm

when u,-o,2s V at point U"m 2,5 V,-

" , • "," ~~~~~~~~~~~~. . ."... . ._...4..... ":...... .. ..., .. . . ..-. . 4-, 4 .. ."',.
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It is expedient to take supplementary resistors/resistances Ra

f or different nonlinear cascades/stages by different ones. The values

of these resistors/resistances it is necessary to find as a

* difference in resistors/resistances R3 , and R., . found from curves

R&- I(U.,*0) and R..p,fU. at voltages/stresses U.,,. of those

* corresponding to the end/lead of LAKh of amplifier. In this case

* voltages/stresses u... with which it is necessary to find values of

RA for different nonlinear cascades/stages, are given in Table 12.

* The values of supplementary resistors/resistances, found with the

method indicated, are given in Table 13, from which it is evident

that f or the first nonlinear cascade/stage resistor/resistance aRA=.

and for the rest -it virtually one and the same.
• .- *. . **.
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Table 12.

1 3 2

US , 0* 1,2 t,58 2,04

Key: (1). V.

Table 13.

Key: (1). ohm.
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Supplementary resistors/resistances it is expedient to use for

the creation on them of those locking nonlinear elements of

voltages/stresses u."

The points of the passage of the curve of a change of resisting

.the nonlinear element/cell with a series-connected supplementary

resistor/resistance of R.-100 ohm are shown in Fig. 100. The points

of curve R..,+tOOea-p(U.) coincide sufficiently well with required

curve R.S,I(UM.) in entire range of the output voltage/stress of

latter/last nonlinear cascade/stage. Because of this it is possible

to obtain AKh cascade/stage, the ensuring successive work of all five

cascades/stages and precise LAKh of UPCh.
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fly - - -

I.6
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Key: (1).o.(2. .
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7. From formulas, given in Table 3, we calculate that required

AKh of nonlinear cascade/stage (dashed curve in Fig. 101).

According to general formula (2-11) with the use by curve

Rump+ 100 ohm -1(U) we calculate the real AKh of latter/last

(fourth) nonlinear cascade/stage. The calculation points of real

amplitude characteristic are replaced in Fig. 101 and they coincide I:.

sufficiently well with the required characteristic. For the remaining

nonlinear cascades/stages real AKh--,ll have the same or even smaller

*divergences from the required characteristic, since curves

R...--y(U1 mJ for these cascades/stages will more coincide precisely

with required curve H *.--(U.. Therefore for the calculation by the

general/common/total AKh of amplifier it is possible to use an

amplitude characteristic, only latter/last nonlinear cascade/stage.

8. From formula (1-34) we calculate precise LAKh (solid line in

Fig. 102) of four-stage amplifier.

. . .. . . . .
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, . o~iJ a :l I M ill. I I ... -. ,I

I ~ ~ ~ ,.= I,,.; I I.tIII il f Itl

U111.W

S Fig. 101. Fig. 102.-

Fig. 101. Calculated and real amplitude characteristics of fourth

nonlinear cascade/stage of logarithmic amplifier.

Key: (1). V.

Fig. 102. Calculated and real amplitude c'.aracteristics of four-stage

logarithmic tuned amplifier.

Key: (1) . v .
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From the real amplitude characteristics of nonlinear

S cascades/stages (in particular, on AKh the fourth nonlinear

S cascade/stage, depicted for Fig. 101) we design and construct

*' * . - . * ,
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* logarithmic amplitude characteristic UPCh, which consists of four

nonlinear cascades/stages. The calculation points of true LAKh of

UPCh are shown in Fig. 102. From the curves in Fig. 102, we see that

* real AKh in entire logarithmi= range 80 dB differs from accurately

logarithmic not more than to 3-44.

With an example of the calculation of logarithmic video

amplifier with the nonlinear feedback according to the cathode

circuit it is possible to be introduced in work [7).

S 2. Calculation of functional (logarithmic) amplifier with ARU

according to the pentode grids of tubes.

For the amplifiers with ARtJ on the pentode grid, naturally, can

be used the tubes, which have conclusion on the pentode grid. They

include the pentodes of the type 6ZhlB, 6Zh2P, 6Zh4, 6Zh5B, 6Zh5P,

6Zh9P, 6P9 and so forth.

The distortions in the amplitude in the amplifier with the

larger signals the less, the greater the extent of the grid-plate

characteristic in the region of negative voltages/stresses on control

electrode. From this point of view to the more advantageous side

differ the tubes of..the type, 6P9, then M ~4, 6Zh5B, 6Zh6P. In the

tubes with the large slope/transconductance of the type 6Zh9P, 6ZhlOP

--....-,.._
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and so forth the characteristic of tube is shorter, what is

deficiency/lack.

During the design of amplifiers it is necessary to remember that

* the effect of adjustment the higher, the greater the cascades/stages

included by adjustment.

Example of calculation. To calculate the schematic of

logarithmic amplifier with ARU from the pentode grids of tubes, if

are assigned the following parameters: K.=10'; U-4 MHz; f,=30 MHz;

D.-0 dB. Logarithmic operation of signal according to the law of

natural logarithm, i.e., N-2.7(a-l).

The 1st stage. As a result of calculation are known following

data: the type of tube 6Zh9P; the factor of amplification of

cascade/stage with the work in linear conditions K.-1o;a number of

cascades/stages n-5; voltage/stress on tubes u0..- I V.

The 2nd stage. 1. We choose diagram with one regulator (Fig.

45d).

2. According to characteristics of tube 6Zh9P when urn-a V

(Fig. 47b) .we determine maximum permissible signal amplitude at input

of latter/last cascade/stage. Taking into account that the maximum

.-.
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controlling voltage/stress, which enters pentode grid u.there will be

on the order of 80-100 V, maximum amplitude ucan be taken order 2 V.

We accept U,-, (6)-4 V.
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3. Using formula (3-77), we calculate curve of dependence

I ... /()with change X from 1 to 104. Calculated curve 1 is shown in

Fig. 103. From the figure one can see that q it varies from 0 to

0.75. U. - voltage/stress of the triggering/opening of tube on the

pentode grid when u r-- V.

4. We determine minimum value of factor of amplification of

cascades/stages at the end of dynamic range of LAKh, i.e., at the end

of control

5. We determine maximum output voltage/stress um. which

corresponds to end/lead of LAKh,

Ur.. "%uWz. --m (5) "uz. MU (51 KEUE , 2 •2,5 - 5 V.

6. We determine voltage/stress u,.s. with which begins with LAKh,

. . ..
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UB-- a -. 5 V.

Along the axis of abscissas (Fig. 103) we plot/deposit the

output voltage/stress of amplifier, which is the input voltage of

regulator.

7. We choose diagram, which must manufacture controlling

* voltage/stress, which is changed according to the law n=f(Z) (Fig.

103). Zaks' that required q-f(Z) can be realized, if to the input of

* 1 a tube of the type 6N9S when u-..3w V the bias voltage uC-- V.

(Fig. 104) to supply from the output of amplifier negative

voltage/stress with the transmission factor of detector k. o,70, on

which is fed the retarding voltage/stress U*,.,-5sV. Value k,, is

selected during the comparison of curve n-f(Z)" with the grid-plate

characteristic.

4P

.35

S 4
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* Fig. 103. Fig. 104.

U
Fig. 103. Curves of dependence :2~.f(z) for five-stage amplifier with

U,

ARU on pentode grid.

* Key: (1). V.

Fig. 104. Grid-plate characteristic 6N9S when u.a-3o V.

Key: (1). mA. (2). V.

Page 321.

Fig. 103 shovs realizable law ,,.T(z) with the help of the tube

6N9S by points and it coincides sufficiently well with that required.

Certain difference in the required and realizable curves in=f(Z)
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is observed in the beginning of the range of adjustment. However,

- this difference is easily removed by the selection of the

corresponding mode/conditions of the work of the second amplifier of

the regulator, which must manufacture the desired value of the

controlling voltage/stress.

9. we determine voltage/stress of triggering/opening of tube

6Zh9P on pentode grid U,. For this from the characteristics, depicted

for Fig. 47, we design and construct the dependence of the

slope/transconductance of tube on the voltage/stress on pentode grid

S-(U.) with different bias voltages oa (Fig. 105). For selected

mode/conditions U,,-.-i V straight line s-t(u o) we continue before

the intersection with the axis of abscissas and we find U.i-107 V

We accept U,=(-10 V).

10. We determine maximum controlling voltage/stress u, . which

it must manufacture regulator

u p . 1 M U -0 75 . 0- 8 V .

Thus regulator must consist of detector with the transmission

factor k--O ,7 on the preamplifier, which ensures the required law of a

change in the controlling voltage/stress, and the fundamental

amplifier, which ensures the required stress level u.

"4 ; < ? . i > > . [ ; . ; . . .? .. .. - . . - ? . . ;, . ; . - . .
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11. For purpose of uniformity for fundamental (second) amplifier

of regulator we choose tube of type 6Zh9P. we accept the following

mode of operation of tube (Fig. 47b); u.--2 Y; r,,.z mA (tubes

L in Fig. 60).

12. We are assigned by amplitude of change in anode current

Ai -u IDA, which corresponds to change in voltage on input uw,, ~"i*s V

13. We determine anodic lamp resistance of fundamental amplifier

R., in Fig. 60).

U 821h~l
1 ass g- b y -mplto om.

According to GOST we choose hA.e 3 ,9 kiloohm.

14. We determine anodic lamp resistance of preliminary (first)

amplifier. Since the tube 6N9S is twin triode, we connect in parallel

both triodes. Then a maximum change in the anode current of the tube

of the first amplifier according to Fig. 104

tImoG mA.

'. . *. . - .. . . . . . . . . . . . . *.
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- - do . -.2

Fig. 105. Curves of the dependence of the slope/transconductance of

tube 6Zh9P on the voltage/stress on the pentode grid.

Key: (1). V. (2). mA/V.
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Required anodic resistor/resistance (R,, in Fig. 60)

ai Ut p 1. o ohm.

According to GOST we choose A.. R,, tAJ ohm.

The required nonlinearity of dependence q-f(Z) in the beginning

of adjustment (Fig. 103), as it is not difficult to see from the

curves on (Fig. 47b), is obtained due to the nonlinearity of the

~ grid-plate characteristic 6Zh9P of the second amplifier.

I.
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For obtaining the stable work of the second amplifier of

regulator the voltage/stress on the stcreen grid of the tube of this

amplifier is given from resistor/resistance of R., over which the

constant component of the cathode current of all tubes of amplifier

stages flows/occurs/lasts. Since the cathode currents of tubes are

constant (Fig. 47a), the voltage/stress, which is isolated on

resistor/resistance of R... is also constant.

The potentials of the cathodes of the tubes of amplifier stages

and anode of the tube of the second regulator (M, in Fig. 60) are

equal to each other, owing to which is provided zero potential on the

pentode grids of the tubes of amplifier stages.

After the admission of the controlling voltage on the input of

regulator the anode current of tube L, increases according to the law

ii-f(Z) and the potential of the pentode grid's of tubes UK is reduced

according to the same law. As a result the necessary gain control in

cascades/stages and LAKh of multistage amplifier is realized.

The experimental amplifier, made on the diagram in Fig. 60, had

data, indicated into S 2, Chapter 3. The real characteristic was

somewhat different from the calculated to the smaller side at the end

of the adjustment. This is explained by certain overloading of

latter/last cascade/stage.
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S 3. Calculation of logarithmic transistorized amplifier with the
* addition of the detected voltages/stresses.

The calculation of logarithmic amplifier in this case is

produced into two stages. During the selection of amplifier circuit

it is necessary to be guided by the following:

transistors in amplifier stages must work without the

overloading;

diagram must be simple in the tuning/#djusting in the

implementation of LAKh of high accuracy;

the recurrence of the parameters of amplifiers from one copy to

the next must be good.

To the greatest extent the diagram in Fig. 71, described in

ehapter 4, satisfies these requirements. Let us consider the

calculation of this diagram.

Page 323.

. .•
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Example of calculation. To calculate logarithmic UPCh with the

video output, whose diagram is depicted in Fig. 71, if are assigned -.-.

the following parameters: K,=3-10,; f.=30 MHz; 11=4 MHz; DaE- 7 s dB;

a-120 mV/dB.

1-stage. As a resutl of the calculation, known are the following

data necessary for calculation of the aplifier in the nonlinear mode:

type of transistor - P417; operating mode of the transistor M . 4 ?'=

mA; amplification factor of the cascade in the linear mode K,=4.5;

coefficient of inclusion of the circuit m=0.2; number of cascades

n=7; value of resisistance of ARU in circuit of emitter .

k. With the selected mode and resistance A, fuliflled is the r.
inequality

Is. a. > re a. ."-.

Because of this, for the calculation of AKh of the cascade, it

is possible to use formula (3-70).

2-stage. Calculation of amplifier in the nonlinear

mode/conditions.

1. According to experimental input characteristic (Fig. 106) we

determine coefficient y. For this we are assigned lo,- 8 xA and

,-tO MA. From the curve on Fig. 106 we find u...-O.38 V; a..1-.25 V.
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From the relationship/ratio

i- fl *iW. of-U.a) so
" Ga .,ID i u u

we determine 7- 1 5 .

2. From formula (3-70) we calculate AKh of cascade/stage (curve

1 in Fig. 107) and also voltage in circuit U(-I(Uu) (curve 2 in

Fig. 107)

bUM

-°-

°.

d

9.

*
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I-Z - -- -

-( -25-/s( --.

Fig. 106. Fig. 107.

Fig. 106. Experimental input characteristic of transistor of type

P-417.

Key: (1). gA. (2). V.

Fig. 107. Amplitude characteristics of amplifier stage: 1 on

output; 2 - on duct/contour.

Key: (1). V.
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3. We design detector for transi-stor of type P416, which has

parameters: /,-m120 MHz; r-so0 ohm; slope/transconductance at zero

frequency S.-140 mA/V.

, .' .. . • .. • . . . . . . . . • •. . ... . . " .



4. We determine modulus/module of mutual conductance of

transistor P416 at frequency of rectified signal f,-30 MHz:

S' t40 7 -OC- 8313 80MA/V1P.

where , -

.

5. We determine mutual conductance of detectors taking into

account action of feedback due to control resistors IO(li-i,).

connected in emitter circuit of transistors. Resistors/resistances i.

take 20-40 ohms. We accept ap -30 ohm. Then according to work [22]

_ _S 47. 10- ' 9 MA/V.
+ R (S + 9) ' 77- 3 1 + 47. 1U'_ -0

since S>>g. We accept sM20 mA/V.

6. We choose mode/conditions of work of transistors of detection

cascades/stages with low currents of collectors/receptacles. Then

angle of cutoff 0 is close to r/2. Since the resistors/resistances in

the emitter circuits are blocked by the capacitors/condensers of

- sufficiently great capacity, voltage/stress on them for the pulse

action time substantially is not changed. Consequently, it is

possible to consider angle of.cutoff 9 as constant.

..

ft°. ° . .tf°°o %,.°... t ftf-t- ftft° - .. .. . .. ° . . .-. ..t . .ft. - ° - a - '". • ° ° - . ° " ' H . " _ . . , . :
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7. Choosing different values of coefficient of connection of

detector to duct/contour -,.it is possible to change value of voltage

of signal, which enters detector . With an increase in n z the voltage

on the input of detector and the slope/transconductance of LAKh of

amplifier increase. However, with increase in ,..the effect of the

parameters of detector on the oscillatory circuit increases. We

accept n,-o.z.. Then the output voltage/stress of cascade/stage

(curve 1 in Fig. 107) is the input voltage of detector, i.e.

uuN~a i m L JW9 "':,

8. For exception/elimination of effect of parameters of

transistors of amplifier stages on maximum output voltage/stress

u .. and, therefore, and to accuracy of LAKh of amplifier, detectors

we place in mode/conditions of limitation on maximum. The threshold

of limitation is selected - -0.5 v (Fig. 107), which corresponds to

voltage on the input of cascade/stage u, -0.2 V .

9. We determine maximum ampli'tude of rectified current of

collector/receptacle with .

A_ . 319 •2D t0- 0.5 -- 3,2 mA

where "

*-°

S. . . . ... .... *.*~. -.. . . . .- .- - . -•
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a-0.319 with 8-v/2.

Page 325.

10. We determine total resistance of load of detector made of

following considerations. Upon transfer from initial operating point

I.=0 into the mode/conditions of limitation the voltage/stress on the

collector/receptacle varies from supply voltage S, to zero. We accept

"i t 2 V. Then
S 75 to' em.

Resistor/resistance Rs& is equal to the sum of the

resistors/resistances
ON. J M N- a+ a. 0'

11. We assume that all cascades/stages identical. Then the

working dynamic range of cascade/stage d (according to S 5 of Chapter

1) is equal to his amplification factor with the work in the linear

conditions, i.e.

d-,-4.5 or d( -KU(.)m13 dB.

12. Using expression (1-142), we design necessary incremental

stress for summator (resistor/resistance a.) due to one nonlinear

.-

- 4%a" -" """ " . . .

. ,, ., , , .. .% , ., , . .. . . , . - . . . . . : .
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cascade/stage

AV 4-9a IGn t2O M-413a.155 V

13. We calculate resistor/resistance of summator a,.,Ma 1 ,on the

basis of coefficient of division in load circuit of detector

Whence
AU -3,75 t'55

RI RN- A £ -- =tr 48

Then resistor/resistance x,,1,in the circuit of the

collector/receptacle

RMARx-R,-3.75-,48m295 kiloohm.

In this case relation R-,-x.195=6t (condition 4-17) is

performed insufficiently, i.e., sufficiently precise LAKh with the

slope/transconductance a-120 mV/dB with relieving of output voltage

directly from the summator cannot be obtained.

14. We choose according to GOST R, .R. too ohm; RL,, 4E3,6 kiloohm.

Then

a3 12 0,1 2.3V/dB.
R6Ai J%1 7 13in

e.
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15. For obtaining required slope/transconductance of LAKh to

output it is necessary to connect linear amplifier with factor of

amplification
1 120K. , - - --- 4,&

Page 326.

In the diagram Fig. 71 video amplifier is assembled on

transistor T, of the type P416. For the linearization of AKh of video

amplifier with the emitter circuit of transistor is connected the

sufficiently high resistor/resistance of feedback R,,, shunted by a

small capacity/capacitance, which corrects the frequency

characteristic of the video amplifier in the region of the highest

frequencies.

16 .

FOOTNOTE *. If detectors work without the mode/conditions of

S- limitation, it is expedient to solve inverse problem, namely: first

".. from formulas (1-143) and (1-144) to calculate values kp, and then

taking into account condition (4-17) to determine values a,, Re and

Sj. ENDFOOTNOTE.

According to simplified formulas (1-143), (1-144) taking into account
2::.
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new values , and . we calculate the transmission factors of ist

and all remaining detectors

k asInd 25 I0- 13 0.83;

k42 M k k'aInd 2,5 10- 13 0,65.
•. 7 7 .k -- 0.5

As it is not difficult to see, values k,,-0.65 in the diagram are

already realized since slope/transconductance ,,it is designed, on
SA,R a R all 

"

the basis of the values and accepted.

It is most easy to obtain value k 1 -0,83 increasing mutual

conductance of 1st detector sA, and reducing resistor/resistance

RV,(R)in the emitter circuit of transistor T,. We find desired values

S,t and ito:

--I A t  0, -

. - m47 -25 0

Key: (1). mA/V. (2). ohm.

We accept R,,,(R,).2o ohm.

17. According to amplitude characteristics of cascades/stages,

whose ordinates are multiplied by coefficients k,, and K&,. i.e.

Ug i sual skAiK...

taking into account mode/conditions of limitation in detectors we

"*:' " ' ' " ; '. " " 2 " ' i - : " ' / . . . . . - ' . . , , - . . . . . . . . ' - ,
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* construct AKh of amplifier (Fig. 108). For this we represent AKh of

" cascades/stages, beginning from the latter (curve 7 in Fig. 108), in

the system of coordinates u.-I(o) of that calibrated of the input and

output voltages of amplifier. The amplitude characteristics of

- cascades/stages 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2 are constructed by the simple

transfer of characteristic 7 along the axis of abscissas to the value

of the working dynamic range of cascade/stage, i.e., on d-13 dB. InUm

Fig. 107 - 2 0 1 g-, where U.,-2 v- zero reference level. Summarizing

the ordinates of curves 1-7, we obtain AKh of amplifier (curve 8).

Page 327.

" 18. We carry out straight line 9, which corresponds to precise

LAKh, calculated by formula (1-34), and we determine dynamic range,

in which objective parameter sufficiently coincides precisely with

" precise. In Fig. 107 it is evident that .22 dB; aN-105 dB; i.e.

DRAX . 3 dB.

Maximally expected errors of LAKh, which will be obtained on the

assumption that the cascades/stages work in the mode/conditions of

linear amplification - limitation, they can be calculated by formulas

(1-184), (1-186). Calculated errors will be more than real ones,

since cascades/stages work in the nonlinear modes/conditions.w

. o ° -. "0 . ". to ° ". . .° •o ,- • ,- ° . . .. . . . -
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19. Dynamic range of LAKh can be increased on 10-13 dB, if we to

: input of amplifier connect further (zero) detector with transmission

factor kMo.3. In this case the first detector must have a

* transmission factor kA-o,.. In Fig. 71 the null detector is assembled

on transistor T,.

Amplitude characteristics on the output of the 1st and null

detectors for the present instance Fig. 107 depicts as prime and are

designated through is and 0. Fig. 107 depicts the amplitude

characteristic of amplifier with the zero (further) detector as

curved 10. In the same figure (dashed curve 11) it is shown the AKh

* of the amplifier without the linear video amplifier with relieving of'

output stress directly from the summator (resistor/resistance R64).

The mock-up, made on the diagram (Fig. 71), tested in the

laboratory. Experimental data (point in Fig.. 108) very well coincide

with the calculated ones.
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-. 00 e00- 1 ix - - - - 12

t~Ntw% -W0 .80 W6 -4-0 -20

Fig. 108. Amplitude characteristic of logarithmic transistorized

amplifier with the addition of voltages/stresses.

Key: (1). V. ci.db.
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Page 328.

S4. Tuning of functional amplifier.

The adjustment of amplifier with FAKh, just as calculation,

. should be carried out in two stages:

1st stage. Regulation and tuning/adjusting in linear

mode/conditions.

2nd stage. Adjustment of amplifier for obtaining precise FAKh.

If FAKh in n-cascade amplifier is realized according to the

method of changing the factor of amplification of nonlinear

cascades/stages, the adjustment of amplifier is begun from the

adjustment of separately each nonlinear cascade/stage. In this case

it is necessary that the amplitude characteristics of nonlinear

cascades/stages would correspond precisely to calculated ones.

Special attention should be paid to satisfaction of working

cunditions for the successive of nonlinear cascades/stages.

. . -..- -, -,...... .. . .. , , ,... . . .
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Only in this case it is possible to sufficiently easily and

, rapidly obtain precise FAKh of amplifier as a whole. After all

nonlinear cascades/stages are controlled, is regulated logarithmic

amplifier as a whole.

If FAKh in the amplifier is realized according to the method of

adding the output effects, special attention should be paid for the

selection of the transmission factors of the corrective

elements/cells (detectors, correcting cascades/stages). Methodology

of the selection of the transmission factors of detectors let us

examine based on the example Fig. 108. After plotting of amplitude

curve/characteristic of amplifier, are determined the sections of

dynamic range, in which LAKh is formed/shaped with some

cascade/stage. Let us suppose experimental of characteristic differs

from precise to the large side at points a, b, c, d, e and f (Fig.

- 108). It is obvious that for eliminating the error of LAKh it is

necessary and the first turn to decrease the transmission factor of

the 3rd detector and to increase the 2nd. After this to again plot

the curve of amplifier. If there will again be divergences, then by

change of the transmission factors of detector reduce them.

In order to eliminate the effect of the characteristics of the

previous cascades/stages on the characteristic of amplifier during

the adjustment of the i cascade/stage, it is necessary to regulate

neesrJrglt

" * * *
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(to change the transmission factors of detectors) amplifier, by

beginning from the latter to by ending with the first (zero)

detector.

The amplitude characteristic of separate selective nonlinear

cascade/stage and entire amplifier as a whole it is possible to shine

*[ sufficiently accurately on the block diagram, depicted in Fig. 109.

Page 328.

As the source of signal can be used high-stability standard

signal generator (GSS), from output of which it is possible to

remove/take usual sinusoidal high-frequency oscillations and

oscillations, modulated in the amplitude by impulses/momenta/pulses

or audio frequency. The high stability of amplitude and depth of

modulation of the generatable oscillations is the fundamental

requirement, presented to the signal generator.

The amplitude of the oscillations, removed with GSS, can be

insufficient; therefore after signal generator it is necessary to

switch on amplifier with strictly constant coefficient of

amplification in time. The value of the signal, which enters the

input of adjustable logarithmic amplifier (LU), it is possible to

set with an attenuator which stands at the output of the signal

generator. Since the attenuators of signal generators they frequently

have
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large error in the calibration, for removing/taking AKh the amplifier

- with the high accuracy it is necessary between the amplifier U, and

tuned LU to include/connect the further broadband attenuator A, by

using which, it is possible with the high accuracy to change

attenuation within the limits from 0 to 100-120 dB.

* For the accuracy of-t4e removal/taking of LAKh of amplifier it

is necessary that with the attenuator it would be possible to change

attenuation spasmodically through 3-5 dB with the accuracy not less

than 1%. Diagram and construction/design of this attenuator is

described in work [41]. During the use of a further precise

. attenuator the attehuation in the attenuator of signal generator can

be reduced to zero.

As the measuring meter I, connected at the output of logarithmic

amplifier, it is possible to use a cathode: voltmeter of the high

class of precision. During rough plotting of amplitude

curve/characteristic it is possible to use an oscillograph of the

type 251 or S1-8 (UO-lM).

The amplitude curve of cascade/stage or amplifier is plotted as

* . follows. At the output of GSS maximum voltage/stress is installed,

and in the attenuator A they introduce in the complete attenuation.

If output of voltage/stress GSS is small, then is connected amplifier

2 • . .. . . . . . . _ . . , , . - ' . . .
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U, (key/wrench P, is connected). Then, gradually decreasing the

attenuation, introduced by attenuator, with cathode voltmeter is

fixed/recorded output voltage/stress for each value of the

* attenuation of attenuator.

- *.** * **. . . . . . . . . . . . ..
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Fig. 109. Block diagram of installation/setting up for plotting the

amplitude curve/characteristic of logarithmic amplifier.

Page 330.

They reduce the attenuation of attenuator until to input of LU begin

to enter the signals, which emerge from the dynamic range of LAKh of

amplifier. After plotting points to the semilog diagram, is obtained

real AKh of amplifier, which with the small divergences from the

accurately logarithmic amplitude characteristic must be straight

line.

An error in the real AKh of amplifier is determined by the

divergence of points from straight line. An error in the

removal/taking of AKh amplifier is determined by the errors,

introduced by attenuator, measuring meter and subjective errors of

*" operator.

For the-rapid testing of the accuracy of real LAKh of selective
amplifier it is possible to apply the method of the modulated

- -
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oscillations, whose essence consists of the following. If we to the

" input of logarithmic amplifier feed high-frequency oscillations with

an amplitude of U. modulated in the amplitude by audio frequency with
U

• , the modulation factor In', where Us- amplitude of the enveloping

audio frequency at the input of amplifier, then at the output of the

amplifier of amplitude of the enveloping audio frequency

Ugs = EKoUa na In (I + m) (6-7)

and with m- const it will not depend on the value of the amplitude of

high-frequency oscillation at the input of amplifier in entire

dynamic range of LAKh.

Expression (6-7) can be registered thus:

U.zN In (I + m). (-8)

Whence the slope/transconductance of LAKh of the amplifier

Uu

For the more precision determination of the value of

slope/transconductance a and to this point of dynamic range LAKh

coefficient m is taken not more than 0.02-0.05.

In this case formula (6-9) takes the form

U 9, (6-40)

If we output potential of selective amplifier linearly rectify

. ..
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with the help of the detector D and to isolate the envelope of audio

frequency, then the amplitude of envelope can be accurately measured

by cathode voltmeter (amplifier U, with the coefficient K, it can be

connected for an increase in the amplitude of detected envelope at

the low values of m,Ko and ua,1 j.

Page 331.

Taking into account coefficient K,

TV accuracy of LAKh of selective amplifier is rapidly checked

as follows. In standard signal generator the ipecific modulation

factor m is installed. The scale of voltmeter is graduated in

accordance with equality (6-10) or (6-11). The attenuation of

attenuator further is changed and is observed the arrow/pointer of

voltmeter. In the case of precise LAKh the arrow/pointer of the

voltmeter, connected after amplifier U., is motionless and shows

value (6-11) with a change in the voltage on the input of amplifier

in entire dynamic range of LAKh. If pointer of voltmeter at some

values of input voltage differs from the value, determined by

expression (6-11), then this indicates that with the given input

* voltage the objective parameter of amplifier differs from accurately

logarithmic. If the arrow/pointer of voltmeter differs from the
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.bq

assigned magnitude to the large side, this means that the

slope/transconductance of real AKh increases (logarithm to the base N

is reduced) in comparison with the given one and, vice versa.

By the method of the modulated oscillations it is possible very

rapidly to check AKh of amplifier and to come to light/detect/expose

the sections of characteristic, which deviate from the accurately

logarithmic.
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appendices.

Appendix 1.

Analytical expressions of Y-parameters for the transistors:

u. + *C. Y + So o.j u

where

C___ _ __ (C. a+ C6.)toa

The cut-off frequencies:

for the common-base circuit

Ser

for the common-emitter connection

Page 333.

Appendix 2.
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Upon transfer from r-parameters into Y-parameters of the

T-shaped equivalent schematic of the transistor, connected on the

common-base circuit,

:.4 It g 69 I -
g. So ...F +F

F, u.; +.. ; S.p=,.0 , -
+ ~re ;r 't -

where a - coefficient of current amplification of emitter; ,.-

resistor/resistance of emitter; ,o- resistor/resistance of base;

r-resistor/resistance of collector/receptacle.

Upon transfer from h-parameters, measured in the diagram with

common emitter,

Appendix 3.

Coefficients A and B must be selected in such a way that the

functions F(x) and f(x) would coincide the minimum at three points,

namely: x=I, 0, 5 and 0. Coincidence of f(m) and F(x) even at three

points provides a sufficient accuracy of calculations in view of the

simple character of function f(x).
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It is easy to see that functions F(x) and f(x) become zero with

x-1. Thus, F(x) and f(x) coincide with x=l.

In order to obtain equality F(O)=f(0) with x=0, coefficient A,

according to (5-121), it must be equal to

A (0) (3-1)

.-
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Fig. 110. Fig. ill.

Fig. 110. Curve of dependence ,-JR,.

Fig. 111. Curves of dependences *(x) at different values s,:.
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We find value of f(O).

Substituting the value of x from expression (5-117) in (5-119),

we obtain

I(z)=- go-)Co I Cos (3-2)

During first periiodine voltage/stress u3.on resistor/resistance

Rw is small (considerably less than the amplitude V.) and therefore

) .

... * . * . . ** .* * * " .

'h.° %.* ** , . -. .,, -,.
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2 angle of cutoff 8, is maximum and equal to approximately r/2.

Equalizing x to zero in expression (3-2) and substituting the value

0-8,-r/2, we obtain the following expression for A

"-. , (sin O - 0 Cos O) Cos a sic. °

A = (0) (3si-Ocu) oO) 1C cod OR

Formula for calculating the coefficient of B is obtained, on the

basis of the requirement of coincidence F(x) and f(x) with x=0.5.

/(0,5) MI (0). (3-4)

The value of coefficient of M is easy to find, after

constructing plotted function f(x). By given value SmRm the angle of

cutoff in the steady-state mode/conditions (Fig. 110) is determined.

They are further assigned by the poison of the values of angl# 0 in

limits of 90* to the values, close to 0,, and in formulas (5-117),

(5-119) are determined the appropriate values of x and f(x).

Equalizing F(0.5) and f(0.5) to each other and taking into

" account relationships (5-121), (3-1) and (3-4), we obtain

M . 0,5 (1 - 0,5B). (3-5)

Whence

B= 2 (1 -+- 2M). (3-6)

Curves *(xf(x)/f(0), necessary for determining. the t efficient

of M, they are depicted in Fig. 111.
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